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ABSTRACT 

11-1E PONCE - SEGOVIA 
COLLABORATION: CREl\.TING THE 

MODERN GUITAR REPERTORY 

by Mark Dale 

The collaboration of the Mexican composer ~1anuel Maria Ponce glereafter 

referred to as Manuel M. Ponce, 1882-1948) and the Spanish C"oncert-guitarist 

Andres Segovia (1893-1987) gready expanded the repertoire of the guitar. Ponce 

was one of the most prolific and significant composers for the guitar. His output 

extends from 1923 to 1948 and includes thirty-three separately published works, 

comprising thirty original works and three published arrangements) including a 

collection of three previously published songs, the Tres canciones poptllares mexicanas 

(1924), the Candon poplliar gallega (EI Noi de la marrJ) (c.1927) and the Preillde (1936) 

for guitar and harpsichord, which is based on the earlier Preltlde in E Mqjor (1931) 

for guitar. His original compositions include works for solo, chamber and 

orchestral media and a diverse range of co:;:npositional forms, including a concerto, 

five sonatas, a sonatina, two theme and variations, two suites, numerous preludes 

and dance forms, and the monumental Variations Stir (Folia de Espaiia" ct fiif,IIC 

(1929). These works reflect an eclectic compositional style that embraced the 

popular and folk music traditions of Mexico, Cuba and Spain, the Mexican salon 
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genre, the batoque, classical and romantic periods, and the hamloruc language, 

melodic and rhythmic techniques of impressionism and neoclassicism. In all, 

Ponce composed thirty-one separately published works for Segovia. His last 

works, the Sets preltldios cor/os (1947) and the Variations on a theme oj CabeiPll (1948), 

were not written for Segovia. TIle Scis preludioJ cor/os were written for Juanita 

Chavez, possibly the daughter of Carlos Chavez, and the Variations on a theme oj 

CabCZOiJ were written for Ponce's friend Father Antonio Brambila. A suite in 

homage to Johann Sebastian Bach was Jost during the Spanish Civil \Var when 

Segovia's house was ransacked. 

The collaboration between Segovia and Ponce occurred at a seminal time in the 

history of the guitar. During the 1920s, the guitar repertoire underwent a 

significant expanslon. Concert artists such as Emilio Pujol (1886-1980), Miguel 

Uobet (1878-1938), Andres Segovia, and Regino Sainz de la Maza (1896-1981) 

sought aut non-guitarist composers with whom to collaborate. Composers such 

as Marmel de Falla (1876-1946), }:'.:l.qufn Turina (1882-1949), Federico Moreno

Tonoba (1891-1982), Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco (1895-1968), Alexander 

Tansman (1897-1986), and Joaquin Rodrigo (1901-1999) helped advance the 

weight of the guitar's repertoire through original compositions that eith~..r 

exploited t.lJ.e nationalist identity of the instrument or avoided nationalist 

references. 1 This latter category of original works helped position the instrument 

within the genet'll pool of sound resources available to composers and validated 

its suitability for solo, chamber and orchestral works.:! Pujol's research into the 

1 Dicciollario de fa flJliska upaiiJfa e hiJpalltJammtolla, Dircctor y coordinador gcneral En lilio Casares Rodicio y 
Dircctores adjunros Jose Lopez-Calo y Ismacl F.!manciC"4 de Ia Cuesta (ryfadrid: Sociedad General de Autores 
y &litotes. 2001), s.vv. "Guitarra." I Iert..'af:er references to the Dictioflano de h 11IIisica espOliola e hiJpallOollltricolla 
will cite the title, and the item preceded by the abbreviation s.v .. 
2 Dicci(l/Iano de fa mrisico ujimiofa l hiJpaflOatflmCOlltl, s.v. "Guirarra." 
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vihuela and lute traditions also helped to amplify the repertoire of the instrument. 

As director of the collection ''Bibliotequ::! de Musique Ancienne el Modeme pour 

Guitare" of the prestigious French publisher Max Eschig, he assisted in the 

diffusion of new music for guitar. The Hotllenaje - Pour Ie Totllbeall de Claude DebllS.[Y 

(1920) was published by him, as was the Zarabanda ftjatlCJ (1926) by Joaquin 

Rodrigo, the Son(1ta No.II (n.d.) by Lopez Chavarri, the Giga op. 3 (1928) by 

Rodolfo Halffter-Escr1.che (1900-1987), and the Sf/ite poplllaire brisilienne (1908-

1912) by Heitor Villa-Lob os (1887-1959). Sainz de la Maza also helped promote 

the guitar as a valid subject of study in the conservatones of Spain and Europe. 

He was named interim professor of guitar at the Conservatory of Madrid in 1935. 

Howevet', it was not until 1942, after the Gvil War, that a ch:lir of Guitarra 

Practica y Vihuela Historica was established at the Conse:rvatory which Sainz de la 

Maza occupied in 1947.3 The acceptance of the guitar into the conservatory 

curriculum was also facilitated by the publication of technical methods su("h as 

Pujol's three-volume didactical method Escuela razolJada de gllitatTa (1934-1971). 

Segovia'S goal was to modernise the repertoire of the guitar by collaborating with 

important composers. Turina dedicated all his works to him, including 

Fatldanguillo (1926), Rttfoga (1930), Sonata (1932) and HOtllCllaje a Tamga (1935). 

Torroba dedicated much of his work to him, including the Suite castellana (1926), 

Noctllmo (1927), B1I1galesca (1928), Piezas caraetenstira.; (1931) and the Sonatina (1953). 

Rodrigo wrote the Por los catnpos de Espana (1958), and Tres pieza.; espano/as (1963) as 

well as others. Tansman contributed the CatJatina (1951), and the SlIiie ill tIIodo 

P%nico (1964), to mention a few. Castelnuovo-Tedesco began his partnership 

with Segovia in 1932. His first work was the Varia::joni attraverso i seeoli op. 71 

(1932). 

3 Ditdol/ono tit 10 nllisica espatiolo e hispolJommncafltJ, s.v. "Guitarra." 
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Then followed the Jonat(J (Omaggio tJ Bocchetini) Ope 77 (1934) and the Capriccio 

diabOlico (Omaggio a Paganil1i) Ope 35 (1935). 'Ihe GlIitar Concerto in D (1939) was also 

dedicated to Segovia. Villa-Lob os met Segovia in Paris in 1924 and produced his 

DOtlZf illldes (1929) for the guitarist.4 I-Iowever, the composer who dedicated the 

greatest number of works to Segovia, and whose works Segovia considered the 

finest that had ever been written for the instrument, was Manuel M. Ponce. 

From 1913, Ponce was a major cultw:al voice in Mexico. At this time he tried to 

initiate a nationalist movement based on a romantic interpretation of the canci6n 

(Song). His lecture "La rnusica y In canci6n mexicana" (Music and the Mexican 

Song, 1913) on 13th December 1913 at the bookstore Biblos de Francisco 

Gamoneda is the earliest evidence of his nationalist philosophy. In this lecture, 

Ponce argued why Mexico must have its own music, that the legitimate source of 

that music was the canci6n, and how the canci6n should be re-presented. His 

philosophy was developed further in his contributions to a special edition of the 

M{'xican literary journal Cllltlira (1917) and a music jOUn1al he founded and edited 

with his friend, musician and historian Ruben M. Campos (1871-1945), the Rivista 

11111sical de Mixico (1919-1920). As a result, many of his piano works composed 

between 1913 and 1919 are overtly nationalist, with "Mexican" in their titles, and 

they share an implicit didactic fimction in demonstrating to other Mexican 

composers how to ennoble and preserve the native canci6n tradition. Works such 

as the Tema vanado t1!e:;..icano (1912), Bahda mexicana (1915), and SI/ite CIIbana (1917) 

nonetheless show a preference for romantic practices in their functional language, 

prevailing consonance, and pianism. 

4 Dkdotlano de 10 RlIiska espmlola e hispafloanmicafla, S.v. "Guitarra." 
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Around 1919, Ponce had become increasingly frustrated with his place in Mexican 

musical life. The fonn of nationalism based on the canci6n that he had tried to 

initiate failed to win the support of his fp!!;:,;w iv;\;;xican composers. Disillusioned 

with the hapha:lard government funcli.11g of Mexican musical institutions, in 1919 

he resigned as Director of the Orquesta Sinf6nica Nacional. In September of that 

year, he published a call for a musical congress i11 the Revista mllsica! de lvU"ico to 

address the progressive decline of Mexican musical institutions and Mexican music 

education. Although this idea generated considerable interest amongst some 

composers, teachers and musicians, the congress never eventuated. A new 

generation of ultra-modernist composers, such as Carlos Cha:vez (1899-1978) and 

Julian Carillo (1875-1965), pursued new ways to define a uniquely Mexican voice 

through the reconstruction of pre-conquest music and microtonalism. It WgS at 

this time tt'1at Ponce defined himself as a modernist composer. Some of the first 

works of tl-..is new period, such a" Chapu!tepee (original version 1921), define him as 

a discreet modernist. However, after his departure f01' Pari.s in 1925 and 

compositional studies at the Ecole Normale de Musique with ?,1aul Dukas, Ponce 

pursued techniques of non-serial atonality as demonstrated in th~ elia/fO piezas para 

piano (1929), the Olarteto miniat1l1'(Js (1 ~29) for string quartet, the ,\ onata brevp. (1932) 

for piano and violin, and the Sonatine (1932) for piano. It is during this period of 

profound professional and personal change tha~ Ponce's partnershIp with Segovia 

began. 

Hypothesis 

Though their collaboration was based on a genuine friendship, their pa..."1:nership 

was sometimes difficult find the compositional process protracted. The competing 

tensions of Segovia's conservative aesthetic acd pragmatic business values, and 
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Ponce's pursuit of modernism were negotiated through Ponce's guitar works.s 

During the years 1934 to 1936, the relationship between Ponce and Segovia 

undenvent a major personal crisis. Segovia had written several letters to Ponce 

that had for many months gone unanswered. Segovia assumed that Ponce's 

silence was the result of his [Segovia's] continual requests for new works. Segovi'l 

explained that his requests were due to his genuine affection for Ponce's music 

and that given his need for new works, it was clifficult not to ask. 

I understand that I harass you too much. When I 

feel touched by someone I am like that. But I 

understand also that it is necessary to put the brakes 

on. And I am going to do so. I will not harass you 

any more.6 

The hypothesis of this study is that the breakdown in the relationship between 

Ponce and Segovia was the result of three possible inte:rrelated factors. Firstly, the 

desire of Segovia to control the aesthetic choices of Ponce and preserve his 

preconceived vision of the work was an important contributi..'1g factor. Secondly, 

Segovia's requests for new works significantly reduced Ponce's output for other 

media, and virtually monopolised the creative effort of the composer during 1925 

to 1932. Thirdly, Ponce's pursuit of non-serial atonal techniques between 1927 

and 1932 conflicted greatly with the conservative and commercially pragmatic 

values of Segovia. 

5 The description that the collaboration between Segovia and Ponce was a process of negotiation is borrowed 
from Alejando L. Madrid-Gonzruez, "Writing Modernist and Avant-Garde Music in Mexico: Performativity. 
Transculturat10n and Identity after the Revolution, 1920·1930" (PhD diss.,1be Ohio State Uni,'ersity, 2003), 
136. 
6 Segovia to Ponce, June 1928 in Andres Segovia, The Segolip,Po"ce Leltm, ed. Miguel Aldzar, tran~. Peter 
Segal (Columbus: Editions Orphce, 1989), 34. 
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This study will combine a careful reading of Segovia's letters to Ponce '\vith a study 

of Ponce's development as a composer and prominent Mexican intellectual up to 

the crisis in his relationship with Segovia. 1be purpose here is to prese.nt another 

perspective on their collaboration to that presented by the letters. In studying 

Ponce's development as a composer, I will examine contemporary documenmry 

evidence to understand how Ponce defined himself and how he was defined by 

others. A study of Ponce's non-guitar works provides evidence of the types of 

aesthetic choices he made outside of his collaboration with Segovia. 
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Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to the Study 

Manuel Maria Ponce (hereafter referred to as Manuel M. Ponce, 1882-1948) was one of the 

most prolific and significaUi: composers for the guitar. His output extends from 1923 to 1948 

and includes thirty-three separately published works, comprising thirty original works and 

three published arrangements, including a collection of three previously published songs, the 

Tres cando11cspoplliares mexicanas (1924), the Cando!1 poplliar gallega (EI Noi de la mare, c.1927) and 

the Preillde (1936) for guitar and harpsichord, based on the earlier Preltlde in E Mqjor (1931) for 

guitar. His original compositions encompass solo, chamber and orchestral media and a 

diverse range of compositional forms, including a concerto, five sonatas, a sonatina, two 

theme and variations, two suites, numerous preludes and dance forms, and the monumental 

Variations StIr (T!olia de E.rpana" et filgNC (1929). These works reflect an eclectic range of 

compositional styles that embraced the folk and popular music traditions of Mex:iccI, Cuba 

and Spain, the Mexican salon genres, baroque, classical and romantic characteristics, as well as 

the harmonic language, and melodic and rhythmic techniques of impressionism and 

neoclassicism. 

From the second decade of the twentieth century, Ponce was a leading musical and cultural 

voice within Mexico. Beginning around 1912, critics in the popular press defined him as a 

modernist. His efforts at this time were concentrated on performance and teaching and the 

presentation of an all-Debussy recital by his students in 1912 in the salon of the Casa Wagner 

was received as being of '~modernist character" and "introducing dle new and exquisite music 
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of Claude Debussy".7 The description of Ponce as a "modernist" at this time is a reflection 

of the dominance of imported European and North American popular music, and also salon 

music in middle and upper class Mexican musical life. His compositions up to this point 

reveal an eclectic but conservative style encompassing popular salon forms, historical 

pastiches~ and, from 1909, overtly nationalist works based on the cancion tradition. Though 

his compositional output reveals multiple influences, Ponce's music is aesthetically linked to 

the romantic period, as is illustrated in his harmonic language and vocabulary. 

Fro!'"' 1913 to approximately 1920, Ponce tried to initiate a nationalist musical movement in 

Mexico based on the mixing of the Mexican cancian and European art music traditions. 

Ponce's nationalism was a composite of liberal humanist ideology and cultural refonn. The 

earliest evidence of his nationalist philosophy is a surviving fragment of the public lecture he 

gave at the Biblos de Francisco Gamoneda bookstore in Mexico City on 13h December 1913, 

"La musica y la cand6n mexicana". Other sources include Bseritos y composiciones mllsicafes 

(1917) and his contributions to the journal Reuista mllsicai de A1exico. Politics pervades Ponce's 

nationalist discourse. It is implicit in his emotional attachment to the Mexican poor and his 

unhappiness with their woeful social and political condihons. Ponce's nationalism is situated 

in the concert-hall, but its philosophy is based on the social and cultural program of the 

Ateneo de fa jliventlld (Athenaeum of Youth), a left-wing group of artists and intellectuals then 

prominent in Mexico. Ponce's aim was to modernise Mexican art music and re-defi."le it in 

the mould of the European art music tradition, but there was also a higher goal of culturally 

unifying Mexico under a common symbol, the cancion. Ponce addressed the same economic 

and social issues as his fellow members of the ,/liet1eo de fa jllVentlld, but he used the cancion as 

his platform for social comment and change. 

7 :\nonymous, 'Concierto en Ja Sala Wagner, un triunfo del maestro Ponce,' Ellmpl1rdl1l, 26th June 1912, p.17. Quoted in 
Miranda, Mt1flllc! M. POlice, 28. The full quotation is given bter in this chapter. 
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From 1913 to 1919, the piano was the focus of Ponce's nationalism. He had used cancion 

melodies in earlier piano works such as the Amiliadora mfxicat1a I (1909), Schel".'{jflo mexicaflo 

(1909), and Ropsodla HJfxical1a (1911), however, their small scale and romantic nature situated 

his nationalism in the salon. Those nationalist works composed after 1913, such as the Bahda 

mexicalla (1915) and the Suite ctlbana (1916), are situated in the concert-hall. Their use of 

extended forms, an expanded harmonic language, virtuoso pianism, and preference for 

devices that exploit the sonority of the piano, reflect a high art interpretation of the Mexican 

folkloric tradition. 

Around 1919, Ponce became increasingly frustrated by his place in Mexican musical life . .His 

fellow composers had shown little interest in the romantic form of nationalis::ll that he had 

tried to initiate. A younger generation of Mexican composers that included Carlos Chavez 

(1899-1978) and Julian Carrillo (1875-1965) sought new musical forms to express a uniquely 

Mexican voice. As well, Ponce became increasingly frustrated with the lack of support shown 

by successive Mexican governments for Mexico's musical instltutions and in 1919 he resigned 

from his position as the Director of the Orquesta Sinf6nica Nacional (although this was not 

accepted until 1921). He published a call for a musical congress, in the Revista musical de 

Mexico, to address what he saw as the progressive degradation of Mexican musical institutions. 

However, whilst other composers, teachers and musicians supported his views, the congress 

never eventuated. In 1925, he left Mexico to live and study in Paris. He enrolled in the 

composition class of Paul Dukas (1865-1935) at the E:cole NOrrIk'l.le de '!\1usique and remained 

there until 1932. 

It was at this time that Ponce's collaboration with Andres Segovia began. Though their 
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collaboration was based on a genume friendship, the compositional process on some 

occasions was difficult and protracted. Initially, Segovia and Ponce shared similar aesthetic 

values and goals, however, these diverged during the course of their partnership. Segovia's 

aesthetic values remained unadventurous and conservative throughout his career. As a 

concert artist, he recognised the commercial need to appeal ,,0 his audience's tastes and hence 

he placed great importance on the public reception of the work. Ponce, on the other hand, 

pursued a diverse range of nationalist, romantic and modernist goals. Whereas Segovia was 

commercially savvy, Ponce was an idealist who believed that the true composer should follow 

his inspiration rather than seek a material return. 

Notwithstanding the genuine friendship and sincere regard that each man had for the other, 

the collaboration between Ponce and Segovia was in crisis between 1934 and 1936. Segovia 

had written many times to Ponce since November 1932 and had received no reply. He had 

once written to Clementina, Ponce's wife, during this period in order to maintain contact with 

the pair. Finally, in February 1936, Segovia urged Ponce to save their friendship. Confused 

about Ponce's silence, Segovia thought he had done something to offend or hurt Ponce. 

I feel so sorry for our growing away from each other, Manuel, 

and I am referring more to what creates silence between us 

than to what divides us as a result of distance. This aloofness 

of yours, as much Clema's as your own would be natural if I 

had behaved like an enemy in your lives. But it is inexplicable 

if you are sure of my unalterable affection. \~'hat is going on 

with YOU?8 

8 Segovia to Ponce, February 1936 in Segovia, The Jegotia·Pom7. lA/frI, 15? 
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This crisis, when seen exclusively from the perspective of Segovia's letters, seems to have 

been precipitated by Segovia's frequent intrusion on Ponce's creative independence. 

However, when viewed from the perspective of how Ponce defined himself as a composer 

and how he was defined by others, this episode can be seen as the inevitable culmination of 

two diverging aesthetic and philosophical positions. During the second half of the 1920::;, 

Segovia's requests for new works and his suggested changes to some of these works became 

increasingly prescriptive. Effectively, Segovia sought to constrain the aesthetic choices of 

Ponce and instead focus them within a conservative romantic style. The changing dynamism 

of the collaboration parallels an important development in Ponce's compositional style. The 

analysis of Ponce's piano and chamber musk will show that after he settled in Paris, he began 

to pursue non-serial atonality, in pru.ticular pandiatonicism and polytonality. 

An important tension in the relationship between Ponce and Segovia was the conflict 

between Segovia's pragmatism and conservative taste, and Ponce's desire to explore modem 

compositional techniques. Ponce's guitar works were the ground on which these competing 

tensions were argued and negotiated. In Paris, he embraced pandiatonicism, polytonality, and 

also formal concision and non-tertiary harmonic structures. Ponce's openness to these new 

trends concerned Segovia, who sought a more accessible repertoire for the guitar, and who 

was also very concerned for the financial independence of his friend. In a letter dated 13th 

January 1928, Segovia asked Ponce to write a "suite of four or five pieces, not too long" for 

the violinist Joseph Szigeti (1892-1973), and advised Ponce to be "modem, but not in the 

Poulenc or in the l\1ilhaud style".9 Segovia'S dislike for even the discreetly modernist music of 

Poulenc and Milhaud was based on his belief that this type of music had a limited appeal to 

the general public and concert artists alike. 

I) Segovia to Ponce, 13th January 1928 in Segovia, The Segotia·Pollce Lelterr, 25. 
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At the beginning of his concert career, Segovia's recital programs combined a pragmatic 

business sense with a conservative aesthetic. The inclusion of his own transcriptions of 

works by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) in his early recital programs was no doubt a 

reflection of his affection for those works, but it also showed a savvy understanding of the 

legitimacy that these works bestowed upon the guitar as a concert instrument, and also on 

him as a concert artist, especially in the eyes of critics. Commenting on Segovia's successful 

American debut in New York on 8 January 1928, Walter Kaye Bauer, then the Publicity 

Director of the American Guild of Mandolinists, Banjoists and Guitarists, attributed the 

guitarist's success not only to his musicianship, but also his pragmatic business sensc. The 

inclusion of works by Bach gave Segovia'S recitals an accessible repertoire, but also a musical 

gravitas. 

I say, therefore, give the best music at your concerts and you 

will aid the mandolin orchestra in the future and incidentally 

help the publisher who h:as invested thousands of dollars in the 

publication of great masterpieces for these instruments. The 

lighter pieces can be interspersed with the heavier numbers in a 

judicious manner and can also be used for training purposes, 

but above all things give the public the best in music at your 

concerts. Publishers have great quantities of classics that \.vill 

do this. When Andres Segovia made his sensational New York 

debut, he was heralded as "the virtuoso who plays Bach on the 

guitar". The sceptical critics saw and heard and wer".! 

convinced. If this great artist had attempted to perfoi111 

anything of lighter vein you can well imagine the comment 0f 
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the fickle press. I call your attention also to the recent 

investigation conducted by the National Broadcasting 

Company ... that determined that 85% of the radio audience 

wanted more high class concert music and less jazz and freak 

novelties.1o 

The American pe.tfonner and critic Val1dah Olcott-Bickford (1885-1980) also endorsed 

Segovia's inclusion of Bach transcriptions during his debut tour of North America. 

According to her, Bach's works attracted a wider audience to guitar concerts since, 

to see "the father of Music" so well represented on a guitar 

program at once intrigued their interest as perhaps no other 

composer would have. That made them come to the concert 

with a different feeling of importance of the guitar before they 

even heard a note, _. and after they heard the fascinating way in 

which Segovia played the Bach numbers the? had a higher 

opinion of the instrument, as is attested by the fact that every 

one of the critics dwelt especially on the Bach numbers.! I 

Emerging concert artists need new works that their public, not just the critics, will find 

accessible. In February 1937, Segovia tried to persuade Ponce to write a concerto or a sonata 

IU Walter Kayc Bauer, "The Publisher's Greatcst Need," CrucetJdo 21, no. 2 (August 1928): 5-6. Quotcd in Jcffrcy James 
Noonan, "Thc Guiru in America as Reflected in Topical Pcriodical~ 1882-1933" (PhD diss., Washington University, 2004), 
357. 
11 Vahdah Olcott-Bickford, '''Ine Guitarists' Round Table," Crescelldo 21, no. 2 (Auf.,'1lst 1928): 27. Quoted in Noonan, "'Inc 
Guiru in America," 360. 
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for the cellist Gaspar Cassad6 (1897-1966) and one also for the violinist Jascha Heifetz (1901-

1987). In his letter, Segovia reminds Ponce that to put aside his modernist "muse" would not 

be "cheapening the dignity of [his] inspiration one bit".J2 

When you sit down to compose for them ... divest yourself of 

the sacred respect that the extra-modem costume of your Musp. 

inspires in you '" She is young and lusty, and you commit a 

t,l1'ave mistake, veiling her enchantments all made-up with 

cosmetics that others less fresh than yours need. Moreover, 

virtuosos like Cassad6 and Heifetz, want works that not only 

can be played for audiences of experts, but to the Public -

including in this 110t very sophisticated musicians, critics without 

patti Pris, and true music lovers.!3 

Ponce was more idealistic. He believed the composer must follow his or her artistic irnpulse. 

In an article on Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909), he praised the composer because his art rather 

than its commercial success is paramount. 

Isaac Albeniz, \'vith the conviction of a real artist, wrote what 

he carried in his heart, sacrificing easy and fleeting success to 

his high artistic ideals. This musician worked for the glory of 

the art with the same disinterest as the medieval worker, who in 

12 Segovia to Ponce, February 1937 in Segovia, The Segotia,Pollce LeIte". 176. 
13 Segovia to Ponce, February 1937 in Segovia, The Segotia,Pollre I.e/1m, 175· 176. 'I11C italics are Segovia's. 
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the high spires of the Gothic cathedrals, works for the glory of 

God.t4 

This passage can be read vicariously as a f01m of self-identification. Albeniz represents the 

type of composer that Ponce aspires to be. Like Alberuz, Ponce wants to follow where his 

musical interests take him and pursue them for the glory of his art, rather than for popularity 

alone. 

'"The religious references in the above quotation are not simply literary devices to invest 

composers such as Albeniz with artistic nobility. Composition had a moral and social 

purpose. True composers did not aspire to a material return, but to a social good. 

Composition pursued higher human ideals and its social vall1e was inherent to its usefulness 

to the many, rather than the benefit of a few. The true modem composer must be 

impervious to materialism. 

For the present, the musical movement follows utilitarianism 

rather than a higher artistic ideal. The modem musician is not 

resigned to living in the tradition~l poverty of his fo.tebears. 

The environment of frivolity, business, of riches in which he 

has to participate, make him pursue gold and power, and 

~I.!parate him from the noble and disinterested art aml this 

makes him deserving of Leonardo de Vinci's withering phrase: 

"Miserable men, oh how you make yourselves slaves to 

14 "Isaac Albcniz, a fuer de arrista verdadero, cscriblolo que llevaba en eI comzon, sacrific.1ndo el exito fneil y pasajcro a su 
alto ideal artfstico. HI musico Jaboi'aba poc la. gloria del artc con el mismo desintcres del obrero medioeval que, en las alms 
agujas de las catedrales goticas, trabaja POt la gloria de Dios." Manuel M. Ponce, "Albcniz", Retifta II//lncal tit MExico 1, no. 9 
(15th January 1920): 5. 
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With his extended nationalist piano works composed between 1913 and 1919, Ponce aspired 

to a social good as he ultimately sought to resolve the cultural divisions within Mexican 

society and in tum, the social and political divisions \'.{Torks like the Ropsodia mexicana II 

(1914), Balada mexicana (1915), and the Serenata mexicana (1915) implicitly addressed the class 

divisions within I.;-':xican society by promoting the popular-style canci6n, a cultural symbol of 

the lower classes, as a legitimate and unifying symbol of Mexican musical identity. By 

introducing this formk of the canci6n into the musical life of tlle middle and upper classes via 

the salon genre and later the concert platfonn, Ponce sought to establish a cultural 

rapprochement between the poor and elite. 

Purpose of the Study 

Though Ponce is a highly regarded composer in Mexico, his guitar works, and his 

collaboration with Andres Segovia, have generally not attracted the attention of guitar 

scholars, nor the wider musicological community. Many of his guitar works are recorded7 

either in their entirety or as individual items, and are well represented in recital programs. 

However, Segovia's role in the composition of these works is not well understood, nor is the 

crisis in their relationship and the factors that precipitated it. It is hoped that this study will 

encourage greater interest in Ponce's guitar music and also a greater underst'lnding of his 

collaboration with Segovia. The collaboration between concert-artists such as Miguel Uobet 

(1878-1938), Emilio Pujol (1886-1980), and Regino Sainz de la Maza (1896-1981), and 

15 "Hoy por hoy, el movimiento musical obedece mas que a un alto ideal artistico, al utililtarismo. No se resigna cl musico 
modcmo a vivir en la pobreza tradicional de sus antepasa·h)s. El ambiente de frivolidad, de negocios, de riquezas en que 
tiene que actuar, 10 lanza a la persecuci6n del oro y del ~l(.dcr, Ie :ucja del arte noble y dcsintcresado y Ie haec acreedor a la 
fulgurante Frase de Leonardo de Vinci: "jMiserablcs hombres. como os haccis esdavos por el dmero!"" Manuel M. Ponce, 
"La musica dcspucs de la Guerra," RetiJla "lIItifa! tie Mb<ico 1, no. 1 (lSd. May 19l9): 8. 
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Segovia with non-guitarist composers such as Manuel de Falla (1876-1946), Joaquin Turina 

(1882-1949), Federico Moreno-TorroLa (1891-1982), Alexander Tansman (1897-1986), Mario 

Castelnuol".To-Tedesco (1895-1968), and Joaquin Rodrigo (1901-1999), contributed gready to 

the expansion of the guitar's repertoire in the first half of the twentieth century. The 

co~aboration between Ponce and Segovia was the most productive of these partnerships. 

P once's catalogue of original works for Segovia advanced the weight of the guitar's l'epertoire 

and helped validate the instrument as a legitimate participant in solo, chamber, and orchestral 

muslc. 

Segovia sought a close involvement in Ponce's music, and from the conception of the work 

to its publication, he worked closely with the composer. He frequently requested new works 

from Ponce, sometimes prescribing the subject material, key, and style of the work. He also 

provided technical suggestions to ensure that they reflected the guitar's idiomatic possibilities. 

On some occasions, however, his involvement went beyond editorial advice. Occasionally, 

Segovia re-wrote large sections of Ponce's music, such as the theme from the Variations slIr 

U}:,o/ia de Espaiia" ct fi,-guc, and transposed large sections from the first movement of the Sonata 

III (1927). This is an extreme case and not typical of Segovia's involvement in general, but it 

illustrates the lengths he would go to in order to assert his vision of the work. However, to 

properly understand Segovia'S actions, we must understand his aesthetic goals and also the 

commercial pressures he felt as an emerging concert-artist It is also important to consider 

nineteenth and early twentieth-century attitudes towards the virtuoso performer and the rise 

of the recital as a public form of music maldng. As some of Segovia'S recordings vary 

significandy from the published score, an important contribution of this study will be to 

identify those works that Segovia altered and identify where in the published score those 

changes were made. 

11 
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This study attempts to provide a balanced perspective on the cnS1S U1 the relationship 

between both musicians. Segovia's letterr reveal his feelings of alienation and his attempt to 

understand its causes. The lack of Ponce's letters, however, makes it difficult to understand 

his reasons for not responding to Segovia's many entreaties. Available documentary evidence, 

including reviews of Ponce's performances, performances of his music, and interviews, are 

used to build a picture of the composer from which we can speculate about how he might 

have responded to Segovia's conservative aesthetic and commercial pragmatism. Could 

Segovia's requests for historically emulative works, such as the SlIite in A (1930-31), Sonata 

clasi,,"tI (1928), Sonata romantica (1928), or works that referenced a particular composer's style 

such as the Sonata de Paganini (1930) and Homenaje a Tarnga (1932), have been sources of 

tension at a time when Ponce was e>..1Jloring new modernist compositional techniques? Were 

Segovia's wa.rnings to Ponce not to pursue «his modernist muse" a possible source of 

frustration because they impeded the compose.r's goals? An analysis of selected orchestral, 

chamber, piano, and vocal works is provided in order to understand the types of aesthetic 

choices Ponce made outside of his partnership with Segovia. Importantly, this material helps 

illuminate Ponce's goals and values as a composer and how these possibly impacted upon his 

collaboration with Segovia. 

Need for the Study 

There is a growing body of research and literature on the piano, chamber, and orchestral 

music of Ponce, but his guitar music is still ill need of attention by scholars. The 

overwhelming majority of documentary evidence is in Spanish and this represents a 

considerable barrier for English speaking scholars and practitioners wanting to know more 

about this important composer. This study 'will fill a significant void ill the available English-
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language research and literature dedicated to the study of Ponce's music. In addition, 

research and literature on the guitar music of Ponce is limited and generally restricted to 

high-level analyses of his historical pastiches and sonatas. This study compares Ponce's guitar 

music with his piano, chamber and orchestral music and contributes to a greater 

understanding of the place of his guitar music within his 0verall catalogue. 

Limitations of the Study 

1bis study focuses primarily on the solo guitar music of Ponce, with some reference to his 

other guitar works such as the Sonata for gllitar alld harpsichord (1926), the Prelude (1936) for 

guitar and harpsichord, and also the Concierto del slir (1941). However, the analysis within this 

study is restricted to selected solo guitar works and also his orchestral, chamber and piano 

works. Works are discussed in terms of their form, style, melodic, and rhythmic 

characteristics, and their place within Ponce's catalogue. 

The Format of the Thesis and Treatment of Foreign-Language Texts 

This thesis relies considerably on original Spani:;h language materials (mterviews, reviews, 

commentaries, etc.) cited in secondary Spanish sources. In citing the original Spanish source, 

J preserve the secondary author's treatment of the original text. ~n cases where the secondary 

text treats the original in a manner forbidden by The Chicago Mallllal of Style (2003) (e.g. using 

ellipses at the end of a quotation when the final sentence is incomplete but grammatically 

correct), I have preserved this treatment in order to not create any undue confusion and 

remain faithful to the secondary source. Consequently, some Spanish texts used in this study 

retain the formatting of the secondary reference. Thus, in the footnotes of this thesis, the 

fonnat of the secondary source is retained. However, in my English translation of that text, I 

have followed the Chicago style and removed the ellipsis where the sentence is grammatically 

13 
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complete. Hence the reader will notice, in some cases, a minor discrepancy in the format of 

the translation and the fonnat of the quoted source. 

Titles of Ponce's separately published songs are treated in the same .way as the titles of 

instrumental works and set b italics. This is to avoid confusion with those songs that were 

later arranged for the gillta!'. For example, the T res canciollCs Poptllares mexicanas (1924) for guitar 

are arrangements of three previously separately published songs: La pqjarera (1909-1912), Por 

If, mi corazon (1912) and La Valelltina (pre-1917). When referring to the original piano and 

vocal versions of these songs, these titles will appear in italics so as to differentiate them from 

the arrangements for guitar that are set in Roman and enclosed in quotation marks. For 

example, the guitar arrangement of Por If, mi cOraZOfJ (1912) is referenced as "Por ti, mi 

corazon". The parent work, Tres CanciOfJeS poptI!ares mcxicallas (1924) is set in italics, as is 

recommended in The Chicagp Malitia! of Style. For consistency, all independently published 

songs composed or arranged 1::y Ponce are set in italics; for example, Si algin ser (1909-1912) 

and La paloma (1909-1912). Songs published by other composers are set in roman and in 

quotation m.arks as per the requirements of the Chicago style. 

All translations are my own, unless otherwise stated and conserve the original style as much as 

possible. 

14 



A Note on the Treatment of Well-Known References 

As recommended by The Chicag!} ]v(amlel qf Style (2003), we1l-¥.11own reference books such as 

major dictionaries and encyclopaedias are cited in notes rather than LI1 the bibliography. 

Consequently, references to major dicti.onari,es such as the Dicciollano de 10 m,/sica espanola e 

hispatloamericalla (2001), The New Grove Dictiot1tJ'!.."V qf Mllsic and Mllsicialis (2001), and The Garkmd 

El1qclopedia qf JPorld Mllsic (1998-2002) are provided in the footnotes, but not in the 

bibliography. References to articles carried in alphabetically arranged works, such as 

Dicciot1ano de 10 mtisica espafiola e hispanoamenC(lI1a and the Nelv Grove DictiotltJty qf Mllsic and 

Musicians, cite the article but not the author, volume or page number. Whilst it may seem 

strange not to cite the author as part of the footnote, standards provided in the latest edition 

(15th) of The Chicago Manllal qf Style arc consistent in citing the name of the reference, the 

edition (if not the first) and the item preceded by the abbreviation "s.v." (Re£ 17.238). This 

study obeys tlle fonnattlng style as it is presented in The Chicago Mat1l1al of Style. However, in 

the running text of the study, the author's name is given when referring to a particular article. 

The Garlat1d EIlEJIclopedia qf lr'7orld Mllsil.: is a collection of critical essays related to particular 

geographical regions and is not arranged alphabetically in a dictionary fonnat. Consequently, 

tl1e author's name and details of the publication will be provided in the footnotes where this 

work is cited. In keeping with The Chicago Mtl/1/Ial qf SEyle, the work is not cited in the 

bibliography. 
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Related Literature 

Primary Documentary Sources 

Primary documentary (non-musical) sources of Ponce's writing include the available 

fragment of his public lecture "La mlisica y la eancion mexicana" (1913), a collection of 

independent essays with selected compositions E~C1itos y composiciones musicales (1917),16 two 

journals: Revista musical de Mixico (1919), which he edited and founded with his friend Ruben 

M. Campos, and the Caccta mllsical (1928), which he founded and edited during his stay in 

Paris, and a collection of independent essays published in the year of his death, Nllevos eseritos 

!mlsitalcs (1948).P These sources represent milestones in the development of Ponce's cultural 

and intellectual activities and also his compositional career. They are examined in detail in 

chapters two, three and four. 

Many of the letters Segovia wrote to Ponce are published in The Segovia-Ponce Letters (1982), 

edited by Miguel Alcazar. IS These letters are indispensable historical documents, critical to 

an understanding of the relationship between the two men, and especially about the life and 

personality of Segovia. They are also important for their insight into the genesis and 

production of Ponce's guitar music, since many of them contain Segovia's requests for new 

works and the changes he suggested for some of thes! We are able to see Segovia's impact 

on this music through his editori ': suggestions and how he guided Ponce through the 

idiomatic requirements of the inshument. W/e also are able to see how) in some cases, he 

sought to limit the aesthetic choices of Ponce by prescribing the work he wanted and his 

16 Manuel M. Ponce. Bseri/osy COmpOsiOGlIf! nJJlsicales, prologue by Ruben M. Campos, in ClI/Jllra 4, no,4 (1917). 
17 Manuel M. Ponce, NJlClJ(}uJcriloJ !l1I!J7cale.r (Mexico: Stylo, 1948). 
HI Andtts Segovia, The S().,otia'P,)Il(e l.ettcfJ, ed. Miguel Alcazar, trans. Pete, Seb>al (Columbus: Editions Orphee, 1989). 
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vision of that work In some of these letters, Segovia writes abeut his dislike ef modem 

music and his sense of mission in building a concert standard repertoire that would validate 

the guitar as a legitimate concert instrument equal in stature to the piano and violin. The 

importance he places on the reception of the work is critical to understanding his behaviour 

within the collaboration. When he feels that the composition is at risk of being inaccessible 

to his audience because of its style or structure, he tries to moderate Ponce's vision and 

negotiate the work back to a position that he reels is appropriate. TIle reader should note 

that due to the extensive use of Segovia's letters in this thesis, and the relatively easy access 

to the The Segovia-POlIce Letters (1989), I have not included the original Spanish text as I have 

done with other sources. Instead, I have relied upon Peter Segal's translations. 

Prinuif'f Music Sources 

Ponce)5 .guitar works have been 'available commercially since 1928. Eighteen of Ponce's 

works wt:.re published by Schott under the series "Gitarren Archlv / Edition Andres 

Segovia". including the Trcs cfJl1cioncs poplllarcs mexicanas (1924), Theme t'tlrii et finale (1926), 

Sot/ala III (1927), Sonata cldsica (1928), SOllata romantka (1928) and Variatiofls sJlr (flolia de 

Espaiia" etjitgue (1929). Other publishers of Ponce's guitar music include Peer International 

(S onala "Ie~-dcana (1923), S ona/a de Paganini (1930), S tlile en eslilo antigllo (1931), S eis prcludios cortos 

(1947), Sonata para grlitan"tly clavecftz (1926), and the Concicrto del sur (1941)); Berben (Balletto 

(1931) and Homenqje a Tcimga (1932); and Editions Transadantiques (SlIite il1 A (1930-1931)). 

Since the 1980s, previously unpublished works have been edited. Miguel Alcazar, the owner 

of some of Ponce's guitar manuscripts, has edited the Tl1len!y-l:'tJllr Preludes for Gttitar (1926-

1930) and the Variations on a ThCfJle 0/ Cabezon (1948) for Tecla Editions. Publishing houses 

in MexicO' such as Ediciones Musicales have published previously published and unpublished 
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works, such as the Alborada (1927), Canaan popular gallega (E/ Noi de la tIIare, c.1927), PostlHde 

(1930), Ba/letto (1931), Por ti, tIIi corazon (1923), and Pre/llde (1936). 

There is also an ongoing publication program cf the Escuela Nacional de Muska in Mexico 

City to issue Ponce's works in new editions. TIlls program excludes the guitar works that are 

still under copyright protecticn from the original publisher. 

Secondary Sources 

Major secondary texts include Ricardo Miranda's Ma111/el M Ponce: Ensqyo sobre SII fida y obra 

(Manuel M. Ponce: Essays on His Life and Wcrk, 1998).19 TIlls book is in four parts. The 

first part is a biographical account of Ponce's life and is the most authoritative study of its 

kind available, drawing on contemporary documentary evidence (11lterviews, reviews, 

commentaries) from the popular press as well as unpublished ccrrespondence from the 

composer's personal archive. The secend part of the bock deals with particular research 

themes associated with Ponce's music, such as "Manuel M. Ponce, cempesitor eclecticc" 

(Manuel M. Ponce, Eclectic Cemposer), "Expleraciones" (Expleratiens), and "Sintesis: el 

romanticisrno y Ie mexicane" (Synthesis: Romanticism and the Mexican Element). The 

remaining parts of the beok include a catalegue eEPonce's music, an extensive bibliography 

ef texts on and by Pence, a discography, and, finally, a selectien ef contemporary 

commentaries and a review of performances of Pence's music. 

Other contributiens by Miranda on the subject include Ecos, alimtos y sonidos: Ensqyos sobre 

tII/lsica tIIexicafia (2001) (Echees, Breaths and Seunds: Essays cn Mexican Music) and the entry 

19 MallNel M. POf/ce; ElIsqyo sobre !If vida.y obra (1998) is hereafter referred to in the running text as }.lafJJleLM. POlice. 
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"Ponce Cuellar: 3. Manuel Maria lManuel M. Ponce]" in the Diecionana de la IJlIfsiea espatiola e 

hispalloamcneana (2001).20 Eeas, alientos y sOl1idos is a collection of independent essays on a 

diverse range of areas of Mexican music history. These include essays that examine the role 

of the piano in nineteenth-century middle-and upper-class Mexican society, "A tocar 

senoritas" (play for Us T Jadies, Please), as well as essays on particular composer-performers 

such as Antonio Samer, "Musicos de ambos mundos: Antonio Samer, sinfonista y clarin" 

(Musicians from Both Worlds: Antonio Samer, Symphonist and Bugle Player), and Manuel 

.Antonio del Corral, "En ellugar equivocado y durante el peor momento: Manuel Antonio 

del Corral 0 las andanzas de un mlisico espanol en el ocaso del Mexico colonial" (In the 

Wrong Place at the Wrong Time: Manuel Antonio del Corral or the Journeys of a Spanish 

MusiClan at the End of Colonial Mexico), and also a study of the record collection of the 

architect Luis Barragan and its possible influence on his work, "En mis fuentes canta el 

silencio ... ": una aproximaci6n a Luis Barragan desde su discoteca" (Silence is the Source of 

My Inspiration: Understanding Luis Barragan from His Record Collection). Eeas, alimtas y 

sOl1idos also includes a detailed analysis of the edectic compositional style of Ponce, 

"Exploraci6n y sintesis en la musica de Manuel M. Ponce" (Exploration and Synthesis in the 

Music of Manuel M. Ponce).21 "Exploraci6n y sintesis" fi.1rther expands themes presented in 

Miranda's earlier MatJtlcl M. POlice. Whereas ManNel M. POllee examined the combination of 

romantic and nationalist elements in Ponce's music, "Exploraci6n y sintesis" takes a broader 

perspective and includes an analysis of modernist elements in Ponce's music, including 

references to some of the gaitar works. 

20 Ricardo l\firanda, Eeas, aliclltosy sOI//aos: EflSqyOS sobre mrisiro flle.x1f11!10 (l\1exico: Universidad Veracruzana, 2001). This book i~ 
hereafter referred to in the running text as Eeas, alimlos] sOllidos. 
21 "Exploraci6n y sintesis <''11 la muslca de Manuel M. Ponce" is hereafter referred to in the running text as "Expioracion y 
sintcsis". 
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Ricardo Miranda's essay in the Diccionario de /a mJIsica espaiio/a c hispanoammcana is a condensed 

version of his earlier book, Mantlel M. POf!ce. It contains a precised biographical analysis of 

Ponce's music and a discussion of his works classified according to particular media such as 

the piano, gdtar, voice and piano, and orchestral works. Miranda revisits themes such as 

eclecticism and synthesis, nationalism and modernism, and the problems associated with the 

traditional diachronic approach to the classification of Ponce's music. He is an 

intemationall:1 recognised authority on the music of Ponce and his contributions are an 

indispensable part of the research undertaken here. 

Pablo Ca.stellanos' Mantlel M. Ponce (1982) is another important secondary text, though its 

diachronic approach to the classification of Ponce's music is challenged by recent research. 

Castellanos was a former student of Ponce and his book shows an intimate understanding of 

Ponce's music. The book provides a valuable introduction to some of the major orchestral 

and piano works, such as the Concierto para pialto y orqllesta (1910), Bafada mexicana (1915), 

Sonata No.2 (1916) for piano, and the COflcierto para violin y orqllcsta (1943). It is a small 

contribution of seventy-three pages, but its description of key romantic, nationalist and 

modernist elements in Ponce's works is extremely valuable. 

Coraz6n Otero's Manuel M. Ponce and the Gllitar (1983) is written principally for the guitar 

enthusiast. TIlls book, which is translated from the original Spanish text Malillel M POllce y fa 

gllitalTa (1981)~ presents a thumbnail sketch of Ponce's life and his guitar works. It provides a 

valuable starting point for someone new to Ponce's music and who wishes to know more 

about the role of Segovia in the composition of these works. The selected correspondence 

provides an insight into the prescriptive nature of Segovia'S requests and also the influence 

that he brought to bear on the compositional process. However, there is no bibliography and 
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the absence of adequate referencing limits the reader's opportunity to scrutinise those texts 

used in the research of the book. 

Many of the scholarly articles on Ponce's mUSIC are, in general, found in the Mexican 

musicological journal Heterofonfa. Essays published in this journal reflect an expansion of 

Ponce research from the late 1990s. Prior to this period, research focused on Ponce-s 

nationalism primarily as it was reflected in his piano music, his musicological studies, and field 

research. Examples include Paolo Mello, "Manuel M. Ponce, musico polifacetico"22 (1982), 

Esperanza Pulido, ccDiversos aspectos del nacionalismo de Manuel Ponce"23 (1986), and 

Carmen Sordo Socii, "La labor de investigaci6n fo1kl6rica de Manuel M. Ponce"24 (1982). 

To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Ponce' death, a special edition of Heterofonia was 

published in 1998. It includes a diverse group of essays that collectively represent a growing 

interest amongst scholars in Ponce's life, his guitar wor.ks and collaboration with Segovia, and 

also particular research themes within his piano, string and chamber works. C<Ca.rtas de amor 

desde Cuba (1915-1916)"25 by Yael Bitran, and "Presencia de Manuel M. Ponce en la cultura 

musical cubana" 26 by Chra Diaz Perez, explore a significant though under researched area of 

Ponce's personal life, as well as his relationships with prominent Cuban musicians such as 

Eduardo Sanchez de Fu'::ntes (1874-1944), Alejandro Garda Caturla (1906-1940) and .l\lejo 

Carpentier (1904-1980). Ponce's self-exile in Cuba, of which little is known, represented an 

important creative period since he produced some his most significant nationalist and 

22 Paolo Mello, "Manuel M. Ponce, musko pohfacetko," HekrojiJ!lia 15, no. 79 (1982): 24 .. 30. 
2' Espcranza Pulido, "Diversos aspectos del nacionalismo de Manuel Ponce," HeterojllJia 18, no.3 (1985): 43-51. 
24 Carmen Sordo Sodi, "La labor de investigaci6n folklorica de Manuel M. Ponce," Heftrojollia 15, no.79 (1982): 36-39. 
25 Yael Bitdn. "Canas de amOr desde Cuba (1915-1916)," Hflerojollia 31, nos. 118·119 (Januaty- December 1998): 9-23. 
26 Clara Diaz Perez "Presencia de Manuel M Ponce en L1 cultura musical cubana," He1eT7!.fmi.l 31, nos. 118·119 (January _ 
December 1998): 24-40. 
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modernist music there, such as the SIdle ctlba11a (1915). "D'un cahier d'esquissess; Manuel M. 

Ponce en Paris, 1925-1933," by Ricardo Miranda, reconstructs Ponce's sojourn in Paris from 

the personal letters of the composer to his wife Clementina Maurel and also autobiographical 

fragments published after this period.27 Essays on Ponce's guitar music explore his 

collaboration with Segovia and include "De rvf6cico, concierto para Andres Segovia: una visita 

al Concierto del Sur de Ma..t}uel M. Ponce"28 by Alejandro M~drid and ('Mi querido Manuel": 

lainfluencia de Andres Segovia en la musica para guitarra de Manuel M. Ponce"29 by Mark 

Dale. "De Mexico, concierto para Andres Segovia" focuses on the collaboration between 

Ponce and Segovia during the creation of the Concier/o dd slIr (1941) and the changes to the 

score Segovia made when he recorded the work for the first time. 

General studies on Mexican music are predominantly in Spanish. Major texts used in this 

study include Otto Mayer-Serra, Pal10rama de la tlJusica mexict11Ja. Desde la 111depel1tiencia hasfa fa 

actllalidad (panorama of Mexican Music. From Independence to Today, 1941)30 and EI estado 

presmte de fa musica en Mexico (I'he Current State of Mexican Music. 1946)31. Pt11lOralfltl de fa 

1m/sica mexzcaf1a is an important source on Mexican music and traces the evolution of this 

tradition from its pre-conquest beginnings to the emergence of Mexican nationalism in the 

first half of' the twentieth century. Mayer-Serra categorises rvfexican nationalism into four 

phas~s.3t In the first phase, pre-eighteenth century, indigenous and foreign imported musical 

27 Ricardo Miranda, "D'un cahler d'esquissess: Manuel M. Ponce en Paris, 1925-1933," HderojiJllft1 vol 31, nos. 118-119 

Qanuary - December 1998): 52-73. 
211 Alejandro Madrid, "De Mexico, concierto para Andres Segovia: una visira al Concierto del Sur de Manuel M. Ponce," 

HeleroJonfa 31, nos. 118-119 Oanuary - December 1998): 106-117. 
29 Mark Dale, "Mi querido Manuel": In influencia de Andres Segovia en In musica para gui!arm de fvfanucl M. Ponce," trollS. 

Eduardo Contrerns Soto, Heterojimfa 31, nos. 118-119 Oanuary - December 1998): 86-105. 
30 Otto .Mayer-Serrn, Panorama de 10 mliIull meXiClllJa. Desde !o I11tlpeJIdellna hasla !o actllalidnd (I'.lexico: 1:<J Colegio de Mexico, 
1941). TIlls book is hereafter referred to in the running text as PO/loranla de !o II/ustea mexicalla. 
31 Otto Mayer-Serra, EI.;slafM presmle de 10 Inlin(o m Mexico (Washington: Pan American Union Division of Music and Visual 

Arts, 1946). 
32 Mayer-Serm, PallOrama de fa Ill/infa mtxiCt1fla, 101. 
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forms co-exist. In the second phase durLf1g the first half of the nineteenth century, folk 

melodies and rhythms are assimilated into the imported musical forms without alteration to 

the basic structure of the form itselE Examples of this genre include the zarzuelas mexicanas. 

The third phase, from the second half of the nineteenth century to the early twentieth 

century, sees the creation of a national Mexican musical language, but one that uses imported 

musical fonr~s. Representative works and composers of this genre include Tomas Leon 

(1826-1893, jarabes), Julio Ituarte (1845-1905, aires nacionales), Felipe Villanueva (1862-189, 

danzas), and Eroesto Elorduy (1853-1913, danzas). Other representative composers indude 

Jose Rolon (1876-1945, Cuarteto op.16 1912, Sil!ftJ1Jfa 1918-1919), Candelario Huizar (1883-

1970, Pueb.lerina, 1933), and Ponce. According to Mayer-Serra, Ponce was the first composer 

to use folk elements in his music consistendy. In the fourth phase, from the early twentieth 

century, imported forms are chscarded and indigenous elements are crystallized into a new 

idiom. Representative composers and works from this period include] ose Rolon (Concierto de 

piano, 1935), Carlos Chavez (EI ftlegO llI/cvo 1921, Sitifonfa Itldia, 1936), and Silvestre Revueltas 

(1889-1940, Cllauh,lauac, 1930). The use of pre-conquest dance and song elements in Canto y 

danza de los at/tigtiOS IlJexicatl0S (1928), suggests that Ponce could also be included in the final 

category of modem nationalist composers. However, his reconstruction of ancient dances 

and songs is romanticised and Canto y danza de los antigtlos OIexicano.r is essentially a. consonant 

work, unlike those representative works mentioned above. EI estado pf'l!sente de la OIl/sica is a 

brief general history of Mexican music up to 1946 and is available in English as The Present 

State oflvlusic in Mexico, (1960).13 

Other texts on Mexican music cited in this study include Panorama de Ja OIl/sica tradicional de 

Mexico (panorama ofTraclitional Mexican Music, 1956) by Vicente T. Mendoza.34 This is an 

33 Otto Mayer-Serra, TIJ! PreIerJt Stale ofMlfJic in Mexzco, trans. Frankl ellinek (Washington: Pan American Union, 1960) . 
. H Vicente T. Mendoza, Pal/orama de /a ul/is'ka tmdidollol cit Mb.;ko (l\1exico: Imprcnta. Universitaria, 1956). 
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extensive study of Mexican folk music and its copious musical examples present a rich source 

of indigenous and mestizo melodies. Mendoza's analysis and many examples of the SOfl genre 

are the basis of the analysis of sesquialtera and the role of folksong elements in the SOflata 

mexicana (1923) and the T res catltlol1Cs popularffs mexicanas (1924). 

English language texts on Mexican music used in this study include Robert Stevenson, Music 

in Me)"7co: A Histoncal Survry (1952)35, Claes Geijerstam, Popular Music in Mexico (1976)36 and 

Gerard Behague, Music in Latin Amenca: All Introductiol1 (1979).37 Stevenson's Musk in Mexico is 

a historical study that spans pre-conqueslt music 1:0 Mexican modernism. Of particular 

interest to dus study are his analysis of Mexican musical life in the nineteenth century and the 

influence of imported European musical forms. His portrayal of middle and upper class 

Mexicans as enthusiastic consumers of Italian opera and also salon compositions is valuable 

to understanding the fertile environment in which Ponce began to compose, and the romantic 

antecedents of his early piano compositions. 

English-language literature on Ponce's music is predominantly in tlle form of academic 

theses. This research focuses on matters of musical style within certain media, and also 

Ponce's place in the early modem history of Mexican music. In relation to the latter category, 

Ponce's role in the development of Mexican nationalism and the evolution of a Mexican 

musical identity has occupied the attention of scholars such as Leonora Saavedra, in "Of 

Selves and Others: Historiography, Id.eology, and the Politics of Modem Mexican Music" 

3S Robert Stevenson, Milne ifl MexiCIJ: A Histoncal511fll(i (New York: Thomas Y Crowell, 1952). 
36 Claes Geijer>tlun, Papillar },1I1nc ill Mexia; (Albuquerque: University of Nt-ow Mexico Press, 1976). 
17 Gemrd Behague, Milne ill Lzlin America: All lIl/rom/difJll (New J crscy: Prentice-Hall, 1979). 
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(2001).38 Saavedra places Ponce at the beginning of a social, political and cultural process 

through which an independent sense of national musical identity emerged in the 19208. Her 

insights into the themes of hegemony and periphery that characterised the initial attempt by 

composers such as Ponce to define a Mexican musical identity is a significant contri.;mtion to 

this study. ''Writing Modernist and Avant-Garde Music in Mexico: Perfonnati:vity, 

Transcultutation and Identity after the Revolution, 1920-1930" (2003)3? by Alejandro L. 

Madrid-Gonzalez is another valuable contribution and establishes a process of stylistic 

transference through which certain neoclassical characteristics from Ponce':.; non-guitar 

compositions followed through into his guitar works. 

Other English language research focuses on particular media and reiated research themes. 

These include Dahlia Guerra, "Manuel M. Ponce: A Study of his Solo Piano Works and His 

Relationship to Mexican Musical Nationalism" (1997)40, and Stephen Poulos, "Towards a 

Contemporary Style: IYfanuel Ponce's Neo-Classical Compositions for Guitar" (1992)41. 

"Three Violin Works by the Mexican Composer Manuel Maria Ponce (1882-1948): Analysis 

and Perfonnance" (1993)42 by Jorge Barr6n Corvera combines a detailed analysis of the Trio 

romalJtico (1912) for violin, cello and piano, the S onala breve (1932) for violin and piano, and the 

Concierto para violin y orqllcsla (1943) with a study of the available representative scores, and a 

description of the mistakes and inconsistencies contained in them. 

38 Leonora Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others: IIistoriogmphy, Ideology, and the Politics of Modem Mexican Music" (PhD 
diss., The Univcrsity of Pittsburgh, 2001). 18 . 
. ~9 Madrid-Gonzalez, "Writing Modernist and Av-ant-Garde Music,". 
40 Dahlia Guerra, "Manuel M. Ponce: A Stud), of I lis Solo Piano Works and } lis Relationship to Mexican Musical 
Nationalism." 'PhD diss., The University of Okalahoma Graduate College, 1997). 
41 Stephen Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary Sty!..: Manuel Ponce's Neo-Chssical Compositions for Guitar", (r\f. Music 
Uruversity of Cincinnati, 1992). 
42 Jorge Ban-on Corvera, "'Three Violin Works by the Mexican Composer Manuel Maria Ponce (1882-1948): Analysis and 
Perfomlance." (Doctoral diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1993). 
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Studies of Ponce's guitar music published in English guitar journals generally focus on 

matters of musical interpretation. Tills category includes Leo Welch's, "Sonata FOrol and 

Musical Interpretation: Ponce's More Complex Forms" (1992)43, and "Sonata Form and 

Musical Interpretation: Ponce's Sonata Clasica" (1992)44. Both articles combine an analysis of 

the sonata form structure of these works with perfomlance suggestions for interpreting the 

major structural sections, themes and motives and are valuable for their insight into Ponce's 

tr,eatment of the sonata fonn structure. 

General histories of the guitar began to appear after 1960 and reflected a growing acceptance 

of the instrument as a focus of scholarly study. Prior to 19150, only a handful of general 

studies on the guitar existed. These include Philip J. Bone, The Gllitar and Mandolin: Biographies 

of Celebrated Plqyers and Conposers (1914), Josef Zuth, Hatldbtlch der LallIe lind Gitarre (1926), 

Emilio Pujol, "La Guitare" in En£Yclopedie de /a mllsiqlle et dictionnaire dll conscf7Jatoire (1926) and 

Domingo Prat, Diccionario biogrdfico, bibliogr4fico, histoneo, cr!tico de gllitatTaS, gllilanistas, gllitamros 

(1934). In the 1960s, histories written by amateur enthusiasts began to appear. A. P. Sharpe's 

The Story of the Spanish GlIitar (1958) adopted a romantic approach and tended to ideilise the 

instrument, its history and its players. A characteristic of this type of literature is its focus on 

Segovia. English language journals such as the Gllitar Retiew and Gllitar Illtemational carried 

articles by authors who were sympathetic to Segovia and which directly and indirectly 

attributed the resurgent interest in the instrument to his efforts as an interpreter, ,(eacher, 

recording artist, and his dedication to finding new composers to write for the instrument. 

\Vriting about the contribution of the Italian composer Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco to the 

repertoire of the guitar, Wade writes, 

43 Leo Welch, "Sonata Form and Musical Interpretation: Ponce's More Complex Forms," SOfllld/Joam 19, 00.2 (1992): 18·24. 
44 Leo Welch, "Sonata Form and Musical Interpretation: Ponce's Sonata Cl;isica," SOlltldbol1m 18,00.4 (1992): 35·38. 
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In tenns of guitar history, he stands at a crucial point, 

providing substantial pieces for recitals at a time when there 

was all too little and through the advocacy of Andres Segovia, 

entering the legendary brotherhood of those who enriched the 

~rentieth century repeJ:toire.45 

After t 970, guitar histories have adopted a more objective approach. Doctoral theses that 

focus on specific areas of guitar history appeared and introduced solid scholarship and greater 

rigour into the nascent field of guitar historiography. Thomas F. Heck's doctoral thesis, "The 

Birth of the Classic Guitar and its Cultivation in Vienna, Reflected in the Career and 

Compositions of Mauro Giuliani" (1970),46 is one the first objective and academically rigorous 

historical studies. Heck's combination of documented historical evidence and musical 

analysis departed from the L~gely descriptive and subjective approach of earlier literature. 

Later scholars began to look critically at the contributions of particular protagonists; these 

include Peter E. Segal, «The Role of Andres Segovia in Reshaping the Repertoire of the 

Classical Guitar" (1994),47 The Guitar in Ettgland 1800-1924 (1989)48 by Stuart Button, and "The 

Guitar in America as Reflected in Topical Periodicals 1882-1933" (2004) by Jeffrey James 

Noonan. These studies represent another level of maturation in guitar historiography as 

scholars have narrowed their fields of inquiry and have focused on research themes particular 

to their respective countries. 

45 G rahun Wade, "The Relevance of Mario Castclnuovo-Tedesco (1895-1968;'," SOIlIIt/board.. (Summer 1995): 31. 
46 Thomas F. Heck, ''"'The Bii1:h of the Classi':al Guitar and its Cultivation in Vienna, Reflected in the Career and 
Compositions of Mauro Giuliani (d. 1829)." (PhD diss., Yale University, 1970). 
47 Peter E. Segal, "The Role of Andres SegovtA in Reshaping the Repertoire of the Classical Guitar." (PhD diss., Temple 

University. 1994). 
43 Stuart Button, The Guitar itt EIT...I!,1alld 1800-1924 (London: Garland Publishing, 1989). 'Ibis is a published version of an 
eponymous doctoral the~k 
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Recent studies published in authoritative reference sources, such as the DiccioYlano de la mtisica 

espaifola e hispanoalnericana (2001) and the NC'dJ Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (2003), have 

added substantially to the guitar literature. Of pa...1icular relevance to this study is Javie.l.' 

Suarez-Pajares's essay "El siglo xx. La Generaci6n del 27 Y su entomo" (1be Twentieth 

Century: The Generation of Twenty-Seven and its Milieu) in the "Guitar" entry of the 

Diccionano de fa mllsica espanola e hirpanoamericana.49 This ess3:.Y represents an important advance 

in guitar historiography, but it does show a level of bias towarn the Spanish contribution to 

the early modem history of the guitar. Suarez-Pajares argues that the resurgence ofinterest in 

the guitar during the second decade of the twentieth century was due to simultaneous 

developments in the areas of performance, publishing, historical investigation, and education. 

He defines Manuel de Falla's Homenqje - Pour Ie Tombeatl de Claude Deblls[Y (1920) as the 

seminal work of this period because firstly, it anticipates the emergence of non-referential 

compositions after 1927, and, secondly, it marks the beginning of a new model of guitar 

composition, the collaboration between concert artists and non-guitarist composers. Other 

milestones identified by Suarez-Pajares include the collaboration between Segovia and 

Joaquin Turina in 1923. Though Turina wrote many significant works for Segovia, including 

the .Fandanguillo (1926), R4faga (1930), Sonata (1932), and Homenqje a Tarrega (1935). his 

contribution was not as prolific as that of Ponce. Ponce produced substantially more music 

for Segovia, including solo and chamber works, and also a concerto. Ponce is a significant 

omission from Suarez-Pajares' r nportant contributiop and in general reflects a blind spot in 

the narrative of guinrr historiography in relation to the contribution of composers from 

peripheral countries to the early modem history of the guitar. 

49 DictiofJanO tit fa IDlmeo eJjJmiolo e biJjJaflOf1l1Jrric':Jllo, s.v. "Guitarra." 
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A Note on the Categorisation of Ponce's Compositional Style 

The traditional approach to the categorisation of Ponce's music 15 to characterise his 

development as a linear sequence of specific phases, such as romanticism, modernism, and 

cosmopolitanism. For example, Castellanos divides Ponce's compositional career into four 

phases: from 1891 to 1904 (before his first period of study in Europe), 1905 to 1924 (after his 

first peri-·r] of study in Europe), 1924 to 1932 (during his second period of study in Europe), 

and 1933 to 1948 (after his second period of study in Europe).so On the basis of these 

historical reference points, Castellanos discerns three phases in Ponce's compositional career: 

romanticism, ngt1onalism, and modernism.51 Likewise, Mayer-Serra identifies three discreet 

phases: romanticism, nationalism and cosmopolitanism.52 Other scholars have adopted this 

drachronic approach. Mello describes Ponce as, 

a very distinct personality within his compositions, whether in 

the firgt style developed, or the second. one.53 

More recently,Jorge Barron Corvera defines three distin.ct periods in Ponce's catalogue, 

In terms of compositional technique, the musk. of Ponce can 

be divided into three periods; a conservative romantic period 

which includes all his early work up to 1915; a transitional 

period from 1915 until 1925, and; from 1925 to 1945, a period 

5U Pabio Castcllanos,MQ/11IeIM. POlice, ed. Paolo Mello (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1982),18. 
51Ihid. 
52 ()tto :Mayer.Serra, The Prom! Stale ofMttsic if! Mexico, tmns. Frank ]ellinek (Washington: Pan American Union, 1960),35. 
:)} "una personalidad muy r>"Jarcada dentro de sus composjcione~, ya sea en cI primer estilo desarrollado como en eI 
segundo." Paolo Mella, "Mauuel M. Ponce, musico poIifacctico," Htlerojil1lia 15, no. 79 (October-December 1(82); 29. 
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of modernity where Ponce makes use of twentieth-century 

musical idioms.s.j 

There are epistemological limitations with this method of categorisation. Diachronic 

approaches assume a smooth, uninterrupted and linear process of stylistic evolution. In the 

case of Ponce's caree1: such an approach belies the eclecticism that is to be found either within 

a particular penod, between chronologically contiguous works, and also between certain 

media. For example, with reference to the works for guitar, the modernist period identified 

by Castellanos (1924-1948) features works such as the neoclassical Sonata III (1927), and also 

historical pastiches such as the Sonata clasica (1929) and Sonata romantica (1929). In reference to 

other media, the same period includes the baroque pastiche, Suite a/ estilo antigllo (1931) for 

orchestra, the .:.. "n?ressionist-inspired Chtpttltepec (original version 1921, revised version 1934) 

for orchestra, and works inspired by indigenous pre-conquest elements, such as the Canto y 

danza de los antiguos mexit'anos (1928) for orchestra, and the Danza de la pascola (1937) for piano. 

The various styles found in Ponce's catalogue defy a linear characterisation of his 

compositional development and suggest the need for a more subtle method of categorisation. 

A problem with the diachronic approach adopted by Castellanos, Mayer-Serra, Mello, and 

others is tllat there is no way to explain the differences between contiguous works unless their 

differences have their origins in the categories of romanticism, nationalism, or modernism. 

For example, one can explain the difference between fue tonal instability derived from fue use 

of octatonic, whole-tone, and pentatonic modes in fue S Of/at a III (1927) and the tonal 

instability derived from polytonal devices in the fourth movement of the Quatre miniattlras 

(1929) as an aesthetic shift within a modernist outlook. However, the difference between the 

54 Barron Con-ern, "Three Violin Works by Mexican Composer," 18-19. 
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Sonata ill (1927), Qllatrc nliniatllras (1929) and SOl1ata ckisica (1929) cannot be explained 

exclusively within a modernist aesthetic. Similarly, the late romanticism of the Concierto para 

tlio/in y orqllesta (1943), or the simple and orthodox writing of Ponce's last work, Variations on a 

theme of Cabezon (1948) for guitar, also eludes a modernist explanation. As Miranda has 

observed, the sinple setting and absence of Mexican folk material in the Variations on a theme 

of Cabe:rjn (1.948) contradicts Castellanos's claim that in the last period of his career, 

Ponce agrun presented Mexican folkloric themes within 

extended musical structures and composed original works of 

authentic Mexican flavour.55 

Recent research has challenged the traditional linear characterisation of Ponce's compositional 

care~r.56 Miranda argues that the desire to explain the output of Ponce in neat sequential 

chronological categories belies the stylistic diversity and contradiction that is to be found in 

his catalogue, and consequently limits OUI understanding of tlle music.57 

Faced with the diversity of styles and media that abound in the 

catalogue of the composer, the specialists in his work have 

tried to find a leading thread which allows us to follow the 

development of such a rich and varied production and which in 

the same manner can explain the origin and purpose of this 

multiplicity. Nevertheless only one concept appears capable of 

55 "Ponce volvi6 a prescntar tefills fo1kl6ricos mexical10s denlro de gr.mdes estructuras musicales y compuso obms 
originales de autentico sabor mexicano." Castellanos,MafJllelM PORce, 19. 
56 Dicdoflorio de Ia Illlinea espaiiola e Imp:wuomericOlIO, s.v. "Manuel Maria (Manuel M. Ponce)"; Madrid-Gonzalez, "Writing 
Modernist and Avant-Garde Music," 115. 
S7 Miranda, Eeos, olitl/losy.tollidos, 207. 
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including the totality of Ponce's work: eclecticisfll.58 

Ponce himself recognised the stylistic diversity in his music and attributed it to an interest in 

particular elements associated with various musical genres. His aim is not to mimic the styles 

and language of those genres, bUl: to find a balanse between those borrowlZ!d elements and his 

own style.59 

My production is of a very cliverse nature. To be correct, I 

would need to speak about what I prefer in each one of the 

genres in which I have written. It T70uld be difficult for me to 

discern the value that I give them, bearing in mind the work 

that some of my compositions have given me, the conditions in 

which I wrote others, and the results that some had.60 

The preference of scholars such as Madrid-Gonzalez and Saavedra to interpret the 

compositions and writings of Ponce exclusively through the prism of the political and cultural 

discourse of the time denies the existence of other influences. The capacity of anyone 

particular analytical approach to describe the evolution of Ponce's music adequately is limited 

not only because of the continually shifting relationship between nationalism, romanticism 

and modernism, but also because of the different environmental forces (political, social, 

58 CCFrentc a Ia diversidad de estilos y medios que catnpca en el cacilogo del compositor, los ~specialistas en su o~ra h;m 
tratado de encontrar un hilo conductor que permita seguir el desarrollo de una produccion tan rica j variada y que, asimisrno, 
explique el origen y proposuo de esa multiplicidad. Sin embargo, solo un concepto parece capaz de abarcar la totalidad de la 
obra de Ponce: c1 eckdidtmo." .r-rfiranda,.MolJlleI.M. POlIce, 111. 
59 Miranda, Eros, ofientosy fOflidos, 111. 
60 "Mi produccion es de muy dlVersa tndole. Ntcesitaria para sec correcto hablar de 10 que pretiero en cada uno de los 
genecos que he escrito. Y todavia por el trabajn que me dieron algunas de mis composicioncs, por las condiciones en que 
escribi otras, por los resultados que algunas tuvier()n, me sena diffcil discemir soble el valor que yo les conceda." Fradique, 
"Encuestas de 'Zig-zag'. Confesiones de artistas," in Z(g.;pg, Mexico, 1920, pp.28-29. Quoted in Miranda, Mallllei M. POIICt, 
111. 
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cultural, aesthetic, and interpersonal) that act on those tensions. Also, 'with respect to the 

guitar works of Ponce, we cannot ignore the importance of individual agency; in particular the 

influence of Segovia. 

The problems of the diachronic approach notwithstanding, this study does catt.gorise. the 

music of Ponce into chronological periods for the purpose of linking the documentary 

evidence of identification and change with representative compositions. This is not to 

suggest that a linear evolution is evident. Though there are elements of coherency within his 

compositional output, Ponce's music progresses on three of aesthetic fronts: romanticism, 

nationalism and modernism. 

Outline of the Study 

The structure of this study is as follows. 

• Chapter 2. This chapter presents a selective biographical study of Ponce and an 

analysis of his compositions up to 1912, incluclin; the Mt1~flrct1S de salOn (c.1900), 

Gatl()tu (1901), Schcli!no mexicano (1909), and the Sche'iino (Homenaje t1 Debus!)" 1912). 

The eclectic nature of Ponce's Paris guitar compositions can be traced back to these 

early piano works. Antecedents of his romantic, nationalist, and modernist values are 

found in his performance studies in Italy and Gennany with Luigi Torc'lli (1858-1920) 

and Martin Krause (1853-1918) during 1904 and 1905, and also his teaching at the 

Conservatorio Nacional de Musica in Mexico City from 1908 to 1912. 

The distant scope of this chapter warrants explanation in the context of an 

interpersonal crish that occurred some time after 1934. The purpose of chapters two, 

three, and four is to present a social, political, and musical po::trait of Ponce outside 

that presented in Segovia's letters and also his guitar works. It is important to 
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wlderstand how Ponce defined himself through his writing and his musk in order that 

we can build an altern.ative image of his relationship '\vith Segovia and the crisis in 

their relationship. The next three chapters, via a selective biographical study and 

analysis of his piano, chamber, vocal, and orchestral music, explore Ponce's goals and 

values as a composer, and also as an artist. In beginning from his earliest works, my 

aim is to place his guitar works in the contezt of his general catJlogue, and also his 

development as a composer. Ponce's guitar works incorporate many different styles 

and this eclecticism has its origins in the romantic, nationalist, and modernist elements 

present in his earliest works, such as the Scherifno mexical10 (1909) and the Scherifno 

(Hommqjc a Deblls.[J, 1911). It is also important to understand the c"';'ltinuity of 

Ponce's eclectic style throughout his career and the extent of the stylistic diversity in 

order to assess the influence of Segovia. Ponce's compositional style moved freely 

\vithin a romantic, nationalist and modernist framework, both between 

chronologically contiguous works and different media. However, when compared to 

the piano and chamber works of the same period, the Paris guitar compositions 

represent a sustained conservatism and one that is anomalous in the context of any 

one particular instrument or period in Ponce's career. 

" Chapter 3. This chapter examines the parallel development of Ponce's nationalist 

ideology and compositional style during 1913 and 1920. In his writing at this time, 

Ponce argued that Mexico must have its own voice and that the legitimate source of 

this voice was the cancion. How this voice should be presented and what were 

appropriate models to follow were also questions that Ponce addressed in his writing 

and also worked through in his compositions at this time. His first guitar work, the 

Sonata mcxicana (Sonata No.1, 1923), is philosophically and aesthetically related to a 

series of extended piano works based on themes and rhythms derived from Cuban 
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and Mexican folk and popular music, including the Balado mexicana (1915) and the 

Suite cnbana (1917). These works were greatly influenced by the nationalist ideology 

that Ponce espoused during this period and also his attempt to confute Mexican folk 

music a..."1d European art music traditions. The importance of this chapter to an 

understanding of the relationship between Ponce and Segovia is that it provides a 

social and political context to Ponce's first guita.,: works: the Sonata m/?:dcana and the 

Tres canciones pop,liares mexical1as (1924). It also defines his aesthetic values and goals at 

the time when he first met Segovia. TIle analysis of the Balada mexicana and the Suite 

CIIbal1a provide a practical illustration of how those value8 manifested tbemselves in 

Ponce's piano music and will provide a point of reference to the melodic, rhythmic 

and harmonic writing found in the Sonata mexicalla and the Tres candones poplllares 

mexical1as. This will help e:xplain Segovia~s immediate affinity for thesle early works 

and the relative iv.dependent roles of composer and perfonner at the beginning of 

their collaboration. 

e Chapter 4. This chapter examines the development of Ponce's modernist identity 

through an examination of documentary sources (reviews of pelfornnances of his 

music, interviews, and correspondence) and an analysis of three compositions: the 

symphonic poem Chapllltepet' (orig..nal version 1921, revised version 1934), Sonata breve 

(1932) for violin and piano, and SOllatine (1932) for piano. The pUlrpose of this 

chapter is to dt~monstrate tlIat from the beginning of his collaboration with Segovia, 

Ponce defined himself as a modernist composer. As is illustrated by the analysis of 

Chap/tltepec, his modernist style was initially discreet and influenced by the music of 

Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel. After enrolling at the Ecole Normale de 

Musique in Paris in 1925, Ponce's compositional style became more progressive as he 

increasingly pursued non~serial forms of atonality. This precipitated a progressive and 
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steady divergence in the aesthetic values and goals of Ponce and Sr.govia during the 

second half of the 1920s. The stylistic analysis of Chapllilepec, the SOllala bmve, and 

S onaline (1932) will show the types of modernist aesthetic choices Ponce made outside 

of his partnership with Segovia. 

• Chapter 5. This chapter will present an examination of the influence that Segovia 

brought to bear on Ponce's music. It focuses on the musical values and objectives of 

Segovia, and his efforts to validate the guit.ar as a concert instrument. The crisis in the 

relationship between both men during 1934 and 1936 is told from Segovia'S 

perspective. Parallels are drawn between Ponce's sense of identity as a composer and 

Segovia's identity as a performer. WJ..lfrid Meller's model of the c'Jmposer and 

perfonner relationship is used as a benchrn.ark to assess the natw:e of their 

collaboration. Using the Variations slIr (Folia de Espaiia" el fi'!,lIe (1.929) as a case study, 

the change in Segovia'S role within the partnership is examined. Segovia's attempt to 

influence and direct the compositional process of the Variations stir ((Folia de Espaiia" ef 

fitgtle is contrasted within his immediate acceptance of the Sonata mexicolla and the Tms 

canciolles poplliams mexicanas. Distinction is made between the editorial contribution of 

Segovia and his increasing intrusion on the artistic independence of Ponce. 

• Chapter 6. The Sonatc.f mexieana (1923) and the Tms eallciones poplilams mexieanas (1924) 

are the focus of this chapter. Analysis of the Tres eallcioms poplll(l!!J' tlle>.:icanas 

demonstrates that they are most likely Segovia's £t'tangements of three previously 

published piano and vocal compositions: Lo Valentina (pre-1917), La pajamra (1909-

1912) and Por If, mi eorazon (1912). The objective here is to date the S Oflala mexical/a and 

the Trcs eallciones poplliams tllexicaflas as Ponce's only guitar compositions prior to his 

studies at the Ecole Normale de Musique.. 1be thematic material of both works 1S 
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borrowed from the cancion tradition and the harmonic writing is functional, though 

passages in the S ol1ata mexical1a presage the atonal techniques of later guitar and non

guitar woxks. The significance of the S ol1ata mexical1a as the only original and overtly 

nationalist work Ponce composed between 1920 and 1924 is also examined. The 

analysis of the S ona/a mexicana and the T res candones poplllares mexicanas will show that at 

the beginning of their. partnership, Segovia and Ponce shared similar musical values. 

T11eir partnership is based on mutually independent roles and is consistent with 

Meller's model of the composer and performer relationship. 

• Chapter 7: This chapter W:Jl present a stylistic analysis of the works Ponce produced 

between 1925 and 1932, whilst studying at the Ecole Normal de Musiquc in Paris. 

These works fall into two categories: historically emulative pastiches and non

emulative compositions. Historical pastiches include the Sonata c/dsica (Hommage 'a 

tcmando Sor, 1928), Sonata romantica (Hommage 'a Franz Schllbert, 1928), Sonata de 

Paganini (1930), Suite ill A (1930-1931) originally attributed to Silvius Leopold \X'eiss, 

and Suite al eslilo antigllo (1931) originally attributed to Alessandro Scarlatti. The non·· 

pastiche compositions include the S olla/a III (1927), Theme, varie et fillale (1926), 

Variations slIr 'Folia de E spana 1J et fitglle (1929), and the Sonatina meridional (1932). 

Though they reflect different goals, both categories display an overarching 

conservative approach. In the case of the emulative works, this conservatism is 

attributable to Segovia'S specific requests for historically imitative works. \X'ith regard 

to the non-emulative works, on the other hand, the discreet application of neoclassical 

and impressionist techniques is attributable to the moderating role that Segovia played 

in filtering Olut modernist influences in Ponce's guitar works. As the musical values 

and goals of Segovia and Ponce increasingly diverged, the independence between 

composer and performer also progressively broke down as Segovia sought to gain 
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greater control over the compositional process. Ponce's guitar works became the sites 

where the conservatlve values of Segovia and Ponce's exploration of modernism were 

negotiated. Reference is made to specific works including the Theme varie et finale 

(1926), the Sonata for Gllilar and Harpsichord (1926), the Sonata III (1927), the Sonata 

c/tisiea (Hommage '(1 Fernando Sor, 1928), and the Sonata do PagaJtini (1930). 
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Chapter 2 

2. THE EARLY COMPOSITIONS OF MANUEL M. PONCE 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the early performing, teaching and compositional career of Pon.:e to 

1912. The romantic, nationalist and modemist elements in his guitar and non-guitar works of 

the 1920s and early 1930s have their antecedents in the eclectic group of compositions from 

this period. The melodic and harmonic style of the Tres ct1l1dones poplllares mexicanas (1924) can 

be traced back to the early piano works such as the Matflrkas de salon (c.1900) and the S cher:;jno 

mexicatlo (1909). The coiouristic hannonic writing and use of non-diatonic scales in the SOIlala 

Ill" (1927) is directly related to Ponce'r. exploration of impressionism in the Scher:;jflo (Homenaje 

a Deblls-!y, j 912). In 1912, Ponce is defined as a modernist in the popular press, but the works 

from this period demonstrate that his aesthetic values are distinctly romantic. 

The Period from 1900 to 1912 

The principal focus of Ponce's musical effort up to 1912 was in pelfonnance, and in 1904 he 

faced the decision that to develop as a pianist he had to leave Mexico. Ivfiranda notes that the 

poor teaching opportunities in Mexico City at this rime necessitated that he study abroad.61 

After a brief trip through the United States, Ponce traveled to Italy and arrived in Bologna in 

January 1905. There he met the Italian composer, organist and pianist Marco Enrico Bossi 

(1849-1906) who suggesred tl1at he enroll at the Liceo Musicale in that city. Ponce studied 

piano \-\lith Luigi Torchi (1858-1920) and composition with Cesare Dali'Olio (n.d.), a student 

61 DicaO/lOrio de h /lJImr{1 upmio/a e .;upalloamericolla, S.V. "Ponce Cuellar: 3. Manuel Maria [Manuel M. Ponce)." 
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of Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868). In January 1906, he travded to Berlin and, after 

successfully completing the adm1ssions examination, enrolled in piano studies at the Stem 

Conservatory, studying piano with Martin Krause (1853-1.918), a student of Franz Liszt 

(1811-1886). Ponce always considered Krause his most important piano teacher and his 

(9:icc II (1907) for piano is dedicated to hlm.62 On the 28th Dece!:1ber 1906, Ponce left 

Berlin, having exhausted his funds. 

According to Carmen Sordo Socii, Ponce's interest in Mexican folk music as a thematic source 

for his own compositions intensified during his studies at the Stern Conservatory.63 However. 

the use of canci6n-like melodi.es in compositions such as the GatJota (1901) demonstrates that 

Ponce's interest in Mexican folk music pre-dates this period. Sordo Sodi argues that whilst in 

Berlin, Ponce was introduced to a progressive branch of musicology based on the study of 

folk music.64 The leading figures in this academic circle included musicologists and 

anthropologists such as Carl Stumpf (1848-1936), Erich Von Hornbostel (1877-1935), Curt 

Sach') (1881-1959) 2nd Robert Rachmarul (n.d.), each of whom was a significant contributor 

in the development of modem ethnomusicology. The extent of the influence of Stumpf, Von 

Hornbostel, Sachs, and Rachmann on Ponce, however, is difficult to prove since it is very 

difficult to confirm whether Ponce was aware of, or that his music was influenced by, the 

work of these men. His few surviving compositions written before 1906, such as the Gavota 

(1901), attest to a pre-existing interest in the canci6n and also the adoption of popular 

arrangement practices. According tv David L6pez Alonso, between 1904 and 1905, Ponce 

harmonised several folk songs, such as "Marchita el alma", "La barca del marino", "Oh luna", 

and "Perdi un anl0r" and performed them with the baritone Venturini (n.d) in Bologna in 

62 Dicciollono de Ia mJi.rico espOllOIa e hi.rjJoltot1/lJenmlltl, S.v. "Manuel Maria (1-ianuel M. Ponce]"; Castellanos. MOIJI/tIlH. POIJet,22. 
63 C:u:mcn Sordo Sordi, "La labor inves~r.lcion follJ6rica de Manuel M. Ponce," Hekrojoflia, no, 15 (1982); 36. 
M Sordo Sordi, "La labor investigacion fo1kl6rica:' 36. 
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1905.65 According to Pablo Castellanos, the hannoruc writing and the internal movement of 

the voices in these compositions reflects the practices of salon music composers such as 

Felipe Villanueva Gutierrez (1862-1893), who likewise made romantic arrangements of 

Mexican folksongs.66 However, the persistence of a limited and functional hannoruc 

language, and the use of parallel thirds and internal suspensions in compositions like the 

Gavo/a (1901) and S che'iJno mexicano (1909), suggest that there was ne iliscemable change in 

Ponce's treatment of folksong material during this time. 

Ponce's earliest folk inspired piano works represent the continlli!.tion of a long-staP.ding 

practice by Mexican composers to incorporate Mexican folk elements in their salon 

compositions and also in their works for the theatre. After independence from Spain and the 

decline in the influence of the Catholic Church, secular music in Mexico flourished. Sones, 

jarabes and other song melodies that were associated with the political uprising were celebrated 

as symbols of national identity.67 These traditional melodies became known as national aires 

(aires nacionales) and lithe tunes of the country (sonea/os del pais), and were incorporated into the 

salon compositions of Mexican composers.6H The most notable arranger of national aires, 

Julio ltuarte (1845-1905), incorporated song and dance melodies from thejarabe and the danza 

in his compositions, such as Ecos de Mexico (n.d.).69 These melodies also entered upper class 

lYfexican society through the theatre, where they were performed during the intennissions.70 

65 David Lopez Alonso, Mallud.'\1. POlice: Ensqyo biogrtijro (!vfexico: T:illeres Gnificos de Ja Nacion, 1950), 25; Poulos, 
"Towards a Contemporary Style," 12. 
66 Castcllanos, Mamlel M. POlice, 22-23. 
67 Daniel Sheehy, "l\{exico" in The GarlaNd Ellqc/()prdia oj World MII.;ic, Dale Olsen and Daniel Sheehy editors (New York: 

Garland P'lblishing, 1998),2: 603. 
68 Sheehy, "Mexico," 603 

69 Otto Mayer-Serra, PallOn1llla de 10 tmi..-ita me.. ... "iCtmtJ. Dude Ia brdepmdmcia hasw 10 adllalithd {l\-fexico: El Colegio de Mexico, 
1941),147. 
70 Otto Mayer-Serra, The Pruml Slate tifMlisk ill Afexiro, crans. FrankJellinek (Washlnl,lton: Pan Amc.'rican Union, 1960),33. 
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The reception of traditional folk song and dance as a legitimate part of the middle and upper 

class music culture eventually fostered nationalist operas such as Gllatimoti/n (1871) by 

Aniceto Ortega (1825-1875), which is based on a story about the defense of Mexico by the 

last Aztec ruler Cuauhtemoc and which incorporates folk material)1 Through his own 

background in the Mexican middle class, Ponce would have been exposed to the practice of 

incorporating folkloric elements into salon compositions and this would have raised his 

awareness of the potential of this material as a valid compositional source. Secondly, the pre

existence of this practice wodd have facilitated the reception of his early popular and folk 

inspired works, such as the GatJota (1901), within their intended middle and upper class 

audience. 

In 1907, Ponce returned to Aguascalientes and in 1908 he returned to the Conservatorio 

Nacional de Musica as a piano teacher. Amongst his students were important pianists and 

composers such as Antonio Gomezanda (1894-1961), Salvador OJrd6iiez (n.d.), Jesus Corona 

(n.d.) and, in particular, Carlos Chavez, who in the 1920s become a leading figure of the 

ITYJderrust movement in Mexican music and also the director of the Escuela Nacional de 

Musica. Ponce's teaching position at the Conservatorio Nacional de Muska lasted until 1912 

and culminated with the first all-Debussy recital in Mexico. Judging from its review in the 

press, critics and the audience alike viewed this concert as something of a novel musical 

experience. It se~ms that the music of Debussy was little known in Mexico at this time and 

reviews of this concert show that Ponce was considered to belong to the Mexican musical 

vanguard. 

71 The Ntw Grove Didiollary 0/ Mllsic atld AlJlSia!1lt.r, S.v. "Ortega del Villar, Aniceto" (by Rob .. 'ft Stevenson). 
http://www.grovemusic.com/(accessed March 3m, 2005); Otto Mayer-Serra, The Pmmf Slate o/.Mllsic ill M(xico, trans. Frank 
J eIlinek (Washington: Pan American Union, 1960), 33. 
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Last night the salon of the Casa Wagner was in a festive mood. 

In it a concert took place that was .fui get/cris due to the 

moderrust character of the program [ ... J It is the case that the 

students of the maestro Mr. Manuel M. Ponce, a very educated 

spirit, free from the rank prejudices and silly academic 

preferences, offered the dilettanti the opportunity to savor a new 

and exquisite music, that of Claude Debussy. There is no 

doubt that the sound approach, t.he artistic erudition and the 

refined taste of Ponce guided his students in the deliCiOUS 

lyrical labyrinths of the French maestro. 

It is true that the enthusiasm was overflowing and the 

auditorium, for long periods, felt the fascination of that strange 

and picturesque music that possesses the privilege of a 

indetenninate plasticity very close to fanta~.y. The disciples of 

Ponce achieved a beautiful triumph, which must have satisfied 

the young and intelligent professor. 72 

72 "Aycr por la noc-he, el salon de la Casa Wagner estaba de gala. En el se efectuo un condetto slfi gel/ens por el carlcter de 
modernismo que tuvo el programa [ ... J Es el caso que los alumnus del maestro don Manuel Ponce, espiritu cultisimo, libre de 
mndos prejuicios y de tontas prefcrencias acad6micas, orrecieron a los diltttatili la oportunidad de saborear una mUsica 
exquisita y nueva, Ia de Claudio Debussy. Indudablemente que el justo crtterio, la erudicion artistica y c1 gusto depurado de 
Ponce, sirvieron a los alum nos de este como guias en los deliciosos laberintos Ifriws del maestro frances. 

Es el caso que el entusiasmo f..le desbordante y que el auditorio sinrio por largos ratos la f.-lscinad6n de aquella musica 
extrafia y pintoresca que posce cl privilegio de una vaga plasticidad muy cercana del ensuefio. Los discipulos de Ponce 
a1canzaron un hermoso triunfo que debe haber satisfed.o al joven e inteligente profesor." Anonymous, "Concieto en la Sala 
Wagner, un trinnfo del maestro P()nce," EI 1I1/Parci(1~ 26th June 1912, p.17. Quoted in Miranda, MaNllel A!. POlla, 28. 
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Compositions up to 1912 

Though critics up to this time defined Ponce as a modernist, most of his compositions to 

1912 are aesthetically based in the r01P_mtic era. Works dating from this period cover a 

diverse range of media and include the Comierto para piano y orqllesta (1910), thirteen songs for 

voice and piano including EstrelL;ta (1912) and Por ti, mi corazoll (1912), which was later 

arranged by Segovia for guitar and published in the T res cancioms popl/fares mexiCa11aS (1924), and 

six chamber works of various combinations including the Andante (1902) for string quartet, 

three works for violin and piano ie/messe (1908), Romanzetta (1908) and Schef'{jno (1908), and a 

string trio, the Trio romal1tico (1912). Most of the works written during this period are for the 

plano. In all, there are twenty-four published piano wor1cs including three published 

collections, the Bocetos nocilmlOS (1905), Trozos romtinticos (1908), and AibllDl de amor(1912). 

Other compositions from this period include arrangements of popular Mexican songs scored 

for solo voice with piano accompaniment. From 1906 to 1912, Ponce transcribed and 

catalogued over 200 songs from the central, coastal and northern regions of Mexico.73 Of 

these, fifty-five were arranged for voice and piano and were published by various publishing 

houses, including Peer Music Classical, New York, Wagner and Levien, Casa Alemana de 

Musica, and Enrique Munguia, and Otto y ArzOZ.74 Two of these published arrangements, La 

ptfiarera (1909-1912) and La Valentina (pre-1917), were later adapted to the guitar by Segovia 

and published as the first and third pieces respectively of the Tres canciones popllfares mexicanas 

(1924). 

73 Castellanos, Mo'IIJe/i\1.. POf1Ct, 28. 
74 Miranda, Ata/l/lel At. POllct, 137-137. 
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Ponce's piano works dating from this period reflect several chfferent compositional styles 

including the popular salon fonns, a lyrical and romantic nationalism, historical pastiches in 

the style of Franz Liszt and F{'truccio Benvenuto Busoni (1886-1924), and impressionism.75 

The conservative harmonic language and strong sense of tonality evident in these works 

illustrates their shared romantic aesthete. 

Salon Style Compositions 

Ponce's early piano works dating from his first composition, Martha del sarampion (1891), are 

related stylistically to the popular salon form and show an emerging interest in the Mexican 

cancion tradition. Salon music comprised light entertainment pieces for solo piano or for 

piano and voice, and was intended for performance by the young ladies of middle and upper 

class households. Mayer-Serra describes this genre as formulaic, of a prescribed character, 

fonnal structure, language, and an idiomatic pianism. 

In this way salon music cultivated to the point of saturation the 

harmonic language of Classicism based on the cadential 

formuh: tonic (1) - dominant M - tonic (1), and its closest 

interme0iates; the periodicity of its formal structures, 

detemnned by the number of four bars and its multiples; the 

predominant melody, with its accompaniment dedicated to the 

left hand, of an invariable scheme; the virtuosic stereotype 

pianism of rapid scales, arpeggiated chords, repetitions of one 

and the same note, chromatic passages of thirds and sixths, 

75 The analogy drawn between the historicist wOlks the P"/Illiio y Jilga sobre fill l(llIa fk Haetldel (1907) and the Pre/JIluo y fll,ga sobre 
1111 lema d~ Barb (1908), and the works of Liszt and Busoni, is attributable to Ricardo .1vliranda. See Miranda, Malltlei M. POlice, 
116. 
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trills of a long duration, etc., etc. The mm kal forms that were 

inalterably preserved throughout the century were mainly: 1. 

the dance (polkas, mazurkas, redOJvas, schottisches, waltzes, 

contradanzas, and cuadrillas, etc.); 2. the pot POllni and fantasies 

based on themes of well-known operas; 3. the "character" 

piece (romanzas} caprices, nocturnes, serenades, idylls, etc.); 4. 

the piece of "exotic" flavour (orientals, Moorish, etc.), 5. the 

military march.76 

A la.tge proportion of the Mexican salon repertoire was based on European dances such as 

mazurkas, polkas, schottisches, waltzes and other dance forms.77 Examples of popular salon 

mazurkas includeJlianita (1892) andJllnto a ti (1892) by Juventino Rosas (1868-1894), Ma~/rca 

(1875) by Jose Rol6n (1876-1945), and numerous examples by Amulfo Miramontes (1881-

1960) including MaZl,rca Cli La mqyor (n.d.), MaZllrca CII La mcnor (n.d.), and Mazt/rca cstJldio 

(n.d.).78 Other examples of salon mazurkas include Felipe Villanueva's (1862-1893) Primcra 

maZllrca CII Rc mCllor op. 20 (n.d.) S egJllJda ma:{!lrca fJlI La mcnor op. 25 (n.d.), .md T crccra mail/rca 

Cfl Rc bcmol op. 27 (n.d.).79 Salon style waltzes were also popular and many were rublished, 

including A la orilla de la plqya (1893?), .Josqina (1892), and Soledad (1893) by Juventino Rosas 

76 "As!, la musica de salon exploto, hasta cl hastio, el lenguaje annonico del c1asicismo, basado en la formula cadenci..l: 
t6nica(1)-dorninante(V)-tonica(1), y sus grados interrnedios mas pcoximos; 1a periodicidad de sus estcuctucas forrnales, 
detenninadas por el numcro de compases de 4 y sus mUltiplos; Ia melodia predominante, con su acompanarnicnto confiado a 
la mano izquierda, de un esqucrnatismo inV1L~ble; el virtuosismo pi.'lnistico esteteotipado de escalas r.ipid.ls, acordes 
arpcgiados, repeticiones de una y la mi~ma nota, pasajes cromiticos de tercecas y sextas, trinos de larga dura cion, etc., etc. 
Las forrnas musicales que se conservaron inaltecablernente a 10 largo de todD cl siglo fueron, principalrnente: 1 la danza 
(polcas, mazurcas, mhwas, .rclMttisch, valses, contcadanzas, cuadrillas, etc.); Z. eI potpOllrri y fantasia sobre motivos de operas 
('onocidas; 3. la pie7.a. "de camcter" (romanzas, caprichos, nocturnos, screnatas, idilios, etc.); 4. la pieza de colorido "exotico" 
(orientales, rnori.~cas, etc.); 5. Ia marcha militar." Mayer-Serra, P(JIIOf'(JIIIO de h ""Ifito, 72-73. 
71 Sheehy, "Mexico," 603. 
18 Dicaol/oria de h m'f!ico e.rpt1liah e hisp01l0aulericDtlo, s. v. "i\ficamontes Romo de Vivar, Amulfo." 
79 Dicciollorio de h mr{.rko uPtJlio/n t hispoIlO(lf);ericotttJ, s. v. "Villanueva Gutierrez, Felipe." 
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(1868-1894), and Las al/roras de A!1fihllac (n.d.) by Julio ltuarte (1845-1905).8u Salon style 

polkas include Flores de Mexico (n.d.)81, La cantinera (n.d.) by Juventino Rosas and P%ca en La 

menor (n.d.) by Emesto Elorduy (1853-1913).82 Composers such as Melisio Morales (1838-

1908), Gustavo Emesto Campa (1863-1934), and Julian Carrillo (1875-1965) also published 

salon style compositions based on popular operatic melodies and imitating Italian, French, 

and Gennatl styles respectively.83 For example, Julio Ituarte published several Fantasies on 

themes from Aida (n.d.,Verdi), Carmen (n.d., Bizet), EI mlmiela.go (n.d., Strauss), and Gioconda 

(n.d., Ponchielli).84 

The Mazurcas de sal6n (c. 1900) 

Ponce's early piano compositions such as the MaZ!'rcas de sa/on (c.1900) were strongly 

influenced by the salon genre. There are twenty-five known mazurkas composed between 

approximately 1900 and 1933. All of these, except for the l'vias;!lrca (espa;io/a, c.1933), were 

written between 1900 and 1917. The Mail/rca (espaiiola) is an arrangement of the lvlaif/rka 

(1932) for guitar, which was written originally for Andres Segovia. Twenty mazurkas were 

composed around 1901 and 1'917 and were published separately. The remaining five 

mazurkas belong to the Maif/n'(1s de sa/{),r. Originally there were ten Mail/rcas de salon and these 

were recorded at the end of the manusc.ript of the Tres wmcmzas sill palabras (1900).85 Of these, 

only the second. third, seventh, eighth, and tenth survive. Lourdes Rebollo notes that there 

are facsimile manusc.ripts of the Mail,rcas de sa/on No. 7 and No. 10, which correspond to 

80 Dicdollodo de fa mlinca e.rpaliola e bi.rpa1ffi'lIl1edcana, s. Y. "Ituarte, Julio." 
81 Dirdollado £It fa mlmca l!}aliofa e hispoffoamedcrllla, S.v. "Rosas,JuYenrino." 
~2 The above list of salon compositions based on European dance foans is based on the table of rhythmic configurations of 
salon music found in Miranda "A tOCllr, sciioriras," in Eco!, alim/g! y SOfridof, 11 0-113. Il, Stevenson, Munc iff Mexico, 227. 

84 Dicciollado de fa mTinca eJpmiofa e bi.rpaIlOf1l!lfricalJa, s. v. "1 tuartc, Julio." 
85 Ponce, MaZi/retlf, edited, fingered and critical notes by Lourdes Rebolk, (Mexko: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico Escuela Nacional de Musica, 2002), xi. 
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Mail/rcas i\[o. 3 and No. 2 respectively. Two of Ponce's mazurkas were also published in 

Bseritos y ci1mposiciones musicales (1'daif/rka No.7, 1917) and Revista musical de Mexico (Mail/rko No. 

13, May 1920). 

The surviving Mail/rcas de salon follow the same formal pattern as the twenty separately 

published mazurkas, but their thematic development and piano wdting is much simpler. 

Typically, Ponce's mazurkas follow a rondo pattern, except for Mail/rca No. 19 which is in a 

binary fmm.86 All except Maillrca No. 14 are in a minor key.s7 The A section, in the tonic key, 

establishes the mood of the work. The B section, usually the shortest section, is in the relative 

major key and the C section is generally built on the submediant degree of thf. tonic key. The 

Maif/rcas de salo~1 No. 7 and No. 10 reflect this rondo structure and are technically less 

demanding. In these two works, the rhythmic writing is much simpler and is characterised by 

crotchet and quaver groupings with very little dotted rhythm activity. The Mail/rca No.4, on 

the other hand, features a more complex rhythmic writing because of the increased use of 

ornamenultion. 

R6lbid. 
87 Ibid. 
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Example 1: Mazurca No.4. 

The hannoruc writing of the Mail/reas de salon No. 7 and No. lOis less complicated than in the 

other mazurkas. In both of these pieces, the right hand part features dyad and triad structures 

and in the left hand, a single note bass line that occasionally includes dyads. The exception to 

this rule is the Moilffca (espanola), where both hands are playing simultaneous triads imitating 

the strumming effect of t.."he guitar in the opening bars. This aliullion to the guitar is 

reinforced by the pedal in the left hand which emulates the open lower three strings of the 

guitar E, A, and D. Above this pedal in the right hand, Ponce scores a series of chords 

including a half-diminished seventh, and msjor and minor triads, which also reflect the idiom 

of the guitar and are quite easily executed on the instrument. 
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Pedal reforlilll, the 
lowesllhree open 
sltings Ofl the gmfar 

Example 2: Mazurca (espanola). 

Ponce's piano works, dating before 1905, demonstrate that his interest in Mexican folk music 

as a thematic source for his own compositions was initially occasional. Of the eleven 

representative works of this period, only three works, Malgre tOllt (1900), Cavota (1901), and 

the first of two works entitled Amdladora mexical1a (1905 and 1909) for solo piano, incorporate 

popular song melodies and rhythms. Malgre IIJllt, for example, is a piano work for the left 

hand and is based on the rhythm of the habanera. Amt/ladora u,exicana (II), which 

incorporates the popular song "La Rallcherita" by Enriq'J? Munguia, was composed in 1905, 

but was not published until 1935.88 Amtlladora me:x.icana (I) was published in 1909. 

Gavota (1901) 

Ponce's Cavota (1901) illustrates the assimilation of Mexican folkloric elements into the salon 

form. The Carota also has the same rondo structure as the Mail/rcas de salo11. The A section is 

in the tonic key of D-flat major and the principal theme has a romantic cancion flavour. It 

proceeds in consecutive thirds, fourths and sixths, is structured into symmetucal four-bar 

phrases, and has a simple tonic-dominant-tonic harmonic movement. 

88 Miranda, Ma!lfIeflv1. POllet, 138.39, 
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Db: I vi I614 

vi f: V Db: I 

Exampl(> 3: Gavota. 

As in the twenty separately published M(lif,rcas and the Maifm-as de salon No.7 and No. 10, the 

second section of the Caw/a comprises eight bars, is the shortest section, and is in the relative 

minor key, B-flat minor. 'The C section, unlike that of the other Maif/rkas, is in the 

sub dominant key~ G-flat major. 

The piano writing of the Caw/a is simplified like that of the Maiflrcas de sa/O'1. Most of the 

chordal writing is restricted to the right hand, with the left providing a harmonic 

accompaniment with arpeggios articulated as either a single voice or in octave pairs. 

Suspensions in the internal voices are a characteristic device employed by Ponce to create a 

sense of forward motion. These are found in the upper and int~mal voices at bars forty-four 

and forty-nine of dle Cavo/a and are also found in the Schflr:jno me:;..:iCatlO (1909). 
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Example 5: Scherzino mexicano. 

Scherzino mexicano (1909) 

After 1 C)09, the piano works that incorporate Mexican folk song themes acquire explicidy 

nationalist tides. Prior to 1909, only one piano work has an overtly referential tide: the 

Ami/ladora mexictma (1905). Ponce's re-presentation of foLl{song themes in these works reflects 

a conscious effort to capture a sense of dle original performance setting of the material, as 

evidenced in the simple diatonic accompaniment. 
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Example 6: Scherzino mexicano. 

This practice of re-presenting folk themes with a shnple diatonic accompaniment is also 

evident in the Tema mexicatl0 vanada (1912). As in the SchC1ifll0 mexicallo, the folksong theme of 

the Tema mexicono vanado is represented with a toruc-dominant-tonic accompaniment in the 

tonic key of D-flat major. Except for the triplet figure which is an integral part of the theme 

itself, the melody is re-presented in a simple unembellished manner. 
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Example 7: Tema mexicano variado, theme. 

In the subsequent variations, the hannoruc writing is more progressive, reflecting the nature 

of the variation form. The second variation in C-sharp minor is based ahnost entirely on a 

series of minor seconds in the lower voice of the right hand which are later transfe:t.Ted to the 

left hand. 

)n 1 J 

3 1\ ~ II i f I f 
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Example 8: Tema mexicano variado, second variation. 
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In the fourth and final variation, there is a greater emphasis on chromaticism. 'Though the 

chordal writing is largely restricted to triadic and seventh chord structures, there are instances 

of lJ.nth and embellishing diminished seventh chords. The emphasis on octave doubling 

demonstrates that Ponce is also exploiting the sonority of the piano in order to enhance the 

dramatic effect. 

jj 

Db: IV IV9 
J I gb: 

10 fl r.n ~ f.. ... 
I v U ~- I & 

~ L-J fU = 
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: 

~ WrJ ~ ... 
Ab: gb: i vii Db: I vi6/4/ 2 

Example 9: Tema mexicano variado, fmal variation. 

Historicist \\1orks 

Historicist works include the Preludio y fuga sobre lin lema de Haemlel (1907), and the Preludio y fitga 

sobre lin lema de Bach (1908). Both works ate homages to the represented composers and also 

to the baroque period, as illustrated in their use of the prelude and fugue format. Ponce 

avoids mimicry by infusing his own natural style into these works. Mirav4~ has observed a 

general preference of Ponce for arpeggios as well as the tendency to reinforce the submediant 
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key as a pseudo-tonal centre. In the following example from the "Prelude~) of the Prell/dlo Y 

foga sobre lin lema de Haendel, the submeruant key of B miner is tonicised so as to give the 

impression of a temporary modulation, without actually abmdoning the tonic key of D 

minor. Ponce's preference for arpeggios as a means of extending the harmonic structure in 

time is also illustrated. 
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Example 10: Preludio y fuga sobre un tema de Haendel, Prelude. 
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Scherzino (Homenaje a Debussy, 1912) 

The SCher:dfJO (Homenaje a Debus!], 1912) dates from the same year as the all-Debussy student 

recital in the Casa Wagner and demonstrates that the music of this composer had a significant 

influence on the creative effort of Ponce that year. The chronological proximity of this work 

to the Prcludio y fuga sobre ml lema de Bach (1908) and S cher.rjl1o mexicano (1909) illustrates the fluid 

relationship between nationalism, romanticism and modernism in Ponce's compositional 

style. In the S cher.rjno (Homenqje a Debus.ry), these values are assimilated into a discreedy 

modernist harmonic language similar to that seen in the music of Debussy. 

References to the Mexican cancion, which are explicit in earlier works such as the S cher.rjno 

mexicano (1909) and the Tema mexicaflo vanado (1912), are maintained but are implicit in the 

melodic shape and structure. The A theme is based on an anhemitonic pentatonic scale (F, 

G, B-flat, C, D), but its symmetrical structure and triadic shape is consistent with the canci6n. 

The semiquaver and quaver motif that proceeds in a triadic fashion at bars one and three 

alludes to the key of G minor. However, the absence of a leading-note-to-tonic resolution 

and dle reiteration of a G minor seventh at bar two and B-flat dominant ninth at bar four 

suggest a non-functional harmonic approach. 
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I Alia maniera d'uo Scherzo 
Vivo 

Piano P 

Example 11: Scherzino (Homenaje a Debussy). 

Ponce's treatment of the principal theme, ""he hannonic writing and the evocative use of the 

piano reflects the piano ml.1!:ic of Debussy. The A section is mono thematic as motives 

derived from the principal semiquaver and quaver theme are used freely throughout. At bars 

eight and eleven, the characteristic semi quaver and quaver figure articulates an ascending 

whole tone scale. This figure is developed sequentially throughout and its predominance and 

shape is consistent with Debussy's Dellx arabesqlles (c.1890). At bars twenty to twenty-three, 

the theme reappears in the left hand transposed up and down a fourth. During this passage, 

it is accompanied in tbe right hand by an extended series of alternating major second dyads. 

The harmonic writing of the ScheJiino is colounstic rather than functional. As previously 

stated there are isolated restatements of single minor seventh, dominant seventh, and 

dominant ninth chords at bars two, four and six. This emphasis on colouristic effect is 

epitomized at the end of the A section, where an unaccompanied series of alternating major 
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second dyads become progressively more sparse and quiet until they virtually disappear. 

Functional relationships are avoided as Ponce creates a cadential effect, not through voice 

leading, but through the progressively softer and infrequent sound of the dyad F and G. 
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Example 12: Scherzino (Homenaje a Debussy), 

The B section begins at bar thirty-nine and has a contrasting character. The open and 

transparent texture of the A section is replaced by a denser contrapuntal texture, an 

intensification of musical activity, a~;;:ompanied by dramatic changes in register. TILe melody 

proceeds entirely in octaves and exemplifies a colouristic function in its exploitation of the 

piano's sonority. The chordal writing in the B section continues the non-functional approach 

of the A section. For example, at bars forty-eight and forty-nine, the descending series of 

root position and inverted seventh, ninth and eleventh chords proceeds in steps of a major 

second in their outer voices and resolve eventually to a climinished eleventh chord built on A

sharp. 

The B section concludes with another unconventional cadence based 011 a senes of 

alternatinr octave pairs, E-flat and B-flat. These octave pairs are accompanied by an E-flat 
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ninth scored in a manner that emphasises the interval of a fifth, and also quartal chords built 

on D and B. A brief bridge passage based on the sequential treatment of the principal theme 

signals the imminent return of the A section which is restated verbatim from bars 65-102. 

Example 13: Scherzino (Homenaje a Debussy). 
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Chapter 3 

3. THE PERIOD FROM 1913 TO 1920: THE NATIONALIST IDENTITY AND 

COMPOSITIONS OF MANUEL M. PONCE 

The Period from 1913 to 1920 

The period from 1913 to 1920 represents a watershed in the compositional ami intellectual 

career of Ponce, since in both of these areas he emerged as a major cultural voice in Mexico. 

The main focus of Ponce's intellectual efforts between 1913 and 1920 was the issue of 

Mexican musical identity. The Sonata mexz'cana (1923) is philosophically and stylistically 

direcdy related to the group of extended nationalist compositions that emerged during this 

period. Whereas the musical characteristics of earlier nationalist works like the Scher.:jno 

mexicano (1909) situated Ponce's nationalism in the salons of the middle and upper class 

Mexicans, compositions such as the Balada mexzcana (1915) and the SlIite ctlbana (1916) site 

Ponce's nationalism in the concert-hall. 

The form of nationalism that Ponce championed at this time was based on the integration of 

cancion Ll1to the language and forms of European art music. The problem for Ponce was that 

he was alone in pursuing his ideal. Composers such as Alfonso Esparza Oteo (1898-1950), 

Mario Talavera (1885-196~\ and Ignacio Rodriguez Esperon (also known as Tato Nacho, 

1894-1968) followed Ponce's lead with their romantic salon style arrangements of folksongs 

and original songs.!l9 However, these composers did not attempt to incorporate Mexican folk 

89 Saavedra, "OfSclves and Others," 18. 
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themes in larger art music forms and their use of traditional folksong remained within the 

popular salon genre.90 

La musica y la canci6n mexicana 

The earliest literary evidence of Ponce's musical nationalism is a surviving fragment of his 

public lecture "La mnsica y la canci6n mexicana," given on 13th December 1913 at the 

bookstore Biblos, owned by Francisco Gamoneda. This lecture captured the attention of the 

popular press and was published in Revis/as de Revis/as shortly after on the 21 December 1913. 

"La musica y la cancian mexicana" is a political and cultural response to the social and 

economic divisions within early twentieth century Mexico. Looking back in 1948, Ponce 

argued that a nationalist sentiment emerged within Mexico around 1910 and the centennial 

year of the War of Independence from Spain (1810-1821). Mexican identity was tied to its 

colonial past and the successive waves of Spanish, Italian, Gennan and French colonisation. 

A sense of what it was to be Mexican was further confused through the modernisation 

policies of the Diaz government (1876-1880, interregnum, 1884-1911). Diaz looked to 

Europe for investment and Mexican intellectuals and artists likewise adopted European ideas, 

such as the pos~tivist theories of the French philosopher Auguste Comte (1798-1857). 

90 Ibid., 22 

Up to the period of the century of our independence, in 100 

years of autonomous life, our leader - and follO\ving his 

example, our intellectuals and artists - had worried little about 

the formation of the national spirit, directing all their activities 

to Europeanise us, copying customs and tendencies that could 
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not be adapted, most of the time, to the secular backwardness 

in which we lived. They tried in one swoop, to cover our 

indigenous nudity with a dress coat of the latest fashion, 

without considering that we logically should have begun. by 

adopting dress appropriate to our climate and to our customs. 91 

The nationalist philosophy of ·'La musica y la cancian mexicana" transfonned the initial anti

Eutopean sentiment into an liS and other dichotomy. In Ponce's nationalist philosophy there 

is hll imagined community dlat is not de>~led by ethnicity, but by shared experience and 

symbols. The experience and cultural symbols of the poor are used to give specificity to the 

liS. Similarly, the materialistic lifestyle and the appetite of the elite for European and North 

American musical fashion is used to define the other. 

The principal symbol that defines the tiS is the cancian. It is the vehicle through wruch what it 

is to be Mexican can be made tangible and understood. The poor participate in the imagined 

community because of their experience and also because they are the authors of the cancial1. 

The popular song is the melodious manifestation of the soul of 

the people. The people sing because they need this exquisite 

fonn of expression to externalise their most intimate feelings. 

It is the outlet of the popular soul, which suffers silently and 

91 "IIasta Ia epocn del Centcnario de nucstra Indepcndcncia, en den alios de vida autonoma, nuestra gobemantc - y a su 
ejcmplo nuestros intelectuales y artistas - habfunse prcocupado poco J", la formacion del alma nacional, encaminando todas 
sus actividadcs a europeizarnos, copiando costumbres y tendencL1s que no se amoldaban, la mayor parte de las veccs, al 
atraso secular ('tl que viviamos. Se intcntaba cubrir :lsi. de pronto, nuestra desnudcz indigena con el frae de ultima moda, sin 
considerar que, 16gicamente debc..-riam()s haber comenzado por adoptar cl trajc apropi.'ldo a nuestro clima y a nuestras 
eostumbres."Ponce, "EI folk-lore musical mexicauo," 1. 
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cannot be expressed in words alone because only rr~usic can 

interpret its most intimate feelings [ ... J 

I consider it the duty of every Mexican composer to ennoble 

the music of his homeland, giving it artistic form, dressing it up 

with the clothes of polyphony and lovingly conserving popular 

types of music that are the expression of the national soul92 

Ponce's politics are left wing, but they are also humanist and were influenced by the A/emo de 

fa jlltJen/lld. This was a loosely formed group of likeminded liberal intellectuals, journalists, 

dramatists, and artists active in Mexican political and cultural life between 1909 and 1914, and 

which included the philosophers Antonio Caso (n.d.) and Jose Vasconcelos (1882-1959), 

i\lfonso Reyes (1899-1940), Pedro Henriquez Urena (n.d.), and Ponce. The A/eneo de fa 

jlltJen/lld sought to redress social inequality through the provision of public lectures and the 

establishment, in September 1912, of the Universidad Popular Mexicana.9l Though Ponce 

does not refer to the A/mea de fa jlltJefl/lld explicitly, his later contributions to the Revis/a mllsica! 

fe-interpret the social action of this group in cultural terms. In Ponce's nationalist discourse, 

Mexican society is divided into two cultural groups: one imported and counterfeit and the 

other native and truly representative. 

92 "La canci6n popular es la manifesraci6n melodic,;::.> del alma de un pueblo. El pueblo canta, porque necesita esa exquisite 
forma de expresi6n para externar sus ,mis intimos sentirnientos. Es el desahogo del alma popular que sufre y calla, y no hace 
uso de las palabras urucamente porque solo la musica puede interprctar sus mas Intimos sentimientos [ ... ] 

Considcro un deber de todo compositor mexicano ennoblecer la mUsica dt' su patria d:indole forma arnstica, revisticndola 
con eI ropaje de la polifonia y conscrvando amorosamente las musicas populaces que son expresi6n del alma nacional." 
Manuel M. Ponce, "La musica y la eancion mexicana," Rttill11 de RttiJtas 4,110.199 (21 December 1913): 17-18. Quoted in 
.\firanda, MallJle! M. POlice, 31. 
9~ Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 25. 
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"La mlisica y la canci6n mexicana') generated considerable interest amongst Mexican 

composers. TIle responses to the lecture published in the popular press show that Ponce's 

identification of the canci6n as the true musical symbol of Mexico was shared by other 

composers, but that his re-presentation of this music was not supported unanimously. 

Gustavo E. Campa (1863-1934) for example, a highly respected Mexican composer during 

the Porfirian era, agreed with Ponce that Mexico mU!'lt have its own musical voice and that the 

source of that voice was the canci6n. He approved of looking to the works of Grieg, 

Brahms, Dvorak, and Glinka as models, but he inferred from Ponce's lecture a misplaced lack 

of confidence in the ability of Mexican composers to define their own course. Campa also 

disagreed with Ponce's style of harmonization, which may be a reference to Ponce's 

preference for chromaticism at this time. 

In the conclusion to his conference the author expresses the 

just desire to dignify our popular songs in Mexico, in tlns way 

aiming to give national art its own character, just as Grieg, 

Brahms, Dvorak, Glinka and so many others did in Europe. In 

my opinion such a desire is healthy but as proposed by Ponce, 

it smacks of a new aspect of his proverbial modesty. 

In eHect, nobody up to now has exploited the popular muse in 

Mexico like the young artist, propagating, transcribing, 

imitating and using a good part of our mo~t select songs for 

works of inspiration. 

Ignoring numerous transcriptions in which the omy thing that 

could be reproached would be the particular II.::mner of 

harmonisation, his two Ropsodios tllexicOl1os, especiaJy the 
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second one which I find delightful, are examples of how these 

ingenious melodies can be dignified and made beautiful, and 

which are generally scorned in our meagre musical medium. 

These productions of the elegant composer are works of art 

written with delicate feeling and - what is even more 

commendable - with great love, with marked predilection for 

what is ours. As if he were absent, Ponce always thinks about 

this poor homeland of ours, as loved as she is afflicted; and, in 

this immense danger that seems to drag us into the abyss, he 

aims to save our art by elevating the sweetest songs plucked 

from the soul of the people, who now more than ever, suffer 

and cry. 

Welcome to the artist who dreams, hopes and confides! 
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His desires are mine.94 

Ponces definition of the poor as the legitimate authors of Mexican music challenged the 

Eurocentric cultural hegemony of middle and upper class Mexican society and earned him 

the nickname "el zapatista". During the Revolution, Emiliano Zapata (1879-1919), in 

conjunction with Francisco Villa (1877-1923) was a military leader closely associated with the 

poor rural working classes. Looking back on "La musica y la cancion mexicana" in 1947, 

Ponce recalled: 

There I spoke of folklore, of the disdained songs that I 

collected from the lips of the singers and that I heard as a child 

94 "En Ja conclusion de su conferellda expone el autor e1 deseo justisimo de que, a semejaoza de 10 que en Europa hideron 
Grieg, Brahms, Dvorak, Glinka, y taotos otros, dignifiquemos en Mexico nuestros cantos populares, procurando dar asi 
camcter propio al ane nadonal. A mi juicio, tal des eo es sanO, pero expuesto por Ponce acusa un nuevo rasgo de Sil 

proverbial modestia. 

En efecro, nadie como el joven artista, ha explotado basta hoy en Mexico la musa popular, propagando, transcrlbiendo, 
imitando y utilizando para obras de aliento, una buena parte de nuestros cantos mas selectos. 

Haciendo punto omiso de numerosas transcripciones, en Jas que solo podria reprocharse decto amaneramiento de 
armonizacion, sus dos Ropsodim mexitofl(lJ, especialmente Ja segunda que encuentro deliciosa, son ejemplo de como pueden 
dignificarse y em.bellecer:;e esas ingenuas melodias, generalmente desdeiiadas en nuestro exiguo medio musical. Estas 
producciones de atildado compositor son obms de arte, escritas con delicado scntimiento y -10 que es mas recomendable
con gran amor, con marcada predileccion por 10 nuestro. Como si fuese un ausente, piensa siempre Ponce en esta pobre 
parria nuestra, tan adomda como adolorida; y, en csta inmen~a borrasca que parece arrastramos al abismo, pretende sacar a 
flote nuestro arte elevando los mas dulces cantos arrancados al alma del pueblo que, ahom mas que nunca, sufre y IIora. 

!Bien haya el artista que sueiia, espera y conna! 
Sus dese0s son los rolos." 

Gustavo E. Campa, "La conferencia de Manuel M. Ponce sobre la musica popular mcxicana," Gaala Musical 10, no.1 (1 
January 1914). Quoted in Miranda, Matmtl M. POl/ft, 32. TIIC penultimate sentence conveys the author's afftrmation of the 
culrural significance of Ponce's nationalism. Campa is here attesting that Ponce's championing of the cancion was a 
welcome affumation of Mexican culture du-ing the Revolution, aIluded to by the phrase "in this immense danger that seems 
to drag us into the abyss". 
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on the haciendas where my father did the accounts. Because I 

defended the poor and those were the days of the Revolution, 

they called me el zopatista.95 

Exile in Cuba (1915-1917) 

In March 1915, Ponce fled Mexico and sought refuge in Havana, where he remained until 

1917. This period is perhaps one of the most complex in Ponce's life and was also highly 

productive, contributing the following works for solo piano: the Slate clIbana (1916), Ropsodias 

cubanas (1915-1916), Prellldio cubano (1916), and Elcgfa de la allsencia (1916). Compositions such 

as the SlIite cubana represent a high-art interpretation of folk song themes and dances that can 

be traced to the S ol1ata mexicana (1923). Though Ponce's politics and nationalist writing were 

focused on the Mexican environment, he continued to write nation::lJist music, but not with a 

Mexican flavour. Ponce's nationalist interests were not exclusively Mexican, but shifted with 

his personal circumstance. This can be seen in the use of the term "Cuban" in the titles of 

many works from this period, the assimilation of Cuban song and dance elements such as the 

habanera and tinqlli/lo rhythm, and also Ponce's inspiration from the Cuban landscape as 

illustrated by "Paz de ocaso (En el rio DamujD" (peace of Sunset (On the River Damuji)) 

from the SlIite Cllbana (1916). 

Ponce's exile in Cuba is attributable to the tacit support that he gave to the dictatorship of 

General Victoriano Huerta (1913-1914) and demonstrates the difficulty that Mexican artists 

95 "Ahi hable de folklore, de las canciones desdefiadas que yo recogi de labios de las cancioneras y que escuche de niiio en las 
haciendas donde aU padre hacia ntlmeros. Como defendia a los humildes, y eran los dias de la Revolucion, me llamaban eI 
zapalisla. "HI maestro Ponce trabaja a pesar de 5U enfennedad," E! Ulliversa~ 10th December 1947. Quoted in Miranda 
lvlalJIle! AI. POlice, 31. 
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and intellectuals had in eluding the effects of the political and anned struggle of the 

Revolution.96 Up to 1915, the Revolution had had little adyerse impact on Ponce's life.97 

However, a major source of financial support for musicians in Mexico at this time was the 

government. Governments supported Mexican musical life directly and indirectly through 

awarding prizes and subsidies for overseas travel and study, as well as providing financial 

support for the avo main orchestras, the Orquesta del Conservatorio Nacional and the 

Orquesta Sinf6nica Nacional. Public concert giving was nurtured via a haphazard system of 

government sponsorship. Ponce enjoyed financial support for several concerts under the 

succ.-essive regimes of Diaz (1875-1910), Madero (1911-1913), Lascurain (interim 1913), 

Huerta (1913-1914), Carbajal (interim 1914) and Carranza (1914 and 1917-1920). The 

premiere of the Piono Concerto 1 (1912), for example, was made possible by the financial 

support of President Francisco L Madero through the Ministerio de Instrucci6n Publica y 

Bellas Artes (Ministry of Public Instmction and Fine ArtS).98 

During the regime of Huerta, Ponce had received a monthly stipend in order to dedicate 

himself to composition. After the exile of Huetta, those artists and intellect:t.mls who had 

benefited in some way from his regime found it increasingly difficult to live in Mexico during 

96 Huerta briefly seized power in February 1913 after murdering Francisco 1. Made.ro (1873-1913). Military leaders such as 
Venu!iciano Carranza (1859·1920), Alvaro ObregOn (1880-1928), Francisco (''Pancho'') Villa (1877-1923), and Emiliano 
Zapata (1880-1919) joined forces to oppose Huerta and forced him into exile inJuIy 1914. Thereafter, these military leaders 
fought amongst themselves for control of the Revolution and government. In August 1914, Carranza arrived in Mexico as 
the head of the constitl.1rional army. Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 28. 
97 A common assumption of Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) historiography is that it had a uniform geography, when in 
fact, evidence indicates that the reception and participation in the goals, values, objectives and methods of Revolution varied 
from region to region and between communities and clans. Local responses to the Revolution were contingent on the 
traditions and in~titutions of the particular region such as Catholicism. The centre-west of MCldco, which included Ponce's 
hometown of Aguascalientes, had been less directly involved in the armed revolution than tbe centre or the north. The 
assimilation of the Revolution in areas where there was a historically conservative Catholic tradition was not assured. In his 
analysis of the Catholic Church during the Dfaz regime, Knight states that the ratio of priests to population throughout all of 

Mexico was highest in Aguascalientes. Ahn Knight, "POPl'iar Culture and the Revolutionary State in Mexico, 1910-1940," 
Tht HispallkAmenc01I HirtoricalRwiew74, no.3 (August, 1994): 433434. 
98 Miranda, M01I11e1 M. POII((, 30. 
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the dictatorship of Carranza. A letter Ponce wrote to Clementina MarneI (his future wife) in 

December 1915 from Havana indicates tllat he had sought refuge in Cuba because of 

reprisals from supporters of Carranza. 

They have the well· established habit of slandering me day and 

night, of disparaging me with lies because artistically they 

needed to confess that I was worth very little. When I lived 

there, these anonymous people were constantly around and 

even went to the extremes of going to the houses of my 

students to tell them about the horrors of my conduct in order 

to deprive me of a class and to precipitate my fall into 

desperation and vice.99 

In response to the attacks on his character, Ponce settled in Havana, where he worked as a 

music critic from May 1915 to June 1917. 

Escritos y composiciones musicales 

After his retum from Cuba in June 1917, Ponce regained his teaching position at the 

Conservatorio Nacional de Musica and was appointed conductor of the Orquesta Sinf6nica 

Nacional shortly after in December 1917.100 In July 1917, a collection of his writings and 

compositions was published in a special number of the literary journal CII/tllra under the title 

99 "Tienen la costumbre invetcrada de calumniarme noche y dia, cle. desprestigiarme a fucaa de merltiras, ya que 
artisticamente neccsitaban confesar que yo valia muy poco. Cuando yo vivia al1i, los anonimos eran eI pan cotidiano y 
llegaban hasta el extremo de ir a las casas de mis alumnos a deci! honotes de mi conducta, para lograt' deiarme Sl:n una clase y 
precipitarme en la dese;;peracion yen el vicio," Letter of Manuel M. Pooce to Ckmenttna Maurel, Havana, 14th December 
1915 (Archivo Manuel M. Pooce). Quoted in lIfiranda, Manlltl Ai POIICt, 35. 
1(1(1 Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 28. 
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Bserilos y composiciones mllsicales. lol TIlls number was the first of two published by Cullura, which 

were dedicated to the writing and music of Mexican composers. The second number, with 

the same name, includes articles by the composer Gustavo E. Campa with a prologue by 

Ponce.tOl That a literary journal dedicated two numbers to the writings land music of 

composers such as Ponce and Campa indicates that questions such as what is Mexican music, 

and what are tl e sources of that music, were a significant part of the Mexican musical 

discourse at this time. 

Bseritos y composiciotles musicales contains a prologue by Ponce's friend and felllow musician, 

writer and historian Ruben M. Campos, and three essays, "Ensayos de estetica musical", 

"Estudio sobre la musica mexicana", and "La Guerra y la musica alemana".103 Interspersed 

between the second and third essays is a selection of Ponce's piano music, the Maif/rka No.7, 

two Mexican canciones Cuidm su vida and La Valmtina, and finally, the "Plerrilunio" from the 

Suite ctlbana (1916). That Bseriios y composiciones musicales carried these compositions illustrates 

that Ponce's natiomilism was a middle class ideal. Though he uses the Revolution as a lite.tary 

device in his writing, we never get the sense that he is part of the armed struggle. He is 

hostile to some of his peers because of their materialism and disconnection from their native 

music tradition, but he is nonetheless one of them. His fonn of nationalism is an agent of 

social and cultural change, but from within rather than from outside. 

"Estudio sobre la musica mexicana" continues the liberal humanism of "La musica y la 

tOt Manuel M. Ponce, Emi/oJ y romposidollu tnllsicale, prologue by Ruben M. Campos, in ell/111m 4, no. 4 Quly 1917). 
102 Mirnnda,MallllelM. Palla, 50. 
103 Of the three articles, "Ensayos de estetica musical" was written specifically for the first number of Emi/oJ, and the 
remaining two other articles ''Estudio sobre la musicll mexicana" and "La Guerra y la mlisica alemana" date from before 
Ponce's exile ill Cuba. Miranda, MalJ11tl AI. POlice, 49. 
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, cancion mexican a". That this essay begins with thi! same passage from "La musica y la 

cancion mexicana": ''The popular song is the melodious ... The people sing because ... It is 

the oudet of the popular soul .,. interpret its most intimate feelings," indicates that Ponce 

viewed ''Estudio sobre la musica mexicana" as continuing the ideas that he had first presented 

in the bookstore of Francisco Gamoneda.1().j Whereas ''La musica y la cancion mexicana" is 

an exhortation to other Mexican composers, "Estudio sobre la mUsica mexicana" is more 

systematic. Is the cancion an appropriate thematic resource for identifiably Mexican music? 

Ponce wonders if it is possible to emulate international folkloricism and its many "aposdes", 

who have enriched musical literature with the popuiar melodies of their respective 

homelands. 

The work of international folk/Olicism has had many, and some 

intelligent aposdes who, taking popular melodies as their 

precious material, have built sumptuous palaces of new 

harmonies with !:his material, with which they have enriched 

music literature and have shown the world the soul of their 

respective peoples, crystallised in their songs and embellished 

with the most brilliant finery of their high and noble 

inspiration. 

Could something similar be attempted with popular Mexican 

10-1 ''La cancion popular es la manifestacion melodiosa del alma de un pueblo. El pueblo canta, porque necesita esa exquisite 
a fonna de exptesion para extcmar sus .ruls intimas scntimientas. Es el dcsahogo del alma popular que sufre y calla, y no 
hace uso de las palabras ullicamente porquc 5610 la musica puede interprctar sus mas reconditas emociones." Manuel M. 
Ponce, "Estudio sobre la musica mexicana" in Escrilory (lJnlposidolle.f nll/sicaler, 17. 
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songs? 105 

It is implicit within the logic of Ponce's nationalism that conformity to the dominant 

hegemonic European tradition bestows legitimacy on the peripheral music tradition. He 

reassures his fellow Mexican composers that there is much material to exploit and that there 

are many beautiful melodies that could be used as the 'thematic development of symphonic 

works, or the principal motifs of operas or the delicacy of chamber music.' 

An objective of Ponce's nationalism to reconcile the peripheral music tradition of Mexico 

,;v:i.th the hegemonic European tradition has political as well as aesthetic origins. On one level, 

the confution of the canci6n and European art music traditions is an attempt to modernise 

and update Mexican art music. In his response to "La musica y la canci6n mexicana", Campa 

criticised the modesty of Ponce because it implied that Mexican art music was behind its 

European counterpart. Implicit within Ponce's nationalist discourse there is a definition of 

Mexican music as backward and in need of updating. 

The tension between the peripheral and the hegemonic can also be interpreted as the tension 

between colonial rule and independence. In Ponce's writing, the colonial history of Mexico is 

seen as contributing to the absence of a clear and distinct cultural voice. There is implicit 

within Escritos y co1nposiciones musicales a sense of an imminent threat to the sovereignty of 

Mexico. Ponce claims that the canci6n is an intrinsic and defining part of being Mexican 

105 "La abm dejolk.!1JTumo illternacianal ha teruda much as e inteligentes apostales que, tomanda como matcrial preciasa las 
mc1aruas populaces, han edificado, con esc materia~ suntuosos palacios de armonias nuevas, can las que han enriquecido Ia 
litemrurn musical y han mostrndo al munda c1 alma de sus respectivos pueblos, cristalizaua en sus cantos y cxornada con las 
mas brillantes galas de su alta y noble inspiracion. 

~Se podria intentar alga semejante con los cantas populaces mexlcanos?" Ponce, "Esrudio sabre Ia musica," 25. 
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which no invading power can destroy. 

And if through cruelty of destiny we had to suffer the unjust 

oppression by a people stronger than us, we would be left with 

the incomparable blue of our sky and the beautiful popular 

songs that are the symbol of our indestructible Mexicanism to 

strengthen our love for our Homeland.106 

This threat is most likely North America since, at the time of the publication of Bseritos y 

composiciones mtlsicaies, Mexico was on the precipice of war with its neighbour. Relations 

between North America and Mexico had been strained since 1914. In 1914, the American 

President Woodrow Wilson (1913-1921), who earlier refused to recognise the Huerta 

dictatorship, ordered the naval occupation of Veracruz.107 In 1916, the rebel leader Pancho 

Villa launched several attacks on towns in New Mexico such as Columbus, looting t.~e town 

and murdering some of its inhabitants. Immediately afterwards, President Wilson dispatched 

a force of six thousand American troops, under the command of General John J. Pershing, to 

capture Villa. As the American expedition moved further southward, it engaged Mexican 

government troops ordered to prevent its continued advance into Mexican territory. In 

January 1917, Wilson terminated the unsuccessful expedition. lOS That month Ponce 

volunteered to the Mexican consul of Havana for military service to defend Mexico against 

the invading American anny.I09 

106 "Y si por crucldad del destino tuviesemos que sufrir Ja injusta opresi6n de un pueblo mas fucrte que nosotros, quedarfan 

para fortalecer nuestro arnor a Ja Patria, el azul incomparable de nuestro delo y las hermosas candones populares que son el 
simbolo de nuestro mexicanismo indestructible." Ponce, "Estudio sobre Ia muska," 26. 
107 lYfichael C. Meyer and William L. Sherman, The Course qf Mt:.acall History, 4th cd. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1991),532. 
1U8 Ibid., 541. 

109 Stevenson, "Un homenajc a Manuel M. Ponce," 11. 
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The moral argument of Ponce's nationalist ideology is continued and intensified within 

"Estudio sobre la musica mexicana". Themes like the innate musicality of the poor, and the 

role of the candon as the expression of the national soul are revisited, but the discourse is far 

more polemical and the tiS and the atherare far more starkly contrasted. The tension between 

the culturally authentic poor and the culturally counterfeit elite is intensified. Mexico is 

portrayed as a composite of two diametrically different cultures. The symbols and 

experiences that identify them also define their difference. The cancion is not only the 

expression of the poor, it is now identified with their marginalisation. 

For that reason the song is a genuine product of the people. It 

never had its origins in the gilded and dazzling salons of the 

magnates; it never came out of an aristocratic soiree. The folk 

song was born 1..<1 the humble shacks or in the modest dwellings 

of the needy. It could not be the expression of suffering of 

someone powerful, because the suffering of the powerful is 

evaporated amongst the bubbles of champagne, or it is 

forgotten as their car speeds along ... Neither could it be the 

expression of love of the bourgeoisie, because the love of a 

bourgeoisie is contented by and sways with a waltz of a 

Viennese operetta or is excited by the despicable rhythm of an 

American 'cakewalk'.lIo 

110 "Por eso la cancion es rroducto genuino del pueblo. Nunca tuvo su oogen en los salones docados y dcslumbrantes de los 
magnates; no surgi6 jamas de Wla soirt~e aristocratica. La cancion popular nacia en las humildes chozas 0 en las modt'stas 
viviendas de los menesterosos. No podia scr Ia cxprcsi6n del sufrimiento de un poderoso, ponlue los sufrinucntos de los 
podcrosos se evaporan entre las burbujas del champagne 0 se olvidan en Ia Ioca carrera de un automovil .... No podia Se! 

tarnpoco la expresi6n dd arnor de un burgucs, porque eI amor de los burgueses se contenta y se mece con un vals de opcreta 
viencsa 0 se exalta con eI ritroo can;Ulesco de un cake walk americano." Ponce, "Estudio sobre Ia muslca," 17-18. 
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Later, to emphasise the exclusion of the cancion from the musica! life of the elite, Ponce 

personified the cancion as a young girl despised by the elite class because of her lower class 

O.llg11ls. 

Vernacular music, the true expression of the life of the people, 

was dymg in the forgotten settlements of the Bajlo or in t.he 

one-horse towns incrusted in the mountainous regions of the 

country. The Mexican song was being fatally and insensibly 

lost; it suffered the scorn of our most prestigious composers 

and hid itself like an embarrassed little girl, concealing its 

plebeian origins and lyrical nakedness before the gazes of a 

society that only welcomed in its salons, the music of foreign 

origin or Mexican compositions with their titles in French! It 

would have been judged an enonnous affront against its 

majesty the chic, to introduce a vulgar song into the program 

of some splendid Soiree in which, as frequently happened, if 

Beethoven was ignored, then enthusiastic homage was 

alternatively paid to the coarsest creations of Chaminade and 
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the dislocated rhythms of the Yankee Cake-walk.11l 

Revista musical de Mexico 

In 1919, with Ruben M. Campos as co-editor, Ponce founded a monthly journal, the R£vista 

maSlcal de Mexico. This journal ran for twelve numbers before it ceased in May 1920 and is a 

window into the intellectual finnament of Mexican musical life at this time. Its list of 

contributors illustrates the leading cultural role played by Ponce. As Saavedra has noted, the 

JOllnlaJ.'s contents show a waning interest in nationalism and an emerging interest in 

modernism.llz In the first number (I'vfay 1919), there is an equal emphasis on nationalism and 

modernism as is e....,.,denced by the essays by Ponce on "La musica despues de la guerra" and 

an essay by Ruben M. Campos on "Las fuentes del folklore mexicano". The third number 

Ouly 1919) similarly b~lhtnces the themes of nationalism and moJCl.msm and includes an essay 

by the nationalist composer, pianist and educator Antonio Gomezanda (1894-1961) "Bases 

tecrucas de la musica modema" and an essay by the historian Manuel Toussaint (n.d.) 

"Estudios fo1kl6ricos".lll However, after the third number, there is only one article on folk 

music, Ponce's "El folk-lore musical mexicano" found in the fifth number (September 1919). 

III "La mUSlca vemacuL'l, expresi6n fiel de 1a vida del pueblo, agonizaba en las olvidadas rancherias del Bajio 0 en los 
poblachos incrustados en las regiones montaiios:!s del pais. IA'l cancion mexicana se perdia fatal e insensiblemente; sufria el 
desden de nuestros mas prestigiados compositores y esconcliase como chicueIa avergonzada, ocultando su origen plebeyo y 
Sll desnudcz lirica ante las miradas de una sociedad que solo acogfa en sus salones Ja musica de pmcedencia c-'{tr:l1ljera 10 las 
composiciones mexicanas con titulos en francesl Hubicrase juzgado un enocme atentado contra su majestad eI .hic la 
intromision de una candon vulgar en el programa de alguna csplcndorosa Joitie en la que, como frecuentemente suceclia, si se 
ignoraba a Beethoven, se renclia, en cambio, entusiasta homenaje a las mas r.unplonas creaciones de Chaminade y los 
dislocados ritmOS de los kake-walk yanquis." Manuel M. Ponce, "EI folk-lore musical mexicano. 1.0 que se ha hecho. 1.0 que 
puede hacerse," Revista mllsical de Mixiro 1, no.5 (15th September 1919): 5. 
112 Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 30. 
113 According to Leonora Saavedra, Antonio Gomezanda (ne Gomez Anda) combined his fumily names into "Gomelanda" 
around 1922. As the combined name was the author's preference, it will be used in the text. In notes and in the 
bibliography, the name used in the original source';\Tlll be used. See Saavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 30. 
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In comparison, there is a greater emphasis on modem music and composers, for example, 

"Pelleas et Melisande, de Claude Debussy" by Roman Rolland (August 1919), "La demoiselle 

Elue de Debussy" by Miguel Salvador (November 1919), an essay on Mussorgsky entitled 

"Un precursor de Debussy" (December 1919), an essay "Albeniz" (January 1920) also by 

Ponce, and Lazare Saminski's "La antigua y la joven escuela musical rusa" (January 1920). 

Around the time of the Revis/a musical de Mexico, some Mexican composers and intellectuals 

began to promote a different model of nationalism than that of Ponce. In "Las fuentes del 

folklore mexicano", Campos shows an emerging trend amongst Mexican intellectuals to 

redefine the culture and ethnicity of the imagined Mexican community. The idealisation of 

the lower working classes remains constant, but the ethnicity and authors of the legitimately 

Mexican music and culrure have broadened by the time of ''Las fuentes del folklore 

mexicano". The ethnicity of Ponce's imagined community, whilst not explicitly stated in rus 

writings is implicitly mestizo since Ponce considered the music of the native Indians 

''barbaric'' and the Europeanised music of the elite classes counterfeit. In Campos' "Las 

fuentes del folklore mexicano", the "tradition" has its origins in the pre-conquest and Aztec 

culture of the native Indians. This departure from an implied mestizo ethnicity and culture 

shows that by the end of the second decade of the twentieth century the form of musical 

nationalism championed by Ponce was being appropriated alld re-interpreted by rus fellow 

Mexican composers and intellectuals, who were themselves profoundly influenced by the 

cultural movement of the Revolution and its focus on the native Indian culture as symbols of 

national identity. 

Unlike Ponce, Campos believed that the uniquely Mexican elements of Mexican music were 

derived from its native Indian elements. Ponce argued that popular Mexican music was 

Spapish in origin, but that it was also influenced by Italian music. 
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Later the s11lgers and the mUSloans imported from the 

peninsula initiated our people into the profane genre, with 

tonadillas, songs and dances most adequate to awaken in the 

living imagination of the mestizos the desire to create 

something similar. The similarity between the jarabe and the 

Spanish zapateado is good proof of this. But if any of our 

dances labour under the effects of their Spanish origin, our 

songs on the other hand, show an undeniable lcilian 

affiliation.ll~ 

Campos, on the other hand, conceptualises the "tradition" as an indigenous movement that 

has evolved through successive generations as an oral tradition and which is tied inextricably 

to the mythological beginnings of Mexico. Whereas Ponce's nationalism is dependent on 

European symbols, the pre-conquest fonn of nationalism is autonomous. 

From this legend consecrated by tradition, the Mexican soul 

has emerged, it exists, it grows, it passes from childhood to 

adolescence, from youth to maturity; and the tradition 

transmits from parents to children and from children to 

grandchildren the annals, the crises, the phenomenon of 

growth and the appear~llce of conscience, the fixing of the ego, 

the expansion of strength when repelling the collisions with 

114 "Mas tarde las ((Ifllarill(JJ y los mUskos impoltados de la Peninsula inidaron a nuestro pueblo en el genero prof~ no, con 
tonadillas, cantares y bailcs muy apropiados para despertar en la imaginaci6n Vlva de los mestizos el deseo de crear a1go 
an:ilogo. La s(.'mejanza del jarabe con el zapateado espanol es buena prueba de ello. Pero si alguno de nuestros bailes se 
resienten de su origen espanol, nuestras canciones, en ~mbio, muestran una ftliaci6n italiana indudable." Ponce, "EI folk
lore musical," 8. 
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defeated surroullding forces; and lastly, the conquering 

imperialism of a race which, rooted in the slime of the lakes of 

Anahuac, spread its crazy branches of power and rapture to the 

north, to the remote region of Aztlan from which it came) and 

to the south, to the heart of the mysterious civilisations of the 

isthmus that left their portentous monuments of art and 

wisdom to torment our blind eyes which cannot read them.1l5 

The difficulty that Ponce had with defining the Aztec music tradition as a legitimate source of 

Mexican music is twofold. Firstly, he thought pre-conquest music barbarian and not 

distinctive enough, since its primitive singing techniques could be observed in some African 

tribes. 116 

All the investigations must limit themselves to the post

Cortesian era, as unfortunately we don't posses authentic Aztec 

melodies. Nevertheless we can suppose that these were, like 

those of other barbarian peoples, exclamations without sense in 

the beginning that served them as a stimulus for tolerating the 

115 "A partir de csta leyenda consagrada por la tradicion, cl alma mcxicana ha surgielo, cxiste, crece, pasa de la niiie'.l a la 
adolescencia, de la juventud a la plenitud; y la tradicion va trasmitiendo de padres a hijos y de bijos a nietos los fastos, las 
crisis, los fenomenos del crecimiento y de ]a aparicion de la conciencia, del fijarniemo eg61atra, del expandimiento de Ia 
fuerza al repeler los choques de fuerzas circundantes vencidas; y por Ultimo, el impcoalismo conquistador de una raza que, 
arraigada en ellirno dc los lagos de Anahuac, avento sus camas locas dc poderio y de rapma, al norte, hasta la remota region 
de Aztlin de donde vino, y al sur, hasta el corazon de las mistcriosas civilizacioOl.'s istrnicas que dcjaron sus estelas 
portentosas de arte y sabiduria para tormento de nucstros ojos cicgos que no sabcn leerias." Ruben M. Campos, "Las fut:ntcs 
del folklore mexicano," Revista nlllico! de Mfxico 1, no.1 (15 th May 1919); 18. 
116 Saavedra, "':)fSelves and Others," 40. 
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fatigue of work, as has been observed in some African tribes.l17 

Secondly, Ponce ascribed unique characteristics to the songs of various regions of Mexico, 

but this uniqueness was derived from a European (i.e. Spanish and Italian) rather than a pre

conquest influence. 

A question of transcendental importance is presented to those 

who are concerned about the future of our musical folklore: 

does the prinlary material exist in our songs, that indispensable 

element to constitute truly national music? Could these 

elements stamp a distinct character on our music .... 

Popular melody is distinguished in all peoples by its simplicity; 

the important element for a popular melody to detennine 

nationality is that it has local colour .. .. 

We can therefore answer the question that was proposed 

above, affirming that in the vernacular songs there is all 

117 "Texias L'ls investigaciones deben cei'iirse a la Cpoca post-cortesiana, pues desgraciadamente no poseemos mclodias 
aztecas auntenticas. Podemos, no obstante, suponer que estas, como las de orros pueblos barbaros emn, en un principio, 
exclamaciones sin sentido que les scrvi'an de estimulo para soportar las futigas del ttabajo, como se ha observado en algunas 
tribus africanas." Manuel M. Ponce, "E! folk-lore musical," 7-8. 
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indirpe1Jsable eleme1Jt, oj latmt form, to COllstilllte 1Jational music. 118 

According to Ponce, Mexican composers must, like such distinguished artists a.s 'Granados, 

Casals, Dumesnil, Gabriella, Besanzoni, Rosa Raisa, Arturo Rubenstein, Sasha Jacobsen and 

others, capture the local colour, the atmosphere saturated with melancholia and a picaresque 

vivacity that reveal the centuries old sadness of the Indian and the quick-witted character of 

the mestizo.'tt9 As their national duty demands, they must ennoble popular song as the true 

art form of their race and COillltry like their counterparts in other countries, such as Edvard 

Grieg in Norway. In the writings of Ponce, the figure of Grieg is significant. He represents 

the apotheosis of the nationalist composer since he has succeeded in assimilating the songs of 

his homeland within the large extended forms of t.~e European art music tradition. 

By 1920, the form of nationalism initiated by Ponce was beginning to move away from his 

control. His place at the vanguard of Mexican nationalism was in the next decade to be 

supplanted by composers who sought new techniques and sources for defining a unique 

Mexican voice. Composers such as Carlos Chavez were hostile to the Europeanised fonn of 

nationalism advocated by Ponce. Looking back over the career of Ponce and his place in 

Mexican music, Chavez believed that Ponce's reliance of European art music forms and 

118 "Una cucstion de rrascendental importancia se presenta a los que se preocupan por el futuro de nuestro folk-lore musical: 
~Existe en uuestros cantos Ia nJatlna priola, el elemeuto indispensable para constituir una musica verdaderamente national? 
~Estos elementos podcin imprimir un camcter inconfundible a nuestra musica .... 

La melodia popular se distingue en todos los pueblos por su fencillez; 10 importante para que una melodfa popular determine 
una nacionalidad es que tenga cfikr lotal. .. 

Podemos, pues, contestar a la cuesti6n propuesta mas arriba, aftrmando que en los cantos vernaculos (xiste hUlIlt tl e/('JJJe1110 

illdispm.rabk para coll!lilmr //fla nJll.rka IJanofloL" Ponce, "El folk-lore musical," 7-9. The italics are Ponce's. 
119 Ponce, uEI folk·lore musical:' 9. 
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language discredited his form of musical nationalism. 

Manuel M. Ponce was never my teacher in the true sense of the 

word, and was never a Mexican nationalist in music, he always 

followed the European tradition.t2o 

Other composers such as Julian Carrillo (1875-1965) pursued microtonalism as a means of 

creating a distinctive and modern Mexican voice. Carillo's micro tonal system introduced in 

EI sonido 13 (1924-26) is represented in numerous works including the vocal works 5 primeras 

composicio1les, (1928) and Ave maria (1929), orchestral works such as the Sympho,!] No.1 (c.1926), 

Sympho,!] No.2 (1926), and Sympbo'!] No.3 (1931), chamber works such as Prell/dio a col01l 

(1922), and solo instrumental works such as Bstlldio, a media noche et1 oriental (1931) for solo 

guitar. 

The Mexican nationalist movement was not uniform and different forms were evident Some 

of the new generation of Mexican nationalist composers also looked to European models as 

sources for their construction of a uniquely Mexican voice. Like Ponce, Carrillo's 

compositional style was a consequence of European influence, in particular German 

modernist music of the early t\ventieth centtLry. 

How could we eliminate European influences? I do not 

understand it. On the other hand, I believe it is possible for 

120 "Manuel M. Ponce nunca fue mi maestro en cl verdadcro sentido de la palabra, y nunca fue un nacionalista mexicano en 
la musica, siempre sigui6la tradici6n europea." Nicolas Slominsky, letter of 14 February 1980 (recipient unknown) quoted 
in Robert Parker, Carlo! Chtivei; e! orfto tolJkJJljiortilltO de Mb.icG, nans.Yael Bitcin Goren (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la 
CuinL."'a y las Artcs, 2002), 171. 
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our race to produce its fruits within the European culture we 

have inherited, and within those possibilities, I do not believe 

we should deny the Mexican mestizos, nor anyone else in the 

world, the right to produce something new that Europeans 

have not found so far [ ... J in this regard I have to clearly state 

that I understand my musical knowledge as a continuation of 

the glorious Gennan music tradition.121 

At this time when a new avant-garde nationalist movement began to overtake his canci6n 

fonn of nationalism, Ponce sought a new direction in his compositional career. 

For the future I don't have any other project except that of 

continuing to write mUSiC, trying to explore modem 

orientations. But this doesn't mean that I will give myself over 

to imitating the new French masters such as Ravel or Satie, or 

those of other countries, who have distinguished themselves 

through the advanced technique in harmonic procedures. I 

want to go on, as Luis G. Urbina frequendy used to say to me, 

'cultivating my luck.' That is all,l22 

It seems that by 1923, Ponce had eSTII blished a reputation as a modernist composer within 

121 Julian Carrillo, HEI sonido 13," La AI/fordla (November 29 1924). Quoted in Carlos Chavez, Bieri los periodirticos (1916-
1939) ed. Gloria Carmona (Mexico: EI Colegio de Mexico, 19Y7), 52-58. Quoted in Madrid-Gonzalez, "Writing Modernist 
and Avant-Garde Music," 34. 

122 "Para el porvenir no tengo otro proyecto que el de seguir escribiendo musica, procurando ir denteo de las orientaciones 
modcmas. Pero esto no quiere deck que yo quiera lanzarme It la imitaci6n de los Ultimos maestros franceses, como Ravel, 
Satie, 0 como los de otras pafses, que 5C han distinguido por la avanzada tecllica en los procedimientos arm6nicos. Quicro 
seguir, como me dem con frecuencia Luis G. Urbina, 1abrando mi suerte'. Eso es todo." Fradique, "Encuestas de 'Zig-zag'. 
Confesiones de artistas," in Zig-zag, Mexico, 1920, pp.28-29. Quoted in Miranda, Mf1IlIIef M. POllft, 53. 
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Mexico. Judging by a review of a perfonnance of the first version of the symphonic poem 

Chaput/epee (original version 1921) by the Orquesta Sinf6nica Nacional, Ponce's manner of 

modernism was discreet, but the general public still had difficulty with the music. 

His evolution is undeniable. He currently is a futurist for 

Mexico and even though his new work was very acclaimed I 

don't think he was applauded as he ought to have been for that 

reason: it is necessary that the public hears it many times so 

that it can appreciate him for all his worth. Instead, in terms of 

what has happened up until now, the composer is a few years 

behind, perhaps even many when one thinks of the 

contemporary authors for whom not even defined tonality 

exists anymore nor ... WhetheJ~ futurist o:r bac1..-wards the 

original music of Manuel M. Ponce is charming in my 

opinion.123 

The critic's perception of Ponce as a modemist composer was matched by the composer's 

self-identification as modernist. In an inscription of a score of the Sonata for Cello and Piano 

(1922) that Ponce gave to Gustavo E. Campa, he described the work as a «discreetly 

modernist essay".124 In a review of this work, the critic Alba Herrera y Ogaz6n wrote that it 

was an "exceedingly modem work, cast in up-to-date compositional moulds". The modernist 

123 "Su evoluci6n es innegable. En In actualidad es .. para Mexico, un futurism, y aunque su nueva obm file muy aclamada, 
cree que no se Je aplaudio cuanto merece por aquelb razon: es necesario que el publico Ia escuche muchas veces pam que Jo 
aprecie en todo f" valor En cambio, para 10 que regi.stra la epom, el compositor esra unos aiios atcis, tal vez muchos si se 
piensa en los autores comempocineos para quienes no existen ya ni Ja tonalidad definida ... Pero futurism 0 retardada, Ia 
musica original de Manuel M. Ponce es, pam mi, encantadom." Rafael]. Tello, HE! cuarto concierto de la Sinfonica," in EI 
Ufliversal, 1st November 1923. Quoted in Miranda, Ma1111t/ M. POlJet, 52-53. 
124 Quoted in Miranda, MaflllelM. POlice, 53. 
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style of the work is, according to the critic, softened by the personal style of the composer, 

which avoids the ''laboriousness ,.. complicated, and overdone" characteristics of modern 

compositions. 

Ponce is a consummate artist; good proof of that is given in his 

Sonata for Cello and Piano '" an exceedingly modem work, 

cast in an "up~to~date" compositional moulds; thus I think that 

with the public (excluding the group of musicians who are able 

to appreciate the worth of this work technically, on what it 

represents in tenns of study, erudition, and adv~.nced 

structure), the sonata in question has won for its author only a 

success d'estime. And it is not that it is lacking in transparency, 

much less in energetic and sustained inspiration. But its novel 

style creates a stumbling block that makes it hard for the 

general audience to come to a perfect understanding of its 

merits ... The only stain that can be found, in conscience, is 

the defect that is common to compositions of the markedly 

modern type: a certain laboriousness that cannot be hidden, call 

it emphatic, corr~plicated, and overdone, in brief, an absence of 

simplicity. But to repeat, this deficiency is generic much more 

than personal,l25 

The intention of Ponce to 'cultivate his own luck' signifies a philosophical change away from 

the altruistic composer who sOl1ght to promote the notion of unified Mexico through the re-

125 Alba Herrera y Ogazon, "Cronic.'ls y comentarios. Los grandes muskos de Aguascillentes : Manuel M. Ponce y las 
nuevas orientaciones musicales," EI UfJiversa/JllI.firado, 14th December 1922. Quoted in Saavedra, uOfSelves and Others," 45. 
The original Spanish text is not provided. 
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presentation of the cancion. There was a higher humanist purpose in the nationalist music of 

Ponce, which meant that the positive reception of his music was critical. Those romantic 

values that made his earlier compositions accessible to his middle and upper class audience 

persist in the works from 1913 to 1920, but they are integrated into a high art tradition and 

adopt the language and fonns of the concert platfonn, as distinct from the salon. TIle 

modernist compositions that emerged after 1920 on the other hand, reflect the growing force 

of individual agency in the aesthetic choices Ponce makes and the subordination of his earlier 

humanist ideals. After 1920, Ponce wrote for himself, rather than for a greater social good. 

Compositional Output 1913 -1920 

The cat.alogue of Ponce's compositions from 1913 to 1920 continues the stylistic eclecticism 

evident in the pre-1913 works. Ponce's efforts to initiate a nationalist movement based on 

the conflation of the cancion and the language and fonns of European art music is reflected 

in the catalogue of nationalist piano works composed during this time. As discllssed earli(!r, 

this catalogue includes works based on Mexican and also Cuban folk traditions. The Balada 

fl,exicalla (1915) and the SlIite CIIballa (1916) are high art interpretations of Mexican and Cuban 

folk music and narratives, and serve as practical examples to other Mexican composers as to 

how to assimilate folkloric mate-rial into the art music tradition. Non-nationalist works 

composed during this period consist largely of romantic works for the piano, such as En una 

desolaciol1 (1913), Romal1za de amor (1915), Elegfa de la allsmcia (1918) and the Momento dolomso 

(1919). In this category of works the influence of folkloricism is still present, but it is 

subordinate to other aesthetic goals. Elegfa de la t1IIsetlcia (1918), for example, is based entirely 

on the following syncopated rhythm of the Cuban cinql(i//o, but this rhythm is purely a vehicle 

for a romantic and pre-defined narrative. This narra,tive is reflected in the iterative harmonic 
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setting of the rhythmic pattem, the slow moving bass line, and the chromatic and sparsely set 

melodic line. 

Lento non troppo 

pp 

Example 14: Elegia de la ausencht. 

Ponce also used the cinquillo rhytiun in other works, such as the second movement 

"Nocturno" of Chapll/tepee (original version 1921), at the beginning of the Sonata para tiolinche/o 

y piano (1922), and also in the Rtlmba (1932) for guitar. 

Example 15: Rumba. 

Compositions such as the Pre/lldio fllbano (1916), Rapsodias Cllbanas II and III (1916), and the 

Suite CIIbana (1916), which reference Cuban folkloric material, share a common purpose with 

the Mexican nationalist works, including Ban:aro/a me>"1eatJa (Xoehimilco, 1914), the second and 

third Ropsodias me.xicant1s (pub. 1914 and 1919), and the Ba/ada mexicana (1915) since they seek 

demonstrate the legitimacy of Cuban song themes and dance rhythms as valid sources 

within the European art music tradition. The structural importance ascribed to this material 

illustrates that Ponce ascribed tne same aesthetic goals to this music as he did to the Mexican 

canci6n. The tensions bet:\Vecn the peripheral and hegemonic, and also nationalism and 
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modernism, are e1emer.;:s of coherence within Ponce's Mexican and Cuban piano works. The 

implicit narrative in these works is that Mexican and Cuban folk songs and dancl.!s are a 

legitimate source1 .in the same way as the songs and dances of other countries such as 

Hungary Q.e. Liszt's H1I1tgarian Rhapsodies (1846-1847, 1882-1885) and Brahms' H1I1tgarian 

Dances (1872)) are also legitimate sources of material. 

Though a nationalist ideology is a dominar~t aesthetic goal in Ponce's music at this time, his 

aesthetic values are romantic, although some works from this period also reflect the 

influences of impressionism. Komantic characteristics evident in Ponce's piano music include 

a preference for chromaticism, a free interpretation of traditional formal structures such as 

sonata form, and also the use of cyclic techniques. There is in some of the piano works of 

ibis period a strong emphasis on technical virtuosity in the manner ofBusoni and Liszt. 

Balada mexicana (1915) 

The Balada mexicana (1915) 1S one of Ponce's most significant nationalist works, 

Chronologically, it follows shortly after "La musica y la cancion mexicana" and exemplifies 

Ponce's conflation of the canci6n and art music traditions. The popular song that Ponce 

argued was "the melodious manifestation of the (Mexican) soul" is the central thematic and 

structural basis of this work. The work has a modified senata form structure and is based on 

two canciones: "El durazno" and "Acuerdate de mi",126 These songs are not simply used as 

colounstic devices, but are the principal thematic and structural material of the composition. 

These themes and motJ.ves derived from them are the source of thematic unity and contrast. 

The duty that Ponce claimed in "La musica y la canci6n mexicana" was every Mexican 

composer's to "ennoble the music of his people, ... dressing it up with the clothes of 

polyphony" is exemplified in the Balada 1l1exicana. The predominandy contrapuntal texture of 

126 Castellanos, Jo.1olltlel M. POllct, 32. 
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the work reflects a didactic purpose to demonstrate to other Mexican composers how to 

presetve and ennoble their native music. Other folkloric elements also have a significant 

structural role in the work. The rhythmic technique of sesquialtera, which is based on the 

alternation of ternary and binary meters is frequently found in a genre of traditional Mexican 

folk song and dance known as the son. It is also a means of thematic unity and contrast in the 

work. 

The Balada mexicana diverges from the typical sonata form structure since it develops the main 

thematic ideas immediately after their introduction. In this sense, the exposition is extended 

and, possibly for that reason, the development section is contracted and functions as an 

episode that links the exposition to the recapitulation rather than as a central section. As 

illustrated in earlier nationalist works, such as the Scher.?jno mexicano (1909) and the Tema tJanado 

mexicano (1912), the Ba/ada me>.icana is philosophically tied to the nationalist ideology of Ponce, 

but is aesthetically based in the romantic period and, the music of Liszt because of its 

emphasis on technical display. 

The exposition begins with the "El duraztlo" theme in the tonic key of A major. As is 

exemplified in the earlier nationalist works, the harmonic accompaniment of the re-presented 

theme often preserves the simplicity of the original performance practice. Consequendy, the 

harmonic accompaniment largely comprises tonic, dominant and dominant seventh chords. 

Rhythmically, the ''El dura7.no" theme illustrates an asymmetrical form of sesquialtera. Each 

phrase is based on the sequence of two bars of 3/4, one bar of 2/4, and one bar of 3/4. 
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Example 16: Balada mexicana. 

The subsequent development of the "El durazno" theme illustrates the strongly narrative 

quality to the structure of the work. Transposition is used frequendy to develop this theme. 

The first repeat of the theme at bars nine to sixteen is still in the tonic key, but the t.~eme is 

transposed down an octave. The next restatement of the theme at bars seventeen to twenty

four is in the relative key of F-sharp minor. At bar twenty-five, the melody is presented in F 

major and also paired in thirds which is a characteristic folk song practice of the time. At bar 

thirty-six, the dramatic ef1ergy of the work intensifies as the theme is developed cadentially. 

The rise in emotional intensity is facilitated through a sequentially treated descending four-
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note phrase that emphasises the dominant A minor of the new key. The cadential phrases of 

the original theme, which are characterised by a downward step of a major second in the top 

voice, are exploited through the successions of diminished and non-dominant ninth chords 

that partially resolve to inverted submediant and sub dominant triads. The cadential effect of 

these resolutions is facilitated through their preparation via a series of descending seconds. 

The interpolation of virtuoso flourishes contributes to the strong idiomatic quality of the 

work. 

Fo/(r-noll fwml ImILrjXJJa! all OtIo,. 
hightr 

5 

d: 16f) vjt/4 EF A:V6/ S 

Example 17: Balada mexicana. 
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The second theme, "Acuerdate de mi," is first heard at bar 103 after a brief introduction 

based on a varied statement of the first phrase of this theme. The arrival of "Acuerdate de 

min signals a change to 4/4 and its predominantly dotted quaver rhythm contrasts against the 

flowing qlL:wer rhythm of«(El durazno". Contrary to the tonal stability of "El durazno", the 

re-presentation of "Acuerdate de rui" is characterised by frequent modulations and sequences 

of unresolved seventh and ninth chords. Arpeggios, which are characteristic of Ponce's 

writing, feature prominently as does the tonicisation of the submeruant degree. 
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Example 18: Balada mexicana. 
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As happens with "El durazno", Ponce embarks on an extended development of "Acuerdate 

de mf' immediately after its introduction. Devices used by the c()mposer include modified 

repetition and transposition. In the follo\\~ng example, the flourishes on the first beat of the 

bar delay the arrival of the dotted rhythm and serve to heighten the tension in the 

development of the canci6n theme. The harmonic accompaniment of "Acue.rdate de mf" 

features unresolved seventh, ninth and eleventh chords, frequent modulations to related and 

remote keys, and the use of the chromatic scale. At bar 120, Ponce sets up a contrapuntal 

texture that j1...1Xtaposes the "Acuerdate de tru'" theme with a chromatic scale. 

Ar:tIErdale de mI 
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Example 19: Balada mexicana. 
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The development section begins at bar 131 with the return to 3/4 and a modified statement 

of the first theme. This section is much shorter than the preceding exposition and represents 

a transitional episode of twenty-six bars between the exposition and recapitulation. After the 

second varied statement of the theme, the development section evolves into a succession of 

arpeggios supported by a broken chord accompaniment in the left hand. 

The return of the "El durazno" theme at bar 158 marks the arrival of the recapitulation. The 

first thirty bars of this section ~re a verbatim repeat of the exposition, hence suggesting that 

Ponce conceived this work as a type of sonata form. At bar 191, the treatment of the theme 

becomes more and more virtuosic with rapid octave pairs over repeated chords in the left 

hand. These octave passages become more expansive at bar 213 and progress to a brilliant 

conclusion at bar 241. In the coda from bars 242 to 261, the alternation of octave pairs 

between the right and left hands continues the virtuosic pianism, and builds to a brilliant and 

spectacular end. 

The prorrunence of nationalist and romantic elements in the Ba/ada mexicana does not 

preclude the use of modernist elements. These include the use of hexatonal scales and the 

mixolydian mode. 

127 

J 3 3 3 J 3 
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Example 20: Balada mexicana. 
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"Paz de ocaso (En el rio Damuji)", Suite cubana (1916) 

The modernist elements evident in Ponce's compositions between 1913 and 1919 are discreet 

and continue the same impressionist influences evident in the Schf!r{jno (Homenqje a Deblls!y, 

1912). The programmatic aspect of Debussy's piano music and his use of the instrument as 

an evocative device are reflected in the third movement "Paz de oeaso (En el rio Damuji)" 

from the SlIite cubana (1916). The evocative nature of Ponce's writi..flgis seen in the colouristic 

harmonies in the opening fourteen bars. In the first two bars, minor and dominant seventh 

chords are juxtaposed and treated in a way that emphasises the inherent interval of the fifth. 

In the third bar, the minor seventh built on F is a vertical aggregation of the harmonic activity 

of the preceding two bars. This technique of aggregating the sonority of paired fifths and 

fourths is immediately repeated at bars four to seven. Though there is a a.ear atmospheric 

purpose in this harmonic writing, the progressive building up of sonorites has a temporal 

function to extend the harmonic structure in time, and in this way is related to Ponce's 

preference for arpeggios as they also have the same function. On another level, the device of 

harmonic aggregation also serves to exploit the sonority of the piano, creating a musical 

lightness that evokes the tranquillity of the river and also the sunset light glistening off the 

water. 
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Example 21 : Suite eubana, paz de oeaso (En el rio Damujf). 

"paz de ocaso (En el rio Damuji)" demonstrates Ponce's free interpretation of traditional 

structures. It can be argued that this movement follows a type of sonata form since it 

comprises two themes, one harmonic, and the other rhythmic. However, the harmonic 
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contrast and or~c evolution of the thematic material which is characteristic of sonata form 

are not present here. As in the Bahda mexicana (1915), themes are treated independently and 

are developed as soon as they are presented. This produces a block-like structure in which 

th.e transition from one idea to another is sometimes arbitrary and facilitated by rests which 

aurally as well as visually reinforce the notion of a block construction. However, the verbatim 

repeat of the first idea at the end of the work implies a process of statement, development, 

and restatement that is a fundamental characteristic of sonata form. 

The work comprises two principal ideas that are projected onto the work in a template 

fashion. The first appearance of the two ideas represents a type of exposition. The first idea 

is presented at bars one to fourteen and includes the previously discussed harmonic 

aggregation of quintal and quartal dyads. Long-held chords in the left hand and the rapid 

succession of fifths and fourths promote an ebb and flow type rhythm that obscures the triple 

meter. The second theme is introduced at bar fifteen and the transition to this theme is made 

via a crotchet rest. The second theme idea contrasts with the first as it has a dear sense of 

metric pulse and is a short rhythmic and harmonic cell that is repeated persistently for the 

next twenty-seven bars. It comprises a quaver and semiquaver triplet arpeggio figure that in 

each instance articulates a single chord. The persistent use of this figure again illustrates the 

composer's preference for arpeggios. For example, at bar fifteen this rhythmic figure outlines 

a half diminished ninth chord built on D-natural. Bar sixteen spells out a dominant ninth 

chord built on E-natural, and bar seventeen a non-dominant ninth chord built on F-sharp. 
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A type of de,velopment section begins at bar forty-two with the return of the first themt.: in a 

varied fonn. The melodic line is freely transposed and there is an implied change in meter. 

Rhythm is not defined by a clear and regular pulse, but by different rates of harmonic change. 

The tied crotchets imply a change from a duple to triple meter. 
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Example 22: Suite eubana, paz de oeaso (En el rio Damuji). 

The second musical idea returns at bar sixty-two and contmues the same persistent rhythmic 

pattern, though with a different melodic and harmonic sequence. This idea is repeated 
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rhythmically unchanged except for brief melodic embellishments at bar sixty-eight 

Modified secolld theme 

J 

Example 23: Suite cubana, paz de ocaso (En el rio Damuji). 

The recapitulation begins at bar seventy-nine with a verbatim repeat of the original aggregated 

hannonic idea presented in the exposition. The second idea is heard at bar ninety-three. This 

restatement of the second theme begins as a verbatim repeat of the development section. At 

bar ninety-nine, the theme modulates to the key of E-flat major and begins the preparation 

for the conclusion of the work. This passage illustrates the extent to which Ponce assimilated 

the colounstic harmonic writing of composers such as Debussy into his own style. The final 

nine bars are based on the tonicisation of the submediant degree, a characteristic of Ponce's 

harmonic writing. The first six bars are baHed on a broken half diminished ninth chord built 

on the leading note degree of E-flat mr>.jor. j\Jthough we are in the key of E-flat major 

(suggested by the D-natural), the A-flat and E-flat pedal implies the tonic key of A-flat major. 

At the end of this series, Ponce introduces a single F-minor seventh chord played in an 

arpeggiated fashion as if on a harp. 'The final three bars consist of the same learllf'..g-note half 
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diminished arpeggio resolving to an extended F-minor seventh chord scored in the same 

manner. Though there is no leading-note to tonic movement to confirm the key of F minor, 

the repeated use of this chord as a harmonic resting point alludes to its function as pseudo 

tonal centre. 
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Example 24: Suite eubana, paz de oeaso (En el rio Damuji). 
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Chapter 4 

4. THE PERIOD FROM 1920 TO 1932: THE MODERNIST IDENTITY AND 

COMPOSITIONS OF MANUEL M. PONCE 

The Period from 1920 to 1932. 

In 1925, Ponce left Mexico to study composition in Pans at the Ecole Norrnale de Musique 

with the composer Paul Dukas. This institution had been established si.'C years earlier by the 

esteemed French pianist Alfred Cottot (1887-1962) and rivalled the Paris Conservatoire as the 

pre-eminent music institutior .. Paris at tllls time. The teaching staff at the Ecole Nonnale de 

Musique included the famous composition teacher and interpreter of Stravinsky's music, 

Nadia Boulange.r (1887-1979), who taught there from 1920 to 1939 and who also taught 

Ponce during his time at that institution.127 Apart from a brief return to Mexico in the 

summer of 1929, Ponce remained ill Paris unti11932. 

The traditional interpretation of this period in Ponce's career is that it marked the beginning 

of his modernist style. The typical narrative is that Ponce, who by tllls time was an 

established and leading figure in Mexican musical life, felt the need to update his technique, 

therefore he decided to study in Paris, and then subsequently began to compose in a 

modernist style. Tnis type of account is problematic since it endorses the diachronic 

classification of rus music. Ponce's pursuit of modernist techniques is portrayed as the result 

of his study in Paris rather than the confluence of other personal and environmental 

factors. l28 The problem with the typical narrative is twofold. Firstly, it ignores the previous 

127 Virno/lOrio tit fa /l,liJ'rCa espmio/a e hispalloameri(alla, S.V. "Manuel Marla [Manuel M. PonceJ." 
128 Madrid-Gonzruez, "\Vriting Modernist and Avant·Garde Music," 120. 
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explorations of impressionism in Ponce's earlier piano works such as t..;e Schcr.dno (Homenqje a 

Debtls.[j, 1912) and also "Paz de Ocaso (En el rio Damuji)" of the SlIite CIIbal1a (1912). 

Secondly, it perpetuates the notion that Ponce's evolution as II composl:!r was a continuous 

and linear sequence of discreet phases. 

In trying to understand why Ponce left for Paris, we cannot rely exclusively on a socio

political interpretation of his reception as a nationalist composer. Individual agency is also an 

important factor since, by the time he leaves for Paris, Ponce is forty-three years old, and still 

a highly regarded composer in Mexico. The tension between the hegemonic and peripheral 

affected not only the aesthetic, but also the professional choices that Ponce made. The 

notion of the peripheral tradition as backward also describes how Ponce viewed himself as a 

composer. Ponce believed that he was technically behind his European counterparts. A lack. 

of self-assurance in his own technical ability is evident in his nationalist writing where he 

states that the musician who will truly represent the Mexican spirit is yet to arrive and that his 

personal role is to collect the material in preparation for this person. 

There will come a day, - and we wish for it ardently - in which 

the strong musician will appear, the artist representative of his 

race and his homeland, who, like Edward Grieg in Norway, 

fully carries out the work for which we - modest workers -

have begun to collect the material.129 

Ponce's reflections on Dukas' class not only show his admiration for the French composer, 

129 "Dia vendrn, -y nosotros 10 deseamos ardient('mente -en que aparezca el musico fuene, e1 artista representativo de su 
raza y de su patria que, como Eduardo Grieg en Noru"ga, (<-'alice plenamente 1a obm para 1a cual nosotros -modestos 
obreros- hemos conmenzado a tCuP.1r e1 material." Ponce, "EI folk-lore musical," 9. 
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but also his modesty toward his own skill as a composer. When he describes Dukas' 

emphases on contrapuntal technique, we sense that Ponce still felt that he had much to learn 

in the areas ofhannony and counterpoint. 

I would have described him as an agile and patient worker 

pulling apart the complicated and small pieces of a watch when 

I watched him separate the chords and the notes that fonn 

them to study dleir tonal function within each melodic phrase. 

He is frugal in his compliments, a "that's not bad" that came 

from his lips was worth more than an entire admiring article 

that can be read daily in the newspapers .... 

. .. What he didn't tolerate was ignorance. He didn't believe 

in geniuses who did not know about counterpoint.. .. "For the 

composer who is not inspired, there is a language accessible to 

all the world through which he/she can say their message".130 

Ponce's study at the Ecole Normale de Musique coincided willi a re-orientation of his 

aesllietic goals. The years 1925 to 1932 witnessed the production of some of his most 

adventurous works, such as the polytonal Cl1atro milJiaturas (1929) for string quartet, and the 

130 "Dijerase un habil y paciente obrero que desmont'lse las complicadas y pequenas piezas de un reloj, al vede dcsmenuzar 
los acordes y separar las notas que los integran para estudiar su funci6n tonal dentro de cada Erase melodic:!.. Parco en 
e1ogios, un "no esci mal" que saIia de sus labios tenia mas valor que todo un articulo admirativo de los que se Ieen a diario en 
los peri6clicos .... 

... Lo que no toleraba era Ia ignorancia. No crcia en los gellios que desconocen el contrapunto .... "Para eI compositor que 
no es genial, existe un lenguaje accesible a todo el mundo, por medio del cua! puede decir su mensaje." Manuel M. Ponce, 
"Paul Dukas," in NJlnJlJs e.rmlo! mIlPca/fs, 169.170. 
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Clla/ro piezas para piano (1929). He described his modernist style as genuine rather than 

contrived and distinguished hi.mself from other composers who act as foot soldiers of the 

latest fashion. 1he new music of composers such as Stravinsky profoundly affected Ponce. 

My latest productions are already something quite distinct from 

all of my previous work. There are those who make modem 

music according to fashion "according to what is current", 

because they are under the authority of the livery or the 

uniform that is in vogue. Not anymore. If I do it, it is because 

my style genuinely modified itself when it made contact with 

this new universe of notes. [ ... ] 

Above all is Stravinsky. To me he is a geruus, a kind of 

mysterious god that shows us the secret of his Slavic SOul.131 

Critics and his fellow Mexican composers recognised that a change had occurred in Ponce's 

style during this period. In the summer of 1929, he made a brief visit to Mexico and gave a 

concert of his chamber, vocal and piano mUl'ic in the Anfiteatro Bolivar. The program 

included some of his most progressive works, including the Cllalro minialllras (1929) for string 

quartet, and the etta/ro piezas para piano (1929). The popular press recognised a transformation 

in Ponce's sty~e. These works were in a "thomughly modem language", according to the 

131 "Mis Ultimas producciones ya son algo muy di~tinto de toda mi labor anteriur. Hay quienes hacen musica moderna por 
moda, "por actualismo", porque sienten el imperio de la lib rea 0 del uniforme en boga. Ya 110. Si la hago es porque mi estilo 
se modifico l'mceramente al entrar en C011taCto con este nuevo universo de las notas. [ ... J 

Ante todo, Stravinski. 11 es para mi el genio, especie de Diol' misterioso que nos nuestrn eI secreta de su alma eslava." 
Eduardo Aviles Ramirez, "Conversando con eI Maestro Manuel M. Ponce", in EI Pait, IIavana, lOdl March 1928. Quoted 
in Miranda, Ml11l11el M. POlice, 63. 
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critic Alba Herrera y Ogazon, and were well received by the Mexican public who. applauded 

them.lt2 Ruben M. Campos, who was well disposed toward Ponce having co-edited the 

Revis/a tJ1IIsica/ de Mexico with him, described Ponce's music as a synthesis of romantic and 

modem elements. Campos is able to identify in these !leW works characteristics of Ponce's 

earlier compositional style, such as a preference for contrapuntal textures) and a clear and 

predominant melodic line. He also refers to new characteristics that Ponce's music has 

acquired, such as the structural importance of intervallic patterns, and also the use of non
diatonic scales. 

"What do you think of the affiliation of Manuel M. Ponce with 

the avant-garde") the illustrious Cuban composer Eduardo 

Sanchez de Fuentes wrote to me one year ago. "My opinion is 

- I answered him - that the musician who puts soul into 

ultramodern music will be world class. Ponce has classified it 

exactly as 'music without heart' and our composer has the 

aptitude to aspire to be world class." 

Yesterday I heard his new music. I t is saturated with his old 

youthful soul. His new music is totally harmonious and 

diaphanous in ways of harmonisation that are absolutely 

different to the forms used only five years ago [ ... J It reaches 

the soul agilely because it has wings of fantasy; it makes us 

IX! "Estas obms son de un solido merito y a pcsar de estar expresadas en un lenguajc resueltamentc moderno -cosa qUi" ics 
comunica ciCrto hermetismo- fueron aplaudidisimas." Alba Herrl'ra y Ogazon, in EI Ullillmol, 30th July 1929. Quoted in 
Miranda, MOIIIJe/ Af. POIlt'f, 64. 
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dream and feel because it is pure poetry, there are no n!irages 

of aridness but rather beauty ... 

The music of Ponce is a source of ideas. Every counterpoint 

that links to his rich polyphony is not superfluous. It fulfils a 

noble mission and sustains the balance of the piece and stands 

out on its own, at the same time it underlines the predominant 

melody. His concatenated intervals create ,a new aesthetic 

because they are wisely chosen to delight and persuade. His 

scales are managed with such soft ability that you forget the 

cliche of the stereotyped scales and you gather at the source of 

renovation with the soul bewitched. Before you used to smile 

enchanted with such a finding. Today, they are all findings in 

the unexpected modulation, in the infinite resources of the new 

music managed by a real musician.133 

, " ,." \ :. '. 

t33 "~Que opina usted de la filiacioi1 de Manuel M. Ponce entre los vanguarclistas?" -me escrtbi6 hace un aiio el preclaro 
compositor cubano EdtL1Ido Sanchez de Fuentes. "Mi opinion es -Ie conteste- que el musico que Ie ponga alma a la musica 
ultramodema, sera mundial. Ponce la ha elasificado exactamente como 'musica sin coraz6n', y nuestro compositor esta en 
aptitud de aspirar a see mundial." 

Ayer 01 su musica nueva. Esta saturada de su antigun alma juvenil. En foemas de armornzaci6n absolutamente diversas de 
las formas empleadas hace apenas un lustra, su nueva musica es toda artnoruosa y diafuna C ... ] llega al alma agiImente porgue 
tiene alas de emudio; hacc soiiar y sentir poeque es poesfa pura, no tiene espejismos sobre arideces, .ino bellezas •.. 

La musica de Ponce es un semillero de ideas. Cada contrapunto gue enhebra su polifon!a rica no esta de mas. Cumple una 
misi6n noble y sostiene el eguilibrio del conjunto y se destaca por SI misma, al propio cicmpo que subraya la melodia 
predo!T1name. Sus intervalos de cOflcatenaci6n crean Una estetica nueva porque estan sabiarnente buscados para encantar y 
persuadir. Sus escalas esmn manejadas con tan suave habilidad que olvidais el elise de las escalas estereotipadas y acurns a la 
Fuente de renovaci6n con cl alma embrujada. Antes sonreiais encantados ante un hallazgo. f loy son todos hallazgos en la 
moduhdon inesperada, en los recursos infinitos de la musica nueva manejada por un veedadero musico." Ruben M. 
Carnpos, "Manuel M. Ponce u1trarnodewJsta", EIUnivmal, 31stJuly 1929. Quoted in Miranda,MlIIl1IelM. POlite, 64, 
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The Gaceta musical 

In Januruy 1928, Ponce founded and edited the Caccia tJ1usical. Uke the Revista tJ1t1sicai dc 

Mexico, the Caccta musical was published monthly, but ceased after only one year because of 

financial difficulties. The irregubr print run of the journal indicates that these h.."lancial 

difficulties began around July. The seventh and eighth issues Guly-August) were combined, as 

were the tenth, eleventh and twelfth. In a letter to Ponce, Segovia wrote that he and a group 

of friends, including Manuel de Falla and the concert pianist Arthur Rubenstein (1887-1946), 

planned to give three benefit concerts to assist the financially troubled journal.13-1 It is unclear 

whether or not these concerts took place, especially since the journal folded in December 

1928. 

Through the Caccia tJ1tlsical, Ponce continued his efforts to integrate Mexican art music into 

the European art music tradition. In the preface to the first four numbers, he stated that the 

purpose of the Gaccta tJ1l1sica! was to give a voice to Latin American composers and musicians 

on matters associated with European music. 

The Gaceta Musical asplIes to be the organ of general 

infonnation relating to European musical matters, and at the 

same time, the vehicle which puts the musicians of our race in 

contact with each other and with other musicians from other 

13-1 Segovia to Ponce, between 22nd October 1932-11th Nov(:mbcr 1932 ill Segovia, The Stgmia-Pollce utters, 128·130. The 
dating of this letter by Alcazar as written in 1932 is questionable since the Gaccla f/Illfical folded in December 1928. The date 
ascribed to Segovia's offer to organise a series of three benefit concerts is inconsistent with the date in which the journal 
ceased and is a case \)f shutting the gate after the horse has bolted. 
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parts of the world.135 

Contributions to the journal demonstrate the continued lmportance of nationalism and 

modernism as the two dominant themes in the Mexican musical discourse. However, the 

nationalist discourse as represented in the CaccIa llI/mcal indicates that the symbols and 

meaning of Mexican musical nationalism had by 1928 consolidated around the native Indian 

musical tradition. 

In the first number Ganuary 1928), there is an emphasis on the European a..'1: music tradition 

as evidenced by "Franz Schubert", and "Schubert y los schubertianos" by Henri de Curzon 

(1861-1942), "Los origenes del cuarteto de cuerda" by Marc Pincherle (1888-1974), and 

"Glosas de musica sacra" and "Los conciertos" by Ponce. The article "La musica de los 

negros de la Arm!rica del Norte" by the composer Darius Milhaud explores t..l}at composer's 

interest in American jazz and its genesis in the blues. "Las danzas aztecas" by Ruben M. 

Campos is the sole contribution to the nationalist discourse. This article is the first in a series 

of two articles; the second article with the same name is published in the third number 

(March 1928). The second number (February 1928) includes ""Noces" de Igor Stravinsky" 

by Paul Dukas, "La mUliica en Espaiia" by Joaquin Turina, and "Paul Dukas" by Ponce. 

"~Existe una musica Incaica?" by Marguerite Beclard d'Harcourt (1884-1964) is the only 

nationalist focused article. From the fourth number (April 1928) onwards, the CaccIa mllSicalis 

devoted almost exclusively to modernist European composers and their music. The journal 

includes occasional articles that reference nationalist themes, such as two articles both titled 

"El cromatismo en la mlis1ca Sudamerica" by Carlos Lavin (1883-1962) issued in the third 

and fourth numbers respectively (March and April 1928), and "Del folklore musical en 

135 "La Goa"1 MlISiw/ aspira a sec cl organo de infonTI.lci6n general rcJariva a los asuntos musicales europe os y, al mismo 
riempo, el veruculo que ponga en comurucaci6n a los musicog de nuestra mza entre S1 y con los de otras partes del mundo." 
Gaa/a HlIIsital1. no. 1(1928): ii. 
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Nicaragua" (September 1928) by Luis A. Delgadillo (1887-1961). In contrast, the fourth 

number is almost entirely devoted to Claude Debussy and commemorates the ten-year 

anniversary of his death. 'This number carries an article by Ponce on the characteristics of 

Debussy's music and an article by Alejo Carpentier (1904-1980) on the letters of Debussy. It 

also includes a brief homage to Debussy by Manuel de Falla, as well as the poem "El Signo 

Debussy" by Eduardo Aviles &uni.rez (n.d.). A brief homage by Dukas is published in the 

next issue in May. Other articles on Debussy carried in the Gaceta musical include "Claude 

Debussy (pequeiia biografia)" Gune 1928) by Louis Laloy (1874-1944). The representation of 

modernist music in the Cateta mllsical emphasises a discreet rath!;!r than progressive form, as is 

illustrated by the articles on Paul Dukas, (October, November, December 1928), Maurice 

Ravel Guly-August 1928), Heitor Villa-Lobos Guly-August 1928), and Gabriel Faure 

(September 1928). 

By the time of the publication of the Gaceta mllSlea/, pre-conquest Indian culture was 

established as a dominant national cultural paradigm in Mexico. Contributions to the Gacela 

mtlsicalby Mexican politicians, intellectuals and artists mirror the acceptance of Indian culture 

as a popular symbol of Mexican identity. It seems that Ponce's hostility toward this music 

had softened by 1928. He completed the Catllo'y danza de los anligllos me:',~~c(]nos (1928) for 

orchestra and the Gaceta musical carried articles promoting Indian music as the legitimate 

source of a national musical identity. Ponce's earlier description of Indian music as 

"barbaric" contrasts with Campos's belief that Indian music is complex and is connected to 

important social and religiouli rituals. Despite its ancient origins, there is a subde and 

complex relationship between the singing and dancing that is regulated not only by the 

sounds of the instruments, but also by the meaning of the text 

It was very important that the young single men could dance 
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well, sing with perfection, and guide the others in the dances; 

as it was difficult to move one's feet to the rhythm and sing in 

tempo and sway one's body as they did, because their dance 

was not only guided by the sounds of the instruments but also 

by the highs and lows of the singing, especially singing and 

dancing together, and for those songs that existed amongst 

them there were poets who composed them, giving each song 

and dance a different rhythm,I36 

The pre-conquest fonn of nationalism shared a similar humanist philosophy to Ponce's 

nationalism. Campos' nationalism has the same left wing sentiment, but is ethnically specific, 

rather than focused on a generic socia-economic group such as the ((poor". The emotional 

attachment to the poor that is explicit in Ponce's "La musica y la cancion mexicana" and 

"Estuclio sobre la muska mexicana" L also present in "Las Danzas Aztecas". Just as Ponce 

ascribed nobility to the poor based on their innate musicality, Campos similarly describes the 

Indian as innately musical. 

Today the dancers go about poorly dressed, because they 

belong to the clod; but their popular rites and art are 

profoundly respected, and when they dance there is nobody 

who dares to scoff at the dancer in his misery, which is the 

136 ""Preci:ibanse mucho los mozos de saber lY.ltlar bien. de cantar con perfecci6n y de ser guias de los demas en las danzas; 
pues era dificil lIevar los pies a comas y acudir a su tiempo con la voz y con cl cucrpo a los meneos que usaban porque su 
baile se regia no 5610 por cl son de los instrumentos, sino tambien pot' los altos y OOjos qu(' el canto hacia, cantando y 
bailamlo juntamente, para los cualcs cantares rutbia entre ell os, poctas que los componian, dando a cada canto y baile 
diferentc citroo!' Ruben M. Campos, "Las danza8 aztecas" Gacela musical 1, no.1 (1928): 11. 
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inheritance of ten million Mexicans.137 

Compositional Output 1920 -1932 

Ponce's compositions dating from around 1920 in general reveal a composer pursUlOg 

impressionist and also neoclassical trends within a progressively modernist harmonic 

language. Many of the works from this period demonstrate the continued use of folkloric 

elements of Mexican and Spanish origin. Though he continues to use nationalist devices sucll 

as sesquialtera and also the phrygian scale and cadence representative of flamenco, these are 

integrated into a modernist hannomc language and formal structure. 

That Ponce chose to embrace impres!.lionism and neoclassicism in preference to other trends 

is not surprising given that he perceived these movements as the natural extension of the 

tonal tradition. Tonality, as Ponce undt"'.fstood it, was synonymous with proportion, balance 

and order. His views of what was beautiful in music are based on the natural tension between 

consonance and dissonance, and the resoluti':m of that tension. An absence of harmonic 

tension and the primacy of dissonance was the basis for Por.,;e's rejection of Schoenberg's 

atonal serialism. He embraced the music of composers such as Stravinsky and Debussy, 

because they represented a continuation of the tonal tradition. 

Armed already with a vigorous technique, his spirit nourished 

with the unceasing study of the great masters, the pupil will be 

able to open his windows tr} contemplate the present 

137 "Hoy los danzantes van pobremente VCStid;,lS, porque perteoecen a la gleba; pero su rito y su arte populares son 
profundamente respetados, y cuando bailan no hi.y nadie que se atreva a vejar al danzante por su miseria, que es la herencia 
de clicz millones de mcxicanos." Campos, "l.as danzas aztecas," 14. 
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panorama. He will not see many beautiful things: the 

cultivation of the ugly, of the strident, of the crude, which erase 

in this first third of the century the ancient notion of the 

beautiful, of order, of equilibrium. 

The echoes of the battles left their cacophonic delirium in the 

compositions of the post war period. The fashion imposed 

noise and frenetic sound: it was the culmination of the 

ballyhoo. The savage rhythms hammered the minds of the 

listeners and obsessive repetition of short themes caused fears 

for the mental health of the authors. 

Nevertheless, these orchestral storms cleared the atmosphere 

charged with second hand Wagnerism and stale Debussyism. 

In our time, with the imitators of great musicians annihilated, 

we can now analyse with an impartial spirit the innovations that 

were incubated in that stormy period of musical renovation. 

In h.:'..tmony there were not only modifications; they aspired to 

totally destroy the concept of tonality and implant a regime of 

absolute dissonance, to consider every sound as an 

independent unit without connection to the remaining sounds. 

They tried to abolish the hierarchy of the principle degrees of 

the scale, destroying in one go cadences, that is to say, the base 

of the traditional system. The young who with such ardour 
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undertook this demolishing work, very quicldy encountered a 

cul-de-sac: atonality with its inseparable companion boredom 

drove the public away from the concert-houses, and the 

musicians of true talent had to reach for the popular inspiration 

to reconquer the enthusiasm of the music lovers.138 

Though Ponce saw the early twentieth century as a musically divided period, in reality neo

classicists and serialists such as Schoenberg, Be.tz!?i and Webem relied on traditional forms. 

Every age is a historical unity. It may never appear as anything 

but either/or to its partisan contemporaries, of course, but 

semblance is grt1dual, and in time either and or come to be 

components of the same thing. For instance, ''Neoclassic'' now 

begins to apply to all of the between-the-war composers (not 

138 "Armado ya coo una vigorosa tecnica, outrido su espfritu con cl estudio incesante de los grande~ maestros, el alumno 
poM abrir sus ventallas para contemplar el panorama actual. No vera muchas cosas beIL'ls: el culto de 10 feo, de 10 
estridcnte, de 10 grosero, va borrando en este primer tereio del siglo la ooei6n antigua de 10 bello, del orden, del equilibrio. 

Los ecos de las batallas dejaron en las composieiones de la postguerra su cacof6nico delirio. La mOOa impuso cl ruido, el 
desenfrcno sonoro: fue la apoteosis del bombo y los pbrillos. Los ritmos salvajes marciJlabm el cerebro de los oyenetes y la 
repetici6n obsesionante de pequeiios teOllls bada temer por el equilibrio met.11} de los autores. 

Sin embargo, estas tormentas orquestaIes despejaron la atm6sfera cargada de wagncrismo de segunda mano y de debussysmo 
trasnochado. 

En nucstros elias, aniquilados los imitadores de los muskes geniales, podemos ya analizar con e:;pLritu imparcial las 
innovaeiones que se incubaron en esc tormentoso pedodo de renovaci6n musical. 

En la armonia no hubo 5610 modificacioncs: se pretendi6 destruir totalmente el concepto de la tonalidad e implantar e1 
regimen de la disonancia absoluta, al considerar cada sonido como unidad independiente sin nexos con los de:mas sonidos. 
Se trat6 de abolir la jcrarquia de los grados priPcipales de la escala, destrllyendo de un golpe las cadencias, es decir, la base 
sistema tradicional. Los jovenes que con tanto ardor empredieron esa obra demoledora, bien pronto se encontraron en un 
callej6n sin salida: la atonalidad con su compaiicro instparable cl aburrimiento, ahuyent6 al publico de las salas de conciertos, 
y los muskos de verdadero talento tuvieron que echar mana de la inspiration popular para reconquistar el entusiasmo de los 
tnelomanos." Manuel M. Ponce, "Sobre educaci6n musical," in NlltllOr Emilor Ail/rica/er, 73-74 
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that notion of the Neoclassic composer as someone who rifles 

his predecessors and each other and then ru:ranges the theft in a 

new "style"). The music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Web ern in 

the twenties was considered extremely iconoclastic at that time 

but these composers now appear to have used musical forms as 

I did, "historically". My use of it was overt, however, and 

theirs elaborately disguised (Take, for example, the Rolldo of 

W'ebern's Trio; the music is wonderfully interesting but no one 

hears it as a Rondo). We all explored and discovered new 

music in the twenties, of course, but we attached it to the very 

tradition we were so busily outgrowing a decade before.139 

Tonality was fundamental to the hegemony of the European art tradition. Its representative 

canon of great works testified to its ultimate legitimacy. According to Ponce, serialism is a 

dead end street and will ultimately stagnate in its relentless pursuit of dissonance. The 

modern composer must strive to work within the tonal tradition and find his own voice 

rather than imitate his predecessors. He must 'humbly serve the uniform', but must also chart 

a new direction through the "labyrinth of modern harmony and counterpoinr'. 

Manuel de Falla, Igor Stravinsky, Prokofiev, and Bartok and 

others understood that the tonal concept is necessary in 

musical creation. But this tonal concept is no longer that 

which the old Classical and Romantic maestros revered. The 

modal instability, the frequency of fleeting modulations, the 

139 Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, COllvmaliolu with Igor Slrat7l1SJ:y (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 126. 
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linking of so-called dissonance without preparation, change the 

exterior aspect of contemporary 1'Jlusic and indicate a new cycle 

in musical evolution, which according to the ingenious phrase 

of Lavignac, is carried out in circles, but in the form of a spiral . 

.. . It is the instinct of the well-prepared composer, cultured, 

studious and endowed with creative power, the only one who 

can guide us in the labyrinth of modem harmony and 

counterpoint. What is important is not to imitate the personal 

procedures of the composers of genius. The succession of 

chords of augmented fifth, ninth, the whole tone and 

pentatonic scales are no longer elements of originality in 

compositions. Debussy, like Stravinsky, like all geniuses, are 

inimitable. One has to find one's own path, the route which 

most appropriately fits the personal sentiment of each artist. To 

humbly sezve is to put on a uniform.... But the composer, 

apart from this, needs to possess an interior flame, a mysterious 

strength capable of plucking from nothing melodies and 

harmonies that time respects and that gallantly defy destruction 
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and death. 140 

From 1925, Ponce's hannonic language changed from a romantic preference for tonal 

ambiguity, chromaticism and extended chord structures toward a more complex and 

progressive language based on non-tertiary structures. A connection with the diatonic tonal 

system is maintained, but Ponce avoids the functional and hierarchical rules traditionally 

associated with that system. As is characteristic of his style in general, antecedents of Ponce's 

modernist harmonic language are found in works that predate dus period. Pentatonic modes, 

which can be traced back to the Sche1iJno (Homenqje a Deb"s.!), 1912), are major structural 

elements in the Cinco poemas chitlos (1932). These songs freely mix pentatorricism with non

functional harmonic writing. The vocal melodies of the second, third and fifth songs "Petite 

Fete (de ''la Flute de Jade'')'', "L'orage tavorable", and "La Calamite" for example, are clearly 

pentatonic. The hamlonic accompaniment of "Petite Fete (de ''la Flute de Jade")" is based 

on parallel fifths and triads. "L'orage Favourable" freely uses parallel fom-ths, fifths, sevenths, 

and ninths. The harmonic writing of "La Calamite" freely uses chords built on fourths and 

fifths, and the vocal line is largely based on two pentatonic scales F, G, A, C, D and the same 

scale raised a semitone. 

140 "Manuel de Falla, Igor Stravinsky, Prokofieff, Bartok y otros comprendieron que el conccpto tonal es neccsario en L'l 
crcaci6n musical. Pero ese concepto tonal no es ya el que acataban los ¥ieios maestros ciasicos y romanticos. La 
incstabilidad modal, la frecucncia de modulaciones pasajeras, cl encadenamiento de las llamadas disonancias sin 
preparacioo, cambia cl aspecto exterior de la musica contemporanea y seiiala un nuevo cielo en la evoluci6n musical, la 
cual, segUn la ingeniosa frase de Lavignac, se efecrua pOI' dreulos, pero co forma de e5piral. 

'" Es el instinto del compositor bien preparndo, culto, estudioso y dotado de poder creador, cl UnicQ que puede guiar en 
ellaberinto de Ia armonia y contrapuntos modernos. 1.0 que importa es que no se imiten los procedimientos personales 
de los compositores de geniD. Las sucesiones de acoedes de quinta atunentada, de novena, las escalas de tonos eoteros, la 
pentafonia, ya no son elementos de originalidad en las compositiones. Debussy, como Stravinsky, como todos los genios, 
son inirnitables. Hay que buscar cI propio seodero, la ruta que mas convenga al sentimienlo personal de cada artista. 
lmitar servilmeote, es ponerse una librea .... Pew el compositor, adcmas de esto, neccsiM poseer la £lama interior, Ia 
fuer7,a mistenosa capaz de arrancar a la nada mclodias y armonias que cI ticmpo respeta y que desafian gallardamcnte a ]a 

destruction y ala muel.le." Manuel M. Ponce, "Sobre education musical," in Nlle/'os Um/Of nl/l!im!es, 74-75. 
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Chapultepec (origtnal version 1921) 

The symphonic poem Chapultepec (original version 1921, revised version 1934) demonstrates 

that Ponce initially pursued a discreet form of modernism. The work is a three,movement 

symphonic poem depicting the public gardens of Chapultepec at morning, noon and night. 

These were originally the gardens of the Aztec emperors and were later adopted as the 

residence of the Austrian emperor Maximilian I, who built his castle there. Maximilian's 

castle was, in tum, occupied by the Dictator General Diaz. After the Revolution, Jose 

Vasconcelos reclaimed the gardens as a public space and used it as a venue for choral 

performances as well as performances by orqucstas t!picas on a Sunday morning. 141 

Chapultepecwas originally composed in 1921, but later revised completely in 1934. The three

movement form of the original version was retained in the revised version. The first 

movement of the 19~4 version is the same as the 1921 version. The original second 

moveme~!: was omitted in the later version and replaced by the revised third movement of 

the original v("rsion. The third movement of the 1934 version, "Canto y Danza" is based on 

an originally separate piece, the Canto y dat/za de los at/tiguos mexicanos (1928) for orchestra.142 

The inclusion of Cat/toy datlza de los antiguos fnexicanos is evidence that in re-defining his musical 

identity, Ponce assimilated tue cultural refonns of the Revolution into his nationalist aesthete. 

Chapultepec is rich with different layers of cultural meaning. l)once's inclusion of Canto y dat/zet 

de los at/tigl/OS mexicanos suggests that he was reminding his audience of th,e Aztec history of the 

gardens, and also their role as a metaphor for an autonomous and self-determined Mexico. 

The composer's program notes for the original version illustrate that Ponce embraced the 

141 Suavedra, "Of Selves and Others," 119. 
J.l2 Ibid., 116. 
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programmatic and personally interpretive approach of composers such as Debussy and also 

Ravel, whose "Lever du jour" from Daphnis et Chloe' (1909-1912) also used the same time 

sequence approach. 

1. "Hora matinal" (Early Morning). The woods awaken. Bird 

songs and fluttering wings announce the rising of Dawn in her 

throne of gold and mother of pearl. The woods awaken 'with 

the fonnidable shivering ofllfe, and sing a triumphant hymn to 

the newly born king of heavenly bodies. 

II. "Pas eo diumo" (Daylight stroll). A thousand sounds 

disturb the stillness of the woods. Children's games and 

laughter. Cars dash through. Nervous colts gallop. Next to 

the lake a Mexican song is plucked. It is noon, the crowd 

bathes in the sunlight and indulges in the fiesta of the daylight 

stroll. 

III. cFieniluruo fantastico" (Fantastic full moon). This is the 

ecstasy of a soul before a marvellous full moon. 1he woods 

rock with the singing of a bird. The gigantic trees raise Itheir 

limbs like arms, in a supreme longing for the infinitive. 

Invisible gusts engage in a fantastic dance. Shadows populate 

the millenary woods. And the ecstatic soul, intoxicated with 

light, flies in a dream towards the remote beaches of a golden 
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orb. 143 

The following analysis of Goopllltepee is based on the score of the revised 1934 version. 

The first movement "Primavera" follows a type of sonata form. The work has a mosaic-like 

structure as the various sections are defined by motivic transfonnation, rather than through 

harmonic means. There is no clear sense of a strong tonal centre 'within the work due to the 

frequent modulations, chromatically inflected \vriting, and the use of chromatic, whole tone, 

and pentatonic scales. The structure of the first movement is represented in the following 

table. 

Table 1 Chopllltepec, first movement structure 

Section rdi29cluction Expositit::>tl; ~lopment 

Range Bars 1-19 Bars 20-37 Bars 38-66 

Theme Various A B A C D A C D 

motives 

Bars 20 24 37 38 39 44 50 51 

Key Various Bmaj Ebmaj Gmaj Emaj Emaj Fmaj Bmin Dmaj 

Section .Reta)?itulation 
, 

". 
,. 

Range bars 67-84 

Theme A D A Bl A 

Bars 67 75 77 78 80 

Key Cmin Abmaj Fmin/ Abmaj Fmin/ Abmaj Abmaj I L 

143 Quoted in Saavedra, "OfSe\ves and Others," 115, 
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The exposition IS preceded by an introduction that evocatively recreates, through a 

kaleidoscope of representative sounds, the image of a forest at sunrise. Ponce achieves the 

effect of the "rising of Dawn in her throne of gold and mother of pearl" through extended 

shinunering violin tremolos, whole-tone scales, and the use of virtuoso woodwind writing to 

evoke the sounds of the birds that inhabit the woods. This introductory section of the first 

movement has a fluid and improvisatory quality derived from the interplay of the various 

birdcall motifs over a comparatively static harmonic foundation. The prevalence of open 

intel'vals (unisons) fourths, fifths and octaves) facilitates the complemt=nc.ry nature of these 

motives and is an importa1lt kinetic device within this section. 
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Example 25: Chapultepec, first movement. 

(Cellos and double bass omitted) 
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In the exposition, there are two melodic ideas: A and B. These are differentiated by the 

contrasting intervals of a fifth and sixth respectively and represent tho primary thematic 

material of the work. Firstly, at bar twenty, the horns enunciate the A theme, the "triumphant 

hymn to tlle newly born ldng of heavenly bodies". This theme is a central unifYing element 

within the movement and it is distributed freely throughout orchestra and subject to extensive 

transfoffilation. 
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Example 26: Chapultepec, first movement. 
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In the woodwind section at bars twenty-one to twenty-three, melodic fragments based on the 

interval of a sixth p:cesage the arrival of the B theme. TIlls theme is first heard .in its complete 

fonn in the flute and oboe parts in the key of G minor at bar twenty-six and is characterised 

by a falling sixth, and rising second. The falling :fifth that concludes the phrase does not 

appear to be significant in the context of the subsequent melodic treatment of the theme. 

lIi~ ~ 
" . #~ fIL .If.' _!II- _ ~ ~!II--flL' ~; 

Flute 1 
~ 

" I! .... ~ ~~~ ~ A-•. "*" 
Bute2 

otJ 
ThemeB 

1\ .""-;.. ---Oboel 
otJ -.;; "-0.01 ...-

1\ .-.. ~ 
Oboe 2 

'otJ L....:d ... 

Example 27: Chapultepec, fIrst movement. 

Ponce builds tension up to the first climax in G major by rhythmically and texturally 

manipulating the B theme. Initially, the dotted quaver figure is distributed between the strings 

and woodwind in a call-and-response manner, and progressively the orchestral exchange 

intensifies. At the c11."'TIaX, the first theme is heard in the horos and trumpets, as if to represent 

the end of sunrise and the ascendance of the "newly boro king of heavenly bodies". 
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Example 28: Chapultepec, first movement. 
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The development section introduces new thematic material, C and D which are differentiated 

by their characteristic intervallic content. The C theme is introduced by the oboes; it has an 

arched contour, and the characteristic interval of a perfect fifth. 

Example 29: Chapultepec, fIrst movement. 

The D theme is introduced at bar forty-one by the flutes and is characterised by an ascending 

perfect fifth and falling perfect fourth. 

Example 30: Chapultepec, first movement. 

Hoth themes are subject to rhythmic and melodic development throughout this section. The 

A theme returns in the trumpet part at bars forty-sLx and forty seven in a contrapuntal 

manner. Simultaneously, it is also heard in the double bass part in a rhythmically augmented 

form; the quavers being replaced by crotchets. The horns take up the augmented fonn of the 

theme, whilst the original theme is heard in the oboes, clarinets and bassoon voices. A 

second climax in A-flat major concludes the development. 

The recapitulation begins with the brass section re-stating the principal theme in octave 

unison over a chromatic scale sounded by the remaining instruments of the orchestra. As if 
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to affinn the ascendance of the "newly born king of heavenly bodies", the A theme gradruilly 

builds to a unison statement by the whole orchestra at bar eighty. D material is heard briefly 
'>::l 

in the flutes, reflecting the continuing dialogue of the birds. 
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Example 31: Chapultepec, first movement. 
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Chapultepec demonstrates that Ponce's modernist compositional techniques did not preclude a 

continued interest in the cancion tradition. "Marchita el alma" is used in the second 

movement, representing the song that is heard next to the lake. The "thousand sounds 

disturb the stillnes3 of the woods" are represented by the interweaving melodic fragments 

scored in parallel thirds. Par.ce's treatment of the folk song underscores the flight of the soul 

"towards the remote beaches of a golden orb".I44 The contour and characteristic intervals of 

"Marchita e1 alma" are pre~erved in the celio part from bars fifteen to twenty-two. 

h 
p.: - --I> ~ ~ ~ 

\1olin I 
OJ ppp t:rfr.lftIIJlro 

:>- '" '> 

Violin II 
OJ ppp <m","""'" 

.. ' - - -... ~ ~ ~ 
Viol. 

I ppp t"ml'JlHllro 

"'" ' .. ..... 
~ -('clio 

lPP t'f'dtt'.fIfi)/,tt 

-- -
PiP 

144 The connection between "Marchita el alma" and the reference to the flight of the "soul" was orginally made by Saavedra, 
"Of Selves and Others," 116, 
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Example 32: Chapultepec, second movement. 

Sonata breve (1932) 

The S anal a breve (1932) for piano and violin combines both neoclassical and impressionist 

characteristics within a modernist harmonic language. Neoclassical elements include 

compositional objectivity, formal concision, and a predominantly contrapuntal texture. 

Impressionist dements include colouristic writing and a free approach to musical form, 

especially in the second and third movements.HS 

The S allala breve is in three movements with a total duration of less than eight minutes. The 

first movement is in sonata form, the second is in a through-composed form A, B, C, and the 

third movement is in ternary form. In the first movement, Ponce's writing is succinct as he 

avoids extended transitional passages, an extended development section, and also unnecessary 

repetitions of thematic material. 'The structure of the movement is outlined in the follO\ving 

table.H6 

145 Barron Corvera, "Three Violin Works by the Mexican Composer," 83. 
WI Ibid" 84. 
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Table 2 S anata breve, first movement structure 

Section, .~&positioli ','" ,"' Development 
\\ " '" ", ': ,: " ':'"' . " _. ,C)' , .. 

Theme/ Theme 1 Motive X Transitional MottveY Theme 2 MotiveY MotiveY 

MOtit'CI material 

Scale E F F F B Different scales for each 

voice 

Bar 1 29 30 40 42 55 58 75 

Section . t ',Recapitulation , , ., . -. ~ , . : 
;,-1\- : " . , , 

Theme/ Theme 1 Motive X Transitional MotiveY Theme 2 MotiveY Coda 

MoliwI material 

Scale E Bb Bb Bb E E E 

Bar 89 115 116 126 128 138 142 

The work preserves the traditional tonal scheme of the sonata fonn, but interprets it in a 

pandiatonic manner. The main themes are in the key areas of E major and B major 

respectively, and thus preserve the tonic-dominant relationships characteristic of sonata form. 

However, the non-hierarchical treatment of the pitch resources of these key areas means that 

a sense of a tonal centre or gravitation toward a central point is avoided. In the following 

example, the second theme is clearly in the key of B major. However, a clear sense of a tonal 

centre is obscured by the leaps of a perfect fourth, the non-resolution of the leading note, and 

also the fragmented rhythm. In the left hand, the intervals of a major and minor second are 

projected vertically as well as horizontally, further diminishing the centric pull of B major. 
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Example 33: Sonata breve, ftrst movement. 

As Ponce avoids consistent key areas, mo~ulation is effected through the movement from 

one scale grouping to another. Traditionally, in the development section, the composer 

traverses several key areas before returning to the tomc key in the recapitulation. Ponce re

interprets this practice by transitioning from one scale set to another in a manner that avoids 

hierarchical relationships. The pitch resources used are limited to the notes belonging to a 

particular scale group, but their configuration eliminates any sense of a tonal centre. The 

following example is from the development section; an analysis of the excerpt follows. 
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Example 34: Sonata breve, fIrst movement. 

The following table illustrates the pandiatonic structure of the above example and Ponce's 

simultaneous use of different scale sets. 

Table 3 Sonata breve, first movement, contrasting scale sets in the development 

Pitch 

.ret 

Implied 

kry 

aU, bb, cn"" d .... g"at d"'" , , 
eb 

d'aI, dnat, 

e":Ji, 
clWl

, db db 

Pitch grOUp3 as scored within each bar do not represent a particular key area, but are arranged so 
as to exploit the major and minor second intervallic motif 

Piano Right.Hand 

Pitch a, bb, cl1dl, dnaJ, 
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set dnat, e, f"", dlWl, e, e, [nat, dn..r bb bb, C"" gil 
fnat, 

Implied kf!Y Cmajor FMajor A-flat A-flat major/ E major 

major 

Pian(l Left Hand. 

Pitch cll, dll, g# cll
, a bb, gil, fit g"aI f"", gNlJ, a, db, eb, erat, ab, bb, c#al, gb, ab, bb, 

bb, g""', ab, bb, db b""', c#, d#, 
set clWl

, e, 

Implied kf!Y Emajor Ambiguous Fmajor A-flat A-flat ffi.<tjor/ E major 

(sequence 
implies either B 

major 

rna; or D flat 
major with 
enharmonic 
transformation 

Intervallic relationships are an important compositional device within the first movement as 

the first and second themes are contrasted through their identification \vith certain intervals. 

The first theme is characterised by major and minor thirds, and the second theme is 

characterised by a perfect fourth. 

Firs/ thtll1e 
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Secolld/heme 

Example 35: Sonata breve, first movement. 

Due to the absence of any functional hannoruc structure, cadence points are created by the 

introduction of certain motives. These have a specific function to facilitate the transition 

from one thematic idea to the next, and also from one section to another. There are two 

particular motives, X and Y, that are related to the first and second themes by shared 

intervallic content Motive X is related to the first theme because of the vertical projection of 

a major third and motive Y is related to the second theme by the interval of a fourth. The 

follO\ving example taken from the transition between the first and second themes illustrates 

the structural function of the X and Y motives. The initial statement of motive X represent~3 

the end of the first theme and the beginning of the transition to the second theme. Ponce 

highlights the motive by SCO!1!lg it in the violin part with a simple piano accompaniment 

Motive Y marks the end of the transition and the arrival of the second theme, and is played 

by the violin without piano accompaniment The fermata on A reinforces the interval of a 

fo·.rrt:h that is the characteristic of 6( imminent second theme. 
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Example 36: Sonata breve, first movement. 

The horizontal projection of a third and fourth in the above example suggests a linear m,~thod 

of construction rather than a vertical one. The texture is contrapuntal and the avoidan.: of 

triadic relations between the parts indicates that they are conceived as three separate but 

interrelated voices. 

The use of intervals to promote thematic unity within the first movement is also evident 

between the three movements of the Sonata breve. The tension between the interyals of a 

major and minor second is used in acyclic manner to create an architectonic unity between 

the t.h.ree movements. For example, the tension between major and minor second intervals is 

exploited in the opening bars of the first movement in the piano part. In both the right and 

left hands from bars one to five, there is a consistent alternation between E and E-sharp. 

From bars SLX to seven, the tension is transferred to A ~.1ld A-sharp, and then F and F-sharp 

at bars eight to nine. Simultaneously> in the left hand, the melodic line begms with a minor 

second (G-sharp-A) and then a major second interval (A-B). 
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Example 37: Sonata breve, first movement. 

The tension between the intervals of a major and minor second is also evident In the opening 

of the third movement (bars one to twenty~four). Based largely on an E phrygian scale 

cornmon in flamenco music (and also consistent with the "Allegro all spagnuola" marking of 
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the movement), the violin part generally proceeds in a stepwise manner. In the first bar, the 

minor second alternation between B and C is contrasted with the interval of a major second, 

A and B. In bars two to four, the conflict between these two intervals is continued using B 

and C, C and D, and then D and E. The imitation of the violin part in the piano continues 

this tension. The frequent interruptions of an ascending phrygian scale in the violin part 

promotes a Spanish flavour to the movement and also maintains the melodic conflict based 

around major and minor second intervals. 

Other references to Spanish folk music found in the opening of the third movement include 

the allusion to sesquialtera. The pedal (bars five to nine) that reinforces E as the root of the 

phrygian scale (and temporary tonal centre) appears every four beats (bars five to seven) and 

every three beats (bars eight to nine). Likewise, there is a hemiola relationship at bars 

seventeen to twenty where the rhythmic groupings in the right hand suggest a triple meter 

and the rhythmic groupings of the parallel quintal chords in the left suggest a triple meter. 
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Example 38: Sonata breve, third movement. 

Sonatine (1932) 

The Sot/aline (1932) for plano was Ponce's last plano work prior to leaving Paris and 

incorporates many of the neoclassical techniques found in other representative compositions 

from the period. Th.ese include pandiatonicism, non-functional triads, non-tertiary structures, 

and the use of different scales such as the chromatic and the pentatonic scales. As in the first 

movement of the Sal/ala bretN! (1932), the first muvement of the S ona/ine exploits the tension 

between a major and minor second as a means of creating thematic unity and contrast. 
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Ponce freely adapts the technique of sesquialtera as a honzomal and vertical structural device 

since the sonata fonn sttucture and also the thematic material are defined by the use or 

absence of alternating ternary and binary meters. The contrapuntal texture and non-tertiary 

nature of the harmonic writing also suggests that the movement is constructed in a horizontal 

rather than vertical manner. 

The structure of the Sana/inc is outlined in the following table which identifies the main 

sections, themes and transitional passages, induding their metric structure. 

Table 4 Sonatine structure 

. Section, Exp6Sirl~n: '.:: .. . , . Developmen.t -. 
Theme Tl tr T2 tr T1 T3 tr 

Harmonic Pandiatonic Pandiatonic Pentatonic Pandiatonic, Pandiatonic Pandiatonic Pandiatonic, 

charactenstics chromatic chromatic 

scale scale 

Includes quartal and quintal chords and non-functional triads 

Meter 3/8, and 3/8 3/8 318 and2/8 3/8alld 3/8 3/8 and2/8 

2/8 2/8 

Bar 1 18 26 42 55 59 

Section . RecapituL'ttiop 
, 

,Coda ".' 
, 

" 1-., . 
" 

':', .. ':: " ' ", 

Theme T1 tr T2 tr Tl T3 Tl 

Harmonic Pandiatonic Pandiatonic Pentatonic Pandiatonic, 

charattenstics chromatic 

scale 
I--

IlIdJlde! quartal alld qUintal chorrls aud IIOll-fil1ldiollallriati.r - Includes quartal and qui.'1tal chords and 

non-functional triads, triads with added 

tones, simultaneous four note chords 

(generally quartal) interspersed with noo-
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functional triads (e.g. F-sharp minor) 

Meter 3/8 and }l8 3/8 3/8 and 3/8 and 3/8 and 3/8 and2/8 

2/8 2/8 2/8 2/8 

Bar 109 126 134 146 149 163 171 

Themes are structured around melodic and rhythmic motives rather than extended ideas. As 

in the Sonata breve, Ponce uses certain intervals to create melodic cells which function as 

themes in the sense they are the primary means of musical unity and contrast in the work. 

The first theme stated at the beginning of the work is closely identified with the intervals of a 

perfect fourth and fifth. The pitch resources of C major are used, but there is no clear sense 

of a tonal centre as the melody proceeds in fifths and fourths. In the first three bars, the left 

hand sounds a D-sharp, the leading-note of E minor. However, due to the absence of any 

hierarchical relationships, there is no confirmation of the E minor tonality. 

f<zrst theme . __ --__ ~ested C major -
fl II ~ L ..... ·~ 

~ - -" p pp : 
fI II 

~ 1''''- -- ft· 
p 

Sltggested B mqjor 

Example 39: Sonatine, first movement. 
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The second theme is introduced at bar twenty-six and comprises a repeated dotted two-note 

figure based on a falling minor second. The accompaniment in the right hand comprises a 

series of descending sixteenth-note triplets that emphasise the interval of a major second. 

Similar to the first movement of the Sonata bmve (1932), Ponce is exploiting the conflict 

between two intervals: a major second and a minor second. A pedal based on juxtaposed 

perfect fifths is used to create a sense of metric stability as it reinforces a triple pulse and 

signals the transition from the ternary and binary metre of the preceding material. 

Harmonically, the second theme is based on pentatonic cells that change incrementally frC'm 

one bar to the next. 

Second theme 
J J J 3 J 3 J J J 

.)~u 2JI'I.l ..l1f.JI J I .1L I I J J 

~ II .. · ... 
:::::::=- pJ J -
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-V p 0; OJ 
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q~. 
., 
F~ ., 

27 '!!:. I "1 
f- I I ,,~ ~ 

: 
.: II II~ =;:= rr fr 

J. II .1 fl J.t "I \l ~ ~ .. b .. --:-S- J It J ~ . : . 
~ OJ., -; P:. ~' "'T ., 

V V"1 J 

"1 - "I I 
OJ 

'---f' 

Pedal 

Example 40: Sonatine, first movement. 

At bar thirty-five, the characteristic dotted rhythm of the second theme is displaced and the 

rhythm becomes progressively agitated. The transition between the exposition and the 

development is initial-"!d through a rapid triplet passage. Metric identity is obscured through 

the superimposition of triple and duple rhythmic groupings in the right and left hands 
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respectively. 'TIle octave pairs on the first beat of each triplet groupmg serves to reinforce the 

contrast between the ternary and binary pulse. 
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Example 41: Sonatine, first movement. 

The development begins at bar fifty-five \Vith a melodically varied statement of the first 

theme. The characteristic intervals of a descending perfect fifth and ascending perfect fourth 

give way to an descending and ascending major third, though the G anacrusis that precedes 

the original theme is retained. 'The rhythmic configuration of the original statement is also 

retained, as is the alternating ternary and bmary metric structure. A new theme, C, is 

presented from bar fifty-nine to sixty-two, and is based on a perfect fifth and diminished fifth. 

l11e accompaniment, comprismg quintal chords serves to emphasize the importance of this 
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interval as a salient characteristic. The C theme is also characterised by a stable tematy meter 

and, like the second theme, is a point of metric stability within the movement 

The recapitulation begins at bar 109 with a modified statement of the first theme. Ponce 

presetves the pandiatonic relationship between the individual voices, the intervallic content, 

and also the triple and duple metre of the original first theme. The transitional material 

leading to the re~statement of the second theme at bar 134 is virtually a note~for-note 

reproduction of the exposition. This version of the second theme is transposed up a third 

and also retains the 3/8 meter of the original. Similarly, the transitional material leading from 

the second theme to the development freely transposes that same material presented in t.he 

exposition. 

The coda begins at bar 149 and is initially based on elements of the first theme. A step-wise 

ascending motif originally presented in the development is also heard at bars 159 to 161. 

Rhythmic motives derived from the third theme are used to support a series of quartal and 

quintal .. hords in the right and left hands at bars 162 to 170. The simultaneous sounding of 

these chords in forte from bars 162 to 170 represents the climax of the movement Unlike 

the initial statement of tb e third theme, the metric structure of this passage is unstable and 

alternates between 3/8 and 2/8. Finally, in dle last eight bars of the movement, Ponce 

progressively dilutes the first theme until we arrive at a simple pianissimo statement of a 

quintal chord in the left hand (D-sharp, A-sharp) and a foreign tone C in the right hand. 
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Example 42: Sonatine, first movement. 

Prior to 1934 and the crisis in his relationship Wlth Segovia, Ponce defined himself and was 

defined by others as a modernist composer. After moving to Paris in 1925, Ponce's 

compositional style became more progressive. In his own words, he stated that his style 

'genuinely modified itself when it made contact with a new universe of notes'. Ponce's 

pursuit of neoclassicism and impressiopism was motivated by a need to re-define his place in 

Mexican musical life, which was itself becoming increasingly progressive. In order to re

define himself as a composerJ Ponce left Mexico in 1925 and undertook compositional 

studies with Paul Dukas at the Ecole Normale de Musique. From this point his 

compositional style largely diverges in two directions. In his Fiano and chamber 

ompositions such as the SOl/at a b:--eve, SOlla/il/e, and Cllatro piczas para piallo (1929), Ponce 

embra non-serial atonality. Notwithstanding the manife~t emphasis on modernist 

techniques, elements derived from earlier nationalist and romantic compositions also persist 

in these works. The guitar works on the other hand, represent a second and distinct stream 
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of composition. These are 12rgely conservative and apply a discreet fonn of neoclassicism. 

Compared to the piano and chamber works of the same period, Ponce's guitar works are 

aesthetically constrained. 

The significance of Ponce's pursuit of modernism after 1925 is that it promoted a potential 

conflict with the conservative and commercially pragmatic values of Segovia. The 

continuation of earlier nationalist and romantic elements in Ponce's first guitar compositions, 

the Sonata mexit"ana (1923) and the T res t"anciones poplllares mexit"anas (1924) indicates that initially 

Seovia and Ponce shared similar ae$thetic values. Segovia'S requests for new works that 

included Mexican or Spanish folk themes and rhytluns were preceded by Ponce's nationalist 

piano works such as the Balada IlJexit¥111a (1915) and early salon compositions like the Sche'i!no 

mexicaJ10 (1909). Nonetheless, the predominant position of modernism in relation to 

nationalism and romanticism after 1925 indicates that, notwithstanding his naturally eclectic 

style, Ponce's efforts were focused on redefining himself as a modernist composer. 

Modernism, albeit in a discreet form, can be traced back as far as the S cheT'{jno (Homenqje a 

Debus!J, 1912) and is also found in later compositions from the Suite Cllbana (1916) to 

Chapultepec (original version 1921). However, in Ponce's piano and chamber music after 1925, 

a more progre'lsive and adventurous fonn of nationalism is evident Although romantic 

elements are still present they are reinterpreted within a progtessive non-tertiary hannonic 

language and austere approach to fonnal construction. 
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Chapter 5 

5. THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPANISH CONCERT GUITARIST ANDRES 

SEGOVIA. ON THE GUITAR MUSIC OF Iv.r.ANUEL M. PONCE 

The Collaboration between Manuel M. Ponce and the Spanish Concert-Guitarist 

Andres Segovia 

Andres Segovia and Manuel M. Ponce first met in Mexico City in 1923. Ponce was the music 

critic of the Newspaper EI Universal and his favourable review of Segovia'S first recital in that 

city caught the attention of the guitarist. Segovia invited Ponce to write a composition for the 

guitar and shortly afterwards received the Sonata mexicana (1923) and four song arrangements, 

comprising two folk songs "La pajarera" (1909-1912) and "La Valentina" (pre-1917), and two 

original compositions ''Por tf, mi corazon" (1912) and "Estrellita" (1912). For the next 

twenty-five years, until his death in 1948, Ponce continued to write for Segovia. Though 

Segovia's need for new and original works gave rise to his collaboration with Ponce, their 

partnership was based on a sincere friendship. Segovia's letters reveal his deep admirnticn for 

Ponce's music, and also for Ponce himself. 

Prior to 1934, the relationship between Segovia and Ponce experienced episodes of minor 

disruption. In general, these were easily and quickly resolved. Nonetheless, during the period 

from August 1934 to February 1936, the relationship between Segovia and Ponce degenerated 

almost irrevocably. 'Ibis chapter will examine the collaboration from Segovia'S perspective. 

What were his musical values and objectives and how did they impact upon his relationship 
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with Ponce and Ponce's guitar music? 

A Profile of the Composer - Perfonner Relationship 

The process of creating and publicly performing music within the European art music 

tradition involves three specific groups: composers, performers and audience. The 

performer's role in the process of musical production is as an intermediary and is defined by 

the highly specialised nature of performance within the art music tradition. Performance, like 

composition, is considered a specialised activity and an expression of a highly developed skill. 

The performer is not simply a conduit reproducing verbatim the finished work, but is also 

actively engaged in the reinterpretation of that composition. In this way, the process of 

performance is both a realisation and reshaping of the composition. Wilfrid Mellers concurs 

with this v-iew. 

In the case of the 'art' composer who is his or her own 

performer, the roles of 'maker' and 'performer', are though 

related distinct; while in by far the most common situation, 

composer and perfoIDler are different people. Performers are, 

then, strictly speaking intermediaries and their problem lies in 

the deciding how far they should attempt to be passively 

reproductive, and how far it is their right, even their duty to 

'realise' and bodl consciously and unconsciously to reshape the 

composer's intentions.147 

147 Wilfrid MeTIers, "Present and Past: Intermediaries and Interpreters" in COn/pal/ioll to COlltemporary AfllficalThlJltgbt, cd. John 
Paynter and others (London: Rudedge, 1992), 2: 921. 
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The collaborative process between composer and perfomler, as it is represented by Mellers, is 

sequential and defined by their clearly differentiated creative and interpretive roles. According 

to Mellers, the h~terpretive role of the perfonner is distinct from, and immediately follows, the 

creative role of the composer, since both composer and perfonner are autonomous and 

independent. The performer's rote is to interpret the work and not to attempt to influence 

the musical content of the work. Slmilarly, the composer can prescribe information via the 

score, the phrasing or changes to the tempo of the work. However, the nuances of 

interpretation ate the prerogative of the perfonner. Mel1ers' deconstruction of the composer

perfonner collaboration as a sequential process of mutually autonomous creative and 

interpretive functions is the model against which the collaboration between Segovia and 

Ponce will be compared. 

Segovia's Goal as a Performer 

Segovia's task of establishing the guitar as an accepted concert instnunent was an extremely 

difficult one. During the second half of the 19th century, the popularity of the instnunent 

declined dramatically. Evidence of this is found in the ~arge number of guitar transcriptions 

of lute, vihuela, harpsichord, violin, cello, piano, etc., that were intended to supplement the 

meager repertoire of original pieces for the guitar. The Spanish composer, perfonner and 

teacher Francisco Tarrega (1852-1909) made 120 transcriptions for solo guitar aI1d twenty

one for two guitars. His solo transcriptions were based on the piano works of Felix 

Mendelssohn (1809-1847), Louis Gottschalk (1829-1869), Isaac Albeniz and Enrique 

Granados, and include movements from Beethoven's piano sonatas such as the ('Largo" from 
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the Sonata No.4, op. 7 in E-flat major (1796-1797), and the "Adagio" and cc . .llliegretto" from 

the Sonata No. 14 in C-sharp minor, op. 27, no. 14 (fhe Moonlight Sonata, 1801).148 

The reasons why the guitar's popularity as a concert instrument receded are rn.'U1i.fold. The 

small frame of the nineteenth-century guitar, the use of gut strings and the practice of 

plucking the strings with the flesh of the finger rather than the nail made it better suited to the 

salon rather than the concert-hall.149 Also, the proclivity of romantic composers for large 

instrumental and orchestral sonority favoured the pianoforte and the violin, and ignored the 

nineteenth-century guitar. Composers found the guitar difficult to score because the limited 

expressive and contrapuntal facility of the instrument was incompatible with the importance 

they ascribed to instrumental effect. Berlioz warned that, 

The guitar is an instn-.ment suited for accompanying the voice 

and for taking part in instrumental compositions of an intimate 

character; it is equally appropriate fOL solo performance of 

more or less complicated comnositions in several voices, which 

possess true charm when performed by a real virtuoso .... 

It is almost impossible to write well for the guitar without 

being able to play the instrument. However, the majority of 

composers who employ it do not possess an accurate 

knowledge of it. They write things of excessive difficulty, weak 

14K The NmlGrot'e Dictioflary ojMlIsitafldMllridalls, s.y. "Tarrega, Francesco" (by "Ibomas Heck), http://www.grovcmusic.com/ 
(accessed October 27th, 2003). 
149 Wade, TrodiliollsojlheClasricalGflilar, 147. 
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sonority and small effect for the instrument .... 

It is impossible to write for it pleces ill several vOlces, 

containing passages that require all the resources of the 

instrument .... 

Since the introduction of the piano into all homes where there 

is any interest in music, the guitar has been gradually 

disappearing, except in Spain and Italy. Some virtuosos have 

o.Iltivated and are still cultivating it as a solo instrument; they 

are able to create pleasant and original effects on it.150 

Berlioz's criticism of the guitar's limited penetration is borne out by contemporary criticism. 

The Spanish virtuoso perfonner and composer Fernando Sor's (1778-1839) technical mastery 

of the guitar was acknowledged universally by critics, but the poor resonance of the 

nineteenth-century guitar detracted from the overall perfollnance to the point where it left 

some members of the audience flat. 

On 26 January [1828] I heard ... a guitar solo played by M. Sor 

. .. [which,] almost always written in four voices, offered a pure 

and elegant harmony and seemed to me to be very hard to play. 

But I regretted that the sound of the instrument was not fuller. 

M. Sor seems to have neglected too much this essential aspect 

150 Hector Berlioz and Richard Strauss, Treatise on IlIlin/melltatioll, trans. and ed. Theodore Front (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1991),145-147. 
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of an instrument which in itself is not sonorous enough.1S1 

Segovia's Search for New Original Works 

The guitar's revival as a concert instrument in the early twentieth century was due to two 

significant developments. Firstly, the Spanish Luthier Antonio de Torres Jurado (1817-1892) 

expanded the overall dimensions of the nineteenth century guitar, producing a much larger 

and more penetrating instrument. Torres'innovations include: increasing the physical size of 

the instrument; increasing and also standardising the vibrating length of the strings at sixty

five centimeters; passing the strings over a saddle set on a on a rectangular block; and 

introducing the fan strutting system that reinforced the underside of the table and improved 

its responsiveness. The modem classical guitar is based on. the Torres model.152 

The second significant development was the dedication of concert-artists such as Regino 

Sainz de ]a Maza, Emilio Pujol, Miguel LIobet and Segovia to engage non-guitarist composers 

to write for the instrument. The effect of this, as Javier Sruirez-Pajares has observed, was to 

introduce new original works of greater musical weight into the guitar's repertoire.153 Sruirez

Pajares argues that the production of non-overdy nationalist works was critical to the 

acceptance of the guitar as a legitimate sound resource in its own right. \X'hilst Manuel de 

Falla's Homenqje - Pour Ie Tombeau de Claude DebuJ!)f (1920) can be considered as the beginning 

and also a high point in the renovation of the guitar's repertoire in the early twentieth century, 

overdy nationalistic works produced during this time also advanced the legitimacy of lthe 

151 F. J. Fetis, fut.ille Musicale 3, (paris, 1828): 40. Quoted in John Wirt, '''The Status of the Guitar in Serious Music: Part 2," 
Gllitar fuview, no. 54 (1983): 13. 
152 The New GroPt Didlimary qf Mj{sic alld MTisida/lI, s.v. "Guitar" (by Harvey Turnbull and Paul Sparks), 
http;/ /www.grovcmusic.com/(accessed October 27th, 2003). 
153 Dicdoflario de fa mJisica upmiofa e hispalloanmicoflo, S.v. "l;uitarra." 
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guitar as a concert instrument. The folkloric inspired works of Federico Moreno-T6rroba, 

Joaquin Turina, and Joaquin Rodrigo, such as T6rroba's Sonatina (1924), and Noetllmo (1926) 

and Rodrigo's Zarabanda Itjalia (1926) and BIt los trigales (1938), also added to the musical 

gravitas of the guitar's repertoire. The works of these composers demonstrated the utility of 

Spanish folk song and dance as thematic sources for extended compositions and promoted a 

poetic and evocative style of writing for d1e instrument. Likewise, Ponce's Sonata mexieana 

(1923) can also be included in this category. The use of folk themes and dance elements 

wit:..llln a multi-movement sonata form represents the conflation of the Mexican cand6n and 

European art music traditions. Though the introduction of non-referential works into the 

guitar's repertoire helped integrate the instrument into the general pool of instrumental 

resources available to composers, it was not the only factor that contributed to the validation 

of the guitar as an instrument suited for public concert performance. Large-scale idiomatic 

works that assimilated their native folk traditions also contributed to the renovation of the 

guitar. 

According to Segovia, the traditional model of guitar mUSIC production, the guitarist

composer, had ultimately been detrimental to the repertoire of the guitar. He direcdy 

attributed the decline of the guitar in the second half of the nineteenth century to the 

practices of guitarist-composers such as Fernando SOt. 

For we must be honest: Fernando Sor, the best, and perhaps 

the only guitar composer of his epoch, is exc~pt for a few 

undeniably beautiful passages scattered through his larger 

works and concentrated in his smaller ones, tremendously 

gatrulous, and his position in the history of the guitar is far 

more important than in the history of music itself. The guitar 
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unfortunately has never had a Bach, a Mozart, a Haydn, a 

Beethoven, a Schumann or a Brahms in comparison with 

whom the figure ofSor might be accurately judged.154 

Segovia nonetheless preferred the music of Fernando Sor over that of other nineteenth

century guitarist composers, such as Matteo Carcassi (1792-1853), Ferdinando Carulli (1770-

1841), Mauro Giuliani (1781-1829), and Dionisio Aguado (1784-1849). Segovia recorded 

more works by Sor than any other nh'1eteenth-century composer. 

A complete discography of Segovia's recordings is difficult to establish. Many of the albums 

he recorded are still available and recording companies still issue different pennutations of 

these. However, Segovia'S first recordings were made.in cities such as Havana during 1924 

and 1925 and it is not known whether any of these recordings still exist.155 Irene de la Hoz 

L6pez states that Segovia made approximately eighty-five recordings.156 A discography 

provided in Graham Wade's Segovia: A Celebration of the lvlan and his Music (1983) lists thirty

nine separate recordings, including The Art of Andres Segovia: The HMV Recordings 1927-39 

(RLS.745) which is a two-record set. Nineteenth-century guitarist-composers represented in 

this collection include Sor, Giuliani, and Aguado and exclude Carcassi and Carulli. The great 

majority of the works represented are small-scale studies and dances. Segovia recorded one 

work by Aguado, Eight Lessons (n.d.), and three works by Giuliani, the "Andante" from the 

Sonate op. 15 (n.d.), three studies, and a group of small works referred to as "Eight Little 

Pieces". The great majority of nineteenth century works included in these recordings belong 

to Sor. Segovia recorded the Andante Larg,o op. 5, no. 5 (1810-1823), "Largo" from the 

154 Andres Segovia, "Manuel M. Ponce: Sketches From the lIeart and Memory," tranS. Olga Coelho and Eithnc Goldeil 
GllilarRtview7, no. 7 (1948): 4. 
155 Graham Wade, Segovia: A Cent'raIiOI! of lhe Mati afld his .\illnc (London: Calder, 1989), 121. 
156 DicciOllano de fa m/inta tJpatiola c biIpatioamtrirana, s. v. "Guitarra." 
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F(J11trma op. 7 (1810-1823), Variations on a Thcmcjivm The Magic PI/lie op. 9 (1810-1823), Gralld 

Solo op. 14 (1810-1823), Variations on holies dBspagne op. 15 (1810-1823), Variations OIl 

Malbroltgh' op. 28 (1826), Sonata op. 25 (1826), and numerous smaller pieces, including studies 

and minuets. 

The tension between the peripheral and hegemonic that was central to Ponc<:!'s sense cf 

identity as a composer has parallels with Segovia's self-identification as a concert guitarist. 

There is within the writings of Segovia a sense that the repertoire of the guitar, as he found it, 

was behind that of the piano and violin. The guitar, according to Segovia, was an instrument 

of the tavern and the salon, and therefore existed outside the public recital traditions of the 

piano and violin. Just as Ponce looked to European models as a means to modernise 

Mexican music, Segovia looked to the piano and violin works of Johann Sebastian Bach, 

Joseph Haydn (1732-1809), Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791), Ludwig van Beethoven, 

Robert Schumann (1810-1856), and others as models for the modernisation of the guitar. 

Whereas Ponce's models included contemporary modem composers such as Igor Str2.vinsky 

and Claude Debussy, Segovia's models are historical and mirror his conservative aesthetic 

values. 

Segovia's dedication to finding new composers to write for the guitar was driven by his desire 

to build a concert standard repertoire that was equal in weight to the repertoire of the piano 

and violin. For example, Segovia'S original plan for the Variati01lS stir (Folia de Espafla" ct fitgflc 

(1929) was a set of variations based on the folias theme that would rival the famous set of 

variations by Corelli on the same theme. 

You know that this petition of mine is an old onc. Go back to 

those first days of your stay in Paris. Remember? Thtee or 
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four years ago, and actually a violin perfonnance of the Corelli 

variations, p.rofoundly stirred my desire to play some variations 

of equal or superior importance, written by you. Do not refuse 

me now, and ask in exchange for whatever sacrifice: except that 

of renouncing the vanations.157 

That both men saw themselves as peripheral to a dominant art music and perfonnanct~ 

tradition is perhaps the common element that helped bind their relationship. There is a 

common purpose that goes to the artistic core of each man, the struggle to rise above their 

current position and to re-define their place in t.~e art music and concert perfonnance 

traditions. Segovia's goal to expand the repertoire of the guitar was, however, tied 

inextricably to his conservative musical values and this was perhaps the single greatest 

deleterious factor in his relationship with Ponce. 

Tne precise number of works Ponce 'wrote for the guitar is a contentious issue. Segovia 

credits him with writing more than eighty individual works.158 However, the published letters 

of Segovia to Ponce document only twenty-nine works. Segovia's calculation most likely 

includes the individual. movements and pieces of large-scale works as well as individual 

preludes, studies and songs arrangements. Nystel also attributes over eighty guitar works to 

Ponce.ls') Frruy, on the other hand, holds that Ponce wrote twenty-eight works for tLt: 

guitar.160 'Ibis number is also contradicted by the number of works documented in Segovia'S 

157 Segovia to Ponce, December 1929 in Segovia, TIlt Segozia,Pollre utters, 50. 
15!! :\ndres !,c,!govia, "M?l1Uel M. Ponce: Sketch(!s From rhe Heart and Memory," trans. Olga Coelho and Eithnf Golden 
Glnlar &tic/v 7, n(). 7 (1948): 3. 

159 David J. Nysrel, "Harmomc Practice in the Guitar Music of Manuel M Ponce" (Masrcr's thesis. University of North 
Texas, 1(85). 1. 

1(,0 Peter Kun hary "Ponce's Baroque Pastiches for Guit-ar," St'lIfJdboart/, no, 14 (1987): 159. 
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letters. However, Segovia's letters are not a definitive catalogue of Ponce's works since some 

of the letters are lost, and those that are published only record the works Ponce wrote for 

Segovia. Segovia's letters, for example, do not mention the Ba/lello (1931), Giga (1931), Seis 

prell/dios corlos (1947) or the very last composition Ponce composed, the ~.7ariatio1Js 011 a theme 0/ 
Cabezol1 (1948). The Scis prell/dios cortos were written for Juanita Chavez, possibly the daugh';.~r 

of Carlos Chavez. The Variations 011 a theme 0/ Cabezon was also not written for Segovia, but 

for Ponce's friend Father Antonio Brambila. Therefore, the likely number of works Ponce 

produced for the guitar i., thirty-three. 1ms number corresponds to the catalogue of Ponce's 

guitar works published in Miranda's Manilel M. Ponce. 161 

Segovia's Opinion of Ponce's Music 

1he ambition of Segovia to validate the guitar as a concert instrument precipitated his 

collaboration with Ponce, but he also had a genuine affection for Ponce and admiration of his 

music. The guitar works c-f Ponce were, according to Segovia, the finest compositions that 

had ever been written for the instrument and in his letters he gave full expression to his 

admiration. 

To sum up, your work is what has the most value, for me and 

for all the musicians who hear it, of all the guitar literature. 

And you, personally, too, among all those who have 

approached me and I have known. IG2 

On one occasion Segovia ranked Ponce's works in order of his personal preference. 

161 Miranda, MalllldM. POlice, 141-142. 
162 Segovia to Ponce, December 1929 in Segovia, Tk Segotia,Poll''e Leltm, 50. 
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Of all that you have written for the guitar, what I most love - a 

higher sentiment than like, is that work (fheme and Variations 

on 'Folias de Espana' and Fugue). Then comes the Sonata to 

Schubert, then the Weiss Suite ... and all the rest. Between the 

least of what I like of yours and what I prefer from another 

composer, there is srill much in favour of your work I make 

this declaration which you do not need because you have 

kc.own this for a long tirr ... e.163 

Ponce and Segovia's collaboration was not a financial arrangement, since Ponce's works were 

not commissions in the usual sense. Ponce received royalties from Segovia'S editions, 

performances and recordings, but there is no evidem:e to indicate that Segovia commissioned 

Ponce. On one level, the relationship between Ponce and Segovia was based on mutual self

interest. The complementary ambitions of composer and performer were probably a binding 

element, but they were by no means the predominant unifying force. Ponce's desire to have 

his works performed, published and recorded complemented SegOVIa's need for original 

concert works, but it was their friendship that bOWld them together and ultimately rescued 

their relationship after 1936. 

Segovia't; Musical Aesthetic 

Documentaty Evidence 

Segovia's musical values were conservative. His own compositions for the guitar are few in 

163 Segovia to Ponce, 23nl August 1930 in Segovia, Tile Segotia,Pollce Leiters, 78. 
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number, but are predominantly short works with simple harmonies.16~ Works such as fIt/if 

Anecdotes (1947), Neblina (1951) and Estttdio sill IIIZ (1954) reflect these characteristics. 

Throughout his career he avoided modem music, which he considered ((~;trident" and 

"discordant". 165 

Evidence of Segovia'S conselvative musical taste is found in his letters, interviews, recital 

programs, as well as his discography. His letters to Ponce are a rich source of t:vidence. In a 

letter dated 22nd October 1940, Segovia commented on a concert of modem chamber music 

that included works by Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959), 

The second perfonnance of chamber music was last night, and 

the theatre exhibited the desolate aspect of a desert. We were 

thirty people. As a consequence, all the pomp \V1th which 

Villa-Lob os and his army has been presented, achieved no 

public effectiveness. The music lover has withdrawn, because 

all over the world, the stridency, discord and brutal noise in 

some musical circlet; substituting for music is found less 

interesting each time. 166 

Segovia admired composers such as Castelnuovo-Tedesco who resisted progreSSive 

modernist trends and who wrote tonal music, as exemplified by the Gllitar L011certo in D 

(1939). In a fOteword to Otero's !vIano Casteltlllovo-Tedesco: Sll vida] III obra para glli/alTa (1987), 

Segovia wrote, 

1M Dicciollario tk /a IIlfisica espOlio/a e IJispOJIQ(ullerictJlla. s.v. "Segovia Torres, Andres." 
165 Jim Ferguson. "Darius Milhaud's Sl'govianu: History. Style .lnd Implications," SOIlIIdboarr!, Summer (1991): 16; Wade. 

AfatslrtJ S(~otia. 74. 
166 Segovia to Ponce. 22nd October 1940 in Scgc:via, Th! S(~olia·Pollce I.Llfm, 213. 
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Mario Caste1nuovo-Ted~sco, composer of the first rank, 

among today's most celebrated and aili"Ilired, has resisted, with 

singular heroism, following the vanguard of music today. This 

is not to say that he has positioned himself comfortably in the 

immobile rear-guard. His works are timeless. They will endure 

forever. The ears of young musicians for centuries to come 

will take satisfaction in the listening - and if they are artists, in 

the perfonnance - of his works, which will not suffer aesthetic 

decadence nor wrinkles.167 

Some references to modern music in Segovia's letters reveal a strong anti-semitic streak. A 

letter dated 20 th January 1941 is quite open in its disparagement. The growth of "bad art" was 

a conspiracy by "futurist" Jews. The guitar concerto, the Canderta del stir (1941) that Ponce 

had just completed was, according to Segovia, the salvation of good music. 

Thank you for the last shipment. Now the Concerto is all 

here. It is a delightful work which has to excite the enthusiasm 

of all the public and artists who hear it. You do not know how 

I lament that the world situation prevents me from having 

Europe get to know it at once. There it will be appreciated for 

all its worth, with no more restrictions than those that are 

organised against it or its interpreter by the lobbies of futuristic 

167 CoraZOll Ott'ro, Alano COJlebJ;(OV6-Tedesro: S/I wla] III obm paraglfilarra (l\-fexico: Edicioncs Musicales Y()l~)tl, 1987),7. 
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Jews, Dadaists, expressionists and all the other bad artists. But 

we will struggle valiantly and tenaciously and, above all, the aid 

from musicians, critics, and the sincere public will compensate 

the two of us; you, the father of the beautiful creature and me 

for the enthusiasm with which I will go about revealing it for 

the contemplation of all people of good will.168 

Segovia's anti-semitic views were not ideological, nor were they directed at Jewish people per 

se, rather they were targeted at a powerful and well-organized group of artists and impresarios 

in the United St:'ltes. In a letter to Ponce dated the 23rd of February 1941, he explained that, 

during a recent concert tour of America, the President of the Young Hebrew Association, Mr 

Kolony, had questioned him about his recent tours of Germany. Kolony lw i asked Segovia 

to sign a petition denouncing the fascist ideology of the Franco regime.169 Segovia refused to 

sign the petition, citing patriotism to his country rather than to a particular ideology. In 

reprisal, Segovia was blacklisted for a number of years in North America and Europe. 

Segovia's view that art transcended politics was a little disingenuous. .His refusal to sign the 

petition denouncing Franco was based on an intense personal hatred of communism borne 

from bitter personal experience. During the Spanish Civil War, he had been forced to flee 

Barcelona, leaving virtually all of his possessions, including a brge collection of books and 

manuscripts which also included some of Ponce's that were subsequently destroyed. Segovia 

blamed the Rnjos (Reds), the anarchists, socialists and communists for the destruction of his 

168 Segovia to Ponce, 20~ January 1941 in Segovia, Tht SegOt7a,Polltt ulfm, 236-7. 
169 Segovia to Ponce, 23m February 1941 in Segovia, Tht S,,~omt1-POJ;ce Ullerr, 243. 
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pl.Operty. Consequently, when Franco overthrew the Republican government, Segovia threw 

his allegiance behind the nationalist government, whom he described as representing la palria, 

la religiofl y la allloridad (Country, Religion and Authority). 170 

Evidence from the Recitaii)\rograms 

The repertoire that Segovia performed in his recitals reflected his conservative values. His 

recital programs were usually divided into three parts and comprised a mixture of original 

works as well as his transcriptions. The original works included compositions by nineteenth 

and early twentieth century guitarist composers and also works that were composed 

specifically for him. Transcriptions were a constant of Segovia's programs throughout his 

career, despite the increasing number of new original works written for him. 

Segovia's perfonnances included works by nineteenth ccntuty guitarist-composers such as 

Fernando Sor and, to a lesser degree, Mauro Giuliani. Works by Francisco Tan-ega also 

feature prominently. Tarrega's output is characterised by miniaturist works lasting no more 

than four or five minutes, intense, perfectly proportioned, lyrical, and based on simple 

harmonic structures that exploit tlte sonority of the instrument. His catalogue of original 

works includes popular European dances such as the mazurka (Adelila, (SEM, IV), lvlariefa 

(SEM, IV) and Matftrka ill Sol, (SEM, IV)), gavotte (Marfa, (SEM, IV)), minuet (A1imlclto, 

(SEM, IV)) and pavane (Pavana, (SE1\1, IV)),171 His other works reflect a romantic nationalist 

style that references significant landmarks, such as ReCilerdos de /0 Alhambra (.Memories of the 

170 Segovia to Ponce, between 19th May 1936 - February 1937 in Segovia, The S egotin-Polla utlerJ", t 64. 
171 The referL'1lcing of Tarreh>a's works IS based on Melchor Rodriguez in ObmJ conrplelilS tit Ttimgo, Soneto Edicione5 
Musicales, 1992. Tlus numbering is employed in the DicciofWio de fa nlJiJica upatiola e hispollOOi?lenCoflo, S.V. "Tarrcga Eixca, 
Francisco." SEM refers to the publtsher Sonero Edicione~ Musicales. 
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Alhambra SElVf, IV), or the flamenco song and dance tradition such as DOIJ!{fJ mora (SEM., V), 

and Capn'cho arabe (1888). 

Rhapsodic fca/e·Pke passagu 'bat are mmllifCefJI 0/ foulJmco 

I 
.farm 

, Ii: j 

= I r r 

Example 43: Capricho arabe. 

New original works that Segovia perfonned were written specifically for him. Apart from 

Manuel de Falla's Homenqje -Pollr Ie Tombea" de Clallde Deblls[Y (1920), Segovia tended not to 

play music dedicated to other guitarists. For example, the very popular Concierto de Arat!Jilez 

(1939) written by Joaquin Rodrigo and dedicated to Regino Sainz de la Maza, does not appear 

in Segovia'S discography or, it seems from the available evidence, his recital programs. The 

less popular J~f1lasfa para 1/11 genIi/hombre (1954), which was dedicated to Segov-ia, was however 

perfonned and recorded by him. Composers who dedicated their works to Segovia such as 

Joaquin Turina, Federico Moreno-T6rroba, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Joaquin Rodrigo, 

Albert Roussel, Heitor Villa-Lobos, and Ponce are represented in his recital programs. Due 
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to the importa..llce Segovia ascribed to the reception of the work, there is a conservative 

homogeneity within this body of work. 

In his collaborations with composers, Segovia sought to expunge or moderate elements that 

conflicted with his values and commercial objectives. The collective effect of this was to 

produce what Irene de la Hoz Lopez refers to as the "Segovian repertoire" ,172 The recital was 

an important tool for marketing this repertoire to the public, but it was also an important 

vehicle, along with his numerous recordings, for projecting a musical conservatism across the 

repertoire of the guitar and thereby stylistically stereotyping the instrument. Admirers of 

Segovia acknowledged his preference for music of the past and the stagnating effect that this 

had on the repertoire of the guitar. 

Segovia did create a new identity for the guitar and widen its 

horizons en01mously. But by the 1960s the language of the 

guitar was looking too much to the past and too little to the 

contemporary for the young players, such as Bream and 

Williams who were eager to push ahead. m 

Segovia's transcriptions extended over several historical periods and also :a diverse range of 

instrumental media such as the harpsichord, lute, celio, violi..'1, piano and string quartet. The 

common elements shared by these works include a contrapuntal texture, a dominant melodic 

line, functional harmonic language, regular rhythmic phrasing, and often a Spanish flavour. 

They include works by Fran<;ois Couperin (c.1631-1708-12), Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741), 

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759), Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), Christoph Gluck 

(1714-1787), Joseph :Haydn, Wolfgang .Amadeus Mozart, Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847), 

172 Dicciollorio tk /a nJlinc(I (spalio/a (hispOIlO(llllffl((lIlO, s.v. "Segovia Torres, Andres." 
m (;raham Wade, "Reflections and Projections," Guitar IlIleml1tiolJo/17, no. 2 (1988): 17. 
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Johannes Braluns (1833-1897), Franz Schubert (1797-1828), Robert Schumann, Enrique 

Granados (1867-1916), Isaac Alberuz (1860-1909), and Joaquin Malats (1872-c.1912). 

Segovia's transcriptions of Alberuz's piano works figured prominently in his recitals 

throughout his career and included "Granada", "Asturias", "Sevilla" from the SJlite espa/in/a 

(1886), "Torre Benneja" from the 12 piezas carm1er/sticas, op. 92 (1888), and "Zambra 

granadina", "Capric:!o catalan", and "Mallorca" from the Suite espaglinle no. 2 (1889). 

Four recital programs from the early, middle and late part of Segovia's performing career are 

presented below. Each program reflects a \vide historical breadth of several hundred years. 

Items are not arranged chronologically, but according to a perceived stylistic congruence. All 

four programs illustrate the importance of transcriptions throughout Segovia's '.:oncert career 

and their relative frequency in comparison to the original works written for him. 

Transcriptions naturally figure prominently in the first two programs dated 1917 and 1927, as 

they date from the early part of his career. The t±nrd and fourth programs dating from 1953 

and 1973 include original works by Ponce, as well as Turina, Moreno-T6rroba, Rodrigo, 

Tansman, and Castelnuovo-Tedesco. These four programs show that Segovia continued to 

use transcriptions in his recitals more frequently than he used original works written for him. 

Transcriptions of music by Johann Sebastian Bach, Isaac Alberuz and Enrique Granados were 

a mainstay of his recitals throughout his career, thus demonstrating not only their popularity, 

but also Segovia's affinity with this music. The first program is from a recital at the Alhambra 

Palace Hotel, Granada on the 17th JtIDe 1917.174 

17.1 Wade and Garno, A Nnp Look tIt SegOlW, 1 :39-40. 
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1. 
Mit1llclo eJ11l1i FernandoSor 

Tel1la COil Varaciones Fernando Sor 

Serel/ala J oaqufn Malats 

Scherzo - GatJota Francisco Tan-ega 

C'apricho ambe Francisco Tarrega 

2. 
UJlIre Johann Sebastian Bach 

Claro de L.Jlfla Ludwig van Beethoven 

Bercel/se Robert Schumann 

Vals Fryderyk Chopin 

Nocttlnlo Fryderyk Chopin 

3. 
LoMeJtre Miguel Uobet 

L 'Hellrell Riera 1-figuel IJobet 

Grallada Isaac Alberuz 

Cadiz Isaac Alberuz 

Danza Enrique Granados 

The second program is from his debut recital at the \Vigmore Hall, London on the 29th 

January 1927,175 

m Ibid, 1:65. 
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1. 

Andante and &mdo 

Danza 

Improvisation 

Tonadilla 

2. 

Saraballde 

Gavotte et Mllsette - Loure 

Canzonetla 

3. 

Theme zwie et Fiflale 

Serenata 

Granada - (adiz 

FemandoSor 

Federico Moreno n T6rroba 

Carlos Pedrell 

Enrique Granados 

George Frideric Handel 

Johann Sebastian Bach 

Felix Mendelssohn 

Manuel M. Ponce 

Gustave Samazeuilh 

Isaac Albeniz 

• <II. • • "'/\ '1 ~' . " 

The third program is from a recital at the Royal Festival Hall, London on the 10th November 

1953.J7(· 

1. 
Ana fOIl Vana::joni 

S,lile ill A - Prelude, Ballet, Sarabande, Giglle 

Andante et ."1t'l~gretto 

2. 
Prelllde et LlJllre 

176 Ibid., 1:158. 

Girolamo Frescobaldi 

Silvius Leopold Weiss 177 

FemandoSor 

Johann Sebastian Bach 

I n Most probably the Suite in A (1930·1931) composed by Ponce 
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SOfia/a 

Allegretto - Mmllet 

Ca"zotletla 

3. 
Capriccio 

1.0 tJltfya de Gqya 

iV1a//orca -Tom BeJ7lJqa 

Domenico Scarlatti 

J ean-Phippe Rameau 

Felix Mendelssohn 

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

Enrique Granados 

Isaac Albeniz 

The fourth program is from a recital at the Leiderhall Beethovensaal, Stuttgart on the 17th 

October 1973.17!l 

1. 
GJllrallte, fJdagio et Galliarde 

Dellx J ot/a/ineltes 

Varia/iolls slIr 1111 Theme poplliain: 

Dipso 
Trois Preh,des 

2. 
SlIite 

,Qllatn: S olla/es 

Prell/de, Sarabande, Me7l11et, COltrt1l1/e 

3. 
T aran/ella 

Barcarola et A1a~lrka 

1711 Wade and (ramo, A New Look at S~1!,lJt1", 2:89, 
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Silvius Leopold Weiss 

Georg Benda 

Fernando Sor 

Vincente Asencio 

Federico Moreno-T6rroba 

George Frideric Handel 

Domenico Scarlatti 

Johann Seh9.stian Bach 

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

Alexandre Tansrnan 
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Danza efJ Sol 

Granada 

Evidence from the Discography 

Enrique Granados 

Isaac Albeniz 

The discography of Segovia. affirms the view that he preferred pre-twentieth century music, 

especially the instrumental music of Johann Sebastian Bach and the piano works of Isaac 

Albeniz and Enrique Granados.179 Segovia made nearly forty separate recordings between 

1924 and 1925 to 1978. All but nine of these contain transcriptions of non-guitar works. The 

most frequently recorded transcriptions are those by Johann Sebastian Bach, Isaac Albeniz 

and Enrique Granados. One recording, Amhis Segovia Plqys Bach (SAGA5248), is dedicated 

exclusively to transcriptions from the cello suites, violin partitas and lute suites of Johann 

Sebastian Bach.1HO Nine recordings contain transcriptions of works by Albeniz and Granados. 

Recorded works of Albeniz include "Granada" and "Leyenda" from the SlIite espanola (1886), 

"1orre Berrneja" from the 12 pieifls tvracteristicas, op. 92 (1888), Zantbra gratladint1 (1889), and 

"Seville" from the Slnte espagnole (1889). \X7orks by Granados include the Spanish dances 

"Andaluza" and "Melanc6lica" from the 12 dan=?J1s espanolas (c. 1888-1890). Trans~l1ptions 

contained in Segovia's recorWngs spa.,q several hundred years beginning with the vihuela 

compositions of Alonso Mudarra (c. 1510-1580) and Luys M:ilin (c. 1500- after 1560), the lute 

works of Johann Sebastian Bach and Sylvius Leopold Weiss, the keyboard works of George 

Frideric Handel and Fran<;ois Couperin, as well as the piano and ensemble works of Joseph 

Haydll, Franz Schubert, Felix Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, Fryderyk Chopin and Edvard 

179 Evidence of Segovia's discography is based on the extensive list of recordings published in \\'ade, S~~oI7a: A Gltbrolioll, 
121·29. 
IBll :\ndrcs SCf,l'(wia, A1Idres Segotio PlJ:ys Bach, SA(;A 5248. 
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Grieg. 

Evidence from Segovia's Collaboration with Other Composers 

Segovia took an active role in his partnerships with composers and sought to have some 

influence over the musical content. He naturally provided technical input to ensure the 

idiomatic quality of the work, but he also sought to influence the types of musical choices 

available to the composer. 

Turina had no idea how to write for the guitar. Scvil/alJa was 

the first piece he wrote for me. I had to keep sending it back 

and every three days he wrote it all out again. Everything he 

wrote includ~d the theme of the SClillana. W'hen he came to 

write ]:cmdallgllillo, he wanted to put the same in again, and I 

had to say no! And of course Falldangllillo is a most beautiful 

composition. But with the Sezillalla I had to work very hard; I 

had to make many modifications so that it could be more 

fluent over the fingerboard. And he was a perfectionist himself 

in every way. And every day came another version i, ~ there was 

anything that I disliked. Hh 

Milhaud's S egovialla, op. 366 (1957) 

Works that Segovia rejected define his musical aesthetic indirectly. He did not automatically 

accept every work written for him and rejected works from prominent composers. For 

example. Sigot'iana op. 366 (1957) by Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) was written for Segovia, but 

181 Wade and Garno, A New I.lJok at St~otia, 1 :53-54. 
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The Pressure on Ponce's Non-Guitar Output 

Segovia's many requests for new work., competed with Ponce's compositions for other media 

an .. l also his editorial interests. The guitar compositions that Ponce wrote for Segovia 

between 1925 and 1932 include five large-scale sonatas, two suites, the TWet1[y-Follr Prelldes for 

Guitar (1926-1930), two theme and variation works including the monumental Variations sllr 

(~olia de Espaiia" et fllgllc (1929), and numerous smaller works. 'Ibis intensive period of guitar 

composition paralleled a dramatic decline in the output of piano and vocal music, which had 

previously been the focus of Ponce's creative efforts. From 1926 to 1932, Ponce produced 

only four piano works, including the Prellldios eneadettados (1927), Glatro piezas para piano (1929), 

S ollatille (1932), and two vocal compositions, the Dos eanciones (1925) and the T res poemas de 

Mariaflo Bn"l (1928). Prior to 1925, Ponce's output for piano, and piano and voice, had been 

prolific. Before 1925, he completed approximately 129 individual works for piano. Similarly, 

he wrote approximately sixteen original songs for piano and voice, and approximately fifty

four arrangements for piano and voice before 1925, but virtually stopped writing for this 

combination between 1926 and 1932.188 

Segovia recognised that his constant requests sometimes str.rined his relationship with Ponce. 

In 1928, over the course of several months, he had repeatedly asked Ponce to complete the 

SOllata romantita (1928) and as well, three sets of guitar studies which were to be arranged as a 

series of preludes and fugues in the manner of Johann Sebastian Bach's Das wohltemperirte 

clavicr (1722). Ponce had not sent Segovia any of the studies, nor returned the corrections to 

the S Of/ata romantiea, and after a prolonged period of no reply, Segovia thought that he must 

have offended the composer. In a letter written in June of that year, Segovia apologized for 

his badgering behaviour. 

IllS Miranda, AImmel"!. POllt'(, 133·142. 
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I understand that I harass you too much. When I feel touched 

by someone I am like that. But I understand also that it is 

necessary to put the brakes on. And I am [oing to do so. I will 

not harass you any more.189 

Evidence from Segovia's Letters 

Segovia's letters describe a performer dedicated to expanding the repertoire of the guitar. 

However, Segovia's dedia:.uon to this task also coincided with his personal need for new 

original works and this sometimes caused him to ignore Ponce's failing health. For example, 

in his letter of 15th April 1940, Segovia is relieved to hear that Ponce, recently very ill with 

uremia - the disease that eventually killed him - is now recovering. 

My dear Manuel: Your last cable calmed me. I have already 

thought you to be back on the track towards convalescence and 

recovery. And without my presence at your side and the 

agitation that tlle dynamism of my life involuntarily causes you, 

you will see how quickly you return the nonnalcy of peace and 

health. 190 

Segovia's decision to give Ponce a wide berth was designed to head-off any repercussions 

from an earlier letter. In this letter dated 26 th August 1939, Segovia complained bitterly that he 

had not heard from Ponce for more than a year. Angrily, he referred to Ponce and his wife 

Clementina, as "ungra.:eful" and "obstinate". 

11l'l Segovia to Ponce,June 1928 in Segovia. The Sr,gotia.Pollc( Leiters, 34. 
I<JO Segovia to Ponce, 15rh ;\pril1940 in Seg(r~ia, The S~~0I7il.PDllce ullers, 195. 
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Segovia's real intention in the above quoted letter was to encourage Ponce to complete the 

guitar concerto, a project that Segovia had nurtured for many years and was loathe to let 

simply fade away. Though Segovia's concern for his friend's health is genuine, there is also an 

underlying expedience. He also wanted Pt"'uce to make a piano reduction of the work. 

Do not stop rapidly finishing the one for Guitar and Orchestra 

nor in making the reduction for Piano and Guitar, so that I can 

work at it at once with Paquita .... 

Adios. \Vrite me two sentences. And if you are rested, finish 

the Concerto so I can work on it soon and play it in Buenos 

Aires and here (possibly Chile), be it in your homage or in the 

perfonnances I -Mil give this winter. The one by Castelnuovo 

was a colossal success in Lima. 191 

In some cases Segovia's letters to the ill Ponce are monuments of insensitivity. In the case of 

the Concierto del stir (1941), Segovia does not consider the possible effect that his request for 

the completed concerto and also a piano reduction might have on the very ill composer and 

he exploits the success of Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Gtlitar Concerto iJJ D (1939) as an expedient 

to motivate Ponce. He implies that the success of Castelnuovo-Tedesco's work would 

certainly be overshadowed by the guaranteed success of Ponce's concerto. Hence, Ponce 

should get a move on and finish the work. 

191 Ibid., 196-197. Parentheses are tbe author's. 
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Segovia's Influence on the Compositional Process 

Segovia's influence on Ponce's guitar compositions was manifest in two forms: editorial and 

musical. His editori?J role was an inevit'lble and natural extension of his superior technical 

understanding of the instrument. fIe prepared Ponce's works for publication, correcting any 

impracticable passages and supplying the left and tight hand finger markings. 192 Segovia's 

editorial role is exemplified in the corrections he suegestcd to the last movement of the S Of1ata 

romal1tica (1928), which was originally returned to Ponce because its step-wise arpeggio 

passages were impossible at the ascribed tempo. 

Do you understand? On the guitar the technique of the 

arpeggio is derived almost stricdy from the possibilities of the 

blocked chord. What is not possible in a chord struck together, 

is not possible in arpeggiation, unless it is played very slowly.11)3 

Where SegoT:ia helped Ponce with the idiom of the instrument, there is a clear delineation 

between the indelJendent roles of composer and performer. However, in those cases where 

Segovia sought to influence the musical content of the work, the delineation between 

composer and performer is less clear. 

192 'Ibe decision as to how to dJStributc certain chords, or a mciodic phrase over a particular combination of strings or region 
of the fretboard is a subjective and personal judgment. 'Ibc tuning of the guitar'S ~trings in a series of fourths, interrupted by 
the interval a third between the second and third strings, allows the player to duplicate a particular octave range (lver two or 
more areas of the frceboard with distinctly different sonorous and timbral effects. \V'here a particular passage is executed, it 
is ultimately a compromise of technical facility and personal taste. In this way, Segovia's editorial role complemented the 
creative role of Ponce, ensuring that what was written was ultimately playable. 
193 Segovia to Ponce, 30th September 1928 in Segovia, The SegOt711-P0l1fl Litters, 39. 
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Segovia's attempt to influence the content of the music signifi.{:antly challenged the creative 

independence of Ponce. The sequential nature of the composer and perfOtmer relationship 

was, at times, obscured by Segovia's attempt to restrict Ponce's aesthetic choices. The case of 

the Tmmolo (1930 unpublished) illustrates how this affected the relationship between Segovia 

and Ponce. Segovia suggested changes to the Tremolo on two occasions. In July 1930 he 

wrote, 

I am sending you the tremolo so you can reVIse it and 

incorporate my indications if you think they are appropriate. I 

am annulling the first one, I tried it later and it does not seem 

necessary to me. But, I think the reprise of the song will be 

much better an octave higher and with an interesting counter 

melody. And also modify the end, so it will come out a little 

more spicy.194 

Later that same month, he explained to Ponce that the bass accompaniment: to the reprise of 

the folk song was monotonous. As a result of this criticism, Ponce became increasingly 

distant. Attemp:i1g to placate Ponce, Segovia wrote: 

Dear Manuel: I am afraid that my wish to make some changes 

in the manuscript of the Tremolo has displeased you, contrary 

to your custom. If that is the case, you have no reason to be 

displeased, by just not making them. You already know the 

enormous affection with which I play and care for yOill' works, 

1'.14 Sego'v1a to Ponce,July 1930 in Segovia, The Segotia,PolICt UtltrJ, 72, 
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and the great admiration I feel for you. I f I make some 

observation, it is from an instrumental point of view, never 

artistic, and W1th the best intentions in the world.1'J5 

Despite his claims to the contrary, Segovia did try on several occasions to influence the music 

that Ponce wrote for him. His requests for new works were very specific and some pre

selected the overall character, style, and form of the work, as well as the thematic material, 

texture and tonality. During the composition of the Variations slIr ''[<alia de Espaiia" et jitgllC 

(1929), his suggested changes in some cases challenged Ponce's original vision of the work. 

The composition of the Variatiolls slIr (Folia de Espat7a" etfttgllc demonstrates that toward the 

end of the 1920s, the partnership between both men was under considerable pressure. 

A ,":ase Study Illustrating Segovia's Influence: T/ariatio!ls slIr ((Folia de Espana" et jitglle 

(1929) 

The degree to which Segovia sought to influence the music of Ponce is illustrated by the 

genesis, evolution, publication and recording of the Variations stir ((Folia de Espana "et fitgllc 

(1929). Segovia originally suggested the idea for a composition based on a set of variations 

written around the theme of "Folias de Espana" between 1925 and 1926, shortly after Ponce 

arrived in Paris. In a letter written in December 1929, he revisited this idea and outlined his 

plans for the work. 

I wane you to write some brilliant variations for me on the 

theme of the Folias de Espana, in D minor, and which I am 

sending you a copy from a Berlin manuscript. In a style that 

borders between the Italian classicism of the 18th century and 

195 Segovia to Ponce, 24th July 1929 ill SegoVI.Ol, The Se,.f!,otia.PonC( I-tllers, 74 
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the dawning of German romanticism. I ask you this on my 

knees ... I want this work to be the greatest piece of that 

period, the pClldatll [i.e. counterpart] of those of Corelli for 

violin on the same theme. Start writing variations and send 

them to me, and try to see that they contain all the technical 

resources of the guitar, for example variations with 

simultaneous three-note chords, in octaves, in arpeggios, rapid 

successions that ascend to the high B and then faJ to the low 

D, suspensions in noble polyphonic motion, repeated notes, a 

grand cantabile that makes the beauty of the theme stand out, 

seen through the ingenious weave of the variation, and a return 

to the theme to finish with large chords, ... In all twelve or 

fourteen variations, a work for the whole section of the 

progra.rn, \vhich will not be long because of the contrast of 

each variation with what precedes and follows it. l96 

Throughout the evolution of the Vana/iol1s stir ((Folia de EsplaJ1ade fi'!,tlC, Segovia continued to 

give very specific instructions regarding the content of the indi'vidual variations. In May 1931, 

shordy before his Paris concert, he wrote the following urgent note to Ponce: 

And it is necessary, absolutely necessary, that you dedicate all 

of tomorrow in composing one more variation in tremolo, in 

minor, very melodic, in triple meter, better long than short, and 

not very complicated, so that I can srudy it from now until the 

concert. Something similar to this sketch: 

1% Segovia to Ponce, December 1929 in SC1-,'Uvia, The Se,got'io,POllft utters, 50. The parentheses and Italics are Segovt.1·s. 
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and with an interesting bass line. 

It is absolutely necessary. I have tried inserting this technical 

device between the two variati.ons and it has an admirable 

effect. It can thus help the success of the work.1'l7 

Segovia'S purpose in describing in detail the theme of the work, and also the character and 

texture of the variations, was to preserve his original vision of a technical display piece. 

Ponce did not automatically accept these instructions, but instead maintained his own ideas of 

the work. The V'ariatiol1s slIr '1:<o/ia de Espaiia"et fi{glle hence became the site where both men 

negotiated and argued their respective aesthetic values and goals. 

Initially, Ponce was very enthusiastic about the idea of a theme and variations work, and 

during December 1929 he wrote at least three, possibly four times to Segovia. In the course 

of these letters, the overall plan of the work expanded exponentially. By the end of 

December, the broad plan of the work was "Prelude, Theme and Variations on "Folia de 

Espana" and Fugue", a monumental fonn unprecedented in the guitar's repertoire.l91! Ponce's 

decision to end the work with a fugue was most likely a concession to Segovia. Segovia had 

recendy asked Ponce to compose a series of preludes and fugues for guitar in the style of 

Johann Sebastian Bach's Das JvohltefJpen'rte dmier (1722). Ponce began composing the 

197 Segovia to POllce, 11 th May 1931 in Segovia, The St,.p,ona,Pollc( I.l/lm, 94. 
11)6 Segovia to Ponce, December 1929 in SeI-,>{)vLl, Tk Se.g(ma.j>IJII(t 1-tlfm, 52-53 
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preludes, which were later published independently as a set of twenty-four, Iil/ellty-FfJllr 

Preltldes for Guitar (1926-1930), but did not compose the envisaged fugues. I'}9 

Ponce's departure from the original idea of a theme and variations form greatly concerned 

Segovia. As early as the 22nd December 1929, Segovia began to doubt whether the ''Prelude, 

Th~me and Variations on "Folia de Espana" and Fugue" would be successful since a "less 

sophisticated public" might not receive it positively. Consequently, he wanted to replace the 

Fugue with a Hshort and brilliant finale", but Ponce resisted this idea. 200 Later, in December 

1932, Segovia recommended that t.he "Prelude, Theme and Variations on "Folias de Espana" 

and Fugu1t.." be divided into two separate works. The prelude and fugue would be combined 

with an earlier prelude, composed on a Castilian theme. This would leave the "Theme and 

Variations on "Folia de Espana'''' as a separate work, thus reinstating Segovia's original vi&ion 

of the work.201 The subsequent omission of the prelude from the final published form of the 

work indicates that Ponce was persuaded eventually to reduce its overall length. The 

published work, V'anoti01ls slIr "P'olio de Espaih" et.fttglle (1929) was, in this way, a compromise 

between two competing visions rather than an independently created work. 

Segovia'S Recording of the Variations sur "Folia de Espana" et fugue (1929) 

Segovia sometimes recorded individual movements or individual pieces from Ponce's guitar 

works based on his personal preference. \'Qhilst his selective recording of Ponce's works was 

sometimes imposed arbitrarily by the time limitations of the wax cylinders on which the music 

was recorded, other recordings of Ponce's works are essentially personal selections from 

completed works. His 1930 recording of the Sonata III (1927), for example, includes only the 

£i..ru,:: and second movements. Some of Segovia'S recordings rename Ponce's works. The 

1 '19 Segovia to Ponce, :!loti May 1928 in Sego'V-ia, The SegatTa'PU1Ii? LeI/en, 31. 
2m) Segovia to Ponce, 220d December 1929 in ScgoVLl, The Segoli(l,Pullle I~flm, 51-
201 Segovia to Ponce, 22nd February 1930 in SCgOVi,l, The Je,.p,ot'ia'P()lIct Ullers, 66. 
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original prelude to the Theme and Variations slIr "Folia de Espana" et jitgJIe (1929) was recorded. as 

the Postilldc (1929). Later recordings made for Decca during the 1960s reflect a continuation 

of this trend. Only the first movement of the Sonatina meridional (1932) was recorded :n July 

1962. Likewise, only the second song of the T res ctJl1cioncs poplllares mexicanas (1924), "Por ti, mi 

corn..zon", was recorded. Furthermore~ both works are renamed. Th.e first movement of the 

Sonatina meridional (1932) is titled "Cancion y Paisaje", while the second song of the Tres 

conciones popllfares me:x.icaflas is labeled "Cancion". The descriptive mture of these titles bears 

little resemblance to tlle title of the original work and reinforces the view that Segovia 

recorded them as self-contained and individual items, rather than as the individual 

movements of the parent work. 

The Postltlde (1930) and Variations sllr {{Folia de Espana" et ji'l,lIe (1929) 

The origins of the Postl"de and its relationship to the Variations sllr 'f'olia de Espaiia" et jitglle is 

the subject of some speculation. John Duarte holds that the work was written originally as 

one of the variations for T/ariations slIr '1.<oiia de Espaiia" et jitgIlC.'202 However, it is probable that 

the work was the prelude originally written for the T/ariatiolls slIr l1:'olia de Espaiia" et ji~lIe. 

Segovia recorded the Postlude late in 1930 for His Master's Voice (HMV). The only known 

reference to this work is his letter to Ponce, dated between 22nd October 1932 and 11th 

November 1932. 

The prelude - or postlude, as I called it on the record - to 

which you refe!", is not published. How could I send it to the 

publisher without notifying you and without Schott paying 

you? I played it for His Master's Voice, after the Cancion -

Andante of Sonata No. III so that together they would fill a 

202 Jo1m Duarte, jacket notes in Amhes Segovia .rYldris S(J;olia: &cortiil{gs 1927·1939. EMI CHS761047. 
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side of the record in which there is also the Allegro of the same 

Sonata.203 

In Segovia's letters, dle prelude originally written for the Variations sur 'f'olia de Espana" et fuglle 

is known under three different names: ''Prelude''2f1.1, "Preludio arabe"205, and Postlude (1930)206, 

Available evidence indicates that the three separate tides refer to the same work. 

A letter dated 25th September 1930 suggests that the prelude to the Variatio11S sllr ({ralia de 

Espaifa" et fllglle and the "Preludio arabe" are the same work. Segovia discusses his intention 

to include some of Ponce's works in a forthcoming series of six recordings for HMV. 

I am also going to record, if you have no objections to it, the 

Preludio arabe - I qualifY it \vith this designation now, so you 

will know which one it is, that is the one you wrote for the 

'Folias' - followed by the cancion that you introduced in the 

Sonata III as an andante.207 

The "Preludio arabe" mentioned in the above passage is the prelude originally composed for 

the Variations slIr "Folia de Espatia"et jtgJle. Segovia states that he uses the term "Preludio" so 

that Ponce will know that it is the "one" that he composed for the Variations slIr ({Folia de 

Espaifa''et.fitgtfe. Secondly, the absence of any reference to an Arabic variation in any of the 

many letters dealing with the Varia/ions stir 'f'olia de Espana"et jtgtle suggests that Segovia is 

203 Segovia to Ponce, between 22nd Ocrober 1932 and 11 th Novembl'J: 1932 in Segovia, The Segovia,Pollte I.el!m, 131. 
2(1·, Segovia to Ponce, between Decemb<.'J: 1929 and 26th February 1930 in Segovia, The S egotia,Pollte Lellers, 52,67. 

205 Segovia to Ponce, 25m September 1030 in Segovia, The Segol·to,Pollce L..£lIm, 88. 
206 Segovia to Ponce, between 22nd October 1932 and 11 th Novt'mbt'r 1932 in Segov1.'1, TIJe Segolw.Ponce Letters,l)' 1. 

207 Segovia to Ponce, 25 th September 1930 in Segovia, The Se.got·ia,Pollce Letterr, 88, 
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referring to the original prelude and not to one of the variations, as argued by Duarte. 

Another letter, dated between 22nd October 1932 and the 11 ili November 1932, implies that 

the prelude originally composed for the VOliations stir '~olia dc Espaiia" ct fugllc and the Postll/dc 

are also the same work. Tbis same letter contains the only available reference to the Postltldc. 

In this letter, Segovia states that he replaced the tide of a "prelude" with the tide "postlude". 

The prelude - or postlude, as I called it on the record - to 

which you refer, is not published.20s 

The "Prelude" referred to in the above quotation is the prelude originally composed for rhe 

Vanations sllr ''/:''''olia de Espana"et jitglle. • letter dated January 1930 discusses this work in terms 

that are also applicable to the PastIl/de. Sego\1.a is traveling by boat to America for a concert in 

New York at which he intends to perform the Variations sllr (7.~/ia de Espantl"etfiWIe. On 

route, he realises that he has left most of the prelude behind in his hotel room in Paris. He 

asks Ponce to make another copy of the work so dlat he can study it. 

But in spite of not having it all, I have enough to realise that it 

will be much more difficult to put in my fingers than all the 

variations and the fugue. Those groups of triplets are very 

difficult in some positions, and since they must be played with 

great evenness, it will not be possible to have it well studied 

without counting on a long time of work.209 

20S Slgovia to Ponce, between 22nd October1932 and 11 d1 November 1932 in Segc'via. The SegoI711,P01lCt Lttkrr, 13l. 
2U'l Segovia to Ponce,January 1930 in Segovia, The Sti',olia~POfl(e Le/tm. 60. 
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The "Prelude" and the Postltlde are the same work. The "groups of triplets" that identify the 

"Prelude" are also a characteristic of the Postltlde. The Postillde is based largely on a triplet 

rhytlunic pattern, which is periodically and briefly interrupted by a quaver figure. 

Example 44: Postlude. 

Furthermore, taken in combination, the first and second letters dated 25 th September 1930, 

and between 220d October 1932 and 11th November 1932 respectively, confinn the "Preludio 

arabe", the "Prelude" and the Pastil/de are the same work. Both letters refer to the 

programming of the Postltlde in the recordings Segovia made for HivfV in 1930. In the letter 

dated 25 th September 1930, Segovia writes, 

I am also going to'~cord, if you have no objection to it, the 

preludio-arabe - I qualify it ,vith this designation now, so you 

will know which one it is, that is the one you wrote for the 

Folfas - followed by the canci6n that you introduced in the 

Sonata III, as an andante.21o 

In the second letter dated between 220d October 1932 and the 11 th November 1932, after he 

has completed the recordings, Segovia tells Ponce that he has recl)rded the "Prelude", 

I played it for His Master's Voice, after the Canci6n - Andante 

of Sonata No. III so that together they would lill a side of the 

lIU Segovia to Ponce, 25 th September 1930 in $CgovL1, The St.J!,otia~Pofl(t Let/en, 88 
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record.211 

Collectively, Segovia's three letters to Ponce dated January 1930, 2Sth September 1930, and 

between 22nd October 1932 and 11 th November 1932, show that the work recorded and 

published as the Postlude was originally the prelude from the Variatiolls sur "Folia de Espalla" et 

fttgue (1929). This work was also known as the "Preludio arabe" and was not originally one of 

the variations of the Variations sur {Folia de Espaiia"et ff/gue, as Duarte argues. 

Segovia's Recording of the Variations sur 'Folia de Espaiia" et fitglle (1929) 

In his recording of some of Ponce's works, Segovia made significant changes to the original 

score. In his recording of the Variations fur "Folia de Espaiia"et fuglle, he omitted variations that 

he specifically requested, introduced ornamentation, and substituted his own version of the 

theme. 

Segovia'S recording of the Variatiolls sllr '}taka de Espaiia"et fitglle on The A11 ojAtldrts Segovia: 

The HMV Recordings 1927-39 (RLS.74S) omits the following variations: one, six, eleven, and 

var.ations thirteen through to twenty - in all, eleven variations. Segovia specifically requested 

the tremolo variation (number sixteen). In a letter dated 11th May 1931, Segovia told Ponce 

that it was imperative that one of the variations was a tremolo, "in a minor key, very melodic, 

in triple meter, better long than short, and not very com?.licated".21~ However, this particular 

variation, and ten others, were not consistent with SegO".ria's original notion of a display piece 

and were therefore omitted. In some of the variations, Segovia added and omitted notes. For 

example, his recording of variation seven includes additional passing notes and omits certain 

grace notes. The following example is an excerpt from the published fonn of variation seven. 

211 Segovia to Ponce, between 22nrl October 1932 - 11 rh November 1932 in Segovia, The Se.~ottj4·POfll"t Letters, 131. 
212 Segovia to Ponce, 11 rh May 1931 in Segovia, The StgOltjl1.POIIU I.el!m, 94 
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Example 45: Variations sur "Folia de Espafia"et fugue, variation 7. 

The following transcription of variation seven from the aforementioned HMV recording 

omits the grace notes at bar nine, adds passing notes at bars fifteen, and sLxteen; and inserts a 

legato semiquaver motif at bar eighteen.m 

213 'Inc transcription is by the author. 
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Example 46: Variations sur "Folia de Espafia"et fugue, variation 7. 

The most striking example of Segovia's re-writing of Ponce's music is his recording of the 

theme from the Vanations Sllr (}<o/ia de Espaiia"e! fitgtle. In this instance, Segovia substituted his 

own arrangement of the folias theme in preference to Ponce's original score. The following 

example is Ponce's published arrangement of the folias theme. 
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Example 47: Variations sur "Folia de Espafia"et fugue, theme. 

The next example is a transcription of the theme, as recorded by Segovia in the 

aforementioned The .Art of Andres S egotia: The HMV Recordings 1927-39. 
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Example 48: Variations sur "Folia de Espafia"et fugue, theme.2t4 

The next chapter will examine the Sonata mexicana (1923) and the T res cat/ciollcs popll/ares 

mexicatl'as (1924), the only guitar works Ponce composed prior to his departure for Paris in 

1925. The analysis of these works will show that, from the outset of their partnership, the 

collaboration between Ponce and Sego\ria was consistent with Mellers' model of mutual 

independence. Both works reflect conservative musical values. Their thematic material is 

214 lbc transcription i., by the author. 
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derived from the canci6n tradition and their harmonic writing is romantic and consonant. 

Segovia's letters show that he immediately liked the Sonata mexicana and the Tres canciones 

pop/llares me>..ical1as, since there is no evidence to suggest that he tried to influence their 

composition. Consequendy, the roles of composer and perfonner were mutually 

independent at this time. 
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Chapter 6 

6. THE PRE-1925 GUITAR WORKS OF IvlANUEL PONCE 

The Pre-1925 Guitar Works of Manuel M. Ponce and their Antecede:nts in Mexican 

Folk and Popular Music 

The early guitar works of Ponce were composed prior to his composition:al studies in Paris at 

the Ecole Nonnale de Musique in 1925 and include the Sonata me:><'7cana (1923) and the Tres 

caflciol1es popll/ares me:><.icallas (1924). The Tres concioms popll/ares mexicanas are arrangements for 

guitar of three previously published piano and vocal compositions: LA Valentina (pre-1917), 

La pqjarera (1909-1912) and Por Ii, mi corazon (1912). The Sonata mexicantJ is significant within 

the c&talogue of Ponce's music as the only overtly nationalist work he composed between 

1920 and 1924. The work assimilates elements of Mexican folk song and dance into a multi

movement sonata fonn and is related to earlier piano works, such a:; the Ba/ada mexicana 

(1915) as an example of dIe cancion fonn of nationalism rllat Ponce sought to initiate during 

1913 and 1919. The T res canciones poplllares me.ucal/as, on the other hand, belong to a genre of 

popular Mexican song, the lyrical cancion and preserve rlle modified strophic characteristic of 

that fonn, as well as the simple tonic-dominant hannonic language and cantabile melodies. 

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate rllat dle SOfrata mexicana and the Tres canciones 

pop"lares mc."x.icanas reflect the conservative musical aesthetic of Segovia and were thus not 

subject to the same extensive process of negotiation and re-working as other later 

compositions. Though rllese works are in general based on a simple tonic-dominant 

functional harmonic language, there are passages in rlle harmonic writing of the Sonata 
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mexic(1I1(J where the emphasis on tonal ambiguity anticipates the progressive harmonic 

language of the later guitar and non-guitar works. 

The meaning of the two tenns "canciones" and "populares", as they are used in the title Tres 

c(J11dol1es poplllares mcxical1(Js (1924), is equivocal and warrants clarification. In general, the term 

cancian denotes either a vocal composition as distinct from an instrumental composition, or a 

specific song form such as the candoll simple (Simple Song), la candoll revollldollada 

(Revolutionary Song) or fa cancioll ral1chera (Ranch Song). The term cancian, as it is used in the 

title Tres callciofJes poplllares me:xicaf1t1s, is generic and refers simply to a collection of three songs. 

In this instance, the term canciones does not blply a specific song fonn. In Spanish, the term 

poplliar has two meanings: vernacular or folk, and popular (Le. regarded with favour or 

approval). The derivative term poplllares, as it is used in the title T res condones poplliores 

me:xicar:as, simply denotes three popular or widely known songs. 1llis meaning is consistent 

with the non-folkloric origins of the second piece, Par Ii, mi corazon. In light of the above 

definitions of candon and populares, an appropriate translation of the title Tres c011do11es 

poptdares ttlcxicontlS is Three Popular Mexican Songs. 

Evidence of Ponce's Pre-1925 Guitar Compositions 

The Sonata mexicana (1923) 

The earliest surviving reference to the guimr works of Ponce is Segovia's letter of 1923. 'Illis 

letter records the existence of two works, a "Sonata" and a work called "Valentina". As 

Ponce and Segovia first met in Mexico City in 1923, the date of tlris letter confirms that the 

two compositions are in fact early works. The impersonal introduction "Querida Ponce" 

(Dear Ponce) of this particu!:ar letter dates it as one of the very early, if not the very first letter, 

Segovia wrote to Ponce. Later letters from Segovia typically began with "Querido I\.1anuel" 
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(Dear Manuel) or "Mi querido Manuel" (My Dear ManueQ. Segovia writes that he has 

recently played a 'Sonata' in Madrid, 

to the applause of the public, assent of the critics and effusive 

admiration of the musicians.215 

Later on in this letter, Segovia refers to a work called "Valentina" and agrun to tlle 

aforementimled "Sonata". 

But do not think that I want to limit myself to the Sonata and 

the witty V ru.entina. I am asking you again for more things 

because they are necessary for my many concerts and I want to 

see your nanle on all of them.216 

The identity of the sonata is probably the SOl/ala me..·"d'cana (1923). Two letters identifY this 

sonata as :-be first that Ponce wrote for the guitar. In the first letter, dated 1936, Segovia 

infonns Ponce that many of his guitar manuscripts have been destroyed as a result of the 

widespread looting and vandalism associated 'with the Spanish Revolution. 

Among the things that cause me the most pain, having been 

left back in Spain and destroyed, are your manuscripts. I beg 

you, dearly, that little by little you stan recopying t.~em, 

according to y:)ur sketches, and send them to me. Above all, 

those that were not yet published, like the first sonata you 

21'i Segovia ro Ponce, 1923 in SCgovLI. The StgOI'ii/,Pofll:e ullm, 2, 
~H, Ibid., 3 
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wrote in Mexico for me.217 

In the above quotation, Segovia confirms that the work referred to as the ('Sonata" is in fact 

the Sonata mexicana (1923). Firstly, he refers to it as "the first sonata you wrote" and secondly, 

says it was written in Mexico. This information is consistent with the knowledge that the 

"Sonata" of the 1923 letter was a very early work and that Ponce was also in Mexico during 

1923. 

"La Valentina" (1924) 

Another guitar work recorded in Segovia's letter of 1923 is the "witty Valentina". Segovia is 

referring here to "La Valentina", an arrangement of the traditional Mexican folk song. This 

work is the only one in Pom,t-~'s entire guitar catalogue that uses the noun "Valentlna" and is 

published as the third work in 'b~ T rrt ~'l11doms populares mexicanas (1924). 

The solo guitar version of "La Valent:i.P..a" is based on <in earlier solo piano arrangement 

published in Bsmtos'y cotnposidones musicales (1917). TIus is confirmed in a letter dated 10th 

Oct'Jber 1927. Segovia recently had signed a publishing deal with the German publishing 

house Schott. Three works were to be published: the Tres cat/doms poplllares mexicanas (1924), 

the TMme tlane et }iI/ale (1926), and the Sonata III (1927). Segovia wanted to include an 

arrangement of La V:z/entilla (pre-1917) in the T res calldofICs popldares mexitallas, but could not 

remember the work in its entirety. He is impatient and urges Ponce to send the solo piano 

version of "La Valentina" so that he can send the guitar arrangement to the publisher. He 

writes, 

217 Segovia to Ponce, circa 1936 in SegoVI,1" Thf StY,Ot>i,;,POf/ce!.Llttrs, HiS. 
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Dear Manuel: very urgent! ... 

1st 
- That you give me your address to pass it on to Schott 

without losing any time, and that you come to an agreement for 

the publishing of your works. I have just signed the contract, and 

the first thing I wish to send to the printer is: 

aJ Tbeme, Variations and Finale 

b) Three Popldar Mexican Songs: 

La pajarera 

Por ti, mi corazon 

La Valentina 

c) Sonata III 

2nd - That you send me a copy or a book of La Valmtilla for 

piano, since it has been some time since I have played it and I 

have to write it out, I do not want to stop in the middle, 

because of forgetting something or for whatever reason.218 

Segovia's letter implies that an earlier guitar arrangement of La Valet/tina did exist, but was 

later lost. As this letter reveals, the existing guitar arrangement of this song is based on an 

earlier piano axrangement and was arranged by Segovia and not by Ponce. It is reasonable to 

suggest that the initial arrangement of this song was also made by Segovia and was most likely 

very similar to the current arrangement published in the T res canciones poplliares me."><.7CO!las. 

118 Segovia to Ponce, lO,l> Au!,'Ust 1927 in Segovia, Tbe SegoI717'POnl'd..tOm, 1 S. The italics are SrgovU's. 
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Based on the available evidence, the composition "La Valentina", published in the collection 

of three songs, is not an original work for the guitar, but was written originally for the piano. 

The solo guitar version of "La Valentina", published in t.1.e Tres canciones poplll'ares mexiconas, is 

virtually a note-for-note verbatim reproduction of the earlier solo piano work, La VaiClltifla, 

published in Bseritos y composicioms tlJUsiL"'t1ies (1917). The guitar and piano arrangements of this 

song are both forty-eight hars long and reflect the same complex binary structure CA, A, B, A 

[partial reprise]). The first A section comprises two eight-hu: melodic periods of similar 

rhythmic movement, which share the same opening melodic figure. Some differences do 

nonetheless occur between the two versions of this song, though dlese are generally minor 

and essentially rel~.ie to t..h.e transforrnati.on from a piano to a guitar idiom. For example, the 

solo piano arrangement is in F major and the guitar version is transposed to E major. 

Segovia's decision to tra1lspose the piano version of La Va/clttina into E major was most likely 

a practical rather than an artistic one. The tessitura of the first twelve frets is greate: in the 

key of E major tha.n in a..llY other key on the guitar. Three complete octaves are easily 

accessed without the player moving beyond the twelfth fret. Consequently, the guitar is able 

to duplicate the widely spaced voicing of the piano Witllout technicaliy burdening the 

perfonner. Other apparent changes include the simplification of chord structures and voicing 

in the guitar version. These changes are generally a necessary part of the transcription process 

and are imposed arbitrarily by the chordal and <:ontrapuntallimitations of the guitar. 

"La pajarera" (1924) and "Por tl, mi corazon" (1924) 

The available literary and musical evidence suggests that La Valelltina was not the only song 

arranged for solo guitar. Two other song arrangements published in the T res cOllClime.f pop/dares 

tlJc:>ticallcJs, "La pajarera" and "Por tl, mi corazon," are also most likely based on earlier piano 

compositions. The catalogue of Ponce's works published in iviiranda's Ala/me/ Ai. POllce lists 
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Por Ii, tni corazan (1912) as an original song with a text by Ponce's friend and eminent Mexican 

poet, Luis G. Urbina.219 La pq/amrtJ is listed as an arrangement of a popular song) but no date 

is ascribed to this work.120 CasteUanos' catalogue of Ponce's works lists La pqjarera as an 

arrangement for piano and voice and dates the work between 1909 and 1912.221 It is 

therefore probable that the arrangements of "La pajarera" and "Por tf, mi corazen," 

published in the T res cal1ciones populams tnc:xicallas, are based on those earlier piano and vocal 

compositions. Unfortunately, the scores of the two piano and vocal compositions are 

unavailable and consequently, it is difficult to determine to what degn.e the guitar 

arrangements of "La pajarera" and "Pot ti, mi corazen" are based on the original Hongs. 

Segovia's letter, dated 20 th July 1927, suggests that the guitar arrangements of "La pajarera", 

''Por ti, mi corazen" and "La Valentina" were made around the same time; before 1925. 

Miranda dates them from 1924. In deciding which of Ponce's works should be ~,ent to 

Schott, Segovia states that "La pajarera", "Por tf, mi corazen" and "La Valentina" were 

performed originally as a group of four small pieces? 

You have to send me, La Valentina, to copy it and add it to the 

other songs. Perhaps they will be able to print the four that I 

play in a group.m 

The identities of three of the four works that Segovia performed are revealed in the above 

quoted letter, dated 10th August 1927. 'Ine identity of the fourth song, however, is not 

mentioned. 

219 Miramla, Ail1lme/Ai. Ponce, 135. 
220 Ibid., 137. 
221 Castellanos, Afmlllel AI. POllet, 57 

222 SCgOV1a to POClce. between 20d• July 1927 - 10m August 1927 in Sef.,l'()Yia, The S(J',Ot1d-POIJ(C L..tflm, 13. 
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TIle fourth song was most likely Ponce's original and very popular composition for piano and 

soprano, Estrellita (1912). 'That he either chose to arrange or permitted Segovia to arrange 

Bstrellita for solo guitar is not surprising since this theme appears in many of his compositions 

for various media. Ponce used the Estrellita theme in lbis solo piano works, such as the Balada 

mexicafJa (1915), the Maiflrka No.23 (1911-1919) and Hstrellita (1943); in his string quartet, the 

Cllarteto miniaturas (1929); and in the second movement of his Concerto for Violi" and Orchestra 

(1943). Estrellita (1912) was also rearranged for other instrumental groupings, including voice 

and orchestra Estreiiita (1930-1944), and chorus Estrellita (1939).223 

A solo guitar arrangement of Estrellita was not published because Ponce did not own the 

copyright to this composition. Segovia's letter dated between 13th December 1943 and 2nd 

May 1944 indicates that a problem with the copyright of the original piano and soprano 

version of Bstrellita prevented the publication of the guitar arrangement. 

You must send me another score of the Concerto, to get an 

International Copyright in Washington, so that the same thing 

that happened with Estrellita will not happen again.224 

Alonso L6pez sta.t~s that Ponce underestimated the subsequent popularity of Estrellita and did 

not care to register the work. 'The song was later published in unauthorized editions 

throughout the world, and Ponce was subsequendy denied any royalties.:m 

22' Castellanos, M0I111tfAf. POlite, 55-61. 
224 Segovia to Poncl', between 13th December 1943 - 2m! :-1ay 1944 In SegovL1, TheSegotia,Pona Leffert, 265. 
22; J\lons() I )avid Ii>pez, Meullle/Ai. POllfe: EIIS<!)'o b;ogrijico, (Mexico: TaUerrs Gralicos de Ja Nacion, 1950), 53. 
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The high degree of melodic, hannornc and formal homogeneity between the guitar 

arrangements of ''La pajarera", "Por 0, mi corazon" and ''La Valentina" suggests strongly that 

they belong to the same stylistic period. Both "La pajarera" and "Por tf, mi coraz6n" reflect 

the same complex binary structure (A, A, B, A [partial reprise]) as "La Valentina" and also the 

same symmetrical antecedent and consequent phrase structure. Since "La pajarera" and "Por 

tf, mi corazon" reflect the same melodic, hannoruc and formal characteristics as "La 

Valentina", it is probable that they were also arrangements of two earlier works, the piano and 

'Vocal compositions La pqjarera (1909-1912) and Por Ii, mi corazolt (1912). 

Traditional Dance Rhythms in the Sonata mexicana (1923) and the Tres canciones 

populares mexicanas (1924). 

The Sonala mexical1a (1923), and to a lesser degree the Tres candones pOPJllares me>"7Caf1aS (1924), 

utilise the alternating binary and ternat'j rhythms of the Mexican SOil, and also the Mexican 

variant of the Cuban lJabal1era.2~6 The son is a widespread song and dance form with regional 

variants and is one of two principal folk song genres found in Mexico. The other song form, 

the corridor, is a narrative song form, usually extended in length and derived originally from the 

Spar.'ish romonce. In general, th\~ cancion is a broad and heterogeneous song form that exhibits 

a diverse variety of subjects, verse structures and musical forms, and includes both orally 

transmitted folk songs and cot nmercially published popular songs. The alternation between 

6/8 and 3/4 is an identifying teature of this form. According to Mendoza, 

The principal musical characteristic of the son is a rhythmic 

226 In the eastern region of Mexico, the son is also known as hJlI1jJt1r{p,o. Both the son and the huapango are largdy 
synonymuus vocal and dance forms and for the purpose of this study the term son will denote both. Gdjcrstam, Poplllar 
}.tUjIC ill Afe .... 7.co, 24. 
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vigoill, a consequence of the agreeable combination of meters, 

principally 6/8 and 3/4, and sometimes 5/8. The spirit that is 

perceived in this genre is enthusiastic, animated and brilliant.227 

Likewise, scholars such as Bowles, Behague and Stanford also base their definitions of the son 

on the presence of an alternating 6/8 and 3/4 meter.228 

The alternating 6/8 and 3/4 rhythm of the son is known as sesquialtera.229 As it is used in 

this study, sesquialtera is similar to, but distinct from, the related rhythmic technique of 

hemiola. Both terms originally denoted the rhythmic proportion of 3:2 in mensural notation. 

As it is used in this study, hemiola refers to the momentary interpolallon of a ternary rhythm 

in a duple meter.no Scsquialtera, on the other hand, denotes an extended form of hemiola. 

In Mexican folk music, the tendency for entire compositions to be based on the alternation of 

binary and ternary rhythms represents a departure from the original practice of sesquialtera in 

mensural music as a temporary rather than permanent rhythmic substitution. Consequendy, 

the use of the term sesquialtera in this study refers exclusively to the extended alternation 

between 6/8 and 3/4. 

Types of Sesquialtera Found in the Mexican Son 

No one particular st.andard type of sesquialtera exists in the son genre and various forms are 

found throughout Mexico. Mendoza's table of regional sones contains a variety of different 

227 "La principal caratcristica del son cs cl vigor rftmico, consecuenci..a de Ia wmbinacion feliz de compase3, pcidpalmente de 
6/8, 3/4 Y a las veces el de 5/8. Fl ethos que se percibe en este genero cs entusiasta, animado y brillante." Mendoza, 

Panorama tk fa nlli.fka, 65. 
22q Gerard Behague, "Latin American Folk Music," 198; Paul Bowles, "On Mexico's Popular Music 18," Alotkm AlJlnc, 
(1940·1941): 225; 'Ibomas E. Stanford, '''Ibe MeXican son," in Ytarbook of the IIIUf7Iatiof/a/ F(llk Allinc COllfuil (1972),4:77. 
229 Mendoza, Panordma tk Ia nJl(nca, 70; Stanford, "The Mexican son," 77; Gcijcrstam, Popld'lr Ail/sic if I A1f:.:ico, 23. 
;:,0 The New Grol'f Dictionary I!lAlllsic Wid MII.riciall.f, s.v. "SesquiaItera" (by David Hiley, Thomas E. Stanford and Paul R. IM'lird). 

http://www.grovernu~lc.com/(acccsFed October 27d1, 20(3). 
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examples of sesquialtera that collectively define two broad types: regular and irregular. These 

types refer to the consistent or inconsistent periodicity of the alternation from 6/8 to 3/4. In 

regular sesquialtera, the numbers of measures in 6/8 and 3/4 are equal. Consequently, the 

alternation from 3/4 to 6/8 occurs consistently every one, two, or three bars, etc. This is 

illustrated in the following examples, "La iguana" 231 and "Jarabe Michoacano". 232 

Example 49: La iguana. 

Example 50: Jarabe rnichoacano. 

A second type of sesquialtera found in the son repertory reflects an irregular pattern. 

Irregular sesquialtera is defined by periodic but unequal groupings of 6/8 and 3/4. 'Ine 

metrical sequence 3/4, 6/8, 6/8, 3/4, 6/8, 6/8 is representative of irregular sesquialtera. 

Irregular sesquialtera is illustrated in the following example "Uy tralalala". Here two bars of 

6/8 precede one bar of 3/4, which is in tum followed by one bar of 6/8. The resulting 

metrical sequence is 6/8, 6/8, 3/4, 6/8. m 

Example 51: Uy tralalala. 

:131 Mt>nuoza. Pill/orama rk kl1111i!ira, 67. 
mlbid. 
2\3 Ibid. 
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In the SOflata flJc;J..7calltl and the Tres cal/aotles popll/ares mcxicanas, the binary and ternary rhythms 

of the son and habanera are invested mth a stylistic as well as structural function. 

Significantly, the dual functions of both dance types illustrate, in practical terms, the duty of 

the nationalist composer to "preserve" and "ennoble" his native music tradition. With 

particular reference to the Sonata mcxicana" the structural importance of sesquialtera symbolises 

the musical syncretism that underscored the form of nationalism advocated by Ponce. As it is 

represented in the SOflata mexical1a, the conflation of the canci6n and European art music 

traditions occurs at a structural level, as well as at a thematic level. The alternation of the 3/4 

and 6/8 is not simply a colouristic device, but is integral to the sttuctur,e of the fourth 

movement. It is a device of thematic unity and contrast, and also a means of musical 

construction. The duty of Mexican composers to ennoble the music of their homeland 

involved demonstrating the structural and thematic utility of their native music, and not just 

its colow:istic potential. 

The Use of Sesquialtera in the S ol/ata mexical1a (1923) 

The juxtaposition of binary and ternary rhythms in the fourth movement of the SOllata 

mexicatla captures the rhythmic characteristics of the son and infuses the work with a 

distinctive Mexican flavor. Here Ponce uses the rhythmic technique of sesquialtera as a 

device of both horizontal and vertical musical organization. In the fourth movement, the 

alternation between 6/8 and 3/4 is exploited by Ponce to differentiate the large and small

scale structural units within dle sonata form structure. On a micro level, the first and second 

subjects are not only defined by their peculiar melodic shapes, textures and tonality, but also 

by the metre in which they are cast. The opening first subject represents a symmetrical form 

of sesquialtera, as 6/8 and 3/4 alternate in immediate succession. 
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Example 52: Sonata mexicana, fourth movement. 

Tille second subject, on the other hand, is set exclusively in 6/8. 

j' q r· j. 

Example 53: Sonata mexicana, fourth movement. 

Sesquialtera is used to delineate the exposition, development and recapitulation in the fourth 

movement. The end of the exposition and the beginning of the development sections are 

delineated by the reintroduction of sesquialtera, as is the end of the development section and 

tr", beginning of the recapitulation. 'Ibe following reduction of the fourth movement 

illustrates Ponce's integration of sesquialtera into the sonata form structure. 
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Table 5 Sonata IIIcxicatla, fourth movement st~ucture. 

Section ;: Bars Meter 

Exposition 

First Subject 1 - 6 6/8 and 3/4 

-Bridge & Second Subject 7 - 31 6/8 

Development 32- 43 6/8 and 3/4 
1---' 

44- 63 3/4 

64-75 6/8 and 3/4 

71:, - 82 6/8 

83 - 86 6/8 and 3/4 

87 - 94 6/8 

Recapitulation 
-

First Subject 95 - 102 6/8 and 3/4 

Bridge & Second Subject 103 - 120 6/8 

121·128 3/4 

The above table reveals that from bar 103, Ponce applies the principle rather than the 

technique of sesquialtera. The alternation between binary and ternary rhythms is still manifest 

in the successive changes from 6/8, 3/4 and 6/8, but the periodicity of each alr",mation is 

extended over many measures, and consequendy the frequency of alternation is much slower. 

Sesquialtera is also present between concurrent voices in the fourth movement of the Sonata 

1IJcxical1a. Here Ponce is exploiting the limited contrapuntal facility of the instrument to 

juxtapose two different metres. In the following example, the upper and lower voices 

altenlate between 3/4 and 6/8. 
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Example 54: Sonata mexicana, fourth movr.::ment. 

Evidence of Sesquialtera in the Trcs cancioms poplliares ll1c>"7canas (1924) 

Sesquialtera is used infrequendy in the Tres caflcioflcs poplliares ::lcxicatJas (1924). Only the first 

song, "La pajarera", makes use of the rhythmic technique. Here, the alternation between 

ternary and binary rhythm& also manifests a vertical structural significance. Ponce eA'}Jloits the 

contrast between a binary and ternary rhythm to delineate the melodic phrases. The musical 

structure of "La pajarera" is based on the repetition of a single eight-bar melodic period that 

is divided evenly into two phrases of four bars each. "Ibis division is suggested rather than 

explicit since the phrases are not defined by a harmonic cadence. The division of the melody 

into two halves is alluded to by the convergence of multiple rhythmic, melodic and harmonic 

devices that combine to produce a temporary discontinuation of musical activity at bar six. 

This effect is achieved by softening the dissonant relationship between the first inversion of 

the supertonic chord (A, C-sharp, F-sharp) and the second inYcrsion of the submediant chord 

(G-sharp, C-sha.rp, E). The common tone of C-sharp reduces the dissonant effect of the side 

slipping from G-sharp to A and from E to F-sharp. Significandy, the technique of 

sesquialtera is the conduit through which this quasi-cadential effect is realised. Firsdy, the 

&udden shlrt from 6/8 to 3/4 at bar six represents a temporary slO\vmg in the rate ofmusicqJ 

activity. Secondly, a parallel slowing of harmonic rhythm reinforces dle static nature of the 
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melodic line at this point. Thirdly, the convergence of the stepwise ascending and descending 

outer voices at the final crotchet beat at bar SL",{ also implies a resolution of the previous 

melodic material. 

Chromatic inflexion for colouristic effect 

IV 7/5 V 4/3 ii ii6/3 vi 614 

Example 55: La pajarera. 

The Use of the Habanera in the Sonata me>'1Ca11a (1923) 

The technique of sesquialtera is also evident in the habanera rhythm of the second movement 

from the Sonata mexicafla. The persistent alternation between groups of three and two quavers 

in this movement is based on the same alternating ternary and binary principle, as sesquialtera. 

Two types of habanera or litmo de hamaca (Hammock Rhythm) exist in Mexico. According to 

Mendoza, 

The languidity that it produces, together with the relgrung 

romantic sentiment towards the last quarter of the last century, 

or the Hispanic inheritance of the zapateado and the son, gave 

rise to two types of habanera dance in Mexico, one [was] 

balanced and slow, very similar to the tango in 2/4, and the 

another cheerful and restless in 6/8 with the influence of the 

zapateado, whose alternation was given the Q'lme of 
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"pumpkin like dances".234 

The rhythm of the slow Mexican 2/4 habanera 1S illustrated in the following example. 

Mendoza categorises the three-pIus-two quaver configuration as propomon sesqllitiltera. 

11 
J 

i ) iJ jJ J J -§ Ip (72=1 J 
c.:........ 

Te vas y en la mar te- a- le- jas----

J 

I; J j £ J 
J 

50- brc la bri- sa deb-Ian- ea cs-puma que dora cl 501-----

Example 56: Untitled song transcription found in Mendoza, Panorama de la musica. 

The popular salon song La paloma (Madrid, 1859. Paris, 1864)235, by Sebastian de Iradier 

(1R09-1865), utilises a similar ternary and binary rhythm. 

234 "I..a languidez que produce, unida al sentimicnto rotruint1co impcrante hacia el tercer cuarto del siglo pas ado, ° a la 
hcrencia hispinica de zapateado y del son, hizo que hubieca dos tipos de danza habanera t.'1l Mexico, uno de movimit.:nto 
balanceado y lento muy ccrcano al tango en 2/4, y otro alegre y mm·ido en 6/8 }' con intluencia de zapateado, a cuya 
altemancia se Ie di6 1.'1 nombre de "danzas calabaceadas." Mendoza, Panorama de h nlliJka, lOt. 
215 TIlt j\'ew GWt'( Didiolllirj oj.\II1J1c atld MllJitiaflJ 2nd Edition, $.Y. "Jradit.'f IYradierj (v Salaverri). Sebastian de." 
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Cuan4do sa- Ii de la 
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F ra. Id Ii ? V d r 
J 

Haban- nn Val- ga - me Dios! Na-

Example 57: La paloma.:m 

The second movement of the Sonata mcxicana mirrors the same three-pIus-two quaver 

grouping of the above example. 

3 +2 

Jfigg~ ~. 
3 ___ +2 

1If' 

r· :. 

Example 58:. Sonata mexicana, second movement. 

The slO\v tempo of the 2/4 Mexican habanera is also consistent with the Andantino 

Affetuoso marking of the second movement of the Sonata llIc>,,7tanu. 

2'6 5e:basti:in de: lrauier, "La Paloma," in W'orldi Fat'ol/tile SOllg.! mId Df1IfctJ of I.otill Anmb:a, :\Jbert Gamse editor (New Jersey: 

Ashley Publications, 1962), 22·25. 
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The Harmonic Writing in the Sonata mexicana (1923) 

The hannonic writing ill the Sonata me."<icaf/a is predominantly functional, but there are 

episodes of sudden tonal shifts and ambiguity that anticipate the atonalism of the S ollala III 

(1927) and the S of/ala breve (1932). The hannonic writing of the third movement is largely 

diatonic. For example, the opening bars alternate between the tonic minor and dominant 

seventh chords. At bars seven and eight, as a result of me elision, modifications to the 

predominantly consonant style of writing are found. David Nystel has observed the omission 

of the dominant seventh chord between the auf" ited sixth chord and the tonic minor 

chord in bar eight.:m 

Allegretto In tempo dl sen~nalll 

\,7 \17 

S, ! hl g~ ~ n 
t ¢t: Il I~ Ef 

g : 
Ii 

r - , 

6 VI N6 1 

Example 59: Sonata mexicana, third movement. 

In the first movement, sudden tonal shifts to unrelated keys are also apparent. In the first 

twelve bars, the overall harmonic movement is from B minor to E major and this transition is 

:!n Nystcl, "Harmonic Practice in the Guitar." 1 Q. 
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achieved through modulation to the unrelated keys of C major and F major.2J8 The cadence 

from F major to E truljor is abrupt and occurs ;hrough an augmented dominant chord which 

contains the conunon note G-sharp in the upper voice. 

AJle:gro moderato 

L.J t.J r 
ii i1 III 

I, FtC; (;r m 

11*
I r r 
V+7 E: I 

cixample 60: Sonata mexicana, first movement. 

TI1e technique of obscuring the tonic key by modulating frequently through a succession of 

foreign keys is found in the second movement of the Sonata me."ICicana. In this movement, 

Ponce delays the arrival of the tonic key D major at the beginning of the movement through 

the introduction of unrelated keys such as C-sharp major, F-sharp minor, and G minor. D 

major does not appear until the final beat of bar eight with the resolution to the tonic from an 

augmented dominant chord. 

Z3K Ibid. 
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Andantino alTetuoso J= 00 . ~ 

1*§; MO lirl fill~. 
( '#. , . 

7 . J 
'~ft ~I 

r 
J J-p 

g: 17 

Example 61: Sonata mexicana, second movement. 

As a result of the frequent modulation there is .::, increased chromaticism in the second 

movement. This style of harmonic writing has similarities with the sudden tonal shifts and 

increased dissonance of later works such as the Sonata III (1927) .. However, as Nystel has 

observed, there is a distinctly consonant quality to the hannonic writing in the Sonata nJt'X7cana. 

Tonal centres may shift suddenly, and the arrival of the tonal centre may be dehycd, but It 

does arrive nonetheless. 
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The Lyrical canci6n and the TIes c{ll1ciones populares mexicanas (1924) 

The Tres cancioms poplllare.r tlIe:<"1canas (1924) reflect the structural, harmonic and melodic: 

characteristics associated with a lyrical and commercially published type of cancian that 

emerged in Mexico around 1850. Two types of cancion t':xisted in Mexico during the second 

half of the nineteenth cent:u1J , mirroring the economic division within Mexican society. The 

first type of cancion is the cancion simple. This type of cancion emanated from the rural areas 

of Mexico and has a simple mono thematic structure based on copla verses.239 The second 

type of cancion, a lyrical and mass produced form, was written specifically for the salons or 

drawing rooms of the middle and upper classes and was invariably scored for piano and solo 

voice. This type of commercially produced candan included original songs as well as 

arrangements of traditional folk songs, and the romantic nature of its text was a salient 

identifying characteristic. Examples of this type of cancion include Ponce's Estrellita (1912), 

and Por If, mi corazotl (1912), and La GOIOlldril1t1 (1862) by Narcisco Serradell. 

The Lyrical canci6n 

The lyrical form of the canci6n is based on a two-part structure incorporating a refrain and is 

known under several different names. This lack of standardization within the terminology 

reflects the independent nature of research into nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Mexican music in general. Mendoza refers to the lyrical form of canci6n as the la 

23'1 Mendoza, Pal/orama tit fa mtinm, 97; GcijefStam, Poplllor Milne ill Ak"1CO, 60. 
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canaon lHexicana rolHt1ntica.'1 sCl/timmta/ (COIl i'!.pII!JIlaa ita/ianaj.240 According to Mendoza, the 

Italian influences that were brought to bear on the lyrical canci6n were derived from the 

influx ofItalian opera during the nineteenth century. 

It inherits the Italian flourish, legato, ttills, mordents, 

embelliRhments, wide intervals, chords of d1C dominant 

seventh in a maj0r key and a sensitivity to the seventh in the 

minor key. The rhythm of the accompaniment proceeds in 

triplets (an inheritance from the opera) over the functional 

chords, even in contrast to the voice.241 

The influences Mendoza cites that were brought to bear on the canci6n are too broad to 

relate specifically to the Italian operatic tradition. They could easily apply to other European 

musical genres such as solo instrumental music, especblly piano music. Embellishing devices 

such <lS the trill, mordent and the dominant seventh chord are too widely diffused throughout 

other European vocal and instrumental genres to attribute their introduction into the canci6n 

solely through Italian opera. 

The Structure of the Lyrical canci6n 

The structure of the canaon mexi,YJtJa romtllltica y set1timclltal (COil iliflllet1aa ita/iaNa), "as Mendoza 

defines it, comprises four melodic periods divided into two broad sections represented as: 

210 :-'fendoza, POlJornma rk h IlIlisim, 97. 
2·11 "IIereda del italianismo florcos, ligaduras. trinos. mordente~, bordado$, interva:los abicrtos; acordt.'S de septima de 
dominante en cl modo mayor y septima de sensible en d menor. El citron de ;lcompariamiento se desenvucive l.'u tresillos 
(hcrenci1 de Ia 6pera) sobre los acordcs fl.lncionales, aun en contrastc con 1a voz." IbId. 
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.M, m, N, n, 0, 0, N. n242 

In the above ;;chcma, each letter represents a melodic phrase. '111C same two letters (e.g. M

m) represent a melodic period. The different cases represent the antecedent and consequent 

phrases within that period. The callcioll fJlCxiCal1CT ronlalltica.1 JeI1tifJIeJ1tal thus comprises four 

melodic periods divided into two sections. Another salient feature of this type of canci6n is 

the melodic refrain (N-n) repeated at the end of the second section. 

Ponce argues that the two pat.-t: modified strophic structure identified by Mendoza is typical of 

the cancien genre in general. He refers to the cancien in general terms as "la cancien 

mexicana" and identifies three broad categories within the canci6n genre. 

742 IbId. 

Using as a base for composition the procedure that we have 

outlined in the previous example, we can see that there are 

three types of Mexican songs: 

1 ~t The song of an expansive and slow melody 

2nd The song of rapid movement. 

3td The song in ternary time and 111 a moderate tempo. 

However, they all retain the characteristic ritornello and the 
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simplicity of modulation)H 

The musical foml of the lyrical canci6n is derived from its verse structure. According to 

Mendoza, the archetypal verse structure of dus particular song form is ~U'tanged into two 

verses of four octosyllabic (eight-syllable) or hen decasyllabic (eleven-syllable) lines and 

ptOceeds in the following manner: 

\. \.1 B B' C'" Cl B Bl '44 i. ,1 , ) ,"") ,. , ..... 

The two part musical structure of the lyrical cancion reflects the quatrain structure and textual 

ritomello of the verses. Each verse comprises two melodic periods divided into antecedent 

and consequent phrases, A and A\ and B and Bl. Each patticular phrase corresponds to a 

verse line. In table 6 below, the melodic refrain, Band Bl of the lyrical cancion is mirrored by 

the repeat of the textual lines Band Bl in the second verse. The interrelationship between the 

verse lines and the individual antecedent and consequent phrases is also illustrated. 

Table 6 Structure of the Lyrical cancion 

Verse 1 

Section A 

line 1 A 

line 2 AI 

Antecedent Phrase 1 

Consequent Phrase 2 

A 
Melodic Period 1 

243 "Teniendo como base de composici6n cI procedimiento que hemos cooocido en el ciemplo anterior, podemos rcconocer 
tICS fOrmlls de canciones m;:xicanas: 
1) La cancion de mclodia amplia y lenta, 
2) La cancibn movomiento nipido, 
3) La cancinn en compass n.-mario y en ricmpo modN"auo, 
Sin lwbargo, todas CO!l$crvan cI ritomclo caractcri~nco y la scncillcz de modulacic,ocs," Ponce, EsailOs.r COIIIPOJit70lleJ 

IIIJ1Jiraks, 19, 

244 Ml'!1doza, Pal/orama de fa lII/iJica, 97. 
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Line 3 B 

Linc 4 B1 

Verse 2 

Section B 

IJne 1 C 

Une2 C' 

Line3B 

Line4Bl 

Antecedent Phrase 3 

Consequent Phrase 4 

Antecedent Phrase 1 

Consequent Phrase 2 

Antecedent Phrase 3 

Consequent Phrase 4 

c 

B 

B1 

Melodic Period 2 

Melodic Period 1 

Melodic Period 1 

Ponce's arrangement of Sf algI/II ser (If Any Person, c.1912) illustrates the interrelationship 

between the verse structure .and musical stmcture of the lyrical cancion. Sf a{p/:" ser is divided 

into three verses of four lines each. The second verse is a verbatim repeat of the first verse. 

The final two tines of the first verse constitute the ritornellu !Ind are repeatfJ as the last two 

lines of the third verse. 

Table 7 Structure of Si alglitl ser 

First Verse 

A 

B 

(refrain) 

st 

Si algtin ser ha impedido que ttl 

me ames 

Yo llorare en silencio esta pasion 

Daria mi vida darla mi corazon 

jAy! si tu me amas que no sea 

por compasion. 

If any person has stopped you from loving 

me 

I will weep in silence for this passion 

I would give my life, I would give my l:.'!art 

Ay, if you love me let it not be ±c)r 

compaSSion 
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Second Verse 

A Si algtlll ser ha 1mpedido que t:U 

me ames 

A 1 Yo llotare en silencio esta pasion 

B Daria mi vida darla mi coraz6n 

(refrain) 

B 1 jAyl si tu me amas que no sea 

por compasion 

Third Verse 

B 

(refrain) 

BI 

Si te naciere del corazon amarme 

Seria feliz tan solo con mirarte 

Daria mi vida darla mi corazon 

jAy! 8i tu me amas que no sea pot 

compasi6n 

If al1Y person has stopped you from loving 

me 

I will weep in silence for this passion 

I would give my life, I would give my heart 

Ay, if you love me let it not be for 

compasslOn 

If you found it in your heart to love me 

I would be so happy to just look at you 

I would give my life, I would give my heart 

Ay, if you love me let it not be for 

compassIOn 

The melodic structure of Si algtln Jer mirrors the quatrain structure and the textual refrain of 

the song text. Musically, the song consists of four melodic periods. The first verse comprises 

two periods, divided into antecedent and consequent phrases CA, AI and B, BI). Both melodic 

periods are repeated in the second verse. 
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Antecedent phrase A 

liU
n
" 

I ~ J 
l 

IJ. 
\ } U ,. J Jl 1 r' r· V p )1 

1 

······· .. · ...... sr .. iil::·guii .. ·· .... ···· .. ··scr· .. ·· .. · .. ·liii ...... iiTi::pe:: .. · .... ·iJi:· .. • .. · .. •·· .... ao···· .. qiie· .. ··lU··· .. ···· 

Consequent phrase Al 
-~.----

.f 6 

-'> _0 '~ J' r J 1 r:=--S 
V p H 

me a- mes Yo 110- ra· 
I 

re cn si -

7 Ii. 9 
Antecedent phrase B_ 

~ ~It#ft 
I ~ 

J P p P P 1 Il J\ F P 
, I 

len - ci es- ta pa- sion Da- ria mi 

, "##1 
10 II J] 

IF V r I p r --- ----
~ r=sr p p f ] 

~ 

vi- da da- ria mi co- ra- Ion 

Consequent phrase B 1 
I) U IS 

=4 H!I#~¥ \ 

I F ~ I r *i } J' 
V r p p F P 

jAy! si tu me a- mas que no sea par cam- pa-

17 

2lJ 

Example 62: Si aJgun ser. 

Likewise, the third verse comprises two melodic periods: C, C! and B, Bl. The first period C, 
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ct introduces new melodic material. However, the second melodic period B, B t of the third 

verse is a restatement of the second melodic period of the first and second verses. This 

pattern is consistent with the chara~teristic refrain of the lyrical cancion. 

Anteced;;nt phrase C _. ______ ~ ___ ~ __ ~~_ 

I 1If!1i.' melodzc material z 

4~!#!J OJ )i F P I P F F' I P P P f P 
Si te na . cie • re __ . del co . rn zon a 

Consequent phrase C( 
./ J 6 

4J till# P ~ =iJ, LA 
\ 

Ip ) F ;11 
~ F' " .<~ ...... , 

mnr mc sc ria fc~ liz 

Antecedent phrase B 
-, Ii 

- IV J .4 \ 

p P, P r IIp tJI '1 t r V 
10 Da - ." mi tan SO" con mi- rar- te nn 

II /1 

F IF k r p I D r tCTI , 
da mi 

.-
nn co ra . lon vi - da __ 

Conl>cqucnt phmse Bl 
JJ l' IS 

'Hl!~ F 
, 

I F V I F If } Jl ~ r p V F P v 
jAy! si tu me a - m~ue no sea por com . po -

17 

]J 'i ~ . 

. I 510n ______ _ 

Example 63: Si alg(m ser, third verse, 
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~The musical structure of Si (Jig/In ser, as illustrated in the above analysis, can be represented in 

the following manner. 

The Structure of the Tres C(JlltiOfleS popl/lares mexicaflas (1924) 

The two-part modified strophic fonn of Si alg/Ill ser is also found in the Tres canciotlcs poplllares 

mexicaflas. These three songs have the same period structure as the lyrical canci6n and also 

retain the characteristic refrain fonn. "La pajarera", for example, consists of three melodic 

periods: A, B and C. The first two melodic periods A and B are each four bars long and 

divided into an antecedent and consequent phrase dialogue. 
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A period: Antecedent phrase A 

_L~Tirn~. u ,r-til JQ I'i § ~: J ~ 
r r r r 

Consequent phrase A 1 

'~~i r;-fJJ ,*Fd (1. ,'fij I~E ~~ 
I 

ii IV 

13 period: Antecedent phrase B ______ _ Consequent phrase B I 

Example 64: La pajarera. 

The descending melodic line at bar six (A, G-sharp, F-sharp, E) suggests a dominant-to-tonic 

perfect cadence. This impression is relnforce~ oy the augmentation of the basic pulse from a 

quaver to a crotchet. However, Ponces use of the supertonic and sub-dominant chords 

diminishes the cadential effect of the melodic progression F-shatp to E. 

Similar to "La pajarera", "Por ti, mi corazon" also comprises three melodic periods A, Band 
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C. The first period A consists of -one six-bar melody divided into two three-bar phrases. The 

second period B begins with the same undulating motif as the A period and consists of two 

phrases of an ar..tecedent and consequent relationship, three and four r.:;easures long 

respectively. 

Consequentphr3SeAl __________ ~ __ 

tMfllITdhue¥,a a thrall I 

1: 

f!f Iptihfvf t 15 f: I I ., 
~ r r -r 

-r 
Example 65: Por ti, mi coraz6n. 
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In "La pajarera" and "Por tf, mi coraz6n", the first two periods A and B are repeated 

immediately after their initial statement. Subsequently, the repeat of the A and B periods is 

followed by the introduction of a new melodic period C. This C period is, in turn, followed 

by a restatement of the B period. In "La pajarcra", for example, the introduction of the new 

C period is interrupted by a restatement of the melodic period B. 

I r 

1~ "1 IfJ 

C period: Antecendent phrase 'C' __ 

Consequent phrase 'CI' ____ _ 

This c'QnS('qllent plmm: of/he: C period i.l 
borrowed/rom rhe mdodiC' period A 

Return of 8 period ___ , 

'I 

, 

Example 66: La pajarera. 
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Though the voicing in measure twenty-five differs to the corresponding measure in the 

original B period, the ha.tt:1onic, rhythmic and melodic writing is the same. 

In ('Par tl, mi coraz6n", the introduction of the new C period is also interrupted by a 

restatement of the B period. 

CPeriod 

r 
\,715 \,9 V7/, 

~ 
:!!. 

r r 
#\'7/5 F V9 V6i4i2 

B period (reintroduced here) 

Example 67: Por t£, mi corazon. 

As is illustrated in the above analysis, both "La pajarera" and "Por tl, mi cora.z6nH are based 

on the same phrase schema as S i algI;'! ser. 
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The Shared Harmonic Characteristics of the T res ca1Jcio1JU pop/l/ores mc.xical/os (1924) and 

the Lyrical can don 

The hannonic writing and vocabulary of the Tres comiolles poplilores me::x.7COllOS rdlects that of the 

lyrical cand6n. TIle lyrical canci6n generally follows a simple diatonic structure, reflecting the 

function of thill song genre as light entertainment music. The tonal scheme of the lyrical 

cand6n.. as defined by Mendoza, does not modulate and is built on a simple tonic-dominant

tonic scheme. 

The tonality, modes and harmonic qualities are the follm.ving: 

'The first period begins and ends on the tonic, the second one 

begins on the dominant and ends on the tonic. This is when 

the modality is major. \N'hen the song is in minor mode, the 

second period starts in the relative major; but the second 

semiperiod, because it is ritornello, returns to the minor mode 

and concludes with the initial tonic/H 

The harmonic writing of the Tres callciolleS poplllares me ...... ica!las is based on the same tonic

dominant-tonic structure that Mendoza ascribes to the lyrical candon. "La Valentina", for 

example, does not modulate, staying finnly 111 the tonic key of E major. However, in the C 

period, the dominant key ofB major is suggested, but not realised. The repeat of the 1\ and B 

periods concludes at bar thirty-two on an unstable first inversion tonic triad. The C period 

begins immediately with a series of statements of the dominant seventh and dominant ninth 

145 "Las condiciones ronaJes, modales y anni>nicas son las siguicntcs: EI primer per1odo se inteta en 1.1. t{mica y conduye cn !J. 
t{mica, d st'gundo se inicia en 101 dominante y concluyc en 101 ({mica Esto cuando b modahdad es major. Cuando]a canci6n 
esti en modo menor, cl seguodQ pt.'tlodo princIpia en el rclativ() mayor; pew cl segundo sernipenodu, por ser ritorncllo, 
rcgn:sa al modo menur y concluye con hl t!;nica uucIaJ." Mendoza, POlJoratl/o de fp 1/. mfa, <)7 
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chords in root position and first inversion. 'Inese chords suggest the dominant key of 13 

major, but' shortly afterwards resolve to the tonic E major at bar torty-one. 'Ine melodic 

sequence A-sharp to B at bars thirty-two, thirty-six, and forty does not represent a 

modulation to B major, but is a brief embellishment of the dominant degree B. Moreover, 

the sustained and siumltaneous statements of the tonic E in the lower and upper voices 

suggest that the tonic E major still prevails. 

19 qJ. .ri j dill . Endo/BP;;lOd_ .. _,_., 

~rr PI;ocqor '!r!hf'~WWd 

vfthl! dvmlmlnl B 
('period: Antecedent phrase __ 

Consequent phrase ~~~._. __ _ 

V7/5 V6/5/3 V6/4/3 V5/3 V7/5 V aug 

Example 68: La Valentina. 
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1bere is also no modulation in either "La pajarera" or "Por ti, mi comzon". In both pieces, 

the arrival of the C period is reinforced by an allusion to the dominant key rather dlan an 

actual modulation to that key. In the follo'Wing example, from "Por ti, mi coraz6n", a 

possible modulation to the dominant key of E major is suggested through the dominant 

seventh chord on the first beat of bar twenty-seven. However, the subsequent chromatic 

chordal writing quickly dissipates the pull toward E major. 

Example 69: Por ti, mi coraz6n. 

The Shared Melodic Characteristics of the Tres fl1ltt10llCS paplliares 1l1cxicI1IJas (1924) and 

the Lyrical Cancion 

The T res camioJlcs poplliares 1l1cxicaIJas also reflect the melodic characteristics of the lyrical 

cancion. As illustrated in the above analysis, the Tres ff1l1tiollcS poptllares fJlCX1l't1l1aS and the lyrical 

cancion are organised around melodic periods of six to eight bars duration. These melodic 

periods share a clear antecedent and consequent phrase structure and are generally equal in 

length, ranging from twO to four bars. 'Ibe antecedent phrase usually ends on a note other 

than the tonic; generally the sub-dominant or the dominant. 1be consequent phrase ends on 

the tonic. 

Many of the melodic characteristics of the lyrical cancion are derived frOlr Spanish folk song. 

Spanish musical influences were imported into Mexico during and following the period of 

colonization in the third decade of the sixteenth century and transmitted through musical 
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comedies, such as the to/ladil/a eJcinim a.nd the :{fI'i!lela, which toured c;,::tensivcly throughout 

Mexico in dlC nineteenth centllry)16 'I1lC type of music performed in the tonadiUas esn;nicas 

included stylised Spanish dances such as the sarabatltia, chacofla,jandaJ{~o and pafacalle, and songs 

iliat were based on the Spanish cop/a and fVt!Janza.Z41 According to Mendoza, the melodic 

characteristic~, that were incorporated into the lyrical canci6n included singing in parallel 

thirds and sixtha.Z4!1 'Ibis vocal style is also mirrored in the Tres fanaol1es populares me.",,1eemaf. In 

"La pajarera", a series of parallel sixths concludes the At period. 11us particular sequence of 

thirds and sixths articulates a V -ii-V-V -IV-I chord progression. 

V it 

v v IV I 

Example 70: La pajarera. 

Chromaticism is used sparingly in the three s0ngs. The predominandy diatonic writing 

reflects the practices of sak.n composers, as is illustrated in Ponce's salon compositions such 

Zt6 ()tt() Mayer-$crl".l, HI estaM pmmte ,k In nnisic;1 en Mexico (Washington: Pan American Union Division (If Music and \'ISUal 

Arts, 1946),28; (;eijerstam, l'Qpllk1r MilSi<' ill .\1t,"<.1iQ, 13, 

247 Mayer.Serra, nl eslaM prmll/f, 13 
Z4H Mendoza, Pallorallla de fa /!IIisim. 9i , 
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as the GatJOta (1901). A chromatic sequence of parallel thirds appears L.'1 "La Valentina" 

linking a dominant triad built on B to a dominant: ninth chord built on the same note. 

Example 71: La Valentina. 

A similar chromatic sequence is used to prolong the supertonic chord (F-sharp, A, C-sharp) 

of the tonic key E major at bar twelve. 

Example 72: La Valentina. 

The practice cf scoring j-~le melodic line in parallel thirds was also a common arrangement 

practice during the early twentieth century and is evident in Ponce's piano works such as the 

previously discussed Schtr.{jlJo IlJC:x:ical1o (1909) and TCllJa t'anado IlJc:x.icano (1912). It is probable 

that the use of parallel thirds and sixths was not the result of adjusting the original piano 

works to the idiom of the guitar, but was most likely a feature of those works in the first 

place. 

The S ona/a IlJc.'<ic{1IIa (1923) and the T res cafJaones poptliares mcxicaflas (1924) demonstrate that the 

first works Ponce wrote and gave to Segovia were consistent with the conservative values of 

the guitarist. The T res cauriottcs poplllates IlJcxic{mas are based on the lyrical cancion. The 
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structure of the tr..ree songs reflects the same modified strophic fonn. The melodic writing is 

lyrical, reflects . the underlying tonic-to-dominant harmonic structure, proceeds in parallel 

thirds and sixths, and has a clear antecedent and consequent structure. The harmonisation is 

based on a limited vocabulary and follows a dear functional purpose. Chromaticism occurs, 

but this is generally embellishing and facilitates the extension of cadence points and also the 

transition from one chord to another. ~The Sonata mexiCa/la has a more advanced harmonic 

vocabulaty. Though the writing is fundamentally diatonic, there are episodes of tonal 

ambiguity derived from sudden and frequent modulations. Nonetheless, there is a 

conservative quality to the harmonic writing due to the general emphasis on tertiary structures 

and consonance. 

The Sonata mexicana is linked philosophically to the extended nationalist piano works like the 

Tema variado me:x7Catlo 1912) and Balada mexicana (1915). In these works, Ponce sought to 

integrate elements of his native cancion tradition into art music fonns, such as the theme and 

variations and sonata fonn. I-lis intention to create a genuine conflation of these two music 

traditions meant that he avoided the superficial use of folk elements and instead applied them 

at a structural level. As shown earlier, the two cancion themes "EI durazno" and "Acuerdate 

de mt''' used in the Balado mexical1a are the basis of thematic unity and contrast witl:n the 

wor,~. All motivic development within the work is traceable back to these two themes. 

Similarly, in the S ol1ata me.'>:..7cana, folk-like themes are the basis of unity and contrast and also 

motivic invention in the work. The role of sesquialtera as an intrinsic element of the structure 

of the fourth movement provides another example of how Ponce sought to bring about the 

rapprochement of his native music tradition and the European music tradition at a structural 

level. In "La pajarera", on the other hand, the alternation between binary and ternary 

rhythms is used to produce an ebb and flow type harmonic rhythm that helps delineate the 
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antecedent and consequent melodic phrases in the absence of a conventional harmonic 

cadence. 

Significantly, the Sonata mcxicana was the only overtly nationalist work that Ponce composed 

between 1920 and 1924. This unique historical position of the Sonata mcxicana throws up two 

important questions. Why did Ponce revisit the cancian form of nationalism when in 1919 he 

publicly defined himself as a modernist? Furthermore, why was the guitar the focus of this 

resurf,l"ent interest in the romantic interpretacion of the Mexican cancian and not the piano, 

whIcL h~", been the locus of Ponce's earlier nationalist output? Though Ponce defined 

himself as a modernist, his aesthetic values were primarily romantic in the early 1920s. His 

return to the overtly nationalist fonn he espoused between 1913 and 1919 was possibly an 

attempt to gain tl1e confidence of Segovia. Segovia's letters, recital programs and discography 

indicate that he liked music that had a dominant and lyrical melody, diatonic harmonic 

structure and a Spanish and Latin American flavour. The predominantly functional harmony 

of the SOtlata mcxicafla is consistent with Segovia's conservative values. Chromaticism is used 

sparingly and is invariably resolved. Evidence of Segovia's letters shows that he immediately 

liked these works and there is no evidence of the protracted negotiation that accompanied 

Ponce's later works. 
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Chapter 7 

7. THE GUITAR WORKS OF THE PARIS YEARS (1925-1932): 

NEGOTIATING CONSERVATISM AND MODERNISM. 

The Paris Guitar Works and Evidence of Ponce's Changing Aesthetic Goals 

Ponce's departure for Paris in 1925 and his compositional studies at the Ecole Nonl1ale de 

Musique with Paul Dukas signaled a distinct modernisation of his compositional style. 

However, the modemisation of Ponce's compo::;itional style is different in his guitar and non

guitar works. The guitar works composed during this period reflect a more conservative 

approach than is evident in the piano and chamber works. Ponce's Paris guitar compositions 

cover a broad range of musical styles: from emulative works such as the Sonata cla.rica (1928), 

SOllata romantica (1928). and Suite in ~-4 (1930-1931), nationalist works such as the Sonatina 

meridional (1932) and Maif/rca (1932), and impressionist works such as the SOl1ata III (1927). 

Though the goals of these works vary considerably, they are linked by a shared hannonic 

consenratism. The harmonic writing in these works continues the romantic preference for 

chromaticism evidenced in Ponce's earlier works. Though practices associated with 

impressionism are also evident, the harmonic writing is fundamentally tonal and consonant. 

Hierarchical relationships between tonic, sub dominant, dominant and submediant chords are 

maintained. Techniques of tonal instability associated with Ponce's earlier harmonic style, 

such as sudden shifts in key and the use of chromaticism, are retained, but are invariably 

resolved. Chord structures are tertiary, although as is consistent witJl the influence of 

impressioni~m, quartal and quintal chords are also found. 

The guitar works of the Paris years appear quarantined from the progressive harmonic 
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language, and non-traditional methods of musical construction applied in his piano and 

chamber music during this time. As David Nystel has shown, the Sonata III (1927), Ponce's 

most harmonica.lly progressive work for the guitar, comprises chord progressions based 

around the leading-note, augmented, and minor-major sevenths.249 TIlls relatively 

conservative harmonic language suggests the influence of Segovia. Though the naturally 

eclectic orientation of Ponces compositional style explains a significant amount of the 

stylistic diversity within and between various media, it does not singularly explain the extent 

of the disparity between the guitar, piano, and chamber works. This chapter will demonstrate 

that Segovia sought to moderate the influence of Ponce's modernist explorations. The guitar 

works of Ponce are a symbol of the conservatism that Segovia was able to project across the 

repertoire of the guitar during his career. The construction of the "Segovian repertoire" was a 

process of conselvative filtering and this trait is illustrated in Ponce's guitar works from 1925 

to 1932. 

The Paris guitar compositions arc broadly neoclassical, but define a diverse range of sub

groupings within that general classification. 111ese works are connected by their common use 

of pre-nineteenth century forms such as sonata form, and variation form and fugue, but 

reflect vAdely different compositional approaches from the historical pastiche to the 

modernist techniques of Debussy and Stravinsky. Whereas the SOllata mexicantl and the Tros 

cancio11es populares me:><.:icallas reflect a compositional style that was consistent with Segovia'S 

conservative musical aesthete and commercial pragmatism, some of the works from the Paris 

years contrast with those values. 

The Paris guitar works fall into two broad categories: historical pastiches and non-pastiche 

composition< The historical pastiches include the S011ata clasica (Hommage 'a Fernando Sor, 

249 Nystcl, "I lannonic Pmcticc in the Guitar Music," 23-25. 
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1928), Sonata romantica (1 f01lJmage a 'a f''raI1Z S chubelt, 1928), Sonata de Pagatril1i (1930), Suite if I A 

(1930-1931) originally attributed to Silvius Leopold Weiss, and Sldte al estilo antigllo (1931) 

originally attributed to Alessandro Scarlatti. These historicist works were specifically 

requested by Segovia and were intended to imitate the historical periods and composer's they 

represent. They are generally faithful to the characteristic practices of their ascribed historical 

periods, especially in their treatment of the baroque suite and the classical and romantic 

sonata form. In the case of the SOllata ckisica and Sonata romafltica, Ponce's compositional style 

also incorporates the characteristics of Fernando Sor and Franz Schubert respectively. 

The non-pastiche compositions include the Sonata III (1927), Theme, vane et finale (1926), 

Variations sllr 'Folia de Espatia" et fitglle (1929), and the S ollatina meridional (1932). These works 

reflect a more equivocal approach to tonality, and more varied li:lelodic and rhythmic style. 

They contain extended dissonant passages and tertiary and non-tertiary chordal structures. As 

is indicative of Ponce's compositional style, these emulative and non-emulative works are 

chronologically contiguous, yet are stylistically diverse. The relative position of romanticism, 

nationalism, and modernism in these works varies, but they nonetheless share a common 

conservative approach. The Sonata III employs some of the atonal techniques discussed in 

the analysis of the SOfia/tile (1932), but is essentially a consonant work. Pitch classes, recurring 

intervals, asymmetrical and fragmented melodic lines, and non-tertiary structures are 

employed, but they are couched in a predominantly tonal language. Elements of Mexican and 

Spanish folk music such as sesqillaltera and the phrygian mode act as structural devices within 

the SOflata bretle (1932). Folk elements are also to be found in the Variations .mr tl-'olia de 

Espana" et fllglle and SOflatina menaiollal, however, their structural significance is subordinate to 

the predominantly functional hannonic language. 
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The Neo-CIassical Values Manifest in the Paris Guitar Compositions 

The historicism manifest in Ponce's post-1925 guitar works is based on cwo distinct but 

complimentary aesthetic values: that tradition represents what is good in music, and that 

tonality is an intrinsic component of what is beautiful in music. Ponce saw the art of 

composition in terms analogous to an apprenticeship. The great impot'tance that he ascribed 

to a working understanding of the "consigned laws" of harmony and countelpoint indicates 

that he saw composition not only as a creative art, but also as a craft that presupposed certrlin 

technical SkillS.250 

Ponce's deference to historical forms and his emulation of earlier styles ran counter to what 

Dahlhaus referred to as the "dogma of originality" in the nineteenth century.251 To Ponce, the 

practice of borrowing or recreating the melodic, rhythmic styles and formal structures from 

an earlier period did not represent the abrogation of individual creativity. Yi/hereas the 

nineteenth-century composer sought to create novel and highly original works based entirely 

on their own inspiration, Ponce was challenged by the task of recreating and mastering earlier 

musical traditions. Tradition he saw as a great educator, offering an invaluable opportunity to 

learn from the masters such as Schubert, whose works were part of the art music canon. 

Ponce's historical pastiches are not facile reproductions of an earlier compositional style, but 

are homages. In these works, he re-interpreted the compositional style of an earlier period or 

composer, in the same way that Igor Stravinsky's Pulcille//a (1919-1920) re-interpreted the 

music of Pergolesi. The term pastiche is used here in a literal and non-derogatory sense, and 

refers to a composition that imitates the style of an earlier historical period or composer. 'I11e 

2,0 Manuel M. Ponce, "Sobrc educaci6n musical," in NII~W tsm/or nlllsicaks, 66. 
251 Carl Dahlhaus, Bdw(efl RoQlI1l1tid.r11l affd AfotitmisQI: FOllr Studies ill fhe Mllsie tiffhe Il1le NiJtelemth emfllTY, trans. ;\Jary Whitall 
(Retkdey: Univctsity ofCaliforrua Press, 1980),97·98. Quoted in Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary Style," 78. 
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practice of re-interpreting a particular musical period or composer's musical style was 

exploited to introduce elements that would subvert or weaken the identity of the work. Ibis 

was not simple mimicry, but an extension of his aesthetic goal to integrate traditional practices 

into the music of the present. Tradition was the immutable starting-point of the creative 

process. Modern music must look backward as well as forward: 

The young compos1ers, who since the first steps of their career 

seek to possess the gift of absolute originality and believe that 

the most appropriate means to make a personal work is to 

break with all of the traditions, to despise all of the rules and to 

search as a goal of their art, the negation of what the evolution 

of music has determined, ought to think of Schoenberg as well 

as his disciples, before they rush to the path of atonalism, they 

had already made the journey down the long road of traditional 

art and were consummate harmonists and contrapuntalists.252 

Ponce's historical pastiches are essentially neoclassical in that they re-interpJret and extended 

the musical language they sought to recreate. The extent to which they deviated from the 

archetypal characteristics of the period or composer they ostensibly represented was a source 

of considerable tension between him and Segovia. 

252 "Los jovenes compositores, que desde los primeros pasos de su carrera pretenden poseer el don de originalidad absoluta 
y creen que e1 medio m~is adccuado para hacer obra personal es romper con todas las tradiciones, despreciar todas las reglas y 
buscar como fin de su arte la negaci6n de 10 que ha determinado Ja evolucion de la musica, debtn pensar en que tanto 
Schoenberg como sus discipu1os, antes de lanzarse por la vereda del utonalismo, ya habtll1 recorrid" d amplio camino del 
arte tradicioa1 y eran consumados arrnorustas y contrapuntistas." :>.Ianucl M. Ponce, "Scho(.nbt.'fg" in Nlltt'Os ucrims !IJI/sica/es, 
204. 
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The concept of neoclassicism, as the te1m is used in this study, implies the tree and 

unadorned use of compositional techniques and material from previous historical periods. 

The following examination of the term neoclassicism excludes an examination of the 

nineteenth century nationalist and philosophical origins and subsequent political and literary 

associations of the term, and will focus instead on the characteristic attributes of those 

compositions labeled as neoclassical. These characteristics will be used to illustrate the 

neoclassical elements evident in. Ponce's post-1925 guitar compositions. 

Neoclassicism in French Music 

A historicist movement in French music paralleled the trend of late nineteenth century 

French writers to pattern their works on earlier literary models. A contemporary anti

romantic aesthetic as well as a nationalist spirit drove this musical movement. An excessive 

display of emotion in German romantic music, and the predilection of composers such as 

Anton Bruckner (1824-1896), Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), and Johannes Bra!nns (1833-1897) 

for gargantuan orchestral forces and dense complex textures, inspired a counter movement 

that venerated the works of pre-romantic composers such as Fran<;ois Couperin and Jean

Philippe Rameau (1683-1764). French musicology was also a beneficiary of the nationalist 

inspired interest in pre-eighteenth century French music. Modern editions of works by 

rehabilitated composers, such as Couperin and Rameau, were published. The first publication 

of Rameau's Pieces de ('laoeon since their original publication in the 1700s was in 1871, edited 

by Brahms and Friedrich Chrysander. The publication of Rameau's Oelltt;<:.c m:;plites was 

begun in 1895 and finished in 1911. This particular publication was the collaborative product 

of some of the most important French composers of the age, including Saint-Saens, Duka~» 

Guilmant and Debussy. 
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The practice of French composers to entitle their works "in the ancient style" was the first 

evidence of sympathy with the past and was also closely aligned to French nationalism and 

the anti-Genuan slant of French politics.2S3 The early historicist movement in French music, 

however, bore little affiliation to the French classical.masters and was predominantly romantic 

in character.254 Debussy chided Paul Dukas' expansive Variatiolls, interlllde et finale slIr 1111 theme 

de Romeall (1899-1902) because it was, 

festooned with so much gilt that at times Rameau himself 

would not have been able to find his theme.255 

The predominantly romantic character of the early French neoclassicists nonetheless served 

as the models for the early neoclassical works of Debussy and Ravel. Their early keyboard 

works incorporated the use of eighteenth century £Onus and melodic and rhythmic gestures. 

Debussy's Sllite bet;gamasqlle (1890-1905), POllr Ie piano (1894) and Ravel's i'vlen1let tJlItiqtlfJ (1895) 

and the PatJOfle pOflr line it!/anl{J dtfJilll/e (1899) used the names of baroque dances, but were 

neoclassic in name only. For example, the parallel and non-functional seventh and ninth 

chords of the "Sarabande" from Debussy's POllr Ie piano have more in common with the Trois 

sarabandes (1887) of Erik Satie (1866-1925) than Rameau or Couperin.2S6 A preference for 

small ensembles and open textures evident in the late works of Debussy and Ravel represent a 

refinement of their early neoclassic styles. "The "Prologue" from Debussy's Sonata for Cello and 

Pial10 (1915) has clear rhythmic and melodic similarities with the "Prologue" of Rameau's Les 

Jeles de Po/y1JlI1ie (1753).m The scoring of two projected works, a sonata for oboe, hom and 

253 Scott Messing, "Po\c:mlc as I lis tory: 1bc Case of Nco classicism," The JOIl17/a! rifMllncology 9, no. 4 (1991): 482. 
254 Scott Messing, Neoclussicism ill Afllne: From the Ge!Juis rif the COllapl Throl{~h the ScholNberg! Jtrat1l1J/g PoknJic ill 'be 1920J (New 
York: University of Rochester Press, 1988). 36. 
2;; Ibid. 
~56 Ibid .• 39. 
m Ibid.45. 
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harpsichord and a sonata for trumpet, darinet, bassoon and piano, both implied the trio

sonata. Ravel's "Rigaudon" from I.e lombeall de COllpetil1 (1914-1917), and Rameau's HPrenuer 

tambourin" from the T roisiemc COl1cert, share common rhythmic figures, a vigorous duple 

rhythm, melodic contour and the phrases of both end with a flurry of sixteenth notes.158 

Neoclassicism and Stravinsky 

After 1923, the aesthetic principles of neoclassicism changed. 'The catalyst for this fusion was 

the tendency by some artists after the First \X'orld War to disavow any association with the 

romantic ideals of unfettered emotionalism reflected in the use of gargantuan orchestral 

forces, over-extended forms, and extended melvdie structures. 1be music of Stravinsky was 

significant in establishing this new meaning. 1be term neoclassicism, as it was used to 

describe Stravinsky's music, emphasised his unadorned simple melodies and his preference 

for counterpoint. Nadia Boulanger admired Stravinsky'S Octet (1923) for itn, 

constructi'''':sm, his precise simple and classic lines furnish that 

satisfaction of the spirit and the eyes which recognise the 

passions for counterpoint, for those who love to reread the old 

masters of the Renaissance and J. S. Bach.259 

The term neoclassicism became identified with Stravinsky'S output for thirty years, from the 

Octet (1923) to the Roke)- Progress (1951)260. In relation to this music, neoclassicism symbolised 

a perceived historicist trend rather than a specific set of universal musical characteristics. 

258 Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary 5ryle," 56, 
259 Messing, "Polemic as History," 490, 
260 Schola!S are divided as tl.e beginning point of Stravinsky'S neoclassical period, .. \ustin claims that PI/uil/dla (1920) ffiilrks 
the bef,>1nning of Stravinsky'S neoclassic period, whilst Messing chUms that the Odd is the true starting point, \X-'illiam Austin, 
AIl1Jic if I the Tl1Jelllielh Cmtllry: From Dtb1lJ!y Throllgh Jtrat1I1JJ;y, (New York; W.W,Norton, 19(6), 31; MessUlg, Neoc/llIJiciml in 
All1sic, 88, 
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Neoclassicism broadly meant the reinterpretation of pre-nineteenth century fonns> 

compositional techniques and musical material within a modem idiom. Essentially, 

Stravinsky's neoclassicism represented a continuation of tradition rather a return to it. 

Eighteenth century fonns, such as sonata form or variation form, were a st:a.rt:ing point and 

not an end unto themselves. In terms of formal s::,.'Uctures, borrowed melodic material and 

orchestration, the post-1923 compositions of Stravinsky embraced a historically \vide cross 

section of composers and historical periods, ranging from Guillaume de Machaut (c.1300-

137'7), Don Carlo Gesualdo (1560-1613), Adriaan \Villaert (1490-1562), 1homas Tallis 

(c.1505-1585), Giovanni Battista Pergolesi (1710-1736), Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643), 

Johann Sebastian Bach, \Volfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791), Ludwig van Beethoven 

(1770-1827), Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901), Gioacchino Antonio Rossini (1792-1868) and 

Pyotr Tchaikovsky (1840-1893).261 According to Stravinsky, the music of the pre~nineteenth 

centuty was as relevant to the modem composer because tradition is not finite, but 

continuous and info11Il!> the present In his A1emones and COIllIJJet1tmies (1960), Stravinsky 

wrote: 

Tradition is generic; it is not simply 'handed down" fathers to 

sons, but undergoes a life process: it is born, grows, matures, 

declines, and is reborn, perhaps. These stages of growth and 

regrovtth are always in contradiction to the stages of another 

concept or interpretation: true tradition lives in the 

contradiction/62 

The broad historical sweep and avoidance of garrulousness reflected in Stravinsh.-y's 

26t Austin. "'llIiie ill tht 1u.'fflfitlh Cm/my, 272. 
2(.2 Igor Stmvmsky and Robert Craft. M(fIloria tll/d COIJ""tll!(1ritJ. (London: Faber and Faber 1961J). 1:!6·1 :!7. 
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neoclassical compositions 1S also evident in Ponce's Paris guitar compositions. 'The 

neoclassical influences lnanifest in these works fall into four distinct categories: historical 

pastiches, works with harpsichord, recomposition, and works using pre-nineteenth century 

structures incorporating the austere melodic and formal writing of Stravinsky and the 

harmonic language of Debussy. 

The Historical Pastiches 

Ponce's historical pastiches for guitar were composed between 1928 and 1931, and reference 

the baroque, classical and romantic periods. These works were specific requests of Segovia, 

who wanted works that reflected the style of Johann Sebastian Bach, Franz Schubert, and 

Fernando Sor. Segovia's letters demonstrate that, whereas the guitarist sought works tha 

mimicked the style of a pa.rticular composer, Ponce sought to subvert that idea by stamping 

the works with a modem idiom. The following analysis of the historical pastiches will 

examine the ways in which Ponce attempted to re-interpret the work of Schubert and Sor, 

and how Segovia sought to moderate his modernist tendencies. 

'The Baroque Pastiches for Guitar 

The pastiche compositions of Ponce fall into two categories: apocryphal and those attributed 

to Ponce himself. The origin of Ponce's apocryphal pastiches lies in a mischievous ruse that 

S~govia borrowed from the eminent Austrian concert-violinist Fritz Kriesler. Kriesler 

performed his own pastiches of baroque music under various pseudonyms, such as Arcangelo 

Corelli and Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741), primarily to fool his critics. Segovia, likewise, 

solicited historical verisimilitudes from Ponce written under the names of Silvius Leopold 

\Veiss and .:\1essandro Scarlatti. His purpose was ostensibly to fool his critics, but this ruse 

also helped Segovia avoid any criticism that his repertoire was deficient and largely reliant on 
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the works of a handful of composers.263 The mythology that Segovia propagated about the 

origins of some of Ponce's historical stylisations was, in some cases, quite elaborate and 

smacked of an opportunistic attempt to equate his own historical research to that of Pujol. 

The sleeve notes to Segovia and the Grlitar (MCA IvIACS 1964) credit Segovia as the transcriber 

of two pieces originally by Ponce, but attributed to Alessandro Scarlatti: a "Preambuld' and 

"Gavota". 

These two piano pieces of Alessandro Scarlatti were found, 

together with two others, in the Conservatory of Naples, some 

twenty years ago; they form part of a suite . . . The 

transcriptions are by Andres Segovia.2M 

The association of Scarlatti with the piano in the above passage is anachronistic since the 

hfu.-psichord would have been historically more appropriate. 

Ponce is known to have composed under the pseudonyms of two baroque composers, the 

German lutenist and contemporary of Jvhann Sebastian Bach, Silvius Leopold \X/eiss (1686-

1750) and the Italian operatic composer Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725). Those works 

attributed to Weiss include the Bal/etto (1931), the Preltlde ill E lvlqjor (1931), and the S"ite in A 

(1930-1931).2('5 Only one work was attributed to Scarlatti, the Sllile a/ estilo anligllo (1931). 

263 Frary, "Ponce's Baroque Pastiches," 159. 
2M Andres Segovia, Se,gol7il alld Ih! G/li/ar, ~{CA I-,fACS 1964. 
26; These works wee<: written exclusively for Segovia and not rek'ased for publication. In some cases, published editions were 
made from transcripn,\1S of Segovia's recordings. In light of Segovi:l'S tendency to Ie-write Ponce's music, there is a need 
for a doset study of the pblished scores with Ponce's original manuscripts. 
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Another baroque pastiche composed between 1932 and 1937, a suite in homage to Johann 

Sebastian Bach, is lost The earliest reference to this work is Segovia's letter written during 

October and November 1932. 

I want you to take pains, besides finishing the Concerto, to 

write two important things for solo guitar. First a suite in the 

old style, signed by you, in homage to Bach, lutenist.266 

However, the earliest reference to the completed work is a letter dated between 22nd April 

1936 and February 1937. Segovia explains that Spain has been thrown into civil war; that 

communists have ransacked his house in Barcelona and the contents of his strongbox have 

been destroyed. As a result, some of Ponce's manuscripts have also been destroyed. One of 

these works was the "entire homage to Bach". 

Among the things that cause me most pain, having been left 

back in Spain and destroyed, are your manuscripts. I beg you, 

dearly, that little by little you start recopying them, according to 

your sketches, and send them to me. Above all, those that 

were not yet published, like the first Sonata that you wrote in 

Mexico for me, the first movement of the Sonatina in homage 

to Tarrega, the Sarabande in E major that should have followed 

the masked prelude, another Sarabande in A major and the 

entire homage to Bach, which fugue I was lately transposing so 

I could play it 261 

266 Segovia to Ponce, between 22m! October 1932 -. 11 th November 1932 in Segovia, The S~otin-Pol1ce Lifers, 129. 
'1.67 Segovia to Ponce, between 220d April 1936 - February 1937 in Segovia, The Sigm'ia-Poflce Ltters, 168. 
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In reference to this suite, Segovia's letters mention specifically the completion of only two 

movements by name: a "Prelude" and "Fugue". The Sltite BW/v 997 (c.1740) is the only one 

of Bach's four lute suites to include a fugue and its movement sequence of "Praeludio", 

"Fuga", "Sarabande", "Gigue" and "Double'" may have been used as a model by Ponce. 

The attribution of Ponce's baroque stylisations to \Veiss and Scarlatti does not imply that 

works such as the Preilldio, S'Pte in A, and the Suite ai esth'o antiguo attempt to recreate the 

compositional techniques and styles of both composers. Segovia most likely chose Weiss and 

Scarlatti because of their relative obscurity during the early decades of twentieth century. 

Each one of the baroque pastiches should therefore be compared with the represented period 

in general and not the compositional styles and techniques of the ascribed composers. 

The Suite ai estiio anti/po (1931) 

Ponce's extant baroque pastiches reproduce the techniques and forms of the baroque period 

without falling into mimicry. An absence of ornamentation and a preference for dissonant 

harmonies are some of the non-baroque elements that reflect the neoclassic values of these 

works. The Suite ai estilo al1tiguo, for example, includes: a "Preambulo", "Courante'\ 

"Sarabande", "Gavotte I and II" and "Gigue". An allemande, typically placed after the 

prelude in a baroque suite, is not included. The ''Preambulo'' is styled after the French 

overture. It features a modified ternary form (A, B, A 1) that includes a slow opening in dotted 

rhythm, a fast fugal section and a truncated repeat of the opening A section. Striking 

dissonances produced by the prevailing contrary motion and frequent acciaccaturas reflect 

Ponce's tendency to re-interpret and modify rather than copy pre-nineteenth century 

models.26R 

2611 Frary, "Pollce's Baroque Pastiches," 161. 
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Example 73: Suite al estilo antiguo, Preambulo. 

The dissonant style of the "Preambulo" concerned Segovia gready since he thought it would 

betray the modem ongins of the work. 

Also, tell me to whom are we are attributing the Preambulo. I 

am very worried about the contrary movements of the 

Maestoso. If you think they will work, leave them alone, if they 

are going to raise some angry suspicions, modify them. 269 

Recurring motifs between the individual movements of the SlIite aJ estilo antigllo reflects the 

cyclic processes employed freguendy by composers of the romantic period. For example, the 

opening phrase of the "Sarabande" is derived from the opening phrase of the "Preambulo". 

Furthermore, the principal motif of the "Gigue" is similar to the opening phrase of the fugal 

section in the "Preambulo". 

J 

Example 74: Suite al estilo antiguo, Preambulo. 

269 Scp;ovia to Ponce, Saturday 1931 In Segovia, The Segotio.Pollfe ILl/err, 90. 
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Example 75: Suite al estilo antiguo, Sarabande. 

r· 

Example 76: Suite al estilo antiguo, Gigue. 

Example 77: Suite al estilo antiguo, Preambulo. 

The Classical and Early Romantic Pastiches for Guitar. 

The Sonata ckisica (Hommage;; Fenlat/do Sort 1928) 

111e remaining pastiche compositions, the Sot:dta cldsica (1928) and Sonata romtintica (1928), 

were both published under Ponce's name. The Sonata ckisica is dedicated to the Spanish 

virtuoso guitarist and composer Fernando Sor and is set in four movements marked 

"Allegro", "Andante", "Menuet", ((Allegro"; a typical configuration of the classical period. A 

letter of Segovia suggests that Ponce possibly used Fernando Sor's Grand Sonata up. 22 as a 

working model for the Sonata cltisita. 
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Do not neglect to send me the Sonata if you have finished it 

before the 26th
, because I can read it in one day and bring it 

later to Paris with the small changes that would have to be 

made. If the andante is ready send it. And if not try to 

complete the whole work for the 26th
, so that if the sea is not 

too rough, I can work on it aboard the ship. 

I forgot to tell you that perhaps a minuet before the final 

rondo would not be inappropriate. Notice that the Sonata you 

have there, has four movements. And another one that has 

been wlritten in C major, that you do not know - perhaps you 

have heard it from me once or twice - four movements also. 

Your sonata on SOt should follow the same examplepu 

Of the two four-movement solo guitar sonatas written by Sor, only op. 22 contains a minuet 

and trio followed by a rondo. 

The movement sequence of the Sonata ddsica. is also typical of the sonata from this period. 

The first movement is in sonata form, the second movement ternary- form, the third 

movement minuet and trio and the fourth movement is an extended rondo with coda CA, B, 

At, C, Bl, A, B2, Coda), similar to Haydn's treatment of the fOffi1.:.m TIus fourth movement 

has a quasi-sonata-allegro structure derived from the varied treatment of particular sections. 

The C section is based on a rhythmic motif of the A section and, B2 is an extension of the 

~7() Segovia to Ponce, December 1937 in Segovia, The Stgotia.Po/JI:t utlm, 20. 
271 Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary Style," 82. 
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earlier B section. The middle section C, B 
1 

is treated like a development section of a sonata

allegro structure. The chromatically inflected coda is based on A matelnal. 

Segovia received the first draft of the S olla/a cltisica between December 1927 and] anuary 1928. 

In a letter to Ponce, dated January 1928, Segovia relays the successes of his New York recitals 

and states that for a future recital (date not specified) he plans to include the "one on Sor in 

the first hal£".272 Segovia's apparent pleasure with the Sonata clasica, however, did not 

preclude him from suggesting numerous changes to the work. 

It is exquisite. It sounds very good. However, I would like you 

to somewhat modifY the bridge to the second theme, the 

recapitulation, and perhaps, the coda. I would also like it if the 

development were a little longer. And finish the Rondo which 

I want to work on, so the Sonata will be complete.m 

Later that same month, Segovia received the first three movements minus the ('Rondo". The 

succinct nature of Ponce's writing in the exposition and recapitulation concerned him. 

If you have a tough draft of the first movement of the Sonata, 

make a simple bodge to move to the second theme. Also write 

a graceful sketch on the ref/tree to the principal theme, after the 

development, and make this one longer, wi/hollt tOllching attything 

oj Jphat YOII have a/reatfy l}lntten, which J like very much. Perhaps 

anot.her coda. I do not want there to be any unevenness 

272 Segovia to Poncc,.lanuary 1928 in Segovia, The SfJ"Otia,Po.'ICt Leftm, 25. 
:mlbid 
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between the first movement of the Sonata and the last; I want 

both to be equally important.274 

Segovia sensed that his numerous and iterative prescribed changes would possibly frustrate 

Ponce. The interpolation of dIe "without touching anything of what you have already 

written" statement is offered to reassure Ponce that what he has written is veri good, but that 

further changes are required. These changes address the subject material such as "a graceful 

sketch on the 1'Cl/tree to the principal theme", as well as the structure of individual movements 

such as "another coda". In this sense Segovia's statement can be read as some sort of 

apology for imposing himself on Ponce, but the defined changes are, to his mind, essential to 

the success of the work. 

The request that Ponce include a bridge to the second theme and extend the rei/tree to the 

principal theme indicates that Segovia was resisting Ponce's move toward formal concision 

and economy of music'll expression. As will be seen in the SOflata III, SOflata elasim, and JOllata 

romantica, Ponce adopted a more concise musical expression in his Paris compositions, 

eschewing the extended transitional and bridge passages that characte.rised the first and fourth 

movements of the Sonata mexicafla. Wbereas Segovia favoured the continuance of the early 

romantic tradition of long graceful melodic lines and extended musical forms, Ponce was 

turning away from those ae'5thetic values and re-interpreting traditional musical forms and 

compositional styles. 

The J otlata romalltica (Hommage Ii }<raJlZ S (hubert. 1928) 

The SOlla/a romall/ica is dedicated to Schubert and carries the subtitle 

274 Ibid., 27. Italics arc Segovia's. 
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f 
r, 

Hommage a Franz Schubert qui aimait la guitare (In Homage 

to Franz Schubert Who Loved the Guitar). 

This reference to Schubert's affinity for the guitar alludes to the fact that he played the guitar 

and also wrote for the instrument, but never in a solo capacity. The Sonata romantica reflects 

many characteristics of Schubert's cOmpOSitiOnal style, such as sudden modulations, the 

juxtaposition of major and minor chords and key areas, root movement by a third, long 

cantabile melodies, use of counter melodies, extended pauses, and a preference for repetition 

rather than motivic development.275 Ponce's emulation of Schubert's compositional style 

indicates that stylistically, the Sonata romalltica belongs to the first half of the nineteenth 

century. IvLqnyaspects of the SOllata romantica reflect the major developments to sonata foml 

during this period. For example, the clear delineation of the exposition, development, and 

recapitulation became blurred and the clear tonic-to-dominant tonal structure found in the 

classical sonata fonn was 'weakened ,rTith increased modulation to distant key areas.27(, The 

effect of these changes was to imbue the sonata fonn of the romantic period with a greater 

degree of tension than that found in the sonata fonn of the classical period. Segovia accepted 

the SOllata roman/ica virtually without any modification. The earliest reference to this work in 

Segovia's letters is a letter dated 22nd May, 1928. In this letter, Segovia includes a postscript at 

the end of the letter for Ponce to hurry and finish the "Sonata on Schubert":1.77 In a letter 

dated the 5th September of that year, Segovia writes to Clementina, Ponce's wife, that he has 

met with Ponce in Paris and that Ponce had played the S olio/a roman/ica. 

275 Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary Style," 83. 
276 Leo Welch, "Sonata Form and Musical Interpretation II: Ponce's l\!oze Complex Forms," SOllfldboard19, no 2 (1992): 18. 
277 Segovia to Ponce, 22nd May 1928 in Segovia, The S~p'oL7a.PolllC L.etfm, 31. 
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We have gone to the Avenue Mack Malcon and there he had 

me hear the Sonata on Schubert, which made me come 

unglued. Now I have a work for Geneva.27R 

The only change Segovia suggested to Ponce is stated in a letter dated the 2Th ¥ebruary 1929. 

I have studied the Schtlbert Sonata. I am enthusiastic about it. 

The last movement is splendid. The chords come out 

magnificently, but I think the arpeggios that follow the chords, 

cool off the finale a little. 'W'hat do you think? I did not notice 

it before because the study of the full work was not yet 

constituted. The atpegglOS I refer to are these 

The ones that follow these, decrescendo, are fine, for example: 

This is fine. \Vhy don't you set up that first phrase with some 

other one that leads to the passage better? Do it and send it to 

278 Segovia to Ponce, 5th September 1928 Segovia, The Sego!ia,PoIJte Letters, 136. 
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me at once, I am playing it on the 23tcl of Mru:ch on my last 

New York redtal.279 

Apparendy, Segovia's objection to the repeated tonic and dominant seventh arpeggios in the 

first arpeggio example was not acted upon, as the published score maintains the repeated 

arpeggio figure. Despite Ponce's failure to incorporate Segovia's suggestion, Segovi~ still 

referred to the Sonata rrJmalltica as one of Ponce's greatest works for dle guitar.280 

Segovia's almost immediate acceptance of the SOllata romantica is a reflection of how faithful 

the work is to Schubert's style. It incorporates the hallmarks of Schubert's compositional 

style, such as graceful melodic lines and strong diatonicism, chromatically inflected chords, 

and modulation to the mediant and sub-mediant degrees. 'Dle music of Schubert epitomised 

tllilny of those attributes that Segovia associated 'mth the beautiful in music and Schubert was 

one of Segovia's favourite composers. In a letter to Peace dated 22ncl September 1932, 

Segovia comments on a work by Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936), lvlana egi~aca (1929-1931), 

that in spite of its references to Schubert, the work was not "di-Iline longueur".28I In other 

letters, Segovia complements Ponce on his ability to capture the character of Schubert. In the 

following passage, Segovia is trying to persuade Ponce to write more Spanish music for guitar 

or for voice and piano: 

Do not be stubborn, spend a few weeks studying Albeniz, 

Falla, impregnating yo·c.:.rself with the character of the old 

Andalusian and Castillian songs, like you have done with 

~7!) Segovia to Ponce, 27th Febru:ll)' 1929 in Segovia, The StgoZil1.POlli't I.tltm, 45. 
280 Segovia to Ponce, Decc:rl1bcr 1929 in Segovh, The Se,golia,Pollce L~ltm, 58. 
2Ht Segovla to Ponce, 22"d Sept("mber 1932 in Segovia, TheS<golia,Poflce ultm, 121. 
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Schubel't, and write a collection of songs for voice and piano 

and you will see how Nin and Pedrell turn pale and you will 

convert yourself into the equal of Falla, before the public.282 

Recomposition of the "Andante Varia to" from Paganini's Grand Sonata for Guitar and 

Violin (n.d.). 

Ponce's Al1dante variato (1930) is based on the theme from the eponymous variation 

movement of Paganini's Grand Sonata (n.d.) for guitar and violin. Around July 1930, Segovia 

asked Ponce to revise the Grand Sonata. By August of that year, Ponce, misinterpreting 

Segovia's request, sent the guitarist a reduction of the work. The finished manuscript was 

essentially what Paganini had written and was consequently unplayable on the guitar. 

Realising his error, Segovia apologised and was willing, in deference to the composer, to 

abandon the project altogether. However, in September Segovia received Ponce's free 

arrangement of the complete Grand Sonata. llis arrangement, which also includes the 

"Andante variato," was published as the SOl1ata de Pagal1illi (1930) and was immediately to 

Segovia'S liking, aldlough between November 1931 and January 1932 his enthusiasm cooled. 

Only the "Romanza" and the "Andante variato" sustained his interest. According to Segovia, 

when paired together they made a ''brilliant work". However, Segovia wanted Ponce to ,"\trite 

two more variations for the Alldal/te variato. 

My dear 1Y1anuel; Looking for some new works for my concerts 

in Spain, I have come across the Paganini Sonata. I have 

irrevo, Lbly discarded the first movement even though it was 

modified by you. It is annoying to work on. But the Rornanza 

lH2 Sc!1.ovia to Ponce, between 26th February 1930·13thJune 1930111 Segovu, TheSegOt1a,PUIICt Ldtm, 68. 
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and the final theme, changed by you can make up a very 

brilliant work and I am studying it. But I need two more 

variations which if you will grant me permission, I will urgently 

request from you. Bear in mind the pyrotechnic style of the 

genial Italian and make them in the mould, in such a way that 

the public will have no doubt too that I sold my soul to the 

devil.283 

Soon after, Segovia's interest in the restored "Romanza" waned and he asked Ponce to write a 

cadenza for that movement. The subsequent publication of the Alldante variato, minus tJ.1.e 

"Romanza", sugges~ that Ponce became tired of Segovia'S capriciousness and consequently 

did not write a c~.denza, or that he did write a cadenza but this was later omitted by Segovia. 

It may also have been the case that Ponce, in the manner of the neoclassical composers such 

as Stravinsky, who refashioned and transfonned their original sources into a new autonomous 

works, adopted a similar approach in the "Romanza". 

The spirit of subversion that penneates Stravinsky's Pu/cille/fa (1919-1920) is intensified in 

Ponce's recomposition of the "Andante Variato" from Paganini's Gralld Sonata. Stravinsky'S 

PI//cinella subverts Pergolesi's original work, forcing us to hear it a new way. PuJcinella is based 

on a number of compositions of Pergolesi, including the trio sonatas, various instrumental 

works and three operas, Lo Frate ('11Iamorato (1734), II F/alJlinio (1735), Adriano ill Sirio 

(1734).2S4 Stravinsky's recomposition of this music includes the following techniques: 

reorchestration exploiting concertante groupings, elision, lengthening or repetition of 

283 Segovia to Ponce, betweeu 16th November 1931 - 11 th January 1932 in Segovia, The Segotia,Pc'f}ct L1lfers, 104·5. 
2S4 Eric Walter White, Sfrmi!ls!:y: TIle Composer aNd his !forks (Loudon: Faber aod Faber, 1979),283 
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phrases, motivic development, countennelody and re-hannonization. As a direct 

consequence of Stravinsky's extensive reworking of Pergolesi's music, Pttldnella mirrors in a 

very conspicuous manner various aspects of Stravinsky's own compositional style, including 

static diatonicism through prolonged hannonies and osrinato, layered textures and the 

juxtaposition of discreet block-like sections.285 Stravinsky's introduction of new material 

obfuscates the identity of the original to the extent that the recomposition reflects his 

musical aesthete more than Pergolesi's. In this context, recomposition is not a form of 

homage, but a musical re-birthing. 

Ponce's Andante variato is a new work fashioned from Paganini's original work. The Andmlte 

variato retains only the melody of the theme from Paganini's original composition and is 

essentially a rival set of variations. His treatment of the theme and its subsequent variations 

preserves Paganini's original concept of a display piece, but shows a greater range of 

compositional techniques. The theme from Ponce's A"1'1dal1te t1ariato retains the melody, 

phrase structure and key of Paganini's work, but features a new and more independent bass 

part that enriches the original hannonic scheme as well as providing a new melodic 

counterpoint. The greater freedom within this bass part is evidence of the increasing use of 

contrapuntal textures in Ponce's guitar music after 1925, and is a direct influence of 

Stravinsky's neoclassicism. 

2115 White. Slrmiflt':Y: 1M COI/Iposer. 284-5; Joseph N. St!'.lUS, &lIfakittg 'be PtlSl: AiIt.rilal Modemis", t1rld 1m itif/JWICC 0/ 'be 1'ollal 
TraditiON (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1990), 59; Poulos, "Towards a Contemporary Style," 50. 
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Example 78: Andante variato, theme. 

The simple tonic-to-dominant movement in Paganini's "Andante Variato" is replaced by a 

more colourful, and chromatically inflected harmonic language. Embellishing diminished and 

half-diminished chords indicate Ponce's preference to ju.xtapose an extended harmonic 

language on to melodies that exhibit simple dominant-to-tonic relations. This technique is 

also reflected in his rehannonization of the folias theme in the Variations sur (tpolia c1: Espana" 

ctjitguc (1929). 

Some of the variations in both Paganini's "Andante Variato" and Ponce's recomposition 

share common rhythmic figurations. The £i.nit variation of both works is based on a tnplet 

rhythm. A tremolo figure is found in the fourth variation in Paganini's work and also in the 

sixth variation of Ponce's AJldal1te varia/o. However, the fundamental diff~rence between 

Paganini's and Ponce's variation writing lies in the treatment of the theme. ~/'hereas 

Paganini's variatlons are based exclusively on the melody of the theme, Ponce's vanat.ons 
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reflect a broader interpretation of the theme and freely develop motives, not only from the 

melody itself but also from the bass accompaniment. The fourth variation, for example, is 

based on the bass melody of the theme. 

~# !! eO 
r r i r 

Example 79: Andante Variato, variation 4. 

The Sonata for Guitar and Harpsichord (1926). 

The SOlJata for Glntar and Hmpsichord, completed by 1926, was the first work for guitar Ponce 

wrote after arriving in Paris. Segovia's letter dated 21st August 1926 is u'1e earliest reference 

to this work. He st.ates that he has been preparing the work for its likely premiere in Brussels 

in December 16.2R6 Tills sonata is one of the few chamber works of the early twentieth 

century to use the harpsichord and places Ponce firmly within the neoclassical movement at 

this time.2R7 The influence of \Xlanda Landowska (1879-1959), either direcdy through her 

writings and performances, or indirectly through her collaboration with rvfanuel de Falla, was 

the likely catalyst that inspired Ponce to write for thE: harpsichord. Landowska's promotion 

2HC, Segovia to Ponce, 21 st AUhrust 1926 in Segovia, The S~gotia,Poflct uttm, 8. 
281 'Ibe first work this century to use the harpsichord in a chamber ensemble is Falh's music drama BIrr/ohIo de malsa Pedro 
(1919.22). 
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of early music was known to Ponce by at least February 1920, when he published her essay 

"EI progreso de la mlisica" in the February edition of the Retista mllsical de Mbaco (1920). In 

the 1920s, Landowska. commissioned a small number of works for harpsichord jncluding two 

concertos; one by Manuel de Falla, the Cot/certo for Hatpsichord (1923-1926), and Francis 

Poule.nc (1899-1963), the Concert Champetre for Harpsichord and Orchestra (1927-1928). The first 

of these, Falla's Concerto for Harpsichord, was begun in October 1923, well before Ponce's Sonata 

for GlIitar and Harpsichord. However, it was not premiered until 5th November 1926, two 

months after the completion POflCC>S sonata. The shared religious themes in the middle 

movements of both works and a preference for contrapuntal textures suggests that Ponce's 

guitar and harpsichord sonata may have been influenced by Falla's harpsichord concerto. The 

middle movement of Falla's Concerto for Hatpsichord evokes a religious procession around a 

Gothic cathedral using a visigothic mode, whilst the second movement of Ponce's Sonata for 

Gllitar atld Harpsit-hord evokes the free meter of Gregorian Chatlt through his use of a 7/4-

meter and the dorian mode.2118 Through Segovia'S intercession, both Ponce and Falla were 

intimately familiar with each other's work and also occasionally corresponded. Falla's attempt 

to secure a contract for Ponce with his own publisher attests to the strength of their 

friendship and mutual respect. 

Ponce's Sonata for Gllitar and Hatpsichord reflects the neoclassical preference for clear, open 

textures, contrapuntal writing and the exploitation of instrumental timbre. His choice of E 

minor as the tonic key of the first movement allows him to explore the full resonance of the 

guitar. E minor, and its relative major G, are two of the most resonant keys on a 

conventionally tuned guitar since they encompass the lower atld upper limits of the guitar's 

2gB Tbt Sew GrrJt'e Dictiollary oj Mllsie atld Aillsidans. s.v. "Falla (y Mathcu), Manuel de" (by Carol ;\ I less). 
http://www.grovemusic.com/(accessed October 27th• 2003). 
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pitch compas~. In the opening bars of the sonata, an arpeggio based on the tonic E minor 

seventh chord is played on open strings, followed by two successive st.atements of the tonic 

seventh chord built on the open strings of the instrument; the A in tlns chord is considered 

an added fourth. The function of these opening bars is to establish boldly from the outset, 

the contrasting sonority and plucked string timbre of the guitar. 
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Example 80: Sonata for Guitar and Harpsichord, first movement. 

Among the other neoclassical elements in this work is the toccata-like canon in the first 

movement. The canon is first stated in the harpsichord at the unison, underpinned by an 

ostinato pattern formed from the lowest open strings of the guitar E, A and D. This canon is 

then repeated in the guitar part a fifth below at bar sL"'<:ty-four. 
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Example 81 = Sonata for Guitar and Harpsichord, first movement. 

A second guitar and harpsichord work, the Pn'/Ilde (1936), began life as the Prelude in E lvIqjor 

(1931) for solo guitar and was later rearranged with harpsichord accompaniment for Segovia 

and his second wife, Paquita, as a wedding present. The harpsichord part was written for 
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Paquita, an enthusiastic and, according to Segovia, proficient harpsichordist. 

Though Segovia was enthusiastic about receiving the Sonata for Gllitar and Hap.debord, there is 

no record of him actually recording or publicly performing the work. His apparent reluctance 

to perform the work is alluded to in a letter dated between 17th March 1928 and 28th July 

1928. Initially, Segovia apologises to Ponce for his continuous requests. Shortly afterwards, 

he explains to Ponce that he has found a harpsichordist to play the work. 

I have delivered your Sonata for Harpsichord and Guitar to a 

harpsichordist recommended by Mooser, who lives in Geneva 

and who, according to what they say, plays very well. I have 

begged him to copy out the guitar part for me and send it to 

me in Buenos Aires, Hotel Plaza, to study it during the return 

trip. And we will play it without fail in October.21l9 

Segovia's reluctance to perf0nI1 some of Ponce's music was a possible cause of the crisis in 

their relationship. An inference that can be drawn from the above letter is that there was an 

agreement (either implicit or explicit) that Segovia perform the works Ponce wrote for him. 

Segovia's promise that he will play the SOI1(1ta for HarpsiL-bord atld Gllitar ''without fail" can be 

read as an act of atonement for not having played it earlier. Given that the work was 

completed in August 1926, almost two years had passed before Segovia had even found a 

harpsichordist. It appears from this delay that Segovia could not find a place for the work in 

his concert or recording repertoire. Though Segovia credited Ponce with writing some of the 

most beautiful works that had ever been written for the guitar, he was nonetheless selective in 

2M SCgOv:tl to Ponce, between 17th March 1928 - 28th July 1928 ill Segovia, The St,.p,OtiJPollct I~tterr, 34. 
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what works he chose to play and record. The neoclassical style of the Sonatafor Harpsichord 

and Cllitar and also the unusual pairing of instruments were possibly not to Segovia's liking. 

Not all of Ponce's works were well received by Segovia and his praise of the SOllata for 

Harpsichord and Cuitar rings hollow in that regard. 

Non-Emulative or Parodying Neoclassical Works. 

The non-emulative or parodying guitar works dating from 1925 to 1932 all employ eighteenth 

century forms and include the SOflata III (1927), Thime, varie et fillale (1926), Variatiolls slIr (1:'olia 

de Espana" et fugue (1929), SOllatilla menaiollal (1932), and Rhumba (1932). Of thesE: works, the 

SOllata III and the Thime, vane et fillale most clearly illustrate the influence of neoclassicism and 

impressionism on Ponce's guitar works. In both works, Ponce subordinates his interest in 

Mexican folk music in deference to the neoclassical techniques of Stravinslky and the 

harmonic language of Debussy. 11lese works were also subject to substantial review by 

Segovia because of dle relative dominance of neoclassicism and impressionism over Ponce's 

earlier nationalist and romantic values. 

The SOflata III (1927) 

The first movement of the S oflata III illustrates two significant changes that occurred in 

Ponce's style after 1925. Firsdy, there is a heightening and prolongation of music.al tension 

promoted through increased dissonance, l!.:Jdess shifting between unrelated keys, and the use 

of colouristic non-tertiary structures. Secondly, there is an increasing objectivity of thematic 

material and compactness of fonn. In the Sonata III, tonality is reinterpreted as a kinetic 

rather than a centric force. The incessant conflict between tonally stable and unstable areas 

creates a mosaic-like structure of fluid and static musical blocks. The principle of a linear 

force still applies in this re-interpretation of tonality, but its direction does not gravitate to a 
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particular key or note; but to a harmonically stable key area of either D minor, A minor, F 

major or B minor. 

After the initial statement of the first theme in measures one to eight, the transition section 

begins moving rapidly through a series of unrelated key areas of D minor, F minor and G

sharp minor. An ascending octatonic scale at b~,r fourteen suggests a return to the tonic D 

minor and the arrival of the second theme. However, the arrival of this theme is delayed by a 

false theme, stated initially in C major, which p~sses quickly through a series of diminished 

and modified eleventh, ninth and seventh chords, eschewing any sense of a specific tonal 

centre. The tension created through this harmonic feint climaxes in measures twent"f-five to 

twenty-eight through a reiterated series of descending arpeggios based on A minor

augmented seventh and C augmented-minor seventh. The following resolution of this tonally 

unstable passage is only transient, but nonetheless effective. A temporary tonal stasis in the 

key of D minor counterbalances the preceding harmonic resdessness. This feeling of stillness 

is established through the use of a D pedal and a descending series of gliding quartal chords, 

whose lack of a strong linear force complements the static nature of the pedal. Tms contrast 

between harmonically stable and unstable areas is an important source of musical tension. 

Extended rUld lliuesolved dissonances are exploited to create tonal instability. On the other 

hand, harmonic techniques such as pedal and non-tertiary structures, are used to create tonal 

sm.bility. Pedal is also used in Ponce's atonal works, such as the S 011(11(1 bnJtle (1932), to create a 

temporary sense of a central tonal force. 
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&xample 82: Sonata III, first movement. 

The compactness and objectiVIty manifest in Ponce's music after 1925 is reflected in the 

melodic writing of the first movement of the S ol1ata III. The long cantabile melodies found in 

the second movement of the Sonata tJlc.x7cafla and the Tms camio1lCs poplllaTes mc::..icaflas are 

atomised into brief three and four-note episodes so as to exploit their motivic potential. The 

first theme, for example, is constructed in thes~ short three-and four~note episodes 

punctuated by a D pedal. This style of melodic writing has similarities with the cellular 

melodic structure of the S Ol1ata bmvc (1932) and the S ollatinc (1932). Hannonical1y, the D pedal 
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affi...-ms the tonal stability of the theme, counterbalancing the succession of inverted major, 

minor and diminished chords that follow. Melodically, the theme is based on two motives, 

both drawn from the of ening two bars. The first is a convex figure based on a falling tritone 

which then ascends in a step-wise manner. The sec0nd motif is a three-note concave figure 

comprising a rising third and falling fourth. As reflected by their consistent convex and 

concave shapes, the subsequent restatements of the theme bear a direct relationship to the 

two motives. 

Allegro modll!rato 
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Example 83: Sonata III, first movement. 

The rationalisation of musiccl material and pr-ference for shorter proportion~ in the Sonata III 

(1927) reflects the neoclassical works of Stravinsh.;r. The succinct style of the V'io/in Concerto 

(1931), Dw Concer/ante (1932) for violin and piano and SytnphOf!J in C (1940) avoids extenSl.ve 

bridges and dev! nents, and excessive repetition. Stravinsh.y's preference for contrapuntal 

textures is not widely evident in Ponce's Sonata III because of the contrapuntal limitations of 

the guitar. The "Fugue" from the Variations slIr '7:<o/ia de Espan"{/J etI'tgrlc ('1929), Ponce's m0st 

expansive piece of contrapuntal writing for the guitar, ne,"er exceeds more than two 
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simultaneous voices. In the sonata-fonn structure of the fi1"st movement of the Sonata III, 

Ponce achieves a fonnal conciseness through the omission of closing themes. the avoidance 

oflengthy bridge passages and the superfluous repetition of the main themes. 

The hannonic language of the Sonata III reflects the influence of Debussy. After 1925, 

Ponce's harmonic language became increasingly colouristic and non-functional. The strong 

cliatonicism that characterised the Sonota mexicalla and the Tros candones )optllaros mex7Catlas was 

replaced by a coloun:,.1c chordal writing based on quartal and quintal chords, and composite 

tertiary and quartal structures that leveraged the open tuning of the guitar. These structures 

reflect the increasingly complex harmonic functions and language in Ponce's music during 

this time. However, the hannonic writing of the Paris guitar works is less progressive than 

that found in the piano and chamber works of this period and suggests that Ponce had 

moderated his use of neoclassical and impressionist techniques in order to accommodate 

Segovia's conservative values. 

The use of non-tertiary chords for their sonorous and evocative effect is a characteristic of 

Debussy's music and also Ponce's con-emulative Paris guitar works. Ponce's guitar music 

contains a more limited range of non-tertiary structures than those used by Debussy. This is 

probably due to the idiom of the piano and its capacity for larger chord structures and more 

varied interval combinations than is possible on the guitar. The wide spacing of the guitar's 

tuning is better suited to chord structures based on intervals of a tcmrth and fifth, rather than 

chords based on smaller intervals such as pentatonic or whole-tone chords. The types of 

non-tertiary structures used by Ponce are thus invariably quartal, quintal or combinations of 

these. Both Debussy and Ponce share a common aim to exploit instrumental sonority in their 

l'se of colouristic hannonies. For example, the succession of ascending quartal chords with 

octave doublings in Debussy'S "Prelude No.lO" from the Preltldes, book 1 (1910) is designed 
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to create a lush and evocative sonority. 
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Example 84: Preludes book 1, Prelude No.10. 

Open spaced chords are similarly used by Ponce in the Sonata III to exploit the sonority of the 

guitar. In the following example, a series of chords based on the tuning of the instrument 

complement the colouristic role of the preceding pentatonic scale. The comparatively long 

duration of each chord effectively retards the musicru momentum so as to focus attention on 

the sonority and colour of the individual chords, which is further enhanced by their 

strummed articulation. 

Pmtafoltie seaft 

Example 85: Sonata III, first movement. 
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Debussy's practice of fattenhlg his melodies by gliding a single chord structure up and down 

the keyboard is also found in the music of Ponce. In the following passage from Debussy's 

"La Soiree dans Grenade" (Evening in Grenada), from Estampcs (1903), a singh~ chord 

structure is projected onte' successive tones. The absence of any lin.ear or forward force in 

the resultant chO!d series raises the question as to whether we are listening to a succession of 

chords or a vertically expanded melody. 

Tempo Giusto 

pp# '-' q. q ..... . PP# --- q. b 
- - -==== 

Example 86: Estampes, Soiree dans Grenade. 

The same chordal gliding is found in the first movement of Ponce's Sonatina meridional (1932). 

In the following exanlple, the parallel chordal movement is underpinned by an A pedal. The 

periodicity 0 f this pedal effectively creates a hemiola effect, superimposing 2/8 on to 3/8. 

/JJ r ] 
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Example 87: Sonatina lllt;riclional, first movement. 

Ponce's focus on primary intervals, such as the fourth, fifth and octave, and his use of the 

whole-tone, pentaronic and early church modes, have their antecedents in Debussy's music. 

Debussy's Prdlldes, br example, utilise alternative pitch systems to the traditional diatonic 
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major and minor scales. In the following example, the basic scale (taking C as the tonic) is a 

mixolydian scale built on C (C, D~ E, F, G, A, B-flat). 

Pr%njcment en/me 

~B 
2 4 

- =r F IF" F F F IF j VAt F r r 1 
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Example 88: Preludes Book 1, Prelude No.10. 

The response of Segovia to the SOflotc III was to rewrite those sections he did not like, and 

was thus similar to his treatment of the Variatiofls slIr '}<o/ia de Espaiia l1 etftlguc (1929). For 

example, Segovia transposed the recapitulation of the second theme from D minor to F-sharp 

minor.290 The following example represents the published version of the recapitulation of the 

second theme in D minor. 

piu tranquillo 

r 
J~. ~ It Ig IF 

tJ r r 

i 

Example 89: Sonata III, first movement. 

~9(1 SegoVla to Ponce, 20th J uly 1927 in SegovLl, Th~ Stgot7Q,Pollce uttm, 12. 
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The second example is transcribed from Segovia's recording of the work.Z'J1 

Example 90: Sonata III, first movement. 292 

In a letter dated 20th July 1927, Segovia tells Ponce, 

I am doing a complete revision of your works. Sonata III is 

ready. I have accepted the finale that the first movement has, 

since the other one does not cr,me, and I am fond of it. I do 

not think it is necessary to change it, above all because, as I will 

never play this movement by itself, but only joined after a small 

pause, to the andante, it does not need a big finish, simply a 

final period.293 

The above passage indicates that Segovia had previously raised the need to rev ise the end of 

the first movement to the Sonata III, but Ponce had not accepted his suggestion. 

Segovia's transposition of the second theme to F-sharp minor has the effect of delaying the 

291 Andres Segovia, Alldris S egolin: E"rrgU'rrUlmfs/ Rtrordil{gs/ AlIjilahUlell f 927·19} 9, EMf CIIS 7 61047 2 
292 Tmnscribed by Leo Welch in Welch, "Sonata Frmn and Musical Interpretation," 21. 
29~ Segovia to Ponce, 20,h July 1927 in Segovi;l, The Segolia,Polla LeI/err, 12 .. 
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resolution to D major until the arrival of the coda. Ponce's original version resolved the 

preceding tonal inSllbility of the bridge passage by presenting the second subject in D minot'. 

This juxtaposition ofD minor and D major has the effect of subverting the sense of anyone 

dominant tonal centre. This technique of tonal mutation from the tonic minor to major was 

used by Ponce in the fifth and sixth variations, and also the finale of the Theme vane et finale 

(1926). Ponce's re-statement of the second subjectin D minor sets up a tension between the 

tonic major and the tonic minor. The D major coda gives way to the second movement 

"Chanson", which returns to D minor. The final mov.ement, a fast dance-like rondo, is in the 

key of D major. Segovia's statement of the second subject in F-sharp minor weakens the 

tonal interplay between the tonic minor and major and subverts the underlyh'lg harmonic 

tension between D major and D minor within the work. 

The Theme varie et finale (1926) 

The 1 heme vane et finale (1926) was one of the first works Ponce composed in Paris and is ca1't 

in a typical theme and variation form with some modification. The theme is in a binary form 

of unequal sections. The A section is eight-bars long with repeat, the B sectior~ is four bars 

long without repeat. There are six variations based on motives taken freely from the theme 

and which reflect Stravinsky's preference for motivic rather than thematic development. The 

practice of developing a particular motif rather than paraphrasing the entire theme itself has 

antecedents in the variation compositions of Beethoven, Schumann and Brahms, and the free 

variation compositions of Cesar Franck (1822-1890), Vincent d'Indy (1851-1931) and Edward 

Elgar (1857-1934).294 In these compositions, the theme is developed freely, not only as a 

melodic skeleton to be embellished, but also for its motivic potential. Thj~ ted·.Lnique appears 

in many of Stravll:,l'V's variation compositions, 1'uch as the second, fifth, and seventh 

2Q~ Robert l1. Nelson, "Stravinsky's Concept of\'ariations," The Mllsical QII.,rter/y 48, no,3 (1962): 331. 
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variations of the Octet (1923), the third variation of the SOllata for Tivo Pianos (1943-44), 

throughout Jell de cartes (1936), and in the first variation of the EbollY C(}fIcer/o (1945). 

Ponce's Theme vane et finale (1926) reflects certain characteristics of Stravinsky's treatment of 

variation fonn. Stravinsky's variation compositions invariably appear as nlOvements of larger 

works as in P/I/am//a, the Octet, the Concerto for Two Pianos (1935), Jell de ulric'S, amongst others, 

and exhibit a wide range of techniques, such as free variation, sharp contrasts of mood, 

ostinato figurations, and repetitive constructions that are typical of the composer. 

Except for the second and the sixth variations, the individual va.riations of the TUme vane et 

final are related by a common harmonic scheme and two melodic motifs, both drawn from 

the first bar of the theme. They are: firstly, an undulating alternating neighbour-tone motif, 

and secondly, the descending minor third from the same neighbour tone motiE 

!J 

Andante un poco mosso 
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Example 91: Theme varie et finale, theme. 
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TIle prominence of the minor third interval in the theme alludes to its significance as a 

unifying link between the theme and the individual variations. The Theme vatie ct .filial was not 

the only work from this period to use a particular interval as a means of structural unification. 

This technique is also evident in non-guitar works, such as the previously discussed Sonata 

bret'C (1932), which is not unified by anyone theme or motive, but by the vertical and 

horizontal projection of a minor secoo":. This interval permeates the hannonic and melodic 

writing of the work, and its strategic importance is established in the first bars of the work 

The oscillating neighbour-tone motif is used frequently throughout the Theme vane et fl. I. as a 

means of creating thematic coherency. The many transformations of this motif are 

recognisable by its characteristic concave melodic contour. For example, the first variation, 

altb.ough primarily rhythmic, expands the major second interval of the original motif to a 

minor and major dlird, and perfect fourth and fifth. The motif is also augmented temporally 

as each alternation is spread across the measure. 

Exampie 92: Theme vade et finale, variation 1. 

The fugal second variation in C major is based on the alternating major second motit. The 

time values of the original motif are augmented from thirty-second notes to eighth notes and 

thus reflect the rhythmic augmentation of the original motif The dllrd vruciation, 
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incorporating a common salon arrangement practice of doubling the melody in thirds, is 

based on alternating minor seconds. The rhythmic writing characterised b:l the lower 

neighbour tie over the first and third beat emphasises the dissonant relations inherent to the 

alternating figure. 

Allegro Moderato 

i i ! 'I ,?l!_n 'LJin Ozt@ E ~ 

-r~R ;jJe E uis~ IE HA ~ II~ ~:ic r ~ I" ~ t~ 
Example 93: Theme varie et finale, variation 3. 

'The oscillating motif also pervades the finale. 1be first theme, in the key of E minor, 

combines the major second altemating neighbour tone a.."1d minor third motifs in a series of 

three oscillating figures based on an alternating major second, mmor third and major second 

respectively. The last four bars of the first theme features an arching scale-like passage that is 

based on the phrygian mode beginning on B.295 

2'1'> Nystel, "I Iarmollic Practice in the Guitar :-'Iusk," 45. 
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Example 94: Theme varie et finale, finale. 

The second theme of the finale is based on the phrygian mode beginrung on A-sharp a'1d 

incorporates the alternating motif.296 

r r-·~ r nr r-
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Example 95: Theme vade et finale, finale. 

The interval of a minor third which dominates the melodic movement of the theme is used 

strategically to link the seemingly heterogeneous collection of variations and also the finale. 

In variation four, the interval of a minor third characterises much of the melodic movement. 
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\Vithin a restricted pitch range, the upper voice proceeds in a series of convex and concave 

arcs that resemble the contour of the original oscillating motit: This particular variation also 

subdy reflects the influence of sesquialtera. The undulating melody proceeds over an ostinato 

bass that articulates the dotted crotchet beat di">1sion of 6/8. The upper voice, on the other 

hand, proceeds in group:; of two quavers and suggests 3/4. 

~~RfB1:OJ J r J:g~ ± ¥zfElg 
@I;~: J ~J \~. J,) I). Q ;pg 3 I).» P.H% 

'! 8 9 

'tJp.ijD F' 3)4;. ~d~;~J A It fl3rr@B 

Example 96: Theme varie et finale, variation 4. 

'Ine transition section bridging the tirst and second themes of the finale is interrupted by a 

series of parallel quartal chords from bars nineteen to twenty-two. The descending minor 

third movement in the upper and lower voiceS is a clear reference to the original falling minor 

third motif of the theme. The quick restatement of these chords transposed up a major 

second reinforces the structural importance of the minor third interval. 
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Example 97: Theme vade et [male, finale. 

Repetitive construction is a salient feature of Stravinsky's variation writing. This technique is 

not only seen in the recurrence of partic.llar variations in a rondo-like manner, as in the Ebof!Y 

Cot/certo (1945) and the 5 plet (1953), but also in the construction of themes and reiterative 

melodic, rhythnric and harmm.tic figurations. Reiterative figurations appear in many forms in 

Stravinsky's variation forms, such as the repeated chords of the first variation from Jm de cartes 

(1953) that simulate o3tinati or true ostinati as found in the first variation of the SO!1ataforTwo

Pial/OS (1943-44). 

HUS}} 2 l 
Legermente e staccato 

Example 98: Jeu du cartes, variation 1. 
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Example 99: Two-Piano Sonata, variat.ion 1. 

Repetitive constructions also figure prominendy in the Theme tlaTii et final The first variation is 

a series of reiterated chords over a quaver and semiquaver ostinato. Here the technique of 

repetition is manifest harmonically in the chord sequence and also rhythmically in the 

recurring quaver and ser~llquaver configuration. 

Allegro appassionafo 

'@i 2 rn M p t.pn:rn ~ vn ftJ 
'@ifBrnp (.lIp;nFtjf*~~' 

Example 100: Theme varie et finale, variation 1. 

In the development section of the finale, the waltz-like theme is developed into a syncopated 

oscillating figure that reiterates the intervals of a major a..n.d minor second. The first statement 

of this dleme at bar sixty-one is underpinned by an E pedal with the middle voice ascending 

in a chromatic manner. The varied repeat of this theme at bar sixty-nine, initially 

undeJ.pinned by an A pedal, is transformed into a dotted ostinato figure at bar seventy-seven. 
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Example 101: Theme varie et finale, finale. 

Ponce's motivic conception of mdody demonstrated in the ThitJle tlane et finale not only 

reflects Stravinsky's free transformation approach to variation writing, but also the 

fragmentary and evanescent melodies of Debussy. Debussy's approach to melody was bound 

up with his notion of the arabesque: a purely descriptive tenn referring to melodic shape. 

Debussy, like Stravinsky understood melody in terms of motivic units that could be 

developed freely. ~nllS fragmentary approach to melodic writing is epitomised in the Dea/IX 

arabesques (1888), which draw their thematic unity from the extended repetition and 

development of a single triplet motif The apotheosis of melodic writing, according to 

Debussy, is found in the freely developed and gracefi.li motives of Johann Sebastian Bach. In 

the article, "Good F1iday", for La Revile Blanche (May 1, 1901), Debussy traced the evolution 

of melodic writing up to the time of Bach in terms of the progression from long static 

melodic lines to freely interacting motives or "arabesques". Referring to a recent 

performance of an unspecified concerto by Bach, he writes, 

However, this is a marvellous concerto -like so many others 
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inscribed in the 110tebooks of the grand old Bach. Once again 

one finds that almost the entire piece is pure "musical 

b " ara esque ... 

The primitives - Palestrina, Vittoria, Orlando di Lasso, etc. -

had this divine sense of the arabesque. They found the basis of 

it in Gregorian chant, whose delicate tracery they supported 

with intertwining counterpoints. In reworking the arabesque, 

Bach made it more flexible, more fluid, and despite the fact 

that the Great master always imposed a rigorous discipline on 

beauty, he imbued it with a wealth of free fantasy so limitless 

that it still astonishes us today.297 

The arabesque quality that Debussy so admired ill the mUSiC of Bach was 1n turn, a 

characteristic that Ponce admired in Debussy. 

The most brilliant of all, Claude Debussy, not only abandoned 

the usual composition fonns, not only eschewed in his works 

the melodic line as tradition imposed on us, but essentially 

destroyed the tonal base accepted universally, creating a restless 

and disconcerting music. It was the "Impressionism" in music, 

analogous to pictorial impressionism. In this new music, the 

melodies disappear between the arabesques and the secondary 

297 Claude Debussy, "Good Friday in Relwe Bfl1llthl', Quoted in Claude Dcbus~y. The Crihcol Wlitil[g! q! tbt Grrol rreflrh 
Campo!tr Clnllik DebIlJ[y, trans. and ed, Richard I~'1r.gham Smith from materials compiled and intt(illuced by Fmnc;ios Lesure 
(London: Seeker and Warbul-g, 1 (77), 27. 
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oudines of the harmony, like the figures that dissolve amongst 

the vaporous gases in some modem pru.1.'tings.2'J8 

The principles of motivic development and transformation adopted by Stravinsky and 

Debussy were a powerful influence on Ponce. The long cantabile phrases that characterised 

Ponce's melodic style before 1925 in works like the Balada mcxicana (1915) and the Sonata 

mexicana (1923) became increasingly fragmented in the non-parodying guitar compositions 

after that date. Furthermore, compositions like the ThtfJlJe vane et finale (1926), Sonata III 

(1927), Sonata breve (1932), and the Sonatil1c (1932) demonstrate that, as Ponce's concept of 

tonality shifted from a centric to a kinetic force, motivic development and transformation 

became the principal means of structural delineation and unification in his music. 

Evidence of Segovia's response to the ThhlJe vane et fillale is limited. The earliest reference to 

the work in his letters is an undated letter from approximately 1921). Segovia urges Ponce to 

send him the ''Vanations''.2Q9 The work was finished sometime before the 20 th March 1927. 

In a subsequent letter dated 20th March 1927, Segovia informs Ponce that he 'has played the 

Thtfme tlCl1ie etjinale to another composer, Nicolas Medtner (18791 1880-1951), who liked the 

work very much3°O. References to the Thtfme vane etfinale in Segovia'S letters are scarce and do 

not indicate whether or not Segovia requested any changes to the work. It is interesting to 

note however that in those letters where Segovia enumerates the works of Ponce that he most 

298 <rEi mas genial de todos, Claudio Debussy, no 5610 abandon6 las fonnas usuales de la composici6n, no solo borr6 en sus 
obras la linea mel6dica tal como la tradici6n nos la impusiern, sino que destruy6 esencia1mente Ia base tonal aceptada 
universalmente, crcando una musica inquietantc y desconcertadora. Era el "imprcsjonism" en musica, anruogo al 
impresionismo pict6rico. En esta musica nueva, las meIodias se csfuman entre los arabescos y los diseiios secundarios de la 
armonfa, como las figuras que se de£lien .. ntre gasas V"apor!)sas en algunas pinturas modemas." Ponce, "La musica despues 
de la guerra:' &tirta nnlnra/ de Alixiro 1, no. 1 (15 May 1919): 6, 
21)1) Segovia to Ponce, 1926 in Segnvia, The Segotia,PolICl Ld/m, 4. 
~ml Segovia to Ponce, 20dl April 1927 in Segovia, The Segotia'PIJIIt't I.lltm, 10 
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likes, the Theme vane e/ fillale either does not rate a mention or is placed quite low in the list. It 

is possible, given that this work was one of the first original guitar works Ponce wrote for 

Segovia, that Segovia did not want to impose himself too forcefully upon Ponce for fear of 

not receiving any more works, Segovia may not have felt sufficiently confident in his 

relationship with Ponce to begin suggesting changes to Ponce's music. Segovia's letters prior 

to March 1927 are largely flattering to Ponce and can be read as an attempt by Segovia to 

endear himself to the composer. 

The parodying and non-parodying guitar compositions reflect a complex and diverse array of 

aesthetic values and goals, but they share a common conservatism when viewed against the 

non-guitar works from the same period. This conservatism is evident in the emulation of 

earlier historical practices and composers. In the S unaM cJasica (1928) and also the S ona/a 

roman/ita (1928), the treatment of the sonata form structure is consistent with the classical 

and early romantic practices. Thl?' lyrical melodic style and harmonic writing of the Sonata 

romantita is consistent with the style of Franz Schubert, to whom the work is dedicated. 

Segovia specifically requested these wOll'ks, and he stressed to Ponce the importance of 

fidelity to the original model. The conservatism of the non-parodying works is seen in 

Ponce's disrreet application of neoclassical techniques. 'X-'hereas the SOlla/a breve (1932) and 

the SOlla/ine (1932) are progressive in theit application of the harmonic and formal techniques 

of neoclassicism, the Theme vane' e/ finale (1926), and S ONa/a III (1927) project a conservative 

approach, These works demonstrate the influence of the fotmal and variation techniques of 

StraV=~11Sh.y" and the harmonic and melodic language of Debussy, but overall tlley apply a 

traditional concept of tonality as a central structural force. Though Ponce believ{;d in the 

primacy of tonality, pandiatonic works like the SOllata breve demonstrate that he was flexible 
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in his interpretation of this concept. Whereas the Sonata breve employs intervals of a minor 

s,econd as a structural unifying device, the central unifying device of the Sonata III is the 

interplay ofD minor and D major. 
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Chapter 8 

8. CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

The relationship between Segovia and Ponce was highly productive and complex. Both men 

sought through the assistance of the other to achieve personal goals within their respective 

compositional and performance areas. Segovia sought new original works from Ponce to 

bolster what he saw as a limited extant body of original concert standard work His ambition 

to build a repertoire of new works that would elevate the guitar to the stature of the violin and 

piano was a strong motivating force, not only in his collaboration with Ponce, but with 

numerous other composers as well. flowever, as his treatment of Iv1ilhaud's Sigowana op. 366 

(1957) demonstrates, Segovia had a very strong preconoeprion of thl.! type of work he wanted. 

I-Iis numerous requests for new works varied in their level of prescription. However, they 

shared a conservative musical taste in their preference for a strong central tonality, limited and 

functional hannonic language, dominant and lyrical melodic line, and contrapuntal texture. 

Segovia was also commercially pragmatic. Not only was he personally averse to modem 

music, but also did not record it or include it in his t(~cital programs because he thought it 

would alienate his audience. Evidence from hi.s discography, recital programs, compositions, 

and transcriptions, demonstrate that Segovia'S musical tastes remained conservative 

throughout his career. 

Evidence From Ponce's Writings and Non Guitar Works 

Ponce's early compositional style was distinctly romantic. His early piano compositions 
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written before 1912, such as the Ala:::r"ras de salOl, (c. 19(0), Gatl(}la (1901), Prellldio.yfllga solm 

1111 l(!tIla de Haendel (1907), Scher:?jno mexicmlo (1909), and the Sch~r.:j'lo (Homenqje a De/JIIsf)', 1912), 

encompass various styles including the salon genre, historicist and technical display works in 

the style of Lisze and Busom, nationalism, and impressionism. 'Though these works reflect 

different goals, they share a common romantic aesthete as evidenced in their conservative 

hartl10nic vocabulary, functional harmonic language, and preference for chromaticism, lyrical 

melodic writing, and devices that exploit the sonority of the piano. 

Notwithstanding the underlying romanticism of Ponce's harmonic language, his compositions 

reflect a natural eclecticism that combines romantic, nationalist and modernist elements. The 

stylistic variation that occurs in his catalogue of works is the result of the changing relative 

position of these aesthetic forces. Importantly they act as filters through which other 

influences, practices, and traditions are re-interpreted. Iuey do not preclude other types of 

aesthetic choices; rali1.er they re-present them within a shifting aesthetic equilibrium. For 

example, the nationalist piano works that date from 1909 to 1919, such as tl1e /lmtlladora 

IJJexicalla 1 (1909), Scber.;jllo mexicalJo (1909), Tema vanado meX1t"t7f10 (1912), Balada me.0cana 

(1915), and the Scher;;jllo mt[Ja (1919), are uniformly based on the Mexican cancion tradition, 

but re-interpret that tradition differently through the salon tradition (Scher:jno nmdcano), the 

harmonic language and virtuosic pianism of the romantic period (TelJJa vanado me>'7CatlO and 

Baloda mexit'alla), and a simple and naive diatonicism that excludes any modulation (Scher.;jllo 

mt[Ja). Other representative nationalist piano works of the period, such as the Suile CIIballd 

(1916), re-interpret Ponce's interest ill folk and popillar music and also place in the evocative 

and programmatic manner of impressionism. 

After 1913, the musical values of Ponce are consolidated around nationalism. His 

compositional style remains eclectic, but hi:; nationalist values acquire greater cultural and 
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political meaning. Nonetheless, a. romantic haffi10nic language is still a point of coherence 

within his music. The philosophical basis of Ponce's nationalism is found in the left wing 

humanism of the Aleneo de la JllvC1Iltld and is expressed through an increasingly polemical 

discourse on the nature of the social and economic divisions within Mexico, In "'La musica y 

1a cancion mexicana" (1913), Bseritos Y cOIJlposiciones mllsica/es (1917), and also his contributions 

to the &visfa mlls,;cal de Mexico (1919-1920), Ponce's nationalism progressed from a moral duty 

to a political anJ cultural imperative. Mexico must have its own voice, and this voice should 

unite rather than divide Mexicans. The vehicle for this reconciliation was the cancion. His 

promotion of the cancion as the legitimate source of a national Mexican music was ultimately 

designed to project a comrn,on sef'~e of identity across a socially and politically divided 

Mexico. The implicit tension between the peripheral and hegemonic music traditions is an 

important aesthetic force In Ponce's nationalism and explains the underlying paradox of a 

national music dependent on foreign models. This tension is implicit in compositions such as 

the Balada mexicalla (1915), but it is ultimately subordinate to a common national identity, and 

in turn, Mexican sovereignty. Whilst Ponr.e is not part of the Revolutionary struggle, he is a 

leading voice in the cultural and intellectual struggle. 

Ponce's nationalism after 1913 confutes the cancion and European art music traditions. 

\X1hereas earlier nationalist works such as the Scher.:;jno mexicallo (1909) situated Ponce's 

nationalism in the salon, the larger extended compositions situate Ponce's nationalism in the 

concert-hall. His preference for European models such as Grieg and Alberuz to define 

Mexican musical identity was rejected by later nationalists such as Chavez and Campos who 

pursued indigenous pre-conquest models. Adopting the language and forms of European art 

music bestows legitimacy on peripheral art music traditions. Mexican art music, like English, 

German, French, Italian, and Hungarian art music, will become part of the evolutionary 

sweep of the dominant universal art music tradition. A belief that Mexican art music is 
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behind its European cOlmterparts is the ctu.x: of the peripheral and hegemonic tension, and 

also describes how Ponce defined himself as a composer. His decision to study wIth Paul 

Dukas was precipitated !by his growing frustration with his place in Mexican musical Efe, but it 

was also motivated by a desire to update his compositional technique. The proverbial 

modesty that Gustavo E. Campa recognised in "La musica y la canci6n mexicana." was 

derived from Ponce's sense of his own backwardness in relation to his European 

counterparts. Ponce's nationalism has multiple layers of cultural, social, political and musical 

meaning, but it fundamentally projects an inferiority that Ponce felt at a personal level. 

At the beginning of their collaboration in 1923, the musical values of Ponce and Segovia are 

similar. Though he had earlier defined himself as a modernist, works such as G'hapll/lpcc 

(original version 1921) characterise Ponce's modernist style as discreet. His melodic writing 

and style of orchestration are distinctly impressionist, but his hannonic language is romantic 

in its preference for chromaticism and its free treatment of traditional structures like sonata 

fonn. These romantic characteristics are also evident in Ponce's first original work for the 

guitar, the Sonata mexica/I(J (1923). 1ne antecedents of this work in the extended nationalist 

concert works such as the Ba/ada mexica//a (1915) seems anachronistic in light of Ponce's 

intention to "cultivate his luck" within a modernist aesthetic. 'Though Ponce's return to an 

earlier nationalist style can be explained by his eclectic approach and his tendency to continue 

earlier characteristics, it also suggests the influence of Segovia. Though the available letters of 

Segovia to Ponce begin after the completion of tlus work, it is probable that Segovia 

immediately liked the wotk since there is no indication in any of the subsequent letters that he 

suggested any changes. 'Inc conservative and functional hamlOnic language, contrapuntal 

texture, and lyrical melodies of the Sonata mcxictJtla are consistent with Segovia'S aesthetic 

values and commercial pragmatism. >Ine Tres f(1lJciotlcs poptdares tlJexicallas are arrangements of 

earlier original songs and folk songs that were written for the salons of the middle and upper 
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classes, and are likewise consistent with SegOVia's conservative values. I Ienee, Segovia was 

able to simply transcribe these works without m~lking any significant changes. 

The Influence of Paris and the Changing Musical Goals of Ponce 

Wben Ponce moved to Paris and began studring composition at the l~cole Nonnale de 

Musique with the composer Paul Dukas, he found himself cxposed to an exciting and 

challenging musical world. As he admitted, his style changed dramatically when it came into 

contact with this "new universe of notes". Ponce's assimilation of this new musical world 

was facilitated through the friendships that he made whilst in Paris. Though as :t-.-fi.r.mda 

notes, Ponce avoided social life due to his limited income, he nonetheless made many 

significant fricndships with modernist composers whilst there. His circle of friends included 

Villa-Lobos, \vhom he met through Segovia, and also vanguard composers such as Edgard 

Varese (1883-1965). In an interview published in Iii Unittersa/in 1933. Ponce recalled that on 

Tuesday evenings he and his friends would meet at the house ofVarese. 

Varcse the vanguard composer gets together with his friends 

on Tuesday evenings at his house .... 

. .. Around a table, Albert Roussel, Florent Schmitt, Heitor 

Villa-Lobos and the owner of the house examine a large score 

- the poem Ameriques by Varese - fifty-three staves on each 

page. Crossings out and numerous corrections. Roussel 

observes placidly. Florent Schmitt smiles with his usual ir0niC 

gesture. Villa-Lob os, thin, nervous, with his hair like a crow's 

wing is interested in sound combinations imprisoned in the 

lattice of pentagrams. How would that sound? You can 
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almost guess the question on the face of the composers.301 

Ponce's response to the new musical universe was to participate in it. His belief in the 

primacy of tonality directed him away from radical techniques such as serialism, and drew him 

instead toward the neoclassical and impressionist techniques of Stra"insky and Debussy. In 

his pi .. no and chamber works, he explored various techniques of non-serial atonality such as 

pandiatonicism, poly tonality, fonnal concision, awmised melodic lines, and non-tertiary 

harmonic structures. Though he disliked seriaJism because of its rejection of the tonal 

tradition, there are parallels between the Sonata breve (1932), and SonatilJe (1932) and the works 

of serialist composers such as Anton Webem (1883-1945). In these two works, the avoidance 

of conventional devices of structural unity such as tonality and thematic development means 

that non-traditional and more subtle elements sucl1 as a particular interval or melodic shape 

assume a critical structural role. Consequently, musical interest is much more concentrated. 

This new hnguage did not mean the abandonment of earlier nationalist or romantic 

charact''!ristics, but rather their re-interpretation within a new and progressive harmonic 

language. Cancion themes and the rhythmic technique of sesqui:litera are still to be found in 

these modem works, but they are subsumed within a new harmonic language. 

The Collaboration Between Segovia and Ponce 

As Ponce's compositional style became more progressive, Segovia's requests for new works 

and his suggested changes to some of those works became more prescriptive. Though 

301 "Varese, cl compositor vanguardista, retinc a sus amigos los martes por la tardc en su casa .... 
.. , En tomo a una mesa, Albert Roussel, Florent Schmitt, Beitor Villa-Lobos y cl c.!ueilo de la casa examinan una gran 
parritura -eJ poema Allltriq!lfS de Varese-. cincucnta y tres reng\ones en cada pagina. Tachaduras y corrccioncs numerosas. 
Roussel obscrva placidamellte. Florent Schmitt soncie con su acostumbrado gesto ir6nico. Villa-Lobos, delgado, navtoso, 
con su melena ala de cuervo sc intercsa por Jas combinacioIlcs sonoras prisiolleras en eI enrejado de los pentagram as. ~C6mo 
sonara eso? Casi sc advina la prcgunm en cl rostro de los composuores." UusJTina Vasconcelos, "IIablando con el ~faestro 
Manuel M. Ponce," n.d. EI Ullit'trroi, 1933. (,2uoted ill Miramla, AIolme/AI. POlice, 61. 
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Mellers' model of the composer and performer relationship is not a definitive representation, 

it provides a clear benchmark of the independent and mutually complementary nature of both 

roles. Initially, the collaboration between Segovia and Ponce reflected Mellers' model of the 

mutually independent composer and performer. However, as Ponce's style became more 

progressive, the nature of their relationship changed profoundly. Segovia inverted Mellers' 

model since he sought to restrict the aesthetic choices of Ponce. His commercial pragmatism 

clashed philosophically with Ponce's idealised view of d1e true composer as someone who 

follows his musical interests and does not seek material wealth. 1bough he was able to fully 

explore modernist techniques in his piano 2ctld chamber works, Ponce was unable to do so in 

his guitar compositions. Segovia'S requests for historically emulative works, such as the 

Bolletto (1931), Prelude in E Mqjor (1931), Suite in A (1930-1931), SlIite 01 estilo ontigllo (1931), and 

others were possibly a source of frustration for Ponce since they represent a sustained period 

of aesthetic: homogeneity which is prevlOusly uncharacteristic ofms output. 

Ponce's Paris guitar works seem removed from the developments occurring in other media. 

The Sonata III (1927) represents the most progressive of his guitar works, but in comparison 

to the Sonata breve (1932) and S otlofitle (1932), it represents a moderated form of neodassicism. 

These three works share the same formal concision, but there is an overarching consonance 

in the Sonata III that is absent from the others. Though the Sonata III incorporates non

tertiary harmonic structures, these are used primarily for colouristic effect since they exploit 

the open tuning of the inl:>,rument. In the S of/at a breve, the interval of a second is not only a 

device of linear structure, it is also projected vertically and is thus integral to the harmonic 

language of the work. It seems that in his non-guitar works, Ponce was free to explore new 

comp0sitional techniques, but was constrained in the music he wrote for Segovia. 
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The sustained conservatism in Ponce's guitar music is anomalous within his catalogue. The 

stylistic variation that is to be found in his piano, chamber and orchestral compositions prior 

to his collaboration with Segovia, illustrates that Ponce's eclecticism was an innate part of his 

compositional identity. From his earliest works, he followed where his impulse took him. 

His piano works, such as the Preludio]jllga sohre lema de Hamdel (1907), Balada mexical/a (1915), 

and the Sonaline (1932) reflect a rich variety of compositional influences including the salon 

repertoire, romanticism, nationalism, neoclassicism, and pre-conquest music. Though many 

of these works predate Ponce's collaboration with Segovt. they illustrate that within a 

particular media, Ponce was able to explore a diverse set of ;nfluences and that these 

influences themselves evolved over time. The overriding conservatism in Ponce's non

emulative and emulative guitar works suggests that his ability to evolve as a composer was 

curtailed. 

The Possible Cause of the Crisis in the Relationship between Segovia and Ponce 

The crisis that occurred in the relationship between Segovia and Ponce was most likely the 

result of a combination of factors. Segovia's continual requests for new works and his 

suggested changes encroached on Ponce's creative output in other media. The overwhelming 

majority of the music Ponce composed between 1925 and 1934 was for Segovia. Ponce 

wrote twenty-five guitar compositions for Segovia, yet he only wrote six piano works, two 

sets of songs, four chamber works, and tw(l orchestral works during this time. The tendency 

of Segovia to re-write Ponce's music and to selectively record his works out of their correct 

sequence might have frustrated Ponce since it showed that Segovia sometimes had little 

regard for the finished work. The comtnercial pragmatism of Segovia would not in itselfhave 

been a major stressor, but it does illustrate the fundamentally different attitudes that bob" 

men had toward composition. Ponce admired composers like Albeniz who pursued their 

artistic impulse, whereas Segovia judged the work on the basis of its reception. In the late 
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1920s, the musical goals of Ponce and Segovia diverged greacly. Throughout his career, 

Segovia's musical values remained conservative and unadventurous. In redefining his place in 

Mexican musical life, Ponce embraced new methods of composition that stood in sharp 

contrast to Segovia's conservative tastes. He freely explored neoclassical and impressionist 

techniques in his piano and chamber works, but was constrained in what he could write for 

the guitar. Though the relationship between Segovia and Ponce was restored after the crisis, 

Ponce's output for the guitar after 1936 was gready reduced. Apart from the COl1cierto del slIr 

(1941), he wrote very little else for Segovia. 
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